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ABOUT THE BOOK
Draco Moon and his cyberhuman family have driven the
Baylor from Humanity’s home system but must now take the battle to
their enemy. To keep the Baylor from turning to the immensely
powerful Baylorian Empire for help, Draco’s cyberhuman forces must
blockade the Renegade Family in the Centauri system.
To do this they must occupy every Gravity Vortex Gateway
around the twin Centauri suns with enough defenses to repel an
Imperial Space Fleet. Fast.
If they fail in this task of blockading the Renegade Family
within the Centauri system, the rest of the Baylor will find out that
Humanity has nanotechnology. If that happens, Humanity will face a
centuries old Star Empire that will stop at nothing to utterly destroy the
bearers of technology they fear.
Compounding their task is the fact that Draco Moon followed
through on his promise to grant freedom to the entity that was the
Artificial Intelligence program within his implant, as well as the AIs of
all the implants of all other cyberhumans. There is considerable
adjusting to be made by both cyberhumans and soon to be freed AI
programs as human hosts are trained to take over the operating
functions of the implant’s departing artificial mind.
All seems to be going the way of the cyberhumans when the
Baylor of the Centauri system begin advancing their technology
themselves instead of confiscating it from conquered races. With the
Imperial Baylorian Space Fleet probing the blockade around the
Centauri system, and the super weapons developed by the Centauri
Baylor, the freedom of humanity is the prize that two Baylorian
Empires are fighting for.

STAR BLOCKADE

* ONE *
Draco stood at the window of Erriimmaannohh’s office, make
that his office now, and watched as the sun neared the horizon. It had
only taken one day to take his world away from the alien invaders.
Not counting the years of preparation.
But they weren’t finished yet. He had cut off the head of the
invader but the body still lived. And that body would not thrash around
long looking for a new head. All of the baylor scattered around the
planet would be competing in ritual combat to select their new leader
while entrenching themselves into wherever they found themselves
when the cyberhumans had retaken the planet.
In addition to the scattered aliens who had been here for years,
there were several newly arrived baylor roaming around in other
countries because of the resent influx. To care for these future
overlords was a lot of mind controlled human slaves as well as quite a
few wolfen and a much smaller number of individual examples of the
other baylorian slave races. Every single one of those would be causing
mischief until they could be found.
There was a knock at the door. “Come in.” Draco said as he
turned away from the window.
Jason Ocean entered with the wolfen, Ghlorr. As Ghlorr faced
Draco, Jason watched the alien suspiciously.
Draco extended his hand and the alien looked at it. “It’s a
human form of greeting. You’re supposed to grasp my hand with
yours.”
Ghlorr did so. The hand was structured exactly like the
human hand with only two major differences. Besides the extra hair, or
fur, was that it was adorned with a clawtip fingernail that extended the
last half of the last joint in the finger instead of on top like a human’s
fingernail.
Being from a heavier gravity world than Earth, the wolfen had
a surprisingly strong grip. “Now let go.” Draco chuckled after a few
seconds.
“Forgive me master.” The wolfen said contritely as he quickly
released Draco’s hand, then leaned toward Draco as he dipped his head
down and to the side, exposing his neck veins.
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“You’re going to have to get used to not saying master or
tipping your head like that my friend.” Draco said as he empathicly
projected friendly sincerity toward the furred alien. “And call me
Draco.”
Ghlorr quickly stood back erect, and started to open his
mouth, then bit back the habitual ‘yes master’ phrase. Closing his
mouth, he waited for Draco to continue.
“The reason I asked you here was to thank you. If not for your
actions yesterday it would have taken me at least a minute to gain entry
to the sealed control room. I’m sure several of my people would have
been killed if the heavy defensive weapons had been activated.”
Quietly waiting off to the side, Jason continued to watch the
wolfen suspiciously.
“Jason. Have you checked on the Wilson kids in the last
hour?” Draco asked casually.
“Not yet. I was watching him.” Jason gestured at Ghlorr.
“I’ll watch him. You go check on the kids. They’ve been
through a lot. I want to make sure they feel safe.”
Jason gave the furred alien one last, suspicious glare and left
the room without a word.
When Jason was gone, the alien asked him. “Did you tell the
truth to the baylor? Are you going to free my people’s worlds?”
“If I can, yes. It will be a while though. I still have to make
sure I secure my own world first.”
“I would like to help.” The alien said softly.
“That’s good. I’m going to need all the help I can get. Today’s
battle was just the start of a long, hard task.” Draco gestured at a chair.
“Sit down my friend. I need to know all you can tell me about the
baylor and your two worlds.”
Later that day Draco stood at the front of the new conference
room full of cyberhumans. “OK people. Let’s get this meeting started.
Tom, have we closed off the island?”
“Yea. We’ve got Dragon Warriors on jet skis in a ring up to
500 yards out. We’ve also got all of our larger boats at the dock at this
time, including the Sea Dragon.”
“I wanted to err on the side of caution because of the racket
we caused, but it doesn’t really seem necessary. This place must have a
pretty bad rep, cause nobody’s come within a couple miles since we’ve
been here. I’ll cut back on watch numbers tomorrow if things stay as
quiet as they are now.”
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Draco nodded then turned to his cousin’s husband. “How
about the prisoners Pago?”
The massive Samoan towered above the rest of the room’s
occupants as he rose to speak in a musically deep voice. “We have five
living baylor and have recovered seven bodies. Four of those were
killed by their own slaves, two at their own hand rather than be
captured, and the last was the loser in some sort of rivalry duel before
we attacked.”
“The personnel records show that there are at least eight more
baylor with their attendant slaves scattered around the world. There
could be more cause it seems that spying on each other is an even more
widely practiced baylorian pastime than the data in our implants would
suggest. So there could easily be unknown enclaves from rival Families
anywhere on the planet. Or off for that matter.”
“You mean inside our solar system?” Draco asked.
“Yes. As far as the main records can tell us though, we acted
just in time. It seems they were getting ready to enact their own plans
soon and the extra numbers of baylor and their accompanying slaves
was just the first of a planned influx.”
“We’ve also got quite a few slaves in holding.” Pago Manoa
continued. “Most of them have had mind control performed on them.
We have to keep them under observation until we can determine the
chance of their attempting to free their former masters.”
“How many do we have?” Asked Draco.
“57 in all. 45 human, seven wolfen, and five others from three
other slave races.” Pago looked to the side of the room where the
wolfen, Ghlorr, sat. Like Jason, he hadn’t agreed with Draco’s decision
to not put the alien in holding with the others. “What records we do
have indicate that there are at least another 20 human, three wolfen,
and two of one of the other races that were away from the island on
some sort of baylorian errands. And, of course, whatever unknowns are
out there.”
“We’ve been in constant touch with Forrest at the Colorado
site.” Pago continued after a brief pause. “There are another 17 human
and two wolfen slaves there and only one of the baylor. There were
only three human bodies there and another five here and one from
another slave race. The nearest we can tell, they were all the most
heavily mind controlled and were capture-avoiding suicides.”
Draco couldn’t smile at the deaths, but he was still glad that
his orders to take everyone alive if at all possible had not caused them
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to lose the battle. “OK. I want you and Meilani to take charge of
transporting all the prisoners here to the Wyoming base. Treat them all
as potentially dangerous. As soon as we get the time, we’ll test them
for mind control.”
Tom’s wife Jade spoke up. “We could do that now. Well, as
soon as the meeting’s over I mean. There are enough of us here and if
we do it the same way you interrogated Maakkaavvll, we could be
finished in a couple of hours.”
“That would help.” Said Pago looking again at Ghlorr. “Then
we could be sure where each of them stands. The baylor have had a lot
of experience hiding the effects of their mind control techniques.”
“Does everybody agree with Pago?" Draco asked raising his
right hand. Everyone present raised a hand of his or her own.
Draco looked at Ghlorr. “Ghlorr. Have you understood
everything being said here?”
“Yes master.” The furred alien said.
“First off. You do not call anyone master again. Is that clear?”
“Yes mast... yes… uh… what do I call you?” The furred alien
asked with an aborted tip of the head to expose his neck.
“You can call most of us by our first names. My name is
Draco. Do you understand me?”
“Yes Draco.” The wolfen body fought old reflexes and Ghlorr
raised his lowered head to meet Draco’s eyes. “I was taught several
human languages by machine while on the ship that brought me to your
world and I’ve had several tens of days of practice with your
language.”
“Good. I am not going to force you to do this. We talked at
length earlier and I am personally convinced of your trustworthiness,
but it would help if that could be confirmed without a doubt. To do this
I will have to enter your mind. Do I have your permission?”
“Yes mast... Yes Draco.”
“OK then. Come up here please.” Draco said with a wave of
his hand.
Ghlorr rose from his seat and approached Draco. “Will there
be any pain?”
“No. None at all. I won’t lie to you, you may not feel any
sensation at all, but I’m not sure about that. But I can guarantee there
will be no pain.” Draco pulled a chair around in front of him and
motioned for the wolfen to sit.
Ghlorr sat and closed his eyes as if in anticipation of pain.
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Draco pulled another chair around and sat facing the
obviously frightened alien. “Relax Ghlorr. Open your eyes. That’s it.
I’m going to lean forward and touch my forehead to yours. Then I will
grip your head lightly with my hands. You may feel a crawling
sensation where my head and hands touch you, but that should be all.
Are you ready?”
“Yes master.”
“Please... Draco. Call me Draco.”
“Yes Draco.”
“OK then. Here we go.”
Draco leaned forward and Ghlorr closed his eyes again. Draco
knew from the alien’s body language that Ghlorr didn’t believe his
assurances.
He touched foreheads with Ghlorr and placed his hands with
his thumbs below the wolfen’s high ears and his fingers at the back of
the alien’s skull. He had been transferring nanomass to his head and
hands as he talked and now sent that nanomass out through his skin
and into Ghlorr’s head.
The nanomass flowed into the pores of Ghlorr’s skin and from
there through the skull and into the brain where individual and groups
of nanobots triggered chemical reactions within the alien’s neurons.
Draco probed the short-term memories of the wolfen and learned the
alien’s experiences of the past few days.
From there he probed deeper and soon knew the alien’s entire
life experiences. He endured the humiliation of being fed upon by the
baylor as well as the humiliation of the daily life of a slave. The
memories were deeper than what he would gain from watching a good
movie or reading a book, but were less than the actual experiences.
He ‘almost’ experienced the joy Ghlorr had felt living free on
the planet Grrlar, orbiting Centauri B. He then ‘almost’ felt the helpless
terror of the capture of Ghlorr and his family by the Hunting baylor.
Draco also learned of Ghlorr’s baylorian owner/master, who
was not one of the prisoners. He was surprised to note that not all
baylor were inherently evil. Of course he hadn’t been presented with a
very large study group so far.
When he was convinced that Ghlorr had not been subjected to
mind control he backed out of the alien’s mind, withdrawing his
nanomass back into his head and hands. He released his handhold and
leaned back.
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He looked at Ghlorr whose eyes remained closed. “You may
return to your seat my friend.” He said.
Ghlorr slowly opened his eyes and whispered. “It is over? I
felt nothing. I felt only as if I dreamed of my life.”
“I shared those dreams with you.” Draco said. “What you
remembered just now is what I now know of your life.” Tapping his
head with a finger, Draco added. “In my mind I was with you on Grrlar
when your family was captured. I now mentally share your first
blooding by your new master. I also know that you never underwent
mind control.”
He turned to Pago. “I would trust Ghlorr with my life Pago.
What he has endured has made him strong. I know…” Draco stressed
the word, “…that he would sacrifice himself for any of us who have
been responsible for his new freedom.”
Not needing any more explanation than that, Pago approached
Ghlorr and extended his hand. “I am sorry that I doubted you Ghlorr.
Will you accept my apology?”
Ghlorr looked at Draco then back to Pago. He took the offered
hand and replied. “Yes.”
Jason had approached from his position farther back in the
room and repeated the apology as the others verbally yelled their
encouragement of the acceptance of the wolf man.
“Good!” Draco said as the scene threatened to devolve into an
impromptu celebration. “Now let’s get back to the rest of the meeting.”
When things had settled down and everyone had resumed their seats he
continued. “I think the idea of testing each of the former slaves is a
good one. When we’re finished here, I want Pago to supervise the
process.”
“Pago, you and Meilani get as many people as you need to
help you and test each of the human and wolfen slaves when you think
you’re ready. Immediately remove capture hoods from any who pass.
That will identify them better than any other way.” Draco smiled at his
micro managing statement, then asked rhetorically. “Of course that last
was pretty obvious wasn’t it?”
“One thing I want to make clear. Any time a former slave calls
anyone master, I want you to remind them they are now free. You will
tell him or her your name and remind them every time they forget. And
be friendly when you do it. Does everyone understand?”
When everyone acknowledged he continued. “Now. What’s
next?”
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Candace raised her hand. When Draco motioned toward her
she said. “You want to keep our presence secret from the rest of
Earth?” At her cousin’s affirmative nod she continued. “Then why do
you want to set our blockades up inside the Solar system? Wouldn’t it
be smarter to set the blockade up on the other side of each of our jump
points?”
“If the baylor attack in force,” She continued, “sooner or later
astronomers are going to wonder what’s going on. It’s going to be hard
to hide exploding starships.”
Draco thought about it for a moment. “You’re right Candy.
What do you suggest?”
“I think we should mine the Centauri-Sol jump point instead
of the Sol-Centauri side. And the Barnard’s Star-Sol side instead of the
Sol-Barnard’s Star side. That way we can see them coming and do
most of our defensive fighting out of sight of Earth based eyes. Of
course they can come at us from all sides that way but we can still
escape through the gate at any time if we absolutely have to.”
“What about the other jump points?” Asked Summer. Some of
the others had objected to him and Angela being present during the
assault of the island because of their age. Draco had compromised by
putting them in charge of the Sea Dragon. They had not come to the
island until the battle was over but they were still invited to all
cyberhuman meetings.
“The other jump points?” Draco asked.
“Yea. Tau Ceti, Sirius, Procyon, Epsilon Indi, and even the
smaller stars like Wolf 359. All of them have jump points to both Sol
and Centauri. If we blockade only two jump points, won’t the baylor
just take a longer route to come at us? After all, the jump points
themselves are only a little further from the primary Centauri stars.”
“He’s right.” Said Tom. “The data from our implants predict
over twenty jump points to Sol. Since the Centauri gravity well is twice
that of Sol’s, and it is so close to Sol, it will certainly have jump points
to all the same stars.”
“Yea!” Piped in Angela so as not to be outdone by her cousin
Summer in joining the conversation with the adults. “If we only
blockade the Centauri and Barnyard jump points, they have at least
eighteen other ways to come at us.”
“You mean Barnard’s Star?” Asked Summer.
“No. I meant Barnyard. I was making a joke. Besides, it’s
easier to say and we could refer to the construction base there as the
7
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Barnyard. That way everybody would know exactly what we meant
without having to deal with that tongue twister name.”
“Good idea Angela.” Said Draco. When they had good ideas,
he tried to make it a point to add to the younger cyberhuman’s
confidence whenever possible. He could still recall the times in his own
youth that he had been discouraged from ambitious ideas and actions
by adults who thought he was ‘just a kid’. Compliments and
encouragement cost little effort for such a big potential gain.
Draco projected his compliment as he replied seriously. “OK.
Instead of the long, drawn out. Baaarnaaard’s Staaar, from now on
we’ll call the baylorian fleet construction base and the entire system the
Barnyard.”
Angela had the grace to simply smile as she let her uncle have
the last word on the subject.
“Now. Back to the main subject. We can’t possibly watch
every jump point at this time, so we’re going to have to pick the most
likely stars first. We’ll do more as our resources and cyberhuman and
dragon warrior numbers grow. What star should we start with?”
“Sirius has an even bigger gravity well than Centauri.” Said
Meilani. “We should go there first.”
“That’ll also be a bigger star lane crossroad than Centauri.”
Added Jason. “We can explore further from there than from anywhere
else within one jump of Sol except the Centauri system.”
“Sirius will also be the most likely path for the baylor to come
at us from the Barnyard.” Said Tom. “Even though Sol is almost
directly in between the two, Sirius is far enough below the plane of the
ecliptic and close enough that it should still have a vortex pathway.”
“I guess we won’t really know for sure until we look. Who
wants the job of going to Sirius?” Draco asked.
“We will.” Said Tom and Jade at the same time.
“Meilani.” Draco looked toward his cousin. “Sirius was your
idea. You get first dibs since that mission won’t be affected by the
testing of the prisoner’s cause that won’t take long the way you and
Pago are going to do it. Do you want it?”
“Not really Draco.” Said Meilani. “Pago and I wouldn’t be
able to take the kids on a trip that long. They’re too young and unless
there are no alternatives I’d rather not separate the family for extended
periods unless absolutely necessary. At least until they get a little
older.”
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“OK. That shouldn’t be a problem. Anybody else want
Sirius?” Draco asked.
“We will!” Tom and Jade again exclaimed quickly, in the
instant Draco finished his question.
“OK Tom and Jade.” He laughed at their excitement. “Sirius
is yours. Where to next.”
Misty said. “Procyon is the next biggest and with its white
dwarf companion, it also has a bigger gravity well than Centauri.
There’s also no stars between it and Barnard’s Star, I mean the
Barnyard.” She said, looking at Angela. Her niece smiled back. “It’s
almost sure to have spatially close jump points to both Sol and the
Barnyard.”
“Aren’t you about ready to construct some implants for your
dragon warriors?” Asked Draco.
“Yes.”
“Why don’t you do that as quickly as you feel is safe, then
take all your new cyberhumans with you and train them on the way?”
Misty thought about it for a second and said. “I’ll have to have
help. I can’t build a ship big enough for us all and construct implants
and train new people at the same time.”
“Since Procyon is sure to have a jump vortex to the Barnyard
that is spatially close to its Sol gateway, we should put a blockade there
as soon as possible.” Said Draco. “I think it would be best to give you
the baylorian supply ship.”
“Why don’t you start constructing implants for your people
while the supply ship is in transit insystem. By the time they get back
to the inner system they’ll have experience running it and can teach
your people.”
“Draco.” Tom said. “Sorry to interrupt, but since we’re on the
subject of the supply ship, Blue reports that there was a message
remote from Sy’Byt attached to the hull. He’s bringing it back with
him. It won’t release its message to anyone but you.”
“How did they find it?” Asked Draco.
“It recognized some sort of signature from the capture party’s
implants.” Tom replied.
“OK. I’ll send a message remote of my own to lunar base to
retrieve it.” Draco said. “Now we need somebody else to go with
Misty. Anybody?”
“If you don’t mind Misty, I could come with you.” Said
Candy. “The baylorian supply ship is more than large enough to hold
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both of us and all of our people. If we still need to we can fill any
additional crew positions with volunteers from the capture party.”
“Since Draco plans on reducing manning of the lunar base,
you could fill the rest of the crew positions with volunteers from our
people stationed there if you still don’t have enough.” Suggested Jade.
“You could construct implants for them on the way to Sirius and the
entire crew could be trained by the time you return.”
“Another good idea. If that’s OK Misty, you and Candy can
work out the details together later.” Said Draco. “Where to next?”
“Tau Ceti may not have a vortex to the Barnyard because of
the alignment of it, Sol, and the Barnyard.” Said Candy’s cousin Jason
Ocean. “But it will surely be one of the shorter alternative routes from
Centauri to Sol.”
“You have already given me permission to give implants to
those of my family who are Dragon Warriors as well as some who are
not.” Jason continued. “With a little help I could have a crew ready in a
couple of weeks. We’ll have to build our own ship from scratch, so
another week or two and we could be ready to leave.”
“The team at the lunar base is almost finished with another of
the Monitor class ships.” Said Tom. “It will delay the refugee transfer
to the ark planetoid but I think the blockade program is just as
important. I say we transfer the next Monitor class to Jason instead of
waiting till his team can construct their own. They can then focus on
maybe making a few escorts or scouts if they find that the Monitor
class is too small for their purposes.”
“OK by me. I say we do it.” Said Draco as he raised his right
hand, nodding when everyone present raised a hand of his or her own.
“I think that’s enough for now though. I know there are a few
other stars we should put on our list, but I don’t want to overextend
ourselves. Let’s try to take it step by step.” Draco continued.
“Everybody keep me informed on your progress. Anyone who doesn’t
have a specific assignment should help another group as much as
possible. Remember, though, I may pull you from anything you’re
doing at any time to help with any other team at any time. We really
don’t know right now what our biggest obstacles are or where we
might need you next so bear with me if I seem to be jerking you
around.”
“Until then, I’m going to go to Colorado to see how Forrest is
doing.” Draco turned to Ghlorr. “Would you like to come with me?”
“If you would have me.” The wolfen said.
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Smiling and nodding his assent, Draco started. “OK people...”
“Wait a minute Draco.” Meilani interrupted. “What about the
prisoners?”
“Oh yea. Sorry Meilani. Everybody help Pago and Meilani
with processing the human and wolfen prisoners. I want the ones we
can trust separated from the others as soon as possible. Leave the ones
we can trust here and get the others ready for transport to Wyoming as
soon as possible. We’ll rehabilitate them there if we can. Those we
can’t help right away, we’ll transfer to the lunar base then on to the ark
planetoid.”
“Anything else I’ve forgotten?” Draco looked around the
room.
“How about the comet?” Asked Angela.
Draco slapped his forehead. First Summer had reminded them
of the threat of attack from jump points other than Centauri and
Barnard’s Star. Now Angela reminded them of the biggest threat still in
their own system.
“Thanks for reminding me Angela.” He looked around the
room. “I think everybody here has a full load. I’ll wait till I get to
Colorado and put somebody there on that mission.”
“Oh yea. We need to get this island’s ownership transferred. I
want everything baylorian dismantled and sent to Wyoming for study
and safekeeping. Then convert everything here so that we can be
visited by anyone without fear of exposing ourselves. Fix it up just like
the Wyoming Base. As little advanced tech as possible.”
“That’s it. Let’s get going.”
*

*

*

Roonnrroorr sat at his personal console in the control room.
The newly installed console was the same one that had been put in his
quarters earlier in the voyage. It was now in an out of the way corner of
the ship’s control room, but that did not lessen the prestige that its
presence gave him.
Ever since he had saved the transport shuttle from the battle
where the supply ship was lost, all of the crew treated him with almost
embarrassing respect.
The small ship was now in constant laser-comm with Comet
Strike Base One. They had reported everything they had been able to
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see back to the base before they had passed out of range of even his
improved sensor programs.
The data was still being studied by those at Strike Base as well
as the crew of his own fleeing ship. It had been evident quite early that
they had not been detected but the captain had decided to continue on
to the Sol-Barnard’s Star jump point anyway.
His father had agreed and had dispatched a jump capable
message drone to the jump point. The drone was small but would still
reach the jump point well ahead of their fleeing shuttle. With luck, a
ship would be there to pick them up not long after they reached the
jump point themselves.
He had done his best to keep his sensors on the battle to see
where the unknown ship went afterwards but the battle had not yet
ended when they passed out of sensor range. His failure to further
extend the range of his sensor program ate at him regardless of the
praise given by the captain and crew for the increases he had been able
to implement.
At one point he had suggested that they return to a close
enough distance to see but not be seen. The captain had been tempted
and had even passed the suggestion on to Roonnrroorr’s father.
Over the hopefully secure laser-comm link, his father
Goorrddoonn had decided that it was best that they go to the fleet
construction base and deliver their information in person.
Roonnrroorr now spent all of his spare time in the control
room working at his console. He hoped there was no unknown alien at
the jump point when they arrived and when the resolutions programs
were running he worked on increasing the sensor detection abilities
even further.
By the time they reached the jump point, he had improved the
resolution of the sensor data considerably and could see in great detail.
The mystery ship still remained unidentified but they now had enough
data to be able to recognize its physical features as well as its
operational energy readings if they ever came upon another like it.
The suited beings that had been shown by the short message
the supply ship had gotten through the jamming also had been
subjected to his sensor programs.
The attackers had presented a sort of mystery since they were
so much smaller than the ship and thus more difficult to isolate. The
shape was similar to that of most of the four limbed races known to the
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baylor. But the suits of each individual were almost all different in
some way.
The sizes were varied, but many races contained a wide range
of size in their individuals.
Most of the suits showed four limbs and a head but some of
them were complete cylinders with only two limbs where a baylor’s
arms would be. Were these different species or just different designs
for different suit functions? Were they even suits? What if they were
mechanical devices?
The last frames before the jamming message drone had been
destroyed were the most confusing. He was still trying to enhance the
last visions of the attackers as they somehow opened the outer airlocks.
His feeding teeth flexed impatiently as he tried to overcome the fact
that the data systems of the transport shuttle were not sufficient to clear
the blurred images.
He would have to wait until they reached the construction
base. Unless the ship that picked them up had sufficient data capacity
and allowed him access.
Roonnrroorr wanted very much to clear the blurred images of
the mysterious alien’s methods of gaining entry to the supply ship with
such apparent ease.
*

*

*

Brraakkeenn Goorrddoonn looked at the captain of his only
remaining intersystem transport shuttle. “We have located an asteroid
for you to visit Captain. It is small enough to be easily moved and will
be hard to see until it is close to the target planet, but it is still big
enough to cause considerable damage.”
“You will only be required to transport the work crews and
provide them with rest quarters. They will do everything else. I do not
want you to put any of your crewmembers on any work crew under any
circumstances. I do not tell you this because I do not trust your loyalty
in any way.” He added. “I only give you this restriction because the
work team must place each piece of equipment precisely.”
“If you were to provide assistance to any work crew and the
asteroid misses its target, the team leader would be able to shift the
blame of failure to you and you would have to challenge the insult to
your Honor. There are too few of us and what we do between now and
our reinforcement from home will matter greatly to the Kiilliimmeedd
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Family. We cannot fail so I do not want the possibility of a duel to
exist. Also.” The Captain continued. “You and your crew are our only
means of undetected travel left within this system until help arrives. I
don’t want to risk injury to anyone needed to operate your vessel at
peak performance doing something other than ship duties.”
“Therefore, I must insist that you help in no way. If you do, I
will kill you without Honor and feed your body to the slaves. Do I
make myself perfectly clear?”
“Yes sir.”
The captain of the ship that had integrated itself into the comet
could break free and convey all off-Earth baylor back to the home
system or that of the Family’s secret facility in the nearby red dwarf
system, but to do that he would have to disobey his primary orders. He
could do that to save the lives of his crew.
Of course, to save Honor he would then have to cut his own
throat, fill a glass with the first spurts of lifeblood, and hand the glass
to the Kiilliimmeedd Family Head before dying. But he would save his
crew.
So, realistically, there was no choice at all.
He must stay with the original plan as if nothing else had
happened and hope that his additional side plan would cover them in
case things were worse than just a loss of communications after an
apparent chance encounter with an unknown race.
“The target asteroid has been chosen with great care. You will
provide anything within your ship’s stores including whatever backup
gravity wave coils and parts the work team requires up to the
cannibalizing of your own ship. No further! And for Honor’s sake, I
would advise keeping precise records in very durable data packages of
every moment from here on, including every bit of information and
supplies you provide and to whom.”
“You will document the material the work team requests with
extreme care. The team leader will be responsible for documenting the
placement of each piece of equipment. You do not need to concern
yourself with the equipment after you have documented the team’s
receipt.”
“The success of the mission is the sole responsibility of the
team leader. Therefore, you must follow my directions precisely upon
your Honor. Do you understand?”
“Yes sir. May I ask a question?”
“Yes.”
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“I am aware of the mission to which we have been assigned.
Why have you expanded on that mission?”
“Are you aware of the fate of the supply ship?”
“Yes sir.”
“The presence of the mysterious ship that attacked the supply
ship was completely unexpected when we were given our original
orders.”
“There are many unknowns in relation to that ship and its
purpose.” He continued. “We do not know if the humans have an ally
that we do not as yet know about or if the ship is from a race that is
expanding its own Empire. There is the also the possibility that their
thought processes are so incomprehensible that we have not the ability
to comprehend the purpose of their actions.”
“Therefore it is important that we ensure that the planet Earth
has a natural disaster of extreme proportions as soon as possible so that
we can come to their rescue as soon as possible. That way we can face
this new mystery with one less distraction.” The Captain made a
gesture that seemed to say that his line of logic should be obvious to
the most casual observer.
“If the unknown race is an ally of the humans, they will be
able to predict the likelihood of the asteroid’s fragments hitting Earth.
Unlike the planet bound humans, they would have ample time to
destroy or divert the fragments. Also, if they are actively allied with the
humans without our knowledge, it will give us another first strike
option.”
“Therefore we must create a natural disaster sooner than
planned so our people can establish ourselves in this system without
alarming the humans as to our true intentions. The asteroid will
possibly cause greater damage than the comet fragments that have been
targeted but that can’t be helped. It is the surprise and speed of the
disaster that is most important now.”
“We have been unable to contact Erriimmaannohh on Earth
and it will be at least a six-day before information can travel through
the Barnard’s Star system’s comm traffic to his father. It will be at least
another two sixes of days before a returning message drone can get to
us through the Barnard’s Star path. Much longer if there are no drones
currently station-keeping at the jump point.”
“We don’t have many drones left, so we can not take the
chance of sending a message drone through the Sol-Centauri jump
point because we don’t know if the stealthed alien ship is still there.”
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“We also can not afford to waste time waiting for an answer
that may not come if a stealthed ship destroys a drone we send through
the Sol-Centauri jump point. Our best choice is to send our message
through the fleet construction base.”
“But that will take time we also cannot afford to waste. That is
why I have made the decision to advance the disaster schedule and
change the method of that disaster.” Goorrddoonn continued.
“We must initiate that plan immediately for it to succeed.
There will be time to divert the asteroid ourselves if we get a message
from Kiilliimmeedd Taagghhaarr or his son on Earth in time. But if we
wait until that message comes before we act, it may be too late.”
“Do you understand now why I have altered our mission plan
on my own?”
“Yes sir. I understand and I agree. Success will guarantee
more Honor to both our Families than the Honor of death in battle. You
may count on my support and assistance in this Honorable, ambitious
extension of our orders.”
“Thank you. You may launch as soon as you are satisfied that
your transport shuttle is loaded and ready.”
*

*

*

Misty looked at the console screen and said to her cousin. “I
don’t recognize the design.”
“Neither do I. Of course that’s not surprising since both of our
implant data files come from the same source.” Candy replied.
They sat on the bridge of the newly named First Prize and
watched their console screens. Misty was in the command seat with her
cousin at the first mate’s console.
They had left the system of Sol three weeks earlier and had
been at the Procyon-Barnard’s Star jump point for 17 days. Due to the
positioning of Barnard’s Star, Sol, and Procyon, the Procyon-Barnard’s
Star and Procyon-Sol jump points were very close spatially. It had only
taken them four days to find the vortex opening and two and a half
days of that time had been in transit from the Procyon-Sol jump point
to where there Procyon-Barnard’s Star jump point was predicted to be.
When they arrived they had immediately sent a laser-comm
message to the relay drone stationed at the Procyon-Sol jump point.
The drone would transfer from Procyon to Sol once a day and transmit
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a message burst to the unmanned comm relay drone holding station at
the Sol-Procyon jump point and wait for a return burst.
Then it would return to Procyon and collect another day’s
worth of communications and repeat the process. The communications
relay had worked perfectly so far.
Their job at the Procyon-Barnard’s Star jump point, or
Barnyard as nearly all of the cyberhumans called it now, had been a
little more difficult. The crew of First Prize had to be careful not to
alert the baylor that they knew to be somewhere in the red dwarf
system. They didn’t know exactly where in the system the baylor had
their battle fleet construction base. Only that it was there.
They also didn’t know if the baylor were anywhere near the
Barnyard-Procyon jump point. If they were, then the presence of First
Prize would be discovered immediately. It was possible that they
already had been detected and reactions had been set in motion.
Using an armed sensor drone as a shield between themselves
and the Procyon-Barnyard jump point, a message drone collected data
for a day before jumping back to Procyon. Not until they had studied
the data had their cyberhuman volunteer gone through the jump point
for their first look at the red dwarf system.
Raymond Running Bear rode a fighter-sized craft of nanomass
that was not much bigger than a battle suit. He rode his fighter-suit
atop the message drone in piggyback mode as the drone maneuvered
into the jump point and from there to the Barnyard system.
There was no one there to meet him but the sensor link to the
sensor drone that had preceded him. He immediately began an intense,
passive sensor search with his suit-ship as a second receiving point.
When that showed no active contacts in range, he chanced an active
sensor pattern. The stress of the wait, until he was sure he was alone
within the volume of space that held the Barnyard-Procyon jump point,
was only partially alleviated when a full, active sensor search revealed
no contacts.
Space around him appeared empty out to several tens of
millions of miles. Of course his own enhanced stealth systems were
only slightly better than the baylorian model. To avoid the surprise of
the unknown, he kept his vigil at peak level as his sensor map grew.
Raymond had then left the message drone at the vortex
opening and cautiously rode his fighter-suit sunward in search of the
battle fleet construction base. He sent laser-comm bursts to the message
drone once a day and the drone dutifully jumped back to Procyon to
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relay its message and receive any incoming comm before jumping back
to the Barnyard. Return comm containing data analysis was lasered
back along any incoming signal.
On the sixth jump back to Procyon the drone’s message held
the coordinates of the base. On the seventh jump it held the best longrange map of the base that the data banks on First Prize could construct
from his sensor data. Raymond had remained on passive sensors and in
heavy stealth mode the entire time but couldn’t get any closer without
setting off alarms.
He had returned to a hero’s welcome just yesterday. The crew
of First Prize had spent the time since transferring stealthed mines into
the Barnyard system one at a time. Their interactive sensors and data
systems would allow them to independently monitor and evaluate every
potential target. ‘Smart’ programming would then assign targeting
commands to one or more of the powered mines, depending on the
target’s size, speed, and position.
They had been busily setting their mines when company had
showed up from an unexpected direction.
“Do we go to battle stations?” Asked Candy with a finger
poised over the alarm button.
“No. They have to have seen us already and they’re still
coming on calmly.” Answered Misty.
“Well. We are in a baylorian ship. Maybe they’re allies. When
they realize who we are they might fire without warning. If they get too
close, they could blow us to pieces before we can react. Without our
shields on, a nuke at close range would make our implants useless.
We’d still be no more than an expanding cloud of gas. And if we turn
our shields on now we might spook them.”
“Nice thought.” Said Misty with a half smile. “But then again,
since we are in a baylorian ship, anyone who knew them would expect
them to act with paranoia. I say we bring the EAF on line just before
they get inside weapons range.”
Just at that moment, a comm message gave the ship’s identity
and asked for approach instructions. The message was in the baylorian
language.
*

*

*

Ruk Illi-Aan Plains Runner twitched his tail in agitation as he
looked at the screen. Did the baylor know about the Hoomn who had
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escaped them on his ship? Were they here to block his escape once he
entered the red dwarf system where their construction base lay?
The Hoomn was not aboard, thankfully. His cousin Otto-Lin
had been wise to suggest that their two ships travel together. Otto-Lin
held station at the jump point where they’d entered this system with the
Hoomn aboard Illi-Aan’s old ship.
They had decided that he would complete the current contract
in the new ship. Afterwards, they would attempt to locate the Hoomn’s
home star. If they could.
The Hoomn, who called himself Nathan Davidson, had
assured him that Hoomnz had space travel and had visited other planets
in their home system. But, no, they hadn’t traveled to other stars yet.
He and his mate, Bo-Anni had convinced Otto-Lin that they would not
be breaking Ruk law by trading with the Hoomnz.
It was too bad the Hoomn, Davidson didn’t know where his
home star was in relation to the star that held the baylorian construction
station. The Hoomn might not have star travel as a species, but it could
not be argued that the Hoomn, Davidson was not in his home system
when the Ruk had met him. If they were ever confronted by the council
about this, they could state with complete honesty that the Hoomn race,
or at least the one they knew, traveled the star lanes.
The fact that Nathan Davidson did so as a slave to another
race was irrelevant. He was not in his home system when Illi-Aan met
him. This made the Hoomn a star traveler and by Ruk law could
become a trade customer.
Illi-Aan’s first contract with this star traveler was to provide
him with transport to his home world.
But first Illi-Aan had to complete his contract with the baylor.
And now the baylor had broken their predicted pattern of
trade. What had caused them to send a ship to this jump point? Was the
escaped slave’s presence in his ship suspected before they had left the
red dwarf star’s system? Could they have simply waited for Illi-Aan to
return rather than go to the trouble of chasing him?
He didn’t know. And it would be foolish to turn and run.
Not only could the baylorian ship easily catch him now, but
his actions would nullify the trade opportunities he had helped gain for
others of his kind. And possibly put them in danger.
If he were to cause that loss in trade, the commission would
fine him. The fines could be extensive and would financially ruin him.
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It would be better to die at the hands of angry carnivores than to break
his contract.
With a sigh, he activated the identifying comm signal and
waited.
When the reply came it was in baylorian, but the voice did not
sound like a baylorian native’s voice. He recognized the tone and
timbre of the voice but could not place the race. Were the baylor
stepping even more out of character and making alliances with another
race?
He was ordered by the voice, there was no video to the comm
link, to halt his ship outside the jump point. A shuttle would approach
his ship and he and two others would be allowed to enter the shuttle for
transport to the baylorian ship.
Again he considered fleeing but the baylorian ship was far
faster than his bulky cargo vessel and undoubtedly carried more
powerful weapons than his own. The baylor were, after all, a
territorially aggressive species who actually fought each other for the
right to lead fights against others.
Later, he and the two who had volunteered to go with him
donned their space suits and made their way to the airlock. When they
got there he was greeted by his mate, Bo-Anni.
She looked at him as if she would never see him again.
“Do not fear my love. The baylor have always postured as
well as any carnivorous race. It makes them feel superior. I am sure
this is just a way to put us in our place as their inferiors. I will be back
in no time and we can finish our contract and be on our way.”
“They may even be transferring our cargo here instead of at
the base in the next system. Think of the extra profit we will make by
not having to make two expected star jumps and the long journey in
system and back out again.”
He consciously relaxed his tail as he made another assurance
but the rigidity of the suit hid the action from his mate. “The baylor
have put too much effort in seeking us out to throw us away. If these
are the same that hired us, they would never jeopardize a trade
agreement by harming me before they get their goods and they won’t
get their goods until I am back safe aboard. What’s more, they need a
continuous supply of the data crystal and high tech components we
provide too much to fire on us after delivery or delay our departure for
long. They know that follow-up deliveries depend on our safe return.”
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“They are carnivores, my love. The penalty they would pay
for the life of one old ruk could be less than a double handful of data
crystal.” She replied as she brushed imaginary dust from the shoulder
of his suit. Her tail lay flat on the deck, not the extended quivering of
excitement his had displayed earlier as he went to put his suit on. Or
the upright rigidity of anger she had displayed in their quarters when he
informed her of his intentions. No, her tail held the limp, lifelessness of
despair or loss that he couldn’t help feeling was a little premature.
He prayed to the gods of trade that, of the two of them, he was
right.
“Just be careful. Give them a taste of your blood if you must,
but return to me.” She gave a half smile. “And resist making another
contract, even if they double the profit. Tell them we have obligations
elsewhere. Lie if you must. But do not make another contract with
them.”
“If you insist.” He said with mock exasperation. He would
make enough commissions on the next few others of his kind to trade
with the baylor to more than equal the profits of this trip. Promising not
to make another contract with the baylor was more of a pleasure than
the burden he acted as though it were. He wasn’t all that eager to go
through what he knew was coming any more times than he had to.
The airlock crew helped him with his helmet and when he and
the two others were ready they entered the lock. He watched his mate’s
face until the hatch cut off his view, then turned to face the outer hatch.
The hatch opened and he got his first view of the tiny shuttle
that would take them to the baylorian ship. He knew in an instant that
the shuttle was not baylorian. All indications were that the baylor were
now allied with another race.
He wondered what could cause them to do this. He had never
heard of a carnivorous race allying itself with another. It wasn’t in their
nature. Of course, space was vast. If one went far enough or lived long
enough, he surmised one could experience almost anything one could
imagine.
Without hesitation he made his way to the edge of the airlock
and launched himself toward the shuttle. He could not see behind him,
but knew his companions followed.
He had spent many years in space and had made many such
jumps. His aim was true and moments later he approached the shuttle.
He judged the distance and when he was within range he activated his
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gravity wave coil brake. The brake pushed against the mass of the
shuttle and when he entered the hatch he was barely moving.
Without pause he moved to the side to make room for his
crewmate whose gravity wave brake he could feel at his back. The
second in the airlock moved to the opposite side and moments later, the
third entered the hatch.
The outer airlock hatch closed but the inner lock never
opened. The three of them waited with growing apprehension as the
shuttle began moving.
It took less than an eight of time parts before they felt the
shuttle docking with the baylorian ship. They had remained without
artificial gravity for the short journey but now gravity slowly returned.
The outer airlock hatch opened and Illi-Aan was the first to
exit. There were six suited figures arrayed in a half circle around the
hatch.
They were not baylorian. Unless they were very tall and bulky
baylorians.
The suits they wore were obviously battle suits. The beings
inside were totally unrecognizable.
“Remove your suits.” Came an order over their suit comms.
“Two of our crew will assist each of you.”
Illi-Aan immediately did as he was told. The two beside him
followed his example without pause. They were good crewmates. He
would be sure to give them each a bonus.
If they lived.
When the three of them had shed their suits they stood in front
of the suited figures and waited. Their hosts studied them for a few
moments then parted their ranks. A hatch opened and one figure
gestured toward the opening. “This way please.” Came from a speaker
at the front of the suit.
Please? There were baylorian words, which conveyed the
meaning, but no baylor ever used them. These beings were surely not
baylor. But what polite race would deal with baylor? The mysteries
continued to pile up.
They entered the corridor on the other side of the hatch and
followed the corridor till they came to another open hatch. They started
to enter and Illi-Aan stopped so quickly in surprise that one of his
crewmates bumped into him from behind.
Hoomn! These were Hoomn!
Were they allies to the baylor? Did they enslave their own?
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Illi-Aan gaped for a moment then moved farther into the
compartment to let his crewmates enter behind him.
They had not been able to converse in much detail with
Nathan Davidson as to the physical differences between hoomn sexes,
but the two who waited in the room appeared to be female.
He really couldn’t tell much more than that. They were both
smaller in height and girth than his only other example, the male
Nathan Davidson. Although the two females both had similar facial
features, he presumed that was Family features, their skin and head fur
color differed. One’s skin was the color of dull copper while her head
fur was the color of freshly turned field dirt. The other had skin the
color of the wood paneling in his command chair with head fur the
color of late season grass. The same color as the inside of his mate’s
pouch fur.
The other major difference was in the size of their chest
glands. The light-furred hoomn must not be of childbearing age for her
glands were not near as large as those of the darker furred hoomn. The
lighter furred female was slightly taller in height, but also had a thinner
build. Was the dark furred one the family elder, training a younger
protégé? How should he proceed?
He didn’t even have enough information to make an informed
guess! He had planned to talk in more detail with Nathan Davidson
after the completion of his cargo delivery to the baylor. He had learned
enough from his stowaway hoomn to be confident that there were no
hoomnz roaming around to surprise him so he had ignored their
importance while he concentrated on the stressful baylorian situation.
While his mind raced in several different directions at once,
one of them spoke.
In baylorian!
How could that be? Hoomnz didn’t have the vocal apparatus
to duplicate the baylorian ranges of speech.
Motioning to a pile of fabric covered cushions in a corner of
the room, the darker hoomn female said as he and his companions
again fought to regain their trade faces. “Welcome to our ship. We do
not know the shape of what devices you use to relax your bodies, so we
have provided these cushions. If you would describe the shapes of what
you prefer to use, we will provide them as soon as possible.”
To give himself time to think, Illi-Aan went to the pile of
cushions and chose a few. He stacked them in a way that would
provide him with a cushion for his tail and the two largest as a saddle
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between his legs. His crewmates duplicated his act. The three moved
around on their respective cushion saddles until they were comfortable.
Illi-Aan then said. “This will suffice. Thank you.”
“You are quite welcome. My name is Misty Moon.” The dark
furred female hoomn said as she inclined her upper body toward IlliAan. Rising upright, she gestured toward her companion. “And this is
Candace Moon.” The one indicated then repeated the inclining of her
upper torso.
He copied the inclining upper torso, then repeated the motion
toward the second hoomn. He also recognized the similarity in the
second or Family name between the two from his talks with the hoomn
Nathan, of the Davidson family. Nathan had told him that some hoomn
tribes, like the baylor, used the first name to honor ancestry, but that
his family used the last name. Apparently, these hoomnz did too.
Illi-Aan named first himself, making the full body inclining
with tail lifted for balance that was a ruk bow, giving his full family
and trade name. He then rose fully erect and gestured with one hand as
he gave his two companion’s trade names only and waited while his
companions gave their own bows of formal recognition.
He waited for the hoomnz to continue and when they didn’t,
he wondered if he should say something. He vowed to put first-contact
scenarios into the regular shipboard training routine and was about to
speak when three other hoomnz entered the room. They each carried an
unused saddle cushion of simple but exquisite design.
Why hadn’t they brought these out to begin with? They must
have simply waited till he and his companions had stacked the loose
cushions they were given and then sought whatever they had that could
be easily and quickly converted to that shape.
“Would you prefer these to simple cushions?” The hoomn
Candace asked.
He moved off the stack of cushions and tried the saddle. It
was a perfect fit! The tail cushion was precisely angled and the leg
cushions were soft but firm. The saddle would rival any of the best he
owned in comfort if not in fashion design. This could not be a quickly
converted piece of something else! But surely it could not be freshly
manufactured?
His companions began exclaiming in the Ruk tongue over
their own saddles and he gathered from their pleasure that their own
were as precise a fit as his.
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“It is a pleasure to rest upon such fine saddles.” He said to his
host in baylorian as his crewmates continued to talk softly together in
the Ruk language. When their guests were comfortable, the hoomnz sat
upon the raised platforms they preferred.
As he scrutinized his host, three more hoomnz entered the
room carrying trays. “We have taken the liberty of inspecting the
nutrient compartments of your suits. The white side of the tray contains
a sample of food and drink that we are sure will be safe for you. The
darker colored side contains similar food and drink samples from our
own world. Each has been treated to kill any native organisms that may
cause you discomfort.”
Illi-Aan gaped at the tray in front of him, seeing squares and
cubes of pressed paste that resembled the paste squeezed through tubes
inside his vacuum suit’s helmet. He reached for an eyeball-sized object
of deep red color on the darker side of the tray and took a small bite.
The taste was exquisite! He forced himself to return his focus on the
hoomnz.
They had succeeded in diverting his attention with social
pleasantries that would put the best trader to shame! Surely these could
not be allies to the baylor! The baylor could never tolerate such a
degree of civilized behavior.
He tried to ignore the other temptations on the dark side of the
tray, instead choosing a simple beaker of water from the white side and
a couple of paste cubes. He could tell from the whispered chatter of his
companions that they were not as successful as he was at restraining
from testing the exotic foods.
Then a thought struck him. How had the hoomnz inspected
the nutrient containers within their suits? The food and water
compartments were sealed!
He tried not to think about what that might mean. These
hoomnz would surely not treat them so civilly and destroy their suits at
the same time. He calmed himself and sipped his water as he waited for
his hosts to speak again. His companions continued to sample the treats
on their trays, oblivious to the potential disaster they faced.
The hoomn was direct when she again spoke. “Why do you
visit the baylor?”
He knew it would be futile, if not stupid to deny her words.
Their entire conversation since his first comm transmission had been in
the baylorian language. Even though extensive physical tests on
Nathan Davidson had shown that hoomnz couldn’t hear or reproduce
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the upper frequencies of the baylorian language. His ship’s identifying
message in baylor had told these hoomnz who he was here to see.
“We have trade contracts with the baylor of the next star
system.” He said cautiously. His companions continued to sample
foods and whisper in the ruk tongue.
“What do you trade? And what do the baylor pay with?”
Even though the questions were rude and prying in ruk
society, Illi-Aan knew he was in a delicate situation and decided that
the civility of his host outweighed her blunder of intrusion into trade
privacy.
“We trade mostly in data crystal and high tech electronic
components. We also carry some small animals which the baylor feed
on.” He added. “We have tried to interest them in other trade goods but
they are very single minded, even for a carnivorous race.”
The other hoomn, Candace, spoke. “Your race trades with
many other races.” It was a statement, not a question.
“Yes. Trade is the greatest pleasure for the ruk. The universe
is vast and many races make or have things that others would like to
have. My people humbly provide the service of procuring what others
desire.”
Candace spoke again. “Do you deal with many carnivorous
species?”
“I have dealt with two others, but I know of three others that
have trade contracts with other ruk.” His companions continued to
sample foods from their trays and whisper together. From their tone,
Illi-Aan was sure they would want to deal with these hoomnz.
Then the hoomn named Misty did another surprising thing.
She spoke in Ruk! “Would you consider trading with my people?”
The whispering talk from his companions ceased.
Illi-Aan smiled. “From the reactions of my companions to the
food you have supplied and the one sample I have tried, all indications
are that your people would be much better trade partners than the
baylor.” He also spoke in the Ruk language.
His companions now intently followed the conversation, their
food trays ignored.
He decided to ask a question of his own. “How do you know
my language? The baylor refuse to deal in the languages of their
inferiors and we never taught them ours.”
Misty smiled and gestured to his companions. “Your friends
talk a lot.”
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He could feel his companion’s embarrassment. But surely
these hoomnz couldn’t learn so much from just listening while they
talked with him. Nathan Davidson had shown no such ability. That one
knew what baylorian he could hear and speak from his time under a
baylorian teaching device and had not undergone the same treatment to
learn the frequency ranges of the Ruk language that hoomnz could hear
and speak.
“Would you like to make a trade contract with us?” Asked
Misty.
“I would be happy to enter negotiations for trade, but first I
must complete the contract I have with the baylor.” Illi-Aan said.
Both hoomnz frowned. He explained quickly. “My people
have very strict trade rules that allow us to deal with many races. Once
we make a trade contract, we are bound by our own laws to complete
that contract. To default on a contract without legitimately just cause
would result in losing our trade license.”
“We cannot allow you to pass through this jump point.” Misty
said.
These hoomnz were definitely not allies to the baylor. Were
they escaped slaves that had not returned to their homeworld? Perhaps
the survivors of a mutiny on board this very ship? How close were they
to becoming pirates? How best to proceed? He had the benefit of his
time with the hoomn named Davidson. Only forthright honesty would
do if these hoomnz were anything like the only other one of their kind
his people knew.
“I understand your words, but you have not said why.” IlliAan replied in Ruk in his most formal tone. “I repeat. I am bound by
my contract to deliver the cargo I carry. My people are a race of
merchant traders and our trade laws are what make us the most reliable
source of contracted transport in known space.”
He chose his next words with care and hoped that the hoomnz
were as good at language translation as they appeared. “If you insist
that we not pass through this jump point, we will not. But I must
inform you that if we do not enter the red dwarf system through this
jump point, we will enter through another. It is our contractual duty to
deliver our cargo and we will do whatever necessary to complete that
contract.”
His thoughts went to the last words he’d spoken to Bo-Anni.
All of his assurances to his mate were completely useless when it came
to an enemy of the baylor. The cause of these hoomnz could very easily
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benefit from the complete destruction of the ruk ship. Then he realized
that since these hoomnz rode a ship of obviously baylorian make, they
were more likely to confiscate his ship intact and do who knew what to
the crew.
“I feel I must be completely truthful. If I can’t go through this
jump point, I will have to take another route.” Illi-Aan knew he was
taking a chance in openly admitting that, but he somehow felt that
these beings would be more friendly if he were totally candid.
“I am bound by my race’s law to deliver my cargo under
extreme duress and hardship regardless of profit loss. As long as most
of my crew remains able, all efforts will be made to complete our
contract. As the baylor would say, it is a matter of Honor.”
The two hoomnz looked at each other. Then they smiled.
Misty turned to Illi-Aan and said. “My race is at war with the
baylor. We do not wish to become just another slave race and food
source for the baylor. I am afraid that we would also have to consider
any who regularly trade with them as their ally.
Illi-Aan could feel his tail stiffen with reaction and wondered
if the hoomnz could read his body language as well as the verbal. He
eyes locked on those of the female hoomn as she continued. “I will
allow you to go on your way unhindered, but I must advise you that
your ship is being identity marked. The next time this ship is
encountered attempting to enter baylorian space, the entire cargo will
be confiscated.”
Looking the hoomn directly in the eye, Illi-Aan said. “In the
interest of fostering an honest relationship I must inform you that there
will be several ships following my trail whom you will also have to
deal with. I can leave a comm message for any you intercept, but you
will have to bargain with each ship’s captain individually.”
He felt he should protect any who followed him from any rash
decisions and hoped these hoomnz were as diplomatic with the more
aggressive ruk as they were with him. “All have this same route in their
data files and will begin arriving here within a few days time.”
He wondered if he should mention the fact that the first ships
to arrive would be from his own fiercest rival. There would be two
ships of a size half again as big as his own new ship and a much larger
transport that could hold one of the smaller two in its main cargo hold.
Operated by a single large family of very trade obsessed ruk, they
always traveled together with the eight generations of family members
rotating assignments on each ship.
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Both escorts and the transport were all more heavily armed
and armored than Illi-Aan’s ship while all four of the transport’s
shuttles were also of a larger, more armed and armored design than the
shuttle his ship carried.
He decided on complete honesty with these remarkable
hoomnz. “I am afraid that some of those soon to arrive will be less
willing to consider not delivering their cargo through this system. Also,
the ships they command are each easily more than equal to that of your
own in weapons and armor, if not speed. In addition, they follow a
faith that adheres to a more confrontational method of trade and won’t
hesitate to use their weapons power to deliver a cargo.”
The hoomn bared its teeth again as it curled the sides of its
mouth upward. Illi-Aan knew of the facial expression from his
experience with his former stowaway. In return, he tilted his head
slightly upward, opened his muzzle to show just the tip of his tongue
through his teeth, and curled the tip of his tail just so, in his own race’s
version of a smile.
“I thank you for that bit of information.” The hoomn female
replied. “It will help us prepare a welcome that will ensure a reduced
possibility of violence erupting. If they still insist on taking this route
to the baylor, they will have to deal with the jump point defenses we
have installed. I give you my word that they will be warned of the
defenses they will face.”
Illi-Aan reclined his muzzle in acknowledgement of the
courtesy and said. “I thank you for your promise.” He looked at the
hoomn and wondered at their presence. He must find out why there
was such a discrepancy between what Nathan Davidson had told him
and what he had seen today. “May I ask a question?”
The hoomn, Misty, smiled her alien smile and replied. “You
may ask as many questions as you like and I will answer as many as I
can. As long as you are not caught attempting to enter baylorian space,
you will be considered a friend of my people. It would therefore be
prudent of me too foster that friendship as much as possible. You are,
after all, the first species my race has encountered not counting those
involved with our battle with the baylor.”
Illi-Aan didn’t know how much he could learn but felt the
sincerity of the hoomnz words. “How do you come to be here?”
He listened as the hoomn told him about the baylor expanding
toward the hoomn homeworld and their eventual defeat in a single day
on the planet Earth. The hoomn named Misty told him few detailed
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facts, keeping her explanation in general terms. He was surprised to
find that the hoomn homeworld was only a single jump away but not
surprised when the hoomn confirmed Davidson’s description of hoomn
tech levels.
“Does your group consist of slaves who have overthrown their
masters and taken over some of their ships?” He asked pointedly. If
they were, then they were completely isolated from the protection or
assistance of any who would not want to become involved in a dispute
with a carnivorous race. And any who assisted them would become a
target of the baylor if their identity were discovered. It was just the way
of the carnivore.
“No.” Came the reply. “Without going into too much detail,
my people have received outside help from an old enemy of the baylor.
We have several ships of our own in addition to this acquisition and are
building more of our own at a fairly rapid pace.” She casually gestured
at the bulkheads around them. “We have thrown the baylor off our
world and out of our star system without the knowledge of most of
Earth’s population. The only former slaves among us are those we have
liberated. We are currently in the process of strengthening a defensive
sphere around our star system.”
“I’m sorry I must insist you wait here at least a full day before
returning to your ship. This will allow us to learn as much as possible
about each other before you leave to seek another route to deliver your
cargo. But also, we are going to mount an assault on the construction
station soon and do not want you to have time to put yourselves in
danger.” Misty continued. “We have already mapped this system’s
jump points and have a good estimation of your ship’s capabilities. The
extra day will not affect the length of time you will need to double back
to your cargo delivery destination. We’ll have engaged the baylor long
before you can double around to get back to your delivery
coordinates.”
Illi-Aan tried to look as calm as possible and hoped the hoomn
wouldn’t know what his quivering tail tip meant. The hoomnz must be
either extremely confident or extremely desperate to attack such a
massive station as the warship construction facility where he had
delivered his last cargo. And found his unexpected stowaway. Their
mysterious benefactors must be powerful indeed to give these hoomnz
such confidence that they would tell him of their plans.
Illi-Aan knew his surprise and confusion were both written in
his involuntary expressions her words produced and spoke quickly to
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fill the gap when she paused. “The extra time will give my crew and I a
chance to get to know your people better and to evaluate some of the
foods we have sampled. Sometimes exotic foods bring better prices
than an equal weight or volume of stone, metal, or gems. It will also
give my crew and I enough time to evaluate the prospects of steady
trade with your people instead of the baylor. If my ship leaves before
the next of my people arrive in this system, that evaluation must be
included in any comm message I leave for those who are sure to follow
me.”
“Those are all acceptable suggestions.” The hoomn replied.
“Again, I give you my word that you and your crew will be safe as
long as you approach no jump point within this system but the one you
came in through. If you wish, you may contact your ship and invite as
many as eight more of your crew to come over to First Prize.”
Misty leaned over and selected an item on the tray beside IlliAan. Picking it up she said. “Try one of these. It’s called a chocolate
chip cookie.” She took a bite out of the flat disk and smiled as she
chewed. Swallowing, she said. “They’re one of my favorites, so you’ll
have to hurry if you want a taste. They might not last long.”
Illi-Aan accepted her suggestion and bit off a small portion of
the disk he chose. Chewing slowly at first, his eyes grew round as the
flavor washed across his mouth. “This is very good!” He said around
his mouthful. “There is some empty space within my ship’s cargo
holds. I could let you see some of the cargo we have that is not
intended for the baylor. If we could come to some sort of interest in
each other’s goods, maybe we could begin to build trade relations.”
The hoomn replied that commercial trade would be a better
way to get to know each other than the swapping of captured
combatants. In moments the two were involved in discussions of not
only the foods that were presented to him and his two companions, but
also the excellent saddles that the three of them rested on as they
sampled each new selection.
As he continued to barter, he did not notice her continued,
intense observation of his and his companion’s body language. But in
his defense, he did notice how rapidly her voice lost all trace of accent,
with tone, inflection, and grammar no worse than any of the three of
her apparent teachers. He couldn’t imagine how they had learned his
language so well so quickly, but he was still totally convinced they
had.
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And they displayed calm confidence in their casual statement
that they were going to defeat the baylor in a very short time. “Who
were their hidden benefactors?” He thought to himself. “And what
could he trade with these others? If he could locate and contact them.”
“After we have determined the content and amounts of
payment for what goods you select, we can measure the amount of
empty space contained in your ship’s holds. My people could then
install several photonic containers with samples of all of the plants you
find most desirable. I would also like to install several additional units
as gifts to you and your crew for the inconvenience we have caused
you.”
“I would accept containers of the red one.” Said Illi-Aan,
pointing to the tray.
“That one is called a strawberry.” Said Candace. “It is
everybody’s favorite.”
They haggled for a while longer and finally settled on a price
for and composition of the cargo. He had prior experience with the
hoomn Nathan Davidson and knew to grasp the hoomn’s hand in his
when she held it out, not noticing that she was intensely aware of his
unhesitant reaction to her gesture.
He then broached the subject that had concerned him ever
since he’d first seen that he dealt with hoomnz. After all this time
building a foundation of trust, he hoped the presence of the Davidson
hoomn on the other ruk ship would not cause any problems. “Captain
Moon. There is something that I must tell you. There is one bit of
information that I have been holding back.” He noticed her look and
wondered what he’d said or done that had caused her to suspect that he
wasn’t as candid as he’d let on. Unlike Nathan Davidson, this hoomn
had the makings of a formidable trade competitor.
“There was only one time I visited the baylor at their shipbuilding station.” He paused to choose his words carefully. “When my
ship left its docking bay after offloading our initial cargo, I was
surprised to find myself with an unexpected passenger.”
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* TWO *
Taagghhaarr called his top aid on the comm. When the elderly
baylorian entered the office, he said. “Huurrmmuunn, I just received a
communications from Brraakkeenn Goorrddoonn in the human system.
It seems we have a problem.”
“Is it serious, My Lord?” His aid asked. The aural tendrils on
the left side of the aid’s head had been severely damaged in a duel
several years ago and Huurrmmuunn had the annoying habit of
stroking the tendrils from the bottom up when concentrating. He started
stroking them as soon as Taagghhaarr spoke.
“By all appearances, it may be very serious.” Lately,
Taagghhaarr had caught himself placing a hand just below his own left
aural tendrils whenever his aid performed the habit which would be
painful to a normal baylorian. He did this now as he turned his console
screen so that his aid could read the message.
Huurrmmuunn read the message, then with brow furrowed
and worn teeth flexing, he read it again. “My Lord! This is very
distressing news!”
“To say the least. What do you make of it?”
“There can only be two interpretations of the attack. Either the
humans have a new, powerful ally, or there is another race expanding
into our territory. We must act quickly!”
“I agree. You noticed Brraakkeenn Goorrddoonn’s quick
actions?”
“Yes, My Lord. A very wise decision if I may be so bold.”
“We must act just as quickly and correctly ourselves.” He
looked his aid directly in the eye. “Contact my brother Sttrraattrraavv.
Have him prepare an assault force and place them on station at the Red
Dwarf-Sol jump point. He is to remain there on guard for any intrusion
into the system but he is not to make the jump into the human system
as yet.” Following baylorian tradition, he used the unconquered prey’s
name for their home star.
“Also. I want a battle-ready ship of medium size and a
diplomatic ship with full stealth capabilities sent from the construction
base in the red dwarf system to the jump point in the Kiilliimmeedd
System. We will meet it there with a diplomatic party. You may choose
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the members of that party at your own discretion but do not send our
best people. They may not return.”
His aid had been with him for so long because the elderly
baylorian did not want to rise in baylorian politics. When being given
orders the aid would listen to the orders given and watch
Taagghhaarr’s face intently, never asking questions until he was
finished talking or asked for questions. He did this now as his liege
gave orders.
“The diplomatic mission will go to the Kiilliimmeedd PrimeSol jump point and wait for the time when the asteroid strike is
scheduled. The two ships will then wait for six sixes of days then jump
to Sol in tandem.”
“If they are not attacked, the diplomatic ship will make its way
to Earth. They are not to accelerate at more than half speed. I do not
want them to arrive too quickly after the disaster or the humans may
become suspicious. Also, the slower speed will give any watchers a
diminished perception of our capabilities.”
“The warship is to remain at the Sol-Kiilliimmeedd Prime
jump point. I do not want them to leave the vortex opening for any
reason! If they are attacked, they are to defend the jump point to the
death. Make sure they have an ample supply of jump point mines,
missiles, and message drones. I want regular comm updates for all
circumstances.”
“If the mystery aliens do not make their presence known, we
will take every opportunity to make our presence on Earth welcomed
by the humans. We will work the details of that process out at a later
date.”
“If the aliens do attack our diplomatic mission, we will send a
message drone to my brother. He will then launch an all out attack
through the Red Dwarf-Sol jump point. We will not attack the planet
itself! Only the ships of the alien race!”
“After we have cleared the system of their ships, we will
approach the humans with the story of saving them from the aliens. By
then we will have enough destroyed ships and alien bodies to back up
our own side of the story.”
“That should cover everything for now. Do you have any
questions?”
“No My Lord. Your orders are perfectly clear and as precise
as always. I will have the documents ready for your signature before
midmeal.”
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“Very well.” Taagghhaarr said with a wave of his hand. “You
are dismissed.”
*

*

*

Tiger watched the last of the refugees enter the ship and
turned to his uncle Silver. “It’s going to be crowded as hell in there you
know.”
“It’s only going to take you ten days to get to the ark. You
should be OK.” Silver replied.
“Yea. Right.” Tiger decided to face the inevitable. He was just
getting used to being on his own going back and forth between the
planetoid and Lunar base. Now he had to ferry a bunch of noisy people
in a small ship that would provide little privacy.
The only consolations were the ship he’d been given to
replace the van-sized shuttle he had been using, and the fact that he
was to go to Procyon alone after delivering his living cargo.
The ship was a beauty. Fifteen meters tall and teardrop
shaped. Most of the insides were set up for carrying passengers right
now, but after dropping them off he would change that when he left the
planetoid. Like all the ships made at the Lunar base so far, the teardrop
shape was made a molecule at a time by several cyberhumans
controlling armies of nanobots.
The top deck held his quarters and the control-bridge, and
would be off limits to his passengers. He had insisted on that at the
very least. He had spent enough time by himself over the past months
that he couldn’t imagine having to share quarters with another.
He knew that ten days on the same ship with twenty refugees
would push him to the limit of his short level of patience, and was glad
he would have a place of his own to retreat to. For his passenger’s sake
as well as his own.
Crossing the docking ramp, he entered the ship and gave a
mental command to the airlock control panel. The outer hatch slid
quietly closed behind him.
He then mentally opened the inner hatch to the airlock and
went into the inner airlock and suit-up room. At the other end of the
room was the elevator that led to the upper four decks. The passengers
had already used it to get to their tiny cabins and his mental contact
with the ship had let him bring the elevator back down for his use.
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He entered the elevator and gave the command to rise to the
passenger lounge. On his way up he accessed the ship’s PA. “All
passengers report to the lounge in ten minutes.” He said
He took the elevator up to his quarters and released it for the
passenger’s use while he inspected the circular cabin and bridge
combination.
There was a large bed at one side with a combination shower,
toilet, and sink in a small room at its head. The toilet and sink would
fold into the wall when the shower was in use. The section of the wall
they folded into contained the recycling tech that processed all the
water for his cabin.
At the other side of the recycling cabinet was the small
kitchenette that held his personal frozen and canned food stocks, sink,
oven, and stove.
Next around the outer wall of the circular room was the giant
screen TV and entertainment center. His bed was morphic in nature and
in its sofa form would face the entertainment center.
To the right of the entertainment center was the control
console and chair. Even though he could control the ship through his
mental contact with its data systems, he still liked the feel of sitting at a
control seat with its screens and dials and joy-sticks.
He knew from his mental connection with his ship that the ten
minutes was up and all of his passengers were crowded into the lounge.
He called the elevator up to the top deck and went down to talk to
them.
The elevator door opened into the most noise he’d been
exposed to since Draco had banished him to space for abusing the
powers his implant gave him. He moved to the doorway and stood
there waiting for silence.
When quiet didn’t come, he stepped outside the elevator. Its
tiny enclosure behind gave him a sense of protection from the crowd.
“May I have your attention, please.” He said when those at the back of
the lounge continued to talk.
It took a moment, but when they finally quieted he said. “The
next ten days are going to be hard on all of us cause we’re packed so
tight. I don’t want to have any trouble so I expect you to bear with the
situation. Try not to get on each others nerves and don’t bother me
unless it’s important.”
“Each of you has your own bunk with individual disk players
and headphones, and there are video screens here in the lounge. You
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were all told to bring any disks, books, and magazines you could fit in
the shoulder bags you were each given, so there should be plenty to do
for the time it will take us to get where we’re going.”
“Where are we going?” Said a man at the front of the crowd.
Tiger accessed his mental files. The man’s name actually was
John Smith. He had been recruited in Iowa by Tiger’s grandparents on
their most recent cross-country jaunt. “Weren’t you told the answer to
that before you agreed to come, John?”
“We were told a lot of things, but most of them were pretty
hard to believe.” Said a young woman standing on the other side of the
lounge. Tiger’s mental file identified her as Judy Diver. She had been
included as one of his new Dragon Warrior trainees. She had a strong
empathic receiving and projecting ability and was also a healer. It was
her healing ability and training as a nurse, which had caused Silver to
include her in the crew as a medic.
Tiger’s uncle had not had the time to break through her
disbelief in her abilities while she was at the Lunar base and figured the
trip would give her more opportunity.
“Then why did you agree to leave your homes and your planet
to join us?” Tiger asked. “Did you think this was some kind of picnic?”
He hadn’t expected things to get difficult so quickly and tried not to
lose his temper.
“I didn’t expect to give away a 500 acre farm with two barns
full of equipment, two houses, three cars, and a recreational vehicle to
have my entire family crammed into coffin sized bunks for two
weeks.” Came from a man at the front of a pack of two families.
“Ten days. Not two weeks.” Tiger retorted. “Just think of it as
a big plane that’s taking you to a bigger home than the one you gave to
your sister and brother in law.” Draco had insisted that any refugees
with property give that property to family that was not coming to the
ark planetoid.
“I’m hungry.” Came a child’s voice from the rear of the
crowd.
A woman next to the child spoke up. “And when are you
going to feed us. We haven’t eaten since this morning.
Tiger accessed his files again. The woman was Chris Mason, a
single mother of 24 with two children. The daughter, Patty, was the one
who’d complained of hunger and cradled in one arm, the mother held
her infant son Lucas. “Chris Mason isn’t it?” He tried to smile and it
came out as a grimace. “You were all told that lunch would come while
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the ship was being loaded and prepared for lift off. You were all given
box lunches weren’t you?”
“We already ate ours.” Chris said. “While we were waiting to
board.”
“So did I.” Said someone from the back.
“I didn’t get mine. Somebody else must have got two.” Said
another.
Patty tugged at her mother’s pant leg. “Mommy. I gotta’ go to
the bathroom.”
Tiger lost it. “Quiet!!”
“Mommy. Why is that man yelling.” Came Patty’s voice in
the silence.
Tiger slapped his forehead in exasperation and lifted both
hands in a placating manner. “OK. Everybody listen. We’re going to
lift off in a few minutes. Everyone will have a chance to go to the
bathroom first, but I want you all in your bunks in 15 minutes.”
“It will take another ten minutes to get under way. Then I’ll let
you into the lounge in three groups to eat. Those with children will be
first. Ms. Mason, there is the ladies room.” He pointed. “Take Patty in
there now please. The rest of you line up for the bathrooms or the
elevator. It will be back down in a moment.”
He stepped back and the elevator door closed before anyone
could react. Sighing, he leaned against the wall till the elevator door
opened to his sanctuary. He hoped the whole trip wouldn’t be like this.
It got worse.
By the third day there had been several arguments, two
fistfights, and constant interruptions of his solitude for, what he
considered, the most trivial reasons. One couple demanded to be
returned to Earth, and Tiger had to stun the husband when he was
overcome by claustrophobia.
He considered his options for several hours, ignoring all calls
for his attention, before he finally came up with a solution that he
thought might help.
That night’s sleep period, he restricted everyone to their
bunks. Entering the lounge, he set about making changes.
Using his mental contact with the ship’s maintenance nanobot
crew, he molecularly dismantled the video screen and viewing chairs
on one side of the lounge. He then directed the nanobots to reconstruct
the material into an enclosed space containing three control consoles.
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Next, he went into the storage rooms and transferred food
supplies out of one of the rooms and stuffed the contents into the
others. What wouldn’t fit he put in his quarters. He would use those
supplies first until his quarters were free of the clutter.
When the storage room was empty, he used the nanobotic
work crews to construct three virtual reality pods inside the space.
When his passengers awoke the next morning he called them
into the lounge in three groups, leaving the others restricted to their
bunks till he was through.
Excluding the two children, he assigned each of the three
groups as a duty section. One group would be restricted to their bunks
for a third of the day and would be expected to remain there the first
day even if they couldn’t sleep. Except to go to the bathroom. After the
one-day adjustment period he would relax the bunk restriction and
allow the ‘sleeping’ section to make their own off-duty schedule.
Another of the three sections would be ‘on duty’. The on-duty
shift would take rotations in the three VR pods, the three active duty
consoles, and roving ship ‘watch’. Even though he could run the entire
ship by himself, he surrendered control of certain sections to the duty
consoles for the remainder of the voyage.
The third section would be ‘off duty’. They would be able to
enjoy the privilege of the lounge or could hang out in their bunk if they
chose. Since there were several large windows in the outer hull around
the lounge and part of Tiger’s cargo space was taken up with games as
well as hundreds of audio and video disks, there was no shortage of
things to do when off-duty.
Within a couple of days, the passengers quit arguing and
started to enjoy their shipboard duties. By day five of their journey, the
three consoles had taken over half of his observation details and duty
sections were competing with each other to see who could do the best
job running the sensor programs.
Things got so relaxed that by the seventh day, Tiger was
joining his passengers in the lounge for card games and friendly
conversations. When they jumped through the short gravity vortex
tunnel that connected Sol and Draconus in its distant Oort cloud orbit,
there were more volunteers for console access than there were
consoles.
Although he controlled the jump through his mental link with
Mayflower, the passengers who were on duty when the jump was made
did well at their duty stations. Of course, watching a screen and
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reporting sensor data is a lot different than actually operating the
control consoles.
That night he constructed six more console observation
stations in a newly emptied storage room. When the planetoid came
into view he was forced to draw straws to see which of the off duty
passengers would be able to sit at the six observation consoles. The
losers were forced to watch from the relay he sent to their bunkmounted monitor screens or the screens in the lounge.
Gradually, his ship and its passengers had evolved to become
their ship and its crew. He watched with a feeling of accomplishment
as Mayflower’s crew performed their duties with newly practiced
precision. As they neared their goal, he was almost sorry the voyage
was coming to an end.
As the screens showed the surface of the planetoid in greater
detail, he saw the changes that had been made in the short time he’d
been gone. The surface was being carved into a reverse map of the
Earth by huge volumes of nanomass that flowed across the planetoid
like kilometers wide amoebae. Where there was land on a map of the
Earth, the planetoid’s surface was being consumed by the nanomass.
When the outer shell was completed, those carved depressions would
hold the seas of the planetoid’s surface habitat.
The material removed was being converted into 50km tall
towers in several rings at varying distances from the mounds of the
polar craters and circling the equator in a staggered, double line. As the
planetoid slowly rotated on its axis in the hours that they approached,
their screen showed them a network of cables connecting most of the
completed towers. Resisting the temptation to compute his own answer
he waited and, after getting enough sensor information, one of his duty
stations reported that the rate of spin of the thousand-kilometer
diameter sphere was 24 hours.
At the northern pole of the planetoid, their screens showed an
immense crater. The inside of the crater wall seemed to be ringed by
layers of docking ports. A few of the unfinished docking pits gaped
open to space, but most of them appeared to be enclosed by immense
airlock doors. From this angle, they couldn’t see the southern pole, but
knew that there was a docking crater growing there as well.
He had decided not to take back control of ship operations and
instead, let the on duty crew make the first approach to the northern
docking crater. He did maintain a link with all the duty stations and
listened as they made comm contact with the planetoid. He had given
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the planetoid a brief comm burst to inform them of what to expect, and
relaxed when those on Draconus replied as semi-professionally as his
crew.
By consensus, the crew had decided to call their own ship
Mayflower since it was bringing them to a new world. As the journey
neared its end, their destination had also been given a name by the
fledgling spacers.
Tiger’s rag-tag crew had asked what they were supposed to
say when making their approach. They couldn’t very well say ‘hey
you, we’re coming in’ could they? Tiger had told them that the ark
planetoid didn’t have a name yet. All he’d ever heard it called was the
planetoid or the ark.
The crew’s decision of a name had been made by Patty
Mason, who kept referring to the ark planetoid as Draco’s Moon. The
name had been playfully mutated to Draconus and had soon become
official by default to the crew of Mayflower. In the last few days,
constant comm contact with the Ark Planetoid had insinuated the name
into the rest of the Ark’s comm frequencies.
“Mayflower to Draconus. Requesting approach coordinates to
the northern crater and permission to dock.” John Smith said proudly
into his hands free microphone.
A reply came immediately. “This is Draconus docking
command to Mayflower. Change heading to.” The voice gave a series
of numbers and the other duty stations entered the numbers into their
consoles. They shared the duty since John got to do the talking. “At
100km above the surface of the crater floor, reduce speed to one
hundred meters per second. At ten kilometers, reduce speed to ten
meters per second. At one km. reduce speed to zero.”
They had planned this and Tiger had relayed the plan to those
awaiting their arrival. At one km. above the crater floor, he would take
over and move the ship into the airlock they would occupy.
As he sat in the command chair on the bridge, Tiger watched
his crew’s progress through his sensor taps, ready to take control of
Mayflower at a split second’s notice. As they descended, he felt a
peculiar warmth in his chest for his crew when they performed their
duties flawlessly.
How they’d changed in just a few short days!
At the prescribed distance, Mayflower’s crew relinquished
control of the ship to him and Tiger smoothly maneuvered it the last
few hundred meters to a position in front of the opening to the dock.
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Shifting the forces that enclosed the mass of his ship, Tiger activated a
series of gravity wave pulses that caused Mayflower to drift sideways
into the sports stadium sized room.
The crew continued to monitor their consoles and reported to
each other the closing of the docking bay’s massive, inside mounted
doors as the ship pulsed again and came to a rest relative to the docking
bay. Mayflower vibrated as landing pad clamps gripped deck anchor
rings.
One of the crew gave her report of the sealing of the docking
bay’s outer door. Seconds later, another crewman reported the filling of
the docking bay with atmospheric gases as the ship quivered faintly
from the incoming rush.
As the pressure rose, they could feel the clanging of the twin,
inside mounted doors being pushed into a fully seated, airtight position.
Through the sensors, they all saw the heat beams playing across the
deck around the ship, warming the vacuum-cold cermet alloys. They
felt and heard the crackling of their own hull as the solid portions of
the ship adjusted to the warming atmosphere.
Tiger finished shutting down the ship and opened his eyes.
Looking around the bridge, he smiled at his on-duty crew. “That was a
really good job you guys. With just a little bit of practice any one of
you could be a better spacer than any baylorian! I’d have you as crew
any time!”
He tapped several buttons on a panel on the arm of his
command chair and spoke authoritatively. “Attention everybody. This
is Tiger. I know you’re all anxious to see what’s on the other side of
those doors so I’ll be brief.”
“I want everybody off the ship in ten minutes.” He smiled as
he continued. “Explore the docks, check out the shops, and don’t come
back to the ship for at least two hours. You’ll be locked out for that
long after I leave and I intend to be behind the last of you to leave the
ship. Do what you want, but after two hours we go back on our regular,
ship’s duty schedule. Off-duty people, you know what time you go on,
and the on-duty shift can take turns in the VR pods and watching the
ship’s sensors.”
Tiger paused a moment to look around at the faces watching
him. “There aren’t a lot of people here on Draconus as yet, so they can
only process us a few at a time. Your scheduled off-duty and sleep
shifts will remain your own, but no matter what you do you will have a
bunk and food as long as Mayflower is in port. Each of you will be
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given a wrist-comm with a direct link to the ship. It’s set up with all the
same data links you’ve used as crew the last few days, so you shouldn’t
have any trouble using it.”
Tiger paused a moment to let his words sink in, then
continued. “One of the VR programs you’ll experience when you are
on duty will be on the physical and biological structure of Draconus.
It’s a big place and its growing fast. You will also be instructed on the
options you’ll have on how and what to choose on the way you want
spend the next few years.”
“Your bunks on board Mayflower will remain yours as long as
she’s in port. That should be three days at the least, possibly more.”
Tiger continued. “By then, you will have found, or been assigned,
temporary rooms in the dock mall until you decide on more permanent
quarters. There’re not a lot of us up here yet so I’m sure I’ll see all of
you quite a bit. Good luck! Now get going, you’ve got ten minutes!”
As John Smith rose from his Comm console, he asked. “What
if we don’t get off in ten minutes? What happens?”
“I’ll make ye walk the plank, matey!” Tiger snarled with a
pirate drawl, then laughed and said. “Not a thing! I just thought I’d
give everybody an excuse to hurry!” He waved his hands. “Now,
hurry!”
They all laughed as they rushed from the bridge. A couple of
minutes later, through the monitor screens, he saw the rush of bodies
leave the ship.
He rose from the command chair with a mental signal to the
ship that shut down all nonessential systems and retrieved the elevator.
Entering the elevator, he gave another mental command as the doors
shut. The elevator lowered him to the bottom deck of the teardrop
shaped ship, the doors opened, and he walked the few meters past the
hanging space suits to the outer airlock.
This time he manually tapped the opening sequence on the
airlock panel and the hatch opened. He entered the lock and tapped the
panel on the inside. As the inner hatch closed, he turned and tapped the
panel to the outer airlock hatch. He walked down the ramp that
extended as the outer airlock opened and glanced at the line of people
at the airlock hatch that led out of the docking bay. He was surprised to
see his father greeting the new arrivals with handshakes and the usual
arm waving exuberance in his manner as he talked.
Tiger moved to the end of the line and waited his turn through
the airlock. When only he remained, Storm extended a hand and Tiger
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took it, feeling pride swell his chest at his father’s actions and the warm
smile that split Storm’s usually serious face.
“Well done son! Well done!”
Storm put his hand on Tiger’s shoulder and said. “Come on! I
want to show you what we’ve done since the last time you were here.”
“I noticed! All the surface work is new and I’ve only been
gone a month!”
“It was one of the refugee’s idea.” Storm said. “We’ve been
so caught up in our implants and the idea of nanobots that the obvious
never occurred to us.”
“The obvious what?” Tiger asked as his father steered him to
a hall that led them to an open walkway.
“Why, macrobots of course!” Storm replied as they took a
winding path down the side of the plant-covered hillside. “Instead of
making everything at the molecular level, we make bigger mechanoids
for the big jobs. When you control a nanobot the material you work
with seems large. Well, the opposite it true when you use macrobots.”
“Once we started making bigger mechs, the surface began to
take shape pretty quickly. You saw the surface from a distance? See
what we’re doing?” Storm asked.
“Yea.” Tiger replied. “It looks like you’re carving a reverse
relief map of the Earth. Land where the oceans are and water where
there’s land.”
“Right! And we’re going to cover the whole thing with a
glassteel shell 50 km. above the surface. You saw the ring of towers at
the equator. We’re going to cover the surface with towers and connect
them all with nanocarbon fibers woven into a mesh of cables.” Storm
pantomimed constantly as he talked. “Then we’ll layer flexible sheets
of glassteel on the inside of the nanocarbon web in as many layers as it
takes.”
“When we start creating an atmosphere, we’ll add a sturdy
framework at each layer of glassteel and the atmosphere will hold it in
place just like an eleven hundred kilometer diameter, multi-skinned
balloon. Then we’ll put a framework of sunlamps around each tower
and holographic tech with solar frequency radiators imbedded in the
nanocarbon cables and, WAH LAH, a whole planet.”
“How long is this going to take?” Tiger asked.
“Oh, years and years.” Storm waved his hands. “The
nanomass macrobots may be big to us, but they’re small in relation to
Draconus. Even though they’ll be working nonstop and reproducing by
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building excess nanobots from the excavated material, it’ll be nearly
two decades before the first layer of the atmosphere retaining bubble is
completed.”
The ground beneath them quivered slightly. “Feel that?”
Asked Storm as he stopped and grabbed Tiger’s upper arm. “We’ve got
a burrowing macrobot a kilometer in diameter and ten kilometers long
digging a tunnel through the crust of the planetoid around the North
Pole.” He released his son’s arm and they turned to continue their walk
along the winding trail.
“It’s going to just dig and dig and dig and leave behind it a
completely functional habitat tunnel.” Storm said as he steered his son
into an elevator. They turned to face the closing doors as the elevator
car began to move and Storm continued. “The base will contain all the
infrastructure to operate the hydro-recycling systems, human habitation
compartments, and artificial gravity grids.”
The elevator door opened to reveal a mosaic-stoned path that
led through a park of young trees and large bushes. Storm led his son
out of the elevator and down the path. “The upper support ribbing will
hold all the solar frequency radiators needed to simulate sunlight,
atmospheric gas controls, and hydro-recycling pipes out the yingyang.” Tiger followed his father’s eyes upwards as Storm nodded
toward the artificial sky above them and said. “Like that one up there.”
Tiger looked up and saw what looked like any normal sky. A
deep blue with an occasional wind blown cloud. He knew that the
holographic sky he saw concealed the life support piping that
crisscrossed the habitat’s arched ceiling support structure.
Storm then pointed to a small spring coming from a hill above
the path they walked. The spring bubbled from a small pool and ran
into a larger stream that came from uphill. “All this down here…” then
he pointed to the sky, “and all that up there, is controlled on a macro
scale. Basically the same as our internal nanobot systems but on a
considerably larger scale.”
Storm waved at the open expanse around them and said.
“About half of the ring at this level is completed and has an exact
weather cycle set to duplicate the weather of the north coast of Ohio
and all the other geographical areas of Earth at that latitude. There’s
another ring below us that is just getting started. That’s what we felt a
few minutes ago.”
They passed a rock wall that contained a long, arched cave
several paces wide and Storm gestured toward the opening. “There’s a
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restaurant, a gift shop, a grocer, and both an apartment and a
condominium complex down that way. At the other end will be another
transit tube station and a side cave that will eventually connect with a
deeper habitat tunnel.”
As they continued down the path to the main patio level they
passed several more of the cavern entrances. Storm identified two as
the entrances to rows of private docking bays and two others as the
entrances to commercial businesses and temporary housing. All had
transit tubes and unfinished, connecting cave tunnels at their farthest
ends. The father and son followed the path down till they came to the
lower level of the on-its-side, doughnut shaped habitat.
“There’s also a few of the same kind of macrobots digging
tunnels all through the upper couple hundred kilometers of Draconus.
By the time we finish, we’ll have several times more habitable space
than exists on Earth.” Storm stressed the word with a wide armed
gesture.
“Where does all the rock go that it removes? I didn’t see any
refuse piles on the surface.” Tiger asked as they continued to walk
along the park-like habitat. He noticed another opening downward and
looked at Storm and lifted his eyebrows.
“That’s two questions. One verbal and one by body
language.” Storm laughed. “We’ll do the verbal one first. Where does
all the excavated rock go.”
“Most of it gets used in the structure of the tunnel’s shell. As
an over-precaution in case of limited maintenance, each tunnel has a
shell that has a thickness that is ten percent that of the overall diameter.
A one-kilometer tunnel has a hundred-meter thick support shell and an
eight hundred-meter wide hollow interior, a two-kilometer tunnel has a
two hundred meter thick shell and a sixteen hundred meter wide
interior. Etcetera, etcetera, you get the idea.” Storm finished with a
wave of his hand.
They turned to follow a curve in the path and Storm stopped
and reached up to poke at the bark of a young maple tree. “At least if
we lose our world back to the baylor, we’ll have enough saved to start
a free Earth.”
“As an additional bonus to getting an operational habitat, the
tunneler macrobot identifies precious metals and gems and such and
separates them from the rest of the material to use for the family’s
bank. The majority of the excavated material is used to make the tunnel
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superstructure and other building materials. And the entire procedure is
controlled by one cyber witch, your aunt Velvet.”
“Well, on the North Pole habitat anyway.” Storm added.
“Each of the other habitat tunnels is controlled by one or more
disembodied dragon warriors.”
They came up to a wide fountain with a five meter, asteroid
stone sculpture of the planet Earth held just above the intermingled
streams of water. “The habitat tunneler is not very fast. It only moves
at five meters an hour. But even though it doesn’t move very fast, it
never stops moving. One of the tunnelers we’ve constructed has been
running for three and a half days.”
He smiled. “That’s a tunnel 420 meters long and a kilometer
wide already. It doesn’t sound like much, but it adds up to roughly a
kilometer every two hundred hours. There’s enough living space
already to hold a few thousand people comfortably. We’ve already got
some of the refugees choosing quarters and planting and landscaping
what few open garden plots we have.”
Storm led Tiger away from the fountain, and to one of the
caverns in the stone-paved mall, of the docking habitat. As he led Tiger
down the steps, Storm said. “Mass transit.” They walked down the
steps in silence and came out on a platform that looked like any
modern subway station on Earth.
The pit that would hold the base of the train was shallower
and not as wide and when the train came, Tiger saw why. The train was
not a train at all but a single car with a large seat at the back and three
pair of single, side seats. The front third of the car had a standing area
between the side-mounted pair of sliding doors.
As they entered the transport car, Storm continued. “Right
now almost everybody lives right here in the upper North Pole crater
habitat. There are also three smaller tunnel snakes branching out from
the North Pole docking crater that are creating connecting habitats that
have scattered, cave-like and cliff-side living quarters and business
spaces along the edges. And, of course, everything is in easy reach of
our growing number of transport tubes that’ll eventually connect with
all the other tunnels.”
“The three smaller tunnels are only a hundred meters wide.”
He laughed as the transport car came to a halt and he led Tiger out the
door. “HAH, only a hundred meters, with ten meter thick walls and a
sixty meter wide interior. But the longest is already ten kilometers long
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and is almost ready to merge with another habitat, and the shortest is
three.”
“Whoa dad whoa.” Tiger said. “You’ve done all this since
I’ve been gone?”
“Yea! Amazing isn’t it? The only thing we had to do was get
all the cyberhumans on Draconus together to make the first of the
macrobots.” Storm replied. “Once it started working it went faster than
all of us put together did before. When we saw that we just kept
making macrobots. Now we can’t keep up with them.”
“Even if we don’t make any more, it’ll be years before we can
landscape the tunnels being made.” Tiger’s father continued. “It’ll
probably be easier to just scatter seed packed dung piles and self
germinating seeds and let everything grow wild at its own pace.”
“Now! Let’s get back to business. I’m sorry to have to give
you another assignment already but I have to.”
“But I just got here!” Tiger objected. “I haven’t even had a
chance to eat yet!”
“I know son. You don’t have to leave right now. I’m just so
worked up about the pace of things here that I figured I’d tell you what
your next mission is before I forget.” They walked side by side up the
steps from the transit tube and came out in a section that had been built
up to resemble a hillside village. Shops had the steep roofs designed to
shed snow, with balconies that indicated second story apartments.
They walked by the first shop and looked through the open
door. Tiger could see several people looking through racks of clothing
as Storm continued talking. “Oh by the way. Did I mention that you did
an excellent job with your passengers? I’ve been getting updates on
them while we’ve been talking and a few of them have already asked if
they could be crew members on your ship.”
“What! I didn’t know that!” Tiger exclaimed wide-eyed as
they approached a shop with the smell of food coming from behind the
open walled, patio front of the building. A young couple with a newly
walking child and a babe in arms sat at one of the tables in front of the
enclosed kitchen area.
“Like I said.” Storm replied to his son while waving to the
couple, who waved back, continuing as they walked past the relaxed
family. “You did a good job. It’s hard to realize you’re the same kid
who used his implant to enhance your pheromonal presence to pick up
girls. Or nanobot infected balls to rip off a lottery.”
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Tiger’s shoulders slumped and he hung his head as he
remembered how he had almost lost his implant through the abuse of
his power.
“Don’t mope! Like I said. You’ve grown up.” Storm put a
hand on his son’s shoulder as they walked along the stone paved trail.
“Now let’s get back to your next mission. We’ve built you another new
ship. It’s a thirty meter Monitor class.”
“Another new ship?”
“Yes. Yes. Don’t interrupt. You will go to the Procyon system
and deliver a cargo of precious metals and photonic food growing
canisters. It seems your Aunts Misty and Candace have met some sort
of alien kangaroo race and have opened trade negotiations.”
Tiger’s head swam with the rate of news his father had been
telling him. His father had always been rather frenetic but had become
even more so since finding the Draconus planetoid.
“The precious metals and the plants in the photonic canisters
and their soil and seed contents are to replace what Misty and Candy
traded to the ruk, that’s what they’re called, when she turned them back
from their route to the Barnyard. Seems they had a cargo to deliver to
the baylor.”
“The baylor!” Tiger exclaimed, stopping in front of a small,
children’s jungle gym surrounded by stone picnic tables. Two groups
of people enjoyed the comfort of the playground with several children
playing on and around the stone and wood construction.
“Yea. Seems like these ruk are some kind of space
merchants.” Storm continued as they walked past the picnickers. “They
trade with any race that has star travel and they had a cargo of data
crystals and other tech gear for the baylor. Misty told them of our
situation and told them to take another jump route to the Barnyard.”
When Tiger started to speak up, Storm made waiting motions
and rapidly continued. “Misty sent several fighters to escort the ruk
back to the jump point they entered through. She left a picket ship with
a couple of fighters at that jump point with all of the other fighter’s
missile pods. They were able to watch the ruk from the other side of
the jump point and know the time limit they have before the ruk can
double around to get back to the Barnyard to deliver their cargo.”
Storm turned up one of the smaller walkways that led back up
the side of the outer rim of the habitat doughnut. A small sign had the
teardrop image of a cyberhuman ship inside a docking bay. As they
followed the arrow on the sign, Storm continued. “We had already sent
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two cargo ships full of jump point mines and smart missiles and a
carrier full of remote fighters and control pods to the Procyon system
before we got her message about the ruk. When we heard you were on
your way, we built a ship for you and set it up for a long exploratory
mission.”
“You built a ship since you found out I was coming?” Tiger
asked. “That was only a few days ago.”
“Yea, when you first contacted us by laser-comm.” Storm said
as they climbed the switchback trail up the side of the hill.
“We used the same basic idea as the macrobot design. First we
built a container big enough to hold the completed 30-meter Monitor
class ship.” Storm pantomimed as he walked. “Then we built a series of
layers around the central vat. We just feed material into the outer layers
of the ship builder macrobot and the material is converted by gazillions
of nanobots that flow into the central vat.”
“The central vat fills with nanobots, boils with activity for a
day, then the remaining nanobots drain away. When the excess
nanomass is all drained out, there’s a 98% competed ship left in the
vat. Then a cyberhuman enters the ship and spends another day
installing the finishing touches and taking the ship on a short test cruise
around the planetoid.”
“The old way took two weeks to make a completed ship. The
new way takes two days, one to construct and one to finish and test fly.
We’re doing so good that we’ve gone ahead and closed the Lunar base
and quit building ships there. Your uncle Silver will be transferring all
the base personnel here in the next few days.” Storm said as they came
to a cave opening with another sign with a ship and dock design carved
in wood. Below the emblem was the numbers thirty-six through forty.
Storm pointed at the sign and said. “Your new ship is in
docking bay 37. I would suggest that you spend the night aboard to
integrate yourself and your implant into the onboard data system.”
Storm handed his son a sphere of nanomass and Tiger absorbed it to
learn the contact codes with his new ship’s control systems.
“You can pick a few of those you brought as crew if they want
to go with you. You leave in two days. Or sooner if you like.” Storm
said. “But not more than fifty hours from right now.”
“After you deliver your cargo to Misty, I want you to explore
the inner system. Misty sent a drone on a flyby of the planets and sent
the images back with her report. It looks like one of them might have
life. Looks kind of like Earth from orbit and shows a spectroscopic
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signature almost identical. Everything points to an atmosphere that
humans could easily breath.”
Storm pointed down the lit cavern that led to the docking bays
and said to Tiger. “I’ve got work to do now. Check out your ship first,
then go find that Mason girl and take a few hours off to relax.”
“W-What?” Tiger stammered.
“The Mason girl. I said I’ve been in mental contact with the
reception committee and it seems that she’s already asked a half a
dozen people where you are.”
“But I didn’t do anything to make her that way! Honest dad!”
Tiger insisted.
Storm smiled. “See. You don’t need to use your implant to
make people like you. Just be yourself and sometimes they do so on
their own.”
He patted his son on the shoulder. “Now go. I’ve got to get
going myself. I’ve still got to send a carrier and mine layer to both the
Sirius and Tau Ceti systems. The further away from Sol we can set up
our blockade, the better.” His eyes unfocused, giving the impression of
a mental shift and he muttered to himself. “I’ve got to check on that
new row of larger ship pits, too.”
He looked back at Tiger and said. “Gotta’ go son. I’ll try to
see you again before you leave. Bye.” Storm hurried down the path and
was out of sight in seconds.
Tiger turned to the lit interior of the smooth-sided, stone
hallway and walked toward his new ship.
*

*

*

Tom welcomed his friend Wes Orion as the newly implanted
cyberhuman entered the bridge of his ship. “Welcome aboard Wes.
How are you?”
“Fine Tom. Just fine. Kristie said to say hi.” Wes said shaking
the offered hand. “Nice ship you have here. Nice and cozy.”
“Hah! That’s just a polite way of reminding me that it’s small
compared to your carrier.”
Wes smiled. “Well. Now that you mention it.” They both
laughed.
“I hear Kristie has her own ship too.”
“Yea. The perks of being battle veterans.” Wes said. He and
his wife had been on the mission to take the baylorian supply ship. The
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action had resulted in their promotion from dragon warrior to
cyberhuman. The only drawback was that due to the scope of current
activities and the short supply of cyberhumans, they were separated
most of the time as each was made the captain of their own ship. At
least the two ships were assigned to the same missions as much as
possible, so they had some opportunity to be together.
“So. What’s the situation here at Sirius?” Asked Wes. “You
haven’t found an alien race too have you?”
“No, no new aliens.” Tom chuckled. “We’ve mapped the
Sirius-Barnyard jump point and sent a probe through to the other side.”
“Weren’t you worried about the baylor watching the jump
point?” Asked Wes.
“Yes, but we still had to get the information and the only way
to do that was send a probe.” Tom answered. “Even if the baylor
detected our probe, they wouldn’t have known who’s it was. But any
worries were unnecessary. There wasn’t any indication that there was
any response at all to our intrusion into the system or Misty’s probe at
the Barnyard-Procyon jump point either.”
“Any idea why?” Wes asked.
“Because of their spatial positioning, the Barnyard-Sol jump
point is almost directly between the system’s star and the jump points
to Sirius and Procyon.” Tom answered.
“The baylor must figure that any ship entering from either one
has to pass by the Barnyard-Sol point and the buoy there on its way
insystem.” Said Wes.
“That’s the only thing we can figure.” Tom replied. “They
must feel pretty secure that humans don’t pose any threat to their
construction base or they’d have had all the doors watched. Or else
they’re so paranoid that the Emperor will find out about their space
navy they’re not doing anything that might possibly draw attention to
the system.”
“Too late now, huh?” Wes smiled. “Gives another meaning to
leaving the barn door open, doesn’t it?”
“Yea, it does.” Tom laughed, then said. “OK. Here’s what
we’ve got.”
“Misty has several watchers in the Barnyard system from her
Procyon jump point and I’ve got probes of my own here at Sirius. As
far as we can tell there hasn’t been any reaction to our taking of the
supply ship that we have seen yet. The Barnyard construction base has
been quiet nearly the whole time we’ve watched.” Tom shrugged, then
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continued. “They must still be waiting for a reply from the Family
Head in the Centauri system.”
“It’s a good thing their society frowns on independent
thinking.” Said Wes.
“Yea. Since they have to wait for permission to change
whatever schedule they had before, we’ve had time to set up a plan of
our own.”
“Misty has managed to set a trap that will launch fifteen
missiles from a direction opposite our own using long range, missile
carrying fighter tugs. The spatial maps she made indicate that the ruk
will eventually come at the Barnyard from that direction.” Tom
shrugged as he continued. “She hated to use the ruk as a diversionary
screen, but she also didn’t want them to deliver their cargo.”
“In the meantime, Misty and I will be getting our fighters
ready. When the missiles hit and the baylor are the most disoriented,
we’ll launch our main attack on the Barnyard.”
“Why only fifteen missiles?” Wes asked. “Misty should be
able to place more than that in position without the baylor seeing
them.”
“That’s true. But part of the plan depends on those missiles
striking without tripping any defensive sensors until they are right on
the baylor. To do that there mustn’t be so many that their locking
gravity wave signatures are greater than the baylorian ship’s gravity
wave emissions as they leave station.”
“You mean the baylor don’t even have their ships on training
maneuvers? They’re all still on station at the Barnyard?” Wes asked
incredulously.
Tom gave a sardonic grin and nodded his head. “They don’t
seem to be in any form of defensive readiness. It’s almost like they’re
sure that no one could imagine they’re there.” His attitude clearly
showed his opinion of the baylor’s overconfidence.
Shaking his head in disgust at the baylor’s incompetence, Tom
continued. “The plan is designated Paul Revere. When the alarm goes
out, our own watcher at the Barnyard-Sirius jump point will be
contacted by laser-comm. When we get the signal that the missiles
have struck, you and Kristie will jump through the vortex opening to
the Barnyard side. While Kristie is mining the jump point on the
Barnyard side, you take your ship toward the Barnyard a few million
miles and take up a defensive position in case the baylor react better
than we expect.”
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The two spent the next hour conducting virtual reality
simulations via a mental link to determine as many scenarios as
possible for after the missile blind-side that would start the battle. They
would have to be ready for any imaginable reaction by the baylor, who
were, after all, a warrior race with thousands of years of battle
experience.
*

*

*

Soon after leaving Draconus, the A.I. in Tiger’s implant chose
the thirty-meter teardrop shaped ship as a body and took the name
Bengal Moon. The A.I. preferred to use the ship as his avatar form and
spoke through the speaker system built into the ship at Draconus.
When asked why he did not take the form that most other A.I.
programs copied from Gandalf, Bengal stated that he simply preferred
the expanded options the larger size gave him. He also said that if-andwhen he left Tiger, he intended to hire himself out to explorers. Till
then he would learn from his experience with Tiger and would
gradually convert the ship to nanomass and adjust its shape to suit
whichever group hired him.
The A.I. ship-avatar and his human crew used the length of
the voyage from Draconus to the Procyon system to learn how to
maintain and operate a starship. Since Bengal was of the standard ship
design that was coming out of Storm’s assembly vats, they had access
to training exercises that had been developed from the data supplied by
the crews of previous Monitor class, ships.
As the A.I. now known as Bengal Moon adjusted to his
chosen avatar shape, he trained the crew to be first class spacers. By
the time they approached Procyon Five, Bengal felt totally relaxed in
letting the human crew control his body.
Besides, if they did screw up, he would be able to seize
control in a nanosecond.
Or less, if he had to hurry.
As their motion brought the vessel closer to the gravity well,
Tiger reversed the ship’s orientation so that the bottom of the teardrop
shape faced the planet. He tapped at the keys of his console and
increased the power level to the gravity wave coils. The coils were
anchored to the ship and the entire mass pushed against the mass of the
planet.
The planet was big. And massive. It didn’t move.
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By comparison, the mass of the thirty-meter ship was
miniscule. The ship’s gravity wave coils continued to push at the planet
and the planet refused to move. The laws of physics determined that for
every action, there was an opposite and equal reaction.
Since the planet wouldn’t move, and the gravity wave coils
continued to push, the velocity of the ship’s mass was slowed instead.
Watching his console through both real and cyber eyes while
tapping keys to make adjustments, Tiger balanced the speed and mass
of the ship with the mass of the planet and slowly achieved
equilibrium. At that point, Bengal achieved a stable orbit.
Tapping a last sequence of keys, Tiger squirmed around inside
his seat’s shock harness to get comfortable, then rubbed his hands
together as he spoke to the bridge personnel. “OK everybody, let’s see
what we’ve found.”
Twisting in his command chair to face the crew stations as he
named them, Tiger said. “John. I want you and Celia to concentrate on
the moon. I’ll prepare a sensor drone. Let me know when you’re ready
with the navigation program and I’ll upload the program and launch.”
“OK Tiger.” John replied and bent to start tapping at the keys
of his station console.
“Chris and Randi scan the planet.” Tiger continued, turning to
face each of them in turn. “I’m going to launch two drones on polar
orbits at a 300km altitude. I’ll maintain control with a relay of all
sensor feeds to your stations.”
They each acknowledged his orders as he gave them.
Turning his eyes to his own keyboard, Tiger started tapping
buttons on his console and when the drones responded from their
launch bays, he readied them to accept the navigation programs.
He could have done the entire sequence through the mental
link he had with his A.I., but he made it a point to use the same
methods as the rest of his crew whenever possible. Not only did it give
him the practice he would need when Bengal left him, it was more
diplomatic in front of the rest of the crew.
When the navigation program was ready, he tapped a last
button and fed it into the control systems of the two drones. In a few
seconds, the onboard data systems read the program and signaled their
readiness, whereupon he pushed the activation button.
The ship was made to very extreme toleration limits and
everything worked smoothly but the crew still felt the motion of the
launch bay doors opening. Then they felt the slight jolt as the two
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drones exited the ship. Their screens showed the drones heading for a
lower orbit
Seconds later John said. “I’m ready here Tiger. Feeding the
navigation program to your console now.”
Tiger watched his screen as the program transferred to his
console. When the transfer was complete, he connected to another of
the drone bays and transferred the program to a drone. When the drone
signaled that the program had been accepted, he initiated the launch
sequence. Again they felt the doors open and a tiny shudder in the ship
as the drone launched towards the moon.
Tiger sat back in his command chair and let the crew do the
rest of the work as he watched their progress from his own console.
Soon a map of the planet began to take shape on his screen. Not long
after that more information began to come in as the drones scanned the
atmosphere, surface vegetation, and the oceans.
The map of the planet was about half completed when the
third drone arrived at the small moon. Not long after, the scans of the
moon began coming in and screens split to view both planet and moon.
The day before, as they had approached and the first of the
long-range scans had come in, Chris Mason’s daughter, Patty, had
commented that the moon had tiger stripes. The crew had then insisted
that the moon be named after their captain. Despite his objections he
had been unanimously outvoted.
“Tiger.” Said John from his duty station. “It looks like your
namesake is going to make an excellent orbital platform.”
“According to my readings it is probably a comet remnant.”
John continued. “My scans show subsurface traces of water ice,
methane, carbon dioxide, and nitrogen. There’s plenty of others too,
but those four are the most abundant.” He added.
John’s wife Celia added. “It’s tidally locked with the planet.
No rotation. Thirty-seven kilometers long and twenty-two thick, with a
mostly rocky makeup. There are several lumps of metallic readings that
indicate carbon, silicon, aluminum, and iron. Most likely from an
accumulation of collision debris.” She added. “I think it would make a
perfect orbital base.”
Celia turned at her console to look at Tiger. “I recommend
using one of the ‘seeds’.”
The ‘seeds’ she referred to were morphous blobs of nanomass
that occupied the three main cargo bays. They had a mass that filled the
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fifteen-meter tall bays and could be programmed to act in a manner
similar to the macrobots of the Draconus planetoid.
Before he could respond, Randi spoke up from her console.
“The planet shows a breathable atmosphere to 99.2% Earth equal
Captain.” She and her twin sister Ricki were always insistent on
military style protocols. They were the daughters of a mother and
father who were both career Army and said they felt more comfortable
with the habits they had grown up with.
“Acknowledged.” He replied as he turned in his shock harness
to make eye contact. The eye contact wasn’t necessary, but if he hadn’t
acknowledged her report verbally, she would have repeated herself.
He looked back at Celia Smith. “I think I’ll go with your
recommendation Celia. Only, I’m going to use two ‘seeds’. We’ll put
one at each end of the long axis and program them to bore through the
core from each end till they meet. We’ll put docking at the core with
counter-rotating rings to docking bays in the endcaps.”
He glanced down at his console and read the information on
his monitor. “I think we can use the material we get out of the core to
weave a cylindrical hull for the entire moon. I’ll program the nanomass
to continue mining the core and transferring the matter to the shell and
inward till the shell is ten meters thick. Then three, five-meter
maintenance levels ought to be enough of an outer hull to start with.”
“That phase alone will take quite a while, but Bengal and I
should have no problem maintaining a link with the nanomass seeds. If
any of us have any additional suggestions while we’re still here, I can
program them in before we leave.” Tiger continued. “By the time
Draco sends anybody else out here, there should be a mostly usable
station waiting.”
“We’ll also have a better place to meet with the ruk.” Added
John.
“What about the other nanomass seed, Tiger?” Asked Chris.
He thought for a second, then replied. “Since the planet looks
like it can support humans, I think we’ll land.” He noticed the
eagerness in their eyes and felt the same rush of excitement. They
would be the first to land on another planet.
“We can decide how best to use the last seed when we get
there.” Tiger said as he sat back in his command chair. “Now. We
might as well get started. Man your stations. Randi, sound the signal to
break orbit.”
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“Aye, aye Captain.” Randi replied as formal as ever. She
turned to her console and pressed the shipboard comm-alarm button. A
single musical tone rang through the ship.
“Now hear this.” Tiger spoke aloud after giving the mental
signal to the ship to project his voice over the ship’s speaker system.
“All stations prepare to break orbit. Breaking orbit in one minute.
Destination, the moon Tiger.”
“I repeat. Breaking orbit in one minute from my mark.” Tiger
waited a few seconds, then said. “Mark.”
*

*

*

Raymond drifted in space and watched his console with cyber
eyes as he gazed at the star field around him. Misty had assigned him,
Belinda, and Greg Shabazz to the insystem watch of the Barnyard and
the beauty of space still awed him despite days of sitting in his tiny
watch ship.
Another watcher had been dispatched to the Barnyard-Sol
jump point area to map the sensor buoys there. Hopefully the sensor
buoy had been placed to focus its watch on the vortex opening for
jump emissions and wouldn’t notice the stealthed watcher behind it. It
all depended on baylorian defensive budget limits.
A third watcher held position at the extreme limit of sensor
range, sunward from the Barnyard-Procyon jump point to act as relay
station. A fourth sensor-relay watcher, from Tom and Jade Pendragon’s
ship at the Sirius system, held station sunward from the BarnyardSirius jump point.
The three members of his team had all been given additional
nanomass from the other cyberhumans on First Prize and had each
designed and constructed their tiny ships with their own comfort in
mind. Their only restriction was size. The watcher ships had to have as
small an interior as possible so as to avoid detection. As a result, they
were each no more than glorified battle suits. Or high grade, mobile
virtual reality pods.
Each carried compartments with enough precooked and frozen
dinners to last several months. They didn’t plan on being out here that
long, but decided the extra precaution was worth the increased mass.
The cyberhuman pilots would use the microwave function of their
body augmentation to thaw and cook the meals. To further conserve
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resources, their body wastes would be used to power the recycling of
old nanobots through the conversion of the two into new nanomass.
Around the cramped life support section, the tiny ships were
also stuffed with sensor tech of both baylorian and human design,
overpowered Energy Absorption Field tech, and enough stealth tech for
a ship several times their size.
Research into the data systems within their implants told them
that with the vastness of space, even large ships under power could
remain undetected at distances over 20 to 25 million miles. That is, if
their gravity wave beam did not cross the sensor’s path.
This restriction made it economically difficult for any race to
saturate their star systems with sensor buoys. Most races simply ringed
all inner system jump points with defensive armament and all outer
jump points with sensor buoys since that was the only known way to
enter a system in less than a few hundred years.
The Renegade Family had grown overconfident in relation to
their campaign to take the human star system and build another,
separate Empire. They monitored the Barnyard-Sol and BarnyardCentauri jump points but none of the others in the Barnard’s Star
system.
Misty had been completely baffled as to why the baylor hadn’t
put sensors at the Barnyard-Procyon jump point since that was the path
the ruk used to deliver trade goods. It showed an arrogance that was
hard to believe. That overconfidence would cost the baylor.
The crew of First Prize would take advantage of that
oversight to prepare their surprise.
Raymond, Belinda, and Greg Shabazz continued to watch the
Barnyard from the comfort of their tiny ships. It was during the
eleventh day of their watch that the baylorian ships showed the first
major activity.
Due to the directional nature of laser communications, the
three had been able to keep in constant comm contact without fear of
their messages being intercepted by the baylor.
“What’s going on now?” Asked Greg over their shared comm
link. “I’m detecting power levels increasing in at least twelve of the big
ships.”
“Me too.” Commed Belinda in response as she looked down
at her console with more attention. “There go some of the medium
ship’s power levels. We’ve got something here.”
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“More ships are powering up.” Commed Greg. “Looks like
the whole fleet. I think this is it.”
“I agree.” Commed Raymond. “Go ahead with Paul Revere
everybody.”
They each had a jump point that they kept a laser-comm link
with. Greg was linked with the watcher at the Barnyard-Sol jump point,
while Belinda maintained a link with the Barnyard-Sirius watcher, and
Raymond with the one-man ship watching the Barnyard-Procyon jump
point.
It had been decided that if there were to be a battle, the
cyberhumans would take it to the baylorians instead of taking the
defensive posture. Draco had decided that, if at all possible, they would
do their best to not allow the baylor to gain access to the home system
in any way that would allow planet-based observers to have the chance
of seeing a space battle.
At the laser-comm signal from the insystem watchers, the
jump point watchers at the Procyon and Sirius jump points sent their
message drones through the gravity vortex tunnels to the waiting ships
on the other side.
Earlier, the watcher at the Barnyard-Sol jump point had used
his cyberhuman abilities to approach, board, and bypass the data
programs of the baylorian sensor buoys on station there. When the
sensor buoys accepted the false feed to their laser-comm connections to
the Barnyard construction base, the watcher sent his message drone
through to the home system.
After sending his coded, comm signal to his jump point
counterpart, Raymond set in motion the next part of their plan. He sent
a laser-comm message to a point in the opposite direction of Sol,
Sirius, or Procyon and activated a prearranged coded signal, then sat
back to wait patiently for interesting things to happen.
During the past week, while the watchers had been keeping an
eye on the Barnyard, five other cyberhumans in slightly larger ships
had been making their way around the outer reaches of the Barnard’s
Star system. The five fighter-tugs each carried three automated missiles
that were themselves half the size of the tugs.
They positioned themselves in the area of another jump point
that was in line with the largest star in that direction. That jump point
was the most likely entrance direction the diverted ruk were likely to
take to deliver their trade cargo to the baylor. There the five fighter
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tugs turned in a circling vector till they were aimed directly at the
orbital position of the baylorian construction facility.
When they were sure of the vector, they dropped their loads of
three, high velocity, stealthed smart missiles each and returned to the
Barnyard-Procyon jump point to reload. When the attack came, they
would be a part of the fleet coming from the direction of the Procyon
system.
The signal from Raymond initiated the data programs in the
fifteen missiles and they activated their gravity wave coils and tracking
systems. The missile systems locked onto the mass of the Barnyard and
began to pull at the mass of the station with full power. While the
human watchers maintained stealth mode and waited, the velocity of
the missiles increased.
Unlike the missiles of human manufacture, these missiles
used baylorian technology. As their velocity continued to steadily
increase, they did not leave a trailing exhaust of rocket fuel to be
detected. They used the mass of their target as a magnet. With the
number of ships packed together around the Barnyard, the crisscrossing
gravity wave signatures confused the baylorian sensors.
This confusion of conflicting active gravity wave coils
masked the stealthed sensor signatures of the missiles for just long
enough.
Confident that there was no threat to them in this system, the
baylor had not expected an attack. And especially not from the
direction it came. The first sensor tech to notice the relatively small
signatures of the targeting gravity wave beams from the oncoming
missiles took the time to verify his reading before hitting an alarm.
The velocity of the missiles had been silently building for too
long and by the time defensive weaponry began to turn in the
unexpected direction, it was too late.
Due to the nature of space around the vicinity of stars, ships
and stations are protected by Energy Absorption Fields and heavy
shielding in the form of thick alloy hulls. Because of this, nuclear
explosions that are not direct or extremely close are nothing more than
a sensor interfering nuisance. Thus the missiles usually used in space
battles are usually of very small yields. The biggest have a nuclear
yield of no more than a couple hundred metric tons.
A thousand-megaton yield missile that missed was a waste. A
smaller more maneuverable, two hundred-ton missile that hit was a
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success. Even the largest yield was effective at close range but a mere
nuisance at only a couple of kilometers.
As a result, more attention was paid to the propulsion,
targeting, and sensor shielding components of missiles than yield size.
In addition, due to the properties of gravity wave propulsion, the
warhead was at the back of the missile and used the mass of its main
body as a source of shrapnel.
The missiles entered the spread out mass of the construction
docks and slowly maneuvering ships. Missile sensors locked on the
hottest baylorian power systems and diverted all stealth power to
gravity wave coils and EAF defenses. The missiles streaked toward
their targets.
The Barnyard construction facilities took most of the hits, as it
was the biggest mass for the targeting programs in the missiles. But the
Barnyard was big. And spread out. Still, a sixth of the base was
shattered by a series of small nuclear fireballs. As pieces of the base
flew through space, another sixth received massive hull breaches from
shrapnel the size of small ships.
Only one missile made it through the mass of the base to hit a
ship. But the shrapnel from that large ship destroyed another outright
and rendered another baylorian battleship useless.
The three watchers continued their laser-comm relays to their
respective target jump points as they watched the silent flares of battle
through their console screens. Through their ship’s glassteel ports, they
could also see the tiny suns winking on, then off again.
At their respective jump points outside the Barnyard system,
Misty, Tom, and Blue had been waiting for the signal from the message
drones. When the drones made the jump, the three fleet commanders
took a moment to look at the data. As soon as they could give the
order, human ships started jumping into the Barnard’s Star system at
three points.
Blue’s fleet held its position guarding the human home system
and began to lay mines all around the Barnyard-Sol jump point. This
position was the closest to the Barnyard as well as to the BarnyardCentauri jump point. With the exception of the Sol-Centauri jump
point, and when the time came, the Centauri-Sol jump point, it would
be defended the most vigorously by the cyberhumans.
Misty and Tom’s small forces left a newly arrived mine layer
at each of the jump points behind them and raced sunward. Both small
fleets would pass close by the Barnyard-Sol jump point on their way.
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Even if the baylorians moved their fleet toward the Barnyard-Sol jump
point at full battle speed, the two reinforcing, human fleets would get
there first.
If the baylor did not attack Blue’s forces at the Barnyard-Sol
point, Misty and Tom’s forces would maintain velocity and continue
insystem toward the Barnyard construction base or departing baylorian
fleet. Blue would continue his entrenchment of human defenses around
the Barnyard-Sol jump point while Misty and Tom took up a moving
position between the baylor and the jump point to human space.
*

*

*

Kiilliimmeedd Sttrraattrraavv yelled at his sensor tech.
“Where did those missiles come from?”
To save time, the sensor tech transferred the data to his
Captain’s console and Sttrraattrraavv scanned the screen. How could
they be attacked from that direction? There were no indications that
any race had even been in the system of the only jump point in that
direction.
This data added to the disturbing information brought by
Brraakkeenn Roonnrroorr indicated that they were in trouble. Whoever
this mystery race was, it had outwitted the baylor. The fact that he had
tried to convince his brother that the jump points in this system were
vulnerable to attack was irrelevant.
The Family Head had ignored his council and neglected to
even allow him to place sensor drones at the system’s few jump points.
His brother hadn’t even bothered to adequately provide defensive
armament for the construction base itself.
There were cost factors as well as the difficulty of getting
enough tech equipment for their ships, much less for automated sensor
drones. They had thought that the humans were incapable of defending
their own system much less attack outside of their own system so had
chosen to put all their tech into their secret fleet.
No one had even considered another race allying itself with
the humans. Or the more likely explanation that another race may
expand into this area of space. The only ones they’d met were the ruk,
and those grasseaters were not armed like their strange new foe.
He wished again that they’d gotten that cargo from the ruk. He
could have taken the crew for food and obtained their ship for his
people’s cause and blamed the disappearance on these new aliens.
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“My Lord!” The comm tech shouted. “We have lost contact
with the sensor buoys at the jump point to the human system.”
More bad news! If the hidden enemy was at that jump point
too, then the human system might already be lost. And the ruk
merchants were late. What if these attacking aliens were in the system
that the ruk were to use to enter this system?
They were surrounded!
His mind raced. The laser-comm link to the home system was
still intact so they still had that path of retreat.
Retreat! The concept galled him but if they lost the entire fleet
trying to defend a surrounded position, the twin worlds of the home
system would be unprotected!
Curse the Emperor for not allowing his family to own or
operate their own ships. All other systems in the Empire had enough
ships and crews to easily defend themselves. His family had only this
one small fleet built in secret and against the Emperor’s wishes.
He had only one option. With regret he began giving orders.
With each word he felt additional loss of Honor. Their dreams of a
second Empire looked to be shattered but at least he could help his
brother and ensure that the twin home worlds and his family had some
protection from this mystery enemy.
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* THREE *
“Destination. Planetary landing on Procyon Five.” Ricki said
over the ship’s comm. “I repeat. Destination. Planetary landing on
Procyon Five. All hands prepare for maneuvers. Breaking orbit in one
minute from my mark. Mark.”
Tiger glanced at Ricki to make sure it was her. She and her
twin Randi looked and sounded so much alike that everyone had to
look at them closely to see which one was on bridge duty at any given
time. Even with cyberhuman abilities.
The twins had the same mannerisms, voices almost identical,
and faces and hair styles the same. The only difference in the two was
the tiny scar on Ricki’s left cheek. The scar was the result of a
canoeing accident when she was twelve.
Randi had even admitted to contemplating cutting her own
cheek to make a similar scar. She had only decided not to do it because
she couldn’t be certain of making her scar an exact duplicate of her
sister’s.
Tiger had had to insist that the two not pull bridge duty at the
same time because they tended to confuse everyone so much. The two
had very seriously said ‘yes sir Captain’ in unison and in the same
voice. Then they had broken character by looking at each other and
giggling. Again at the same time, in unison, and in the same sounding
voice.
Bengal waited the full minute then initiated the navigation
program that the crew had entered into their consoles. The ship
reoriented itself and activated its gravity wave coils, pulling on the
mass of the planet. Tiger tapped a series of keys and the receding moon
filled one of the tiny screens on his wraparound console.
He gazed at the altered moon and thought about what they’d
accomplished.
They had arrived at the moon and spent the next few hours
using automated mechs to give the crew experience of a non-nanotech
nature. After the crew had completed their initial investigations and
had logged all their data, Tiger went into an inner trance to devote his
complete concentration to the nanomass seeds.
Controlling them in much the same way as he did his
cyberhuman body, Tiger morphed the first one from its cargo bay
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shape and the mass flowed out of the bay and formed a long tentacle
that reached from the ship to the moon. When the first was in place, he
moved the ship to the other end of the moon and repeated the process.
When both were in place, he activated the pre-made
construction program and the seeds began to eat the matter of the moon
and grow. The nanomass seeds steadily consumed the cometary
remnant and converted it into more nanomass as they grew toward each
other along the core of the moon.
After a day, there was so much nanomass that the excess
flowed out from the central core and started to eat its way outward on
the surface. The endcaps to the finished cylindrical shape started to
form on the second day.
He had programmed the nanomass to eat away the moon at a
position that would carve almost two kilometers from the outermost
dimensions of the moon. The finished cylinder would be 35km long
instead of 37, and the diameter would be reduced from 22km to twenty
by using the mass of the mountains to fill in the valleys.
On the third day, as the nanomass seeds continued to eat away
at the tiny moon, Tiger launched three drones to geosyncronous orbits
around the parent planet. He would use them to maintain his comm link
with the seed nanomass while Bengal was on the planet’s surface.
After the sixth day, when Tiger was sure the nanomass seeds
were performing their programmed conversion of the moon into a
cylindrical habitat, the crew rested a day. And played. At Tiger’s
suggestion, Bengal had morphed enough of the ship into VR pods so
that every crewmember had their own. Using the VR pods as control
sources, the crew romped around the moonlet as nanomass based,
action figure remotes of themselves.
The stories told at the evening gathering in the main lounge
had been almost as much fun as playing on the small moon. There had
been leaping contests that had dissolved into a frantic rescue as Celia
had realized there was no air, yet she was breathing. She had started to
hyperventilate until some of those closest to her were able to remind
her of the realism of the VR pods.
The games continued and craters were explored as the
nanomass continued to eat its way across the moon’s surface. Tunnels
were bored to connect the two ends of the cylinder and the largest
mountains measured and their composition analyzed.
Four of the largest peaks above the cylinder level were
identified for special attention and Tiger adjusted the nanomass
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program. When the nanomass dug below those areas, it would detach
portions of itself to convert the mass of the mountains to smaller,
mobile habitats.
A week from their arrival, as Bengal lifted away from Tiger
Station, they could see the progress of the nanomass seeds. Their
sensor screens showed the endcap nearest them nearly completed. The
center, docking pit was completely hulled in as well as the space
between the wheel-spoke ribs that branched from the center of the
circular endcap.
The ribs continued around the endcap and along the outer
edge of the cylinder, toward the other end. Only a couple of the ribs
could be seen all the way till they met the ribs coming from the other
endcap. The rest connected with their counterparts under the surface of
the moon. The striped surface of the moon could still be seen between
some of the longitudinal ribs.
As the ship moved slowly around the tiny moon, a mountain
came into view that had been drastically altered. In a single week, the
nanomass had isolated the two-kilometer tall, three-kilometer long
ridge between two craters and sculpted it into a pair of cylindrical
shapes. Resting on their sides on the surface of the moon, the twin
cylinders were connected to the moon by several towers emanating
from the support ribs to either side.
As Bengal moved around further, three more mountains that
were being carved into single cylinders, came into view. Each cylinder
was rounded on one end while the other end was flattened with two
framework rings with cradles large enough to hold a ship bigger than
Bengal.
The crew didn’t know it yet, but those future mobile habitats
were Tiger and Bengal’s gift to them.
He continued to watch the receding station/moon on his
console screen for a while, then returned his focus to the ship’s actions.
Tiger tapped another series of keys on his console and Bengal reversed
his gravity wave pull on the planet’s mass and began to push instead,
but without enough force to slow his fall planetward.
Perfectly balanced on a ring of six gravity wave pulses,
Bengal slowed to a falling speed of one hundred kilometers per hour at
an altitude of 100km above the surface. The crew in the control room
continued to monitor and report their sensor readings as Tiger
manually lowered the ship to a landing on the new world. He
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maintained his speed until they were at an altitude of 10km where he
tapped a series of keys to slow the ship to a falling speed of 20kph.
A detailed map of the surface below continued to grow on
their screens as the ship slowly lost altitude. At two kilometers Tiger
again manually slowed Bengal’s rate of descent, then again at one
kilometer.
By the time Bengal was at an altitude of 500 meters, his
gravity wave coils were pushing against the planet with a force equal to
the planet’s gravitational pull of 1.01g.
The ship hung motionless in the sky at that altitude while the
on-duty bridge crew scanned the surface. Their data systems matched
the information to that already in their computers and built a series of
maps with varying information depicted.
After studying their orbital maps, they had chosen a large
island that straddled the equator of Procyon Five and a spot at the
southern border of a central lake. They scanned the southern shore of
the lake and picked a spot in the grasslands on the western side of the
river that drained the lake into the sea.
Tapping at his console keys, Tiger lowered the ship slowly.
His scans located a fairly flat-topped ridge at the edge of the river and
he moved the ship laterally for 300 meters and began to lose altitude
again. “250 meters.” He said into his mike. “200 meters.”
The dots moving on the grasslands grew in size. “150
meters.”
They were nearing the tops of the few trees on the grasslands.
“125 meters.” Tiger continued to relay the information aloud even
though everyone, including those not on the bridge, was glued to other
shipboard console screens.
“Those are some pretty big animals.” Said Chris.
Where the ship’s shadow touched them, the animals below
ran. “One hundred meters.” The animals directly below the ship
noticed the form dropping on them and ran in all directions. “Seventyfive meters.” Tiger’s voice continued over the shipboard comm as they
grew even with the tops of the tallest trees on the grasslands.
At fifty meters Tiger halted their descent and used his outer
sensors to scan the ground below for several meters below the surface.
The grasslands were covered by smaller granite outcroppings and
scattered boulders, while the flat-topped granite outcrop below them
showed to be anchored deep within the surface. He tapped several keys
and lowered the landing pads.
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He tapped another set of keys and the ship resumed its stately
decent.
“Twenty-five meters. Twenty, fifteen, ten meters.” Tiger
continued. “Five… four... three... two... one.”
“Touchdown!” Several voices called at once.
“Everyone attend your scanners please.” Tiger said as excited
voices rose on the bridge.
He sat back in his chair and mentally contacted the nanomass
seed in the third cargo bay. Without waiting, he opened the hatch and
the nanomass flowed from the ship and across the granite outcropping
where the ship rested.
It flowed down the side of the outcropping and down to the
grasslands level. There it flowed to each side and began to eat away at
the rock.
While the crew scanned the atmosphere and the organisms
they could collect through the open cargo bay, the nanomass ate away
at the sloping base of the outcropping.
The crew continued with their duties and the nanomass grew
as it steadily dismantled the solid granite outcropping. The nanomass
then transferred the separated granules higher and resealed them into
solid stone, leveling the top of the outcrop and building up the sloping
sides.
Where plants had taken root, the nanomass shaped walls
around the lowest, making several tree sized planters. Plants anchored
higher on the sides of the outcrop were lifted to the top of the granite
outcrop, accumulated topsoil, and all.
After two hours, the nanomass had eaten the edges of the
outcropping away and reformed the granite from its previously rainworn, rounded shape into a flat expanse 70 meters long, 45 wide, and
18 high with smooth, straight sides.
“Amazing!” Said John in awe. “I don’t think I’ll ever get used
to seeing that stuff in action.”
“Continue doing the kind of work you’ve done so far and
you’ll probably be able to do it yourself someday soon.” Said Tiger.
“Now let’s get to work. How have all the readings come out?”
“Everything checks to three decimal places.” Chris replied.
“We should be able to walk outside without any protection at all. This
world will make a beautiful place to colonize.”
Tiger smiled and replied. “Yea. A whole world to explore, and
colonize. That is, of course, if there are no native sentient species. I am
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sorry though Chris, but I’m going to have to ask you to restrict the kids
to Bengal’s interior. I don’t want to take any more chances than I
already have by just bringing them.”
He had not wanted to bring them at all but had known that she
wouldn’t come without them. The day he had spent in her company
after arriving at Draconus had convinced him that he did want her
along on this trip.
“Everybody works in groups of three.” Tiger said. “I want as
many samples as possible. We’ll go outside in groups of three using the
methods you all learned in the VR pods. Bring me anything of interest
and I’ll use my implant to study it at the molecular level. We lift off in
five days. Let’s get to work.”
Later that day, Tiger was outside with David Stevens, David’s
son Kevin, and Judy Diver. The three were the winners of the drawing
to see who would be the first out of the ship.
Tiger had relinquished his right to be the first to set foot on
the new planet and Judy had been thrilled to win that privilege. Kevin
and his dad had been the next two names picked by Chris’s daughter
Patty. Tiger had made sure to allow the child as many harmless duties
as possible since she was not to be allowed out of the ship until her
safety could be definitely assured, if then.
“Look!” Exclaimed Judy pointing.
The others looked in the direction she pointed. Coming
around the edge of another granite outcropping a hundred meters away
was a small group of very large herbivores. The animals resembled a
cross between a long legged alligator and a domestic ox and had a pair
of spadelike tusks at the base of their prehensile mouths.
As the group of animals worked their way closer to the
human’s perch, Judy laughed as one big brute kept bumping into those
around him. “What a big lummox!” She said.
“I think we’ll give you another first, Judy.” Said Tiger.
“What do you mean?” She asked.
“We’ll name those Lummox.” He replied pointing.
She smiled and using her empathic sense, radiated her
pleasure to Tiger. Judy had finally acknowledged her abilities and her
control had grown quickly since. She was now able to feel the
empathic emotions of anyone she knew closely and project her own
feelings to anyone within sight.
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As other animals saw that the lummox were unharmed by the
strange creatures on the granite outcropping, they ventured closer as
they ate the grass of the prairie.
Soon, the reshaped rock perch was surrounded by animals
who ignored the humans as they ate grass and watched for dangers they
knew.
As the humans watched the grasslands below the safety of
their large granite pedestal, they collected some of the plants that grew
on its surface. They used the skills learned in VR pods during the
journey from the Procyon-Sol jump point and equipment constructed
by Tiger, to protect themselves from the tiniest dangers of this new
world.
The methods and methodology required them to adhere to
strict sample collecting standards and the wearing of isolation suits at
first gave them added protection while they studied their samples.
Though their granite landing pad was mostly bare, it did have
considerable plant and animal life. They spent the entire day collecting
and naming only a few native animals of small size that lived in the
trees and shrubs that grew on their granite aerie.
The next day each group took another turn outside and when
they finished the top of the granite landing field, Tiger brought another
group out to act as watches and guards. While the guards watched for
the few predators they had identified, the sample collectors stepped
into a nanomass elevator that took them to the prairie eighteen meters
below.
By the third day, exploration teams had advanced to the river
and had nearly filled one of the now empty cargo bays with biomass
samples. When away from the safety of the nanomass elevator, Tiger
had been adamant that the collection teams wear nanomass body suits
that were remotes linked to Bengal. Those who remained on the top of
the granite, landing pad were allowed to go outside the ship without
isolation suits.
Another day and all three cargo bays were crammed with
samples. Most of what they collected was plant species in photonic
containers provided by Bengal, but they also collected several species
of animal life. Limited by the space in their cargo holds, Tiger and
Bengal collected only genetic samples of most of the larger animal
species. Some of the more interesting species unknowingly provided
egg and sperm samples for Bengal’s womb mechs.
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Confident in their safety, on the fifth day Tiger gave them all
the afternoon off with a scheduled, sunset liftoff. After being assured
by Bengal that safety remotes, in insect and bird form, swarmed the
area of the ship, Tiger decided to take his own advice. He now walked
toward the bramble-encrusted trees with Chris at his side. With avian
sensor remotes to watch for danger, neither wore protective body suits.
Celia had offered to watch Patty and Luke so that the young
couple could get a little time together. They had put together a picnic
basket and had found a spot far enough out in the open to see in all
directions. A small measure of privacy was ensured by a small stand of
trees between them and the ship.
They spent the next couple of hours talking, eating from their
basket, and watching the wonders of the world around them. Tiger had
begun to doze in the heat of the afternoon sun when Chris poked him in
the side. He opened one eye to look at her.
“Look.” She whispered as she pointed.
Around the bramble at the base of the trees they sat by, an
animal they’d dubbed a turkey lizard came into sight. It poked around a
small opening in the mass of twisted vines and bush branches, then let
out a squawk and ran away at top speed.
Jumping up, Chris started toward the opening. “Wonder what
scared him off?”
Tiger came more awake and turned to see what she was doing
as he partially rose from his reclined position. He started to raise his
hand to scan the interior of the bramble, and said. “Wait a sec…”
Chris stuck her head in the opening and cried out. “Oh look
hon, a pile of polished rocks! The turkey lizard must be something like
the bower bird of Earth.”
Their explorations of Procyon Five had shown them that it
was a very tectonically active planet. As a result, there was an
abundance of heavy metals and heat and pressure formed crystals. The
planet seemed to be covered in mineral riches and the polished rocks
could easily be gemstones.
Coming awake quickly and twisting to aim his hand sensors,
Tiger quickly scanned the mass of vegetation and started to call out a
warning.
In the split second this took, Chris duck-walked into the
bramble and started to scoop up the treasure. A dark form fell from the
brambles above and Chris screamed.
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Despite the fact that she now hosted an upgraded LPI, Tiger
sprang to his feet and dove into the bramble bush’s opening as safety
remotes in the vicinity raced toward the commotion. Dodging the
coiling body, Tiger grabbed at the massive head as it reared back in
preparation to strike at the prey in its grasp. With cyberhuman strength,
he held the head back as the tree-sized coils continued to loop around
Chris’ body.
The ambushing predator quickly turned its attention from its
first target and focused serpentine eyes on Tiger. A maw big enough to
hold Tiger’s whole head opened with a hiss as meter thick coils not
engulfing Chris rolled toward him.
Not wanting to intrude on the happy couple, Bengal had kept
his distance and limited his scans outward from the pair. Alerted by
Chris’ initial PSIonic scream, the A.I. rushed security remotes toward
the scene.
A swarm of insects and flying avians flooded through the
opening in the bramble bush and dove at the snake’s coils. Instead of
firing stunners and sonics at the coils for fear of causing reflexive
constrictions, Bengal targeted his remotes for Chris’ body. In seconds a
shell of nanomass began to form where the snake’s coils were the
tightest. A steady influx of nanomass ensured that she could breath and
would suffer no additional injuries.
Using cyberhuman strength to hold the huge head as it pushed
relentlessly toward him, Tiger blasted sonics and microwave
frequencies through the augmentation in his hands. The ambush snake
hissed like a steam engine and the massive coils convulsed.
It opened a gaping mouth that was made to chew food in an
un-snakelike way, and gnashed thumb-sized teeth a hands-width from
Tiger’s face. It’s breath smelled of rotten meat and nearly made him
gag.
Sensing the relaxing of imminent, PSIonic panic from Chris,
Tiger realized Bengal had encased her in a nanomass cocoon. Focusing
on his task, he increased the power to his hand weapons and the
ambush snake made a hiss that approached a roar. In the next instant
brain matter boiled and burst from several skull openings.
When the coiling body went limp, Tiger shoved the pulped
head to the side and used cyberhuman strength to pull the still tight
coils from around Chris’ cocooned body. As he pulled the last coil
away, nanomass fell away from her and she took a great shuddering
breath, then let out a loud whoop.
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“Whoo-hoo!” She hollered breathlessly with a tooth-filled
grin and glistening eyes. “THAT was a rush!”
“Are you OK hon?” Tiger asked with concerned fear still in
his eyes as he scanned her body for injury.
Shaking her head yes, she smiled hugely and looked down at
the slightly twitching body of the ambush snake. Reaching between the
coils, she lifted an object from the ground and exclaimed as she held it
up for him to see. “Look at the size of this diamond! It’s as big as my
fist!”
*

*

*

“Misty! Do you see what I see?” Candace yelled excitedly
from her console position.
Misty gazed at her own console with her mouth agape. They
had jumped all ships into the Barnard’s Star system and were racing
sunward as they studied the laser-comm feeds from their watchers
farther in. “They’re towing the intact portions of the Barnyard toward
the Barnyard-Centauri jump point!”
“That’s what it looks like to me too! What do we do?”
Misty considered all her options. If the baylor had fallen for
their diversionary ruse completely, maybe they thought they were
being attacked by overwhelming forces. She knew that the construction
base here was all the Renegade Family had. If the baylor thought they
faced overwhelming odds, they may be abandoning this system
already, and salvaging what they could of the only ship construction
facilities they owned.
Maybe she should push her advantage by pressing her attack
and driving them out of the Barnard’s Star system altogether by
reinforcing the signs of overwhelming forces.
“Send a comm message to the carrier and Tom’s ships. Attack
the fleeing forces. Try to harass them at long range to keep them
running. Use as many decoy drones as you can on attack ship settings,
but don’t let the decoys get close enough to tempt the baylor to break
off any ships to counter. If they take time to engage us, they might
realize how small a force we have.”
She continued to watch her screen as the carrier and her own
ship surged sunward. The minelayer had to complete the initial jump
point defenses before following, but a day later it fell in behind them.
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Their ragtag fleet would be strung out across the system but hopefully,
the decoy drones would make it look more like an immense, widely
spaced fleet.
In addition, Misty had the advantage of the relay from her
watchers. The baylor didn’t. Any move they made was instantly lasercommed to the human positions. Still, space was vast and it took a long
time for the human ships to close the distance from the jump points to
the inner system.
At maximum speed it took them three days to reach the point
where Misty was able to rendezvous with the ships in Tom’s group and
another day and a half before the combined fleet reached the BarnyardSol jump point.
In the meantime, Blue had devised a way to make his own
forces seem to be bigger than they actually were. His cyberhuman
fighter pilots had morphed their ships into energy radiating decoys. The
tiny ships put all of their energy into creating a signature that identified
them as much larger ships.
His fleet of fighters alone now resembled a fleet that almost
equaled the size of the fleeing baylorian survivors. As Misty and
Tom’s combined fleet altered their vector to intercept the BarnyardCentauri jump point just after his group, Blue’s fighters continued to
chase the baylor at a slow enough speed to keep from getting inside the
increased range of baylorian sensors.
They had inadvertently found this range when the baylor kept
reacting to the human fleet’s maneuvers too quickly. It was only the
abilities of the cyberneural implants that allowed them to detect and
analyze the defensive reactions of the baylor in the days after the first
missile impact.
It would be obvious to the baylor that they were being herded,
but if they didn’t turn to fight, Blue was to allow them to reach the
Barnyard-Centauri jump point just ahead of him.
While the human fleet bore down on them from the jump
points, the baylor had had enough time to arrange their towing efforts
to retrieve what they could from the construction base. The days passed
and the bundle of wreckage shed unwanted pieces and rearranged its
shape as it slowly neared its destination.
The pursuers remained at the extreme range of their unaided
sensors but the data relay from their much closer, stealthed, pacing
watchers continued to give them a constant sensor feed. The close up
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view showed them that the baylor were attempting to turn the wreckage
into a trio of massive, mobile construction ships.
The humans doggedly followed, sending occasional missiles
after the fleeing mass in harrying groups that had little destructive
results. The missile fire and the projected sensor signature indicating a
much larger fleet did succeed in keeping the baylor on the run.
The baylor continued to flee with bits of discarded debris
trailing behind them like a comet tail that sensors identified as rock,
ceramics, metal, and cermet alloys. Gases seeped from some of the
debris items, making them look like miniature comets following in a
line behind the baylor.
Eight days after the start of the battle, they watched as the
ungainly mass of damaged ships and construction bays entered the
Barnyard-Centauri jump point and began disappearing from their
screens. First to go were the converted construction docks, that had
been melded with the most severely damaged ships. The undamaged
ships held their defensive positions until the others were through the
jump point. The baylorian ships then laid mines before following the
three sections of the construction base through the jump point to the
Centauri system.
The tiny human fleet continued on its way and when it finally
reached the jump point three days later, began to methodically pick off
the baylorian mines.
While decoys streaked around and through the volume of
space that held the jump point, baiting the targeting sensors in the
mines, cyberhuman sensors painted each response. Several of the
decoys drew fire from missiles fooled by the projected energy
signatures and other missiles followed suit, blindly following
secondary firing programs.
Heavy EAF shields and a relatively small size made the
decoys difficult targets. Only one of the dozens of decoys was
destroyed by a baylorian missile while hundreds of missiles had fired
uselessly. The decoys began to circle the jump point with all sensors
focused inward.
Next the besieging cyberhumans sent several dummy ships
into the volume of space that held the jump point’s mouth to lure out
any missiles whose data systems were designed to learn from the
actions of the less sophisticated missiles. All but one of the dummy
ships was destroyed before there was another lull in defensive fire.
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The first group of the cyberhuman ships was approaching the
jump point with their full forces when a series of messenger drones
was detected fleeing through to the Centauri side. They quickly took up
a ringing defensive position around the outer edge of the jump point
volume of space and began to deploy a sphere of fire at the remaining
baylorian mines their sensors had identified.
It took several hours before the last of the mines the baylor
had left behind was destroyed or disabled. When they were sure it was
safe, the cyberhumans began laying mines and installing drones of their
own within the jump point’s mouth.
The Barnard’s Star-Centauri jump point was theirs!
As soon as the first ship circled the jump point, it began
sending missile pod, sensor drones through to the Centauri side. Each
successive ship to get into range added to the barrage of cyberhuman
missiles. As all but the slowest of the fleet converged, they continued
to send drones through the jump point.
After several more hours with none of the empty pods
returning with sensor data, they finally quit.
Using cyberhuman mind links and VR simulations, they
studied for a way to break the baylorian defenses. To keep pressure on
the baylor, they sent an occasional missile pod volley through to the
Centauri side of the star tunnel.
The missile pods they sent had instantly improved rapid fireand-return programs in the pod control systems and pre-charged jump
capacitors with a succession of ever-shorter firing gaps. The
cyberhumans quickly learned the limits of the equipment and the
optimal timing for their weapons.
As more ships arrived, their contribution of missile pods were
programmed to engage the first of two jump capacitors, and fire their
missiles one second after jump initiation. The pod’s sensors would
record furiously at high speed while the second jump capacitor was
designed to engage another second later. Hopefully, after the missile
pods emptied their missile racks, and before the baylorian defenses
destroyed them.
Despite the increasing numbers of missiles entering the
Centauri system, no individual missile pod returned with its sensor
data. As more ships arrived at the jump point, more and more missile
pods went through at the same time. Soon all the human ships were at
or around the Barnyard-Centauri jump point and the cyberhuman
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defenses grew within the Barnyard-Centauri jump point at the same
time as the attack progressed on the Centauri-Barnyard jump point.
While the combined fleet began to convert their largest carrier
into a jump point defensive base they sent missile volleys containing
hundreds of pods into the Centauri system. It was not until the seventh
of these combined volleys that a pod returned with data. Immediately
ordering an eighth volley, Misty took advantage of the information and
pushed at the defending baylor.
By the ninth volley of missile pods the baylor were
abandoning the Centauri-Barnyard jump point and the tenth volley was
followed by the first human ships. In a few hours there was a carrier
with two escorts patrolling the area around the Centauri-Barnyard jump
point.
Resisting the urge to pursue the baylor further, the
cyberhumans scanned the fleeing ships as they backtracked to the
Proxima-Centauri jump point. Due to spatial geometry, the Proxima
Centauri star pulled both the Centauri-Barnyard and Centauri-Sol jump
points further away from the Centauri system than would be normal for
stars so close. They were so distant from the twin stars that it was
quicker to backtrack to the Proxima star and jump from there to the
Centauri stars.
Because of the relatively short distance between the two
gravity wells, the gravity vortex tunnel between the Proxima and
Centauri stars, have jump points on either end that are very close to
their respective gravity wells. While the Proxima-Centauri jump
point’s position was relatively stable, the Centauri-Proxima jump point
constantly moves with the spatial positioning of the twin Centauri stars
as they revolve around each other.
With the large gravity well that the twin stars produce and the
lack of distant gas giants, the Centauri-Proxima jump point is less than
three hundred million kilometers at its most distant point. At its closest,
it is only a few million kilometers from the farthest planet orbiting the
nearest, of the twin stars.
The baylor would have to maintain a defensive position at the
Proxima-Centauri jump point at all costs. Due to the wandering nature
of the Centauri side of the wormhole, the Centauri-Proxima jump point
was nearly impossible to properly defend. The resources needed would
have even taxed the manufacturing and operating abilities of a properly
run baylorian system.
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The Centauri baylor had only the ships they were fleeing in
and the few ships owned and operated by the many baylor who came to
experience the wild joy of hunting on Grrlar. There were no layers of
jump point mines or mobile missile pods within the Centauri system.
The Renegade Family had to defend the Proxima-Centauri jump point
or the cyberhuman fleet would have easy entry into the heart of
baylorian space.
While the escorts patrolled space to watch the baylor at the
not-to-distant Proxima-Centauri jump point, the carrier within the
Centauri-Barnyard jump point began to close the first hole in the
cyberhuman blockade around the Renegade Family. After the first
layer of defenses was in place, they prepared to map the space around
them.
Several sensor drones with jump point mapping programs
were sent in looping trajectories away from the carrier. They were
targeted in the most likely directions to have jump points to the nearest
stars to the Centauri system. Gravity wave sensors began to feed data
back to the mother ship almost as soon as the drones left their
launching bays.
Receiving chaser drone data from the patrolling carrier of the
baylor fleeing all the way to the Centauri B half of the twin-star
system, Misty sent a laser-comm message to the comm drone at the
Barnyard-Sol jump point. The message would be relayed to the Sol
system and from there to Draconus to let Draco know that they had
succeeded beyond all expectations.
It was not till the message was sent that she ordered a cleanup
of the trail of wreckage the baylor had left in their wake.
That cleanup resulted in more problems and before long she
had the added responsibility of living baylorian survivors and their
slaves. Both human and wolfen slaves as well as at least two other
races.
After passing her orders down the chain of command, Misty
sat at the table in the conference room of Wes’ carrier. It was the only
place big enough to hold all of the ship’s captains with comfort.
“We’ve still got a lot to do everyone. Any suggestions?” She said as
she looked around the room.
“Despite the fact that we hold the Centauri side, I think we
should reinforce the Barnyard-Centauri jump point some more.” Said
Tom. “Then we can pull back from the Barnyard-Procyon and Sirius
positions.”
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“Do we really want to do that?” Asked Blue. “None of you
has been on Draconus in a few weeks. Storm has gotten things going
so well there that we actually had to stop production of jump point
mines and fighters and mine layer and carrier class ships cause we
don’t have enough people to crew the ships or enough storage space
for the mines.”
“Rather than move the defenses we’ve already placed, we
could just wait until newly made ships can be manned and delivered. It
will take just as long to go back to the Procyon and Sirius jump points,
remove the mines, and get back here. And to do that we’d have to pull
out at least two of the biggest ships defending our current position.
More if we use smaller ships.”
“How can we be making ships so fast?” Asked Jade.
Blue answered. “The new macrobot assembly vats have been
made for all our ship designs, including the carriers. Wes’ carrier was
the first of that model out of the nanomass construction vats and it only
took a week to make her. There’s at least one completed one of the
same model waiting around for a crew or a cyberhuman captain.”
“So we have more ships than we’ve got crew.” Tom said.
“Why can’t we give more people implants?”
“Draco is, on Draconus.” Misty replied. “He’s even altering
the LPI’s to include more nanomass control capabilities. From what I
understand, as soon as he perfects the design, we will all use that as a
template for downgrading our implants when we let our implant AIs go
free.”
Draco had already passed his decision on to all the
cyberhumans and they had agreed. The entities that the artificial
intelligence programs had become were too sentient to be considered
possessions. Draco had decided to give the AI programs the same
freedoms he sought for the slave races of the baylor.
He had constructed the implants that he had originally made
with certain failsafe programs that let him take control of any implant.
In addition, these failsafe programs were automatically included in any
implant made by any cyberhuman. Using these control access
programs, Draco had sent each cyberhuman a remote mech-carried
message/command.
All implant AI programs were now free to leave the body of
their human host as soon as they could train their host to maintain the
cyberneural implants. Draco and Gandalf had agreed on a proficiency
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level that they estimated would take three to five years to attain,
depending on the initiative of the host/A.I. pair.
Using the genetic knowledge included in the data files of the
implants Draco and Gandalf had included all the human PSI data so far
collected. Natural PSIonics were to be identified and genetically
augmented as much as possible in everyone who now hosted an
implant. The hope was that PSI evolution could be encouraged so that
future, cyber sorcerers would need less nanobotic augmentation.
Misty could tell from her receipt of the message command that
Draco was glad to shed some of the power that the implants gave them.
He was also, obviously glad to be able to free what he considered to be
as much of a slave as the wolfen or any of the other races the baylor
fed upon.
“While we’re waiting for the new ships, we should finish
mining the Procyon-Centauri and Sirius-Centauri jump points before
the baylor do to us what we just got through doing to them.” Jade
interrupted Misty’s reverie.
“Good idea.” Said Misty. Since the Paul Revere plan had been
her idea, Draco had put her in charge of the combined fleet.
“We’ll hold station here until the first reinforcements arrive.
After that Jade, I want you and Tom to reposition your ships to the
Sirius-Centauri jump point. I want you to complete the installation of
the blockade defenses Candy and I started.” Misty looked from one
pair of captains to another and continued. “Wes and Kristie, you’ll take
the Procyon-Centauri jump point and do the same.”
“After you have established yourselves in a good defensive
position, set up a supply and assistance link through the jump point
between your two stars.” She waved a finger between the two groups.
“What I want to do is have both of you start sending sensor drones
through to the Centauri system at the same time.”
“If none return, reinforce the jump point and hold station. If
any do come back, I want you to enter the Centauri system at the same
time and start mining the Centauri side of your wormholes. I don’t
want to send one of the escorts to the jump points from here cause I
don’t want to alert the baylor. They might not send a ship if we’re not
too obvious.” She smiled. “If the sensor drones we sent out find the
jump points and initiate laser-comm links before you start, we’ll send
their sensor data.”
“We need to keep pushing the baylor as fast and hard as we
can. We know from Sy’Byt’s data in our implants that the Renegade
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Family wasn’t allowed any space capabilities. We also know from the
interrogations of Maakkaavvll and Erriimmaannohh that the ships at
the Barnyard are all they have.”
“There might be some that we don’t know about, but the
prisoners we have are pretty high up in the baylorian hierarchy. If
there’s more, only the Family Head would know about them.” Misty
continued. “If there are any, there’s no way we can know about them
till we come on each other, so the best we can do is be prepared. Its not
likely they know anything about us so we might have the element of
surprise there.”
“We’ll have plenty of notice if any unknowns come through a
jump point we now have monitored, so we can concentrate on the line
ahead of us.” Misty smiled at those around the room. “With this jump
point and the ones to Sirius and Procyon, we can protect each other and
still reach the other jump points in the Centauri system. If we can close
off all the jump points into and out of the Centauri system, it won’t
matter if the Emperor decides to come to their rescue.” She gave an
open handed shrug.
“Any other thoughts?” She asked the group as she looked
them in the face one at a time.
“Yea.” Said Blue. “We were able to get to the baylor cause
they didn’t have all the jump points into the Barnyard system mined.
Or at least watched by sensor drones. You’ve got a good hold on both
the Centauri-Barnyard and Barnyard-Centauri jump points. To keep
them, you need to explore the rest of the Barnyard system and at least
place sensor drones on all of the jump points you find.”
“I should return to Draconus and tell Draco to do the same in
the Sol system.” Blue added.
“You mean he hasn’t already?” Asked Kristie.
“I don’t know. Lately there’s been so much going on at the
same time that I may just not have been told yet. Or it may have just
been overlooked. Just like the baylor did here.”
“What about the Tau Ceti system?” Asked Candace. “It
doesn’t have a jump point to the Barnyard cause Sol is too much in a
line between the two stars, but it does have a gateway to the Centauri
system.”
“That’s right Candy.” Misty said. “Blue, maybe you should
see if Draco can send you there. Has anybody heard from Jason yet?”
Nobody had.
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“He might be in trouble and we just don’t know it yet.” Said
Wes.
“Somebody would have got back by now if they were in
trouble. Unless his ship was nuked by a lucky hit.” Said Misty. Not
even an implant would protect a crew in a case like that.”
She looked at Blue. “See if Draco will send you to Tau Ceti. If
he does, set up a three way link with Tom and Jade at Procyon and
Kristie and Wes at Sirius. If you can get in contact with them before
they launch their intrusion into the Centauri system then make it a three
way assault. If not, you can attack whenever you decide you’re ready.
Misty looked at the other two couples. “I don’t want you to
wait too long for Blue. We have to gain a strong foothold by taking as
many jump points as possible as quickly as possible. As soon as your
two groups are ready, initiate your assault on the Centauri system.”
“That way we can force the baylor to spread out what
defenses they have or pull further back to defend their two planets.
Then, every new jump point we control is one less the Emperor can use
to get into the system to help the Renegade Family.” Misty rose from
her seat and placed her hands on the table as she looked at those seated
around her. “We have to complete our blockade of the Centauri system
before the baylor can react. Sealing each of the Centauri jump points is
our top priority. If we don’t succeed at that we’re lost.”
Misty stood up straight and said. “That should be all for now.
Let’s get back to securing this jump point. We have the advantage so
far but if the Emperor decides to help the Renegade Family before we
secure all the star lanes into the Sol and Centauri systems we’re going
to have our hands full.”
As the others rose to leave she looked at Jade. “When you get
to Procyon, could you check on Tiger? He was supposed to explore a
possible habitable planet there. He hasn’t been there long, but he also
hasn’t sent any messages yet.”
“Sure Misty!” Jade replied as she headed for the door.
“Maybe a message came after you left the system?”
There was no way to know till the backed up messages began
to catch up from the frenzy of battle. As she followed the rest out of the
compartment, Misty added. “Yea, you’re right. I did get the report of
what he did to the moon they found.”
“Yea.” Said Candy by Misty’s side as they headed for the
docking bay that held their shuttle. “When the ruk come back to trade
with us instead of the baylor, we’ll have a fancy new station to keep
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them all where we can watch them till we figure out how to deal with
star merchants with hundreds of years of experience.”
Tom laughed as he and Jade hesitated at the cross-corridor
that led to their shuttle. “I think our implants have already given us
enough of a reputation to level the playing field a little.”
“Bye.” Jade waved to Kristie as she and Tom continued down
the corridor to the docking bay.
Misty turned to Wes when the remainder of the group reached
the corridor leading to her shuttle. “Well Wes, I wish you luck. Candy
will be here when you come back and when she lets me know you’re
here, I’ll bring the rest of the fleet through. Once we link up the main
jump points between Centauri and Sol, we’ll close off the ones on the
other quadrants of the system.”
Wes bade them good-bye and good luck and Misty and Candy
went to their shuttle.
Passing through the airlock to the nanomass ship, Misty
reveled in the luxury of her walk. Her implant helped her monitor the
stress of the situation and she watched her nanobots as they crawled
across the newly repaired nerves of her body.
Before she had gotten her implant, the damage caused by a
virus she’d contracted as a teen had resulted in multiple sclerosis. Like
most MS sufferers, she didn’t even know she had the disease till it was
too late. Luckily, medical advances had provided medicines that halted
the progress of her MS, but the damage done to that point couldn’t be
reversed.
This much stress before she’d gotten an implant would have
resulted in a feeling of numbness spreading from her hands and feet,
upward. The numbness would have continued with the level of stress
till reaching her hips and shoulders.
She had been told that the crumbling of the fatty myelin
sheath around her nerves would get worse without the medicine she
took. She had resolutely adjusted to living with the daily medicine and
her numbing episodes had reduced considerably. Then her life had
changed through Draco when she received her implant.
Within minutes of completing her final cyberhuman test to
become a Cyber Witch, Misty had intensely studied her disease with
the help of alien technology that specialized in genetic research. Her
MS had quickly succumbed to her implant’s data programs and the
nanobots began genetically repairing the myelin sheaths around her
nerves instead of just augmenting them.
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Soon her body had been purged of the disease and her
knowledge of the nature of MS allowed her to devise a cure. She
arranged the data in a way that could be understood by current human
technology and added the knowledge to what she disseminated to the
databases she infiltrated.
In her travels across the planet before the taking of the
baylorian estates on Earth, Misty included that MS research data in the
information she inserted into the data systems she accessed. As a result
of her and other’s medical additions to the databases of Earth, there had
been a rash of medical breakthroughs all across the planet.
The shuttle they were using was Candy’s so Misty continued
her mental musings as they entered the cockpit and prepared to leave
Wes’ carrier dock.
The tiny shuttle was made entirely of nanomass and could
quickly morph into a pair of battle-suit ships, but was more
comfortable in its current shape. Candy could have talked as she
mentally guided the shuttle but she and Misty had been together long
enough to not need to break the silence.
Each kept to her own thoughts as the tiny craft left the
docking bay and made its way back to the slightly altered First Prize.
When they got aboard, Misty gathered her possessions and
made her way to the enlarged shuttle bay in the captured, baylorian
supply ship. There she passed her belongings into the nanomass that
occupied the bay. Turning to face Candy, she said. “Wes’ carrier will
stay long enough to finish laying all the mines and drones he can spare,
then he’s on his way to Procyon.”
She put her hand on her cousin’s shoulder and continued.
“First Prize is all yours cous. Do just like we planned.” Misty said as
an elevator-like room opened up in the side of the nanomass connected
to the docking bay’s airlock. “Continue to send the peace message we
made.”
At Candy’s snort, Misty smiled and continued. “I know. Fat
chance. But we’ve got to try. If they send a ship to negotiate, they stay
outside the million-klick radius of the jump point’s volume. You’re
free to release some of the baylorian prisoners if you deem necessary
since the only ones you have on board are those who’ve never seen us
and can’t tell the baylor who their enemy is.”
“Yea.” Said Candy with a smile. The survivors of the debris
trail had supplied their cyberhuman captors with the vital information
that the baylor thought that an unknown alien race was their sudden
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foe. “I hope the ones that got away convince the home crowd that
we’re aliens. That way if we lose, they won’t take it out on the rest of
the planet.”
The prisoners chosen to occupy the brig of First Prize were all
baylorians who had never seen one of their human captors or any
nanotech abilities. Cyberhuman probing had ensured the limited
knowledge pool of the ones chosen to limit the information the baylor
could gain from intensive debriefing of those prisoners.
Misty smiled. “Why don’t we just avoid all speculation and
make sure we win this little blockade war. What do you say?”
“I’m with you!” Candy replied enthusiastically.
Misty stepped into the elevator room and the door morphed
shut behind her.
The tiny room flowed through the nanomass within the
docking bay and came to the area closest to the airlock doors. Misty
turned to the back of the room as the back wall dissolved to reveal a
three-seat command deck. She quickly stepped onto the bridge and the
elevator room behind her filled with shifting nanomass.
Sitting in the command chair of the small bridge Misty
fastened her seat harnesses. “Ready?” She asked the two Dragon
Warriors who sat in the side seats.
“Yes Ma’am!” Came the simultaneous reply.
“OK. Here we go.”
The view out of the front windows of the bridge showed
flowing nanomass for a brief moment, then the blackness of space.
They felt movement and the main body of the ship came into view as
the bridge extended out of the bay. As they looked back, tendrils of
nanomass formed spokes that connected the bridge to a ring of cargo
containers connected to the hull of First Prize outside the docking bay.
The nanomass reached across the space from the bridge to the
cargo containers and pulled them from the anchor to the hull of First
Prize. Their screens showed them the view as the nanomass tendrils
drew the cargo containers toward the bridge.
Moved by the nanomass tendrils, the various shapes of the
cargo containers shifted around to form a streamlined, lifting body
shape around the bridge and its nanomass aft end. Unlike the teardrop
shape of most cyberhuman ships, Misty preferred a winged, aircraft
shape.
As the nanomass flowed around the cargo containers and the
bridge, the arrowhead shape of her ship took form. As the nanomass
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connected the parts of the ship and sensor wiring formed between the
combined units, Misty’s screen lit up with the added information.
Misty waited till the components of her fluidic ship stabilized
and gave her clear sensor readings. Satisfied her nanotech-based ship
was operating at optimal levels she gave the command. The tiny ship
moved away from the captured baylorian supply ship and headed away
from First Prize, toward the center of the Centauri-Barnyard jump
point.
As the tiny ship entered the volume of space containing the
vortex opening, jump engines powered up. When they reached the
proper power level the engines discharged their power in an even
sphere around the ship’s hull. The power instantly drained into the
vortex in subspace that connected the gravity wells of the two stars and
the small ship disappeared from the Centauri system.
*

*

*

Brraakkeenn Goorrddoonn slapped the arm of his duty station
chair. “Perfect! Right on target!” He gazed at the screen on his console
and smiled at the tech who had relayed the message from the asteroid
targeting ship. “Time to impact sensor tech.”
“Two sixes and five days Captain.” The tech answered.
“Good! Good!” He said to no one in particular, then to his
second in command. “Relay my congratulations to the work team and
the Captain and crew of the transport shuttle.”
“At your command Captain.”
“Do the explosive charges still transmit their ready status?”
Goorrddoonn asked needlessly. If they didn’t, the tech would have
already told him so.
“Yes Captain.” The sensor tech replied. “None of the systems
were affected by the stresses of velocity and vector changes. We have
complete control of the asteroid. If you wish, we can increase velocity.
The targeting systems will make any vector adjustments necessary to
impact the target”
“By how much can we cut the transit time?”
We can cut the transit time by four days if we increase the
power to the gravity wave tractor lock by another six of percentage
points.” Said the tech after punching a series of buttons on his console.
“Do it!” Goorrddoonn ordered.
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The tech pushed some buttons on his console and waited. The
laser-comm between Comet Strike Base and the asteroid passed its
message. Even at the speed of light, the distance was enough that they
had to wait several sixes of sixes of time parts before confirmation
came back.
“The extra stress has not affected the signal from the
explosive charges Captain.” The tech finally reported to Goorrddoonn
as he lounged in his command chair. “Time to impact is reducing at
projected levels.”
“Can you increase power levels any more?” Goorrddoonn
asked.
“It would not be advisable Captain.” The tech replied. “The
asteroid seems to be able to withstand the stresses, but the gravity wave
coils are at their upper working range for extended use. We could
increase power to the coils but if we do, we increase the risk throwing
them out of cohesion or balance.”
“Very well. I will have to be satisfied with what I have.”
Goorrddoonn replied with ill-concealed Battle Restraint. The wait was
becoming tedious.
He turned to the comm tech. “Has there been any contact at
the jump point to the home system?”
“No Captain. I have also not had any laser-comm contact from
the jump point to the system with the construction base. I continue to
remain hopeful.”
“So do I tech.” He said softly. “In the meantime, continue to
evaluate the sensor data and inform me of anything that might interfere
with our plans! Do I make myself clear?” He asked unnecessarily.
“Perfectly clear!” The comm tech replied in a neutral voice. It
would not do to obstruct the captain’s good mood. Even the slightest
hint of criticism would brand the imagined culprit for later Honor
challenges.
Satisfied with his control of the situation, Captain
Brraakkeenn turned to concentrate on the incoming data. He stayed in
the control room for a few more time parts before transferring
command to his next in command and rising from his command
station. He went to the kitchens and celebrated by feeding from a slave
injected with Trraall. He then went to his quarters to relax and entered
his sleep period in good spirits.
He slept well until his direct comm link to the control room
woke him with its insistent buzzing. He was reaching for the button to
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activate the comm when the battle stations alarm sounded. He came
awake in an instant.
“Yes?” He said as he hit the button and rushed to don his
uniform.
“Long range sensors have detected several ships approaching
Captain.” Came the voice of his second in command. “They have
signatures similar to that of the ship that attacked the supply ship.”
“I’ll be there in a moment.” He replied.
He finished dressing and rushed from his quarters.
When he entered the control room his second jumped up from
the command console to relinquish his duty station to his Captain.
Goorrddoonn sat and gazed at his console. After the attack on
the supply ship, he had deployed a sphere of sensor drones at the edge
of the base’s sensor range. The screen showed him that the
approaching ships were still a considerable distance away.
The sensor programs created by his son were working better
than expected. The approaching ships were still over four full days
away at their current speed and they would have to slow to engage his
forces. “Unless they plan a flyby assault.” He thought.
“Deploy stealthed fighters on non powered intercept.” He
ordered. “Their orders are to ignore any missiles fired at the base. They
are to remain in stealth and powered down until the attacking force is at
close range. Fighters are ordered to fire on the ships only. The base can
defend itself from any missiles this force can carry.”
Goorrddoonn planned for a long siege of his entrenched base.
He knew the crews of the fighters would have to endure at least two
days in the confines of their suits before they came in range of the
ships. But he didn't want to take the chance of his fighters using any
power to draw the attention of the enemy. They would have to travel
with their fighters at negligible life support levels if they wanted to
catch their attackers off guard.
The fighter pilot’s suits would have to keep them alive for two
days before the battle even began. It was the best that could be done
under the circumstances. Those that didn’t return would gain
considerable Honor for themselves and their families.
If there was anyone after the coming battle was over to tell of
their glorious deaths.
“Reduce onboard weapons to standby power levels. The
enemy is still well outside their own sensor range or they would have
engaged their own stealth systems by now.” Again he was grateful for
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the improvements his son had made. If he lived through the coming
battle he would make sure to document the Honor his son had earned.
“Initiate all stealth programs at full power and reduce all
nonessential power to standby.” He added. “Keep passive sensors at
peak levels and run backups of my son’s detection programs.” He
made sure to speak aloud the source of the extended range of their
sensor systems. If the extended range helped them win this battle, he
and his son would garner considerable Honor.
They watched their screens and the major time parts passed by
slowly. Growing hungry, Goorrddoonn ordered slaves to the control
room so that those on duty could feed without leaving their stations.
Time continued to pass at a crawl. When he could no longer
concentrate on his console, he moved to a side room connected to the
control deck and slept on a duty bunk beside a lower ranking tech. The
tedium continued the next day.
Sitting at his control console on the second day, he saw that
the approaching ships had decreased their speed but had yet to engage
stealth systems. Either they were still outside of their own sensor range
or they did not care if he saw them coming.
Maybe they didn't know his ship was based on the comet.
Maybe this was a simple exploration mission? No, There were too
many ships for him to imagine that this was just a surveillance mission.
Unless the enemy had such an overwhelming force that they could
afford to send five ships on a simple reconnaissance mission.
“The enemy has engaged stealth systems.” Reported the
sensor tech a few time parts later.
He looked at his console. The range was at just over twice that
of his old sensor range. Before the improvements his son had designed
were put into effect. He hoped that meant that the enemy had waited
until well before they came within their own sensor range to engage
stealth.
Despite the improvements, his son’s sensor programs could
not see the ships within their cloaking shells, but inferred their
presence from the effects they had on the space around them. He also
had the added advantage of over a day’s worth of velocity and
trajectory plotting from the expanded scout drone perimeter to look in
the right place.
He continued to watch and plot the position of the enemy and
his own silent fighters, who were now approaching firing range.
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As he watched, space lit up with laser fire and exploding
missiles. His hidden fighters had engaged the enemy.
“Launch second fighter wave and smart missiles.” He ordered
as the surprise wave of fighters lanced enemy ships with laser fire and
close range missiles.
The control room became busy as techs relayed orders and
began to receive added sensor inputs.
He felt the tiny jolts through the deck plating of his ship as
many sixes of missiles and fighters were launched in sequence.
“Disengage stealth and divert power to long range sensors.”
Goorrddoonn ordered. They were no longer under stealth because the
enemy knew where they were and stealth robbed power from weapons
systems.
As he watched his screen, the enemy ships dropped their own
stealth to divert power to defensive systems and lasers. His command
center screens showed him a three-dimensional view as missiles and
lasers continued to cross the volume of space between the combatants.
Off to one side of the battle, one of the enemy ships was
slowly changing vector to avoid the area of battle and another was not
showing any power output but still came on at a steady velocity. It
must have been rendered powerless. In the vacuum of space, once an
object obtained a velocity and vector, it stayed at that speed and in that
direction. Coasting until it hit something or was diverted by a gravity
well.
As he watched the distant battle, his first wave of fighters
concentrated fire on the powerless ship. He saw what could only be
escape pods fleeing the ship and then a nuclear missile penetrated the
ship’s defenses and a tiny sun replaced the ship.
But the other three came on and his small defensive force was
engaged by the oncoming ships’ fire. In a short time the defensive
firing ceased and the enemy came on. His first wave of fighters were
all gone, but the surprise had lost the enemy two of their attacking
force.
Data projections of the defenses of the mysterious enemy
showed that Goorrddoonn’s comet base was lost.
The three undamaged ships came on toward him at a steady
pace while the second wave of missiles and fighters closed the
distance. The missiles were met by defensive fire from the ships
moments before the fighters opened up with their high speed, close
range missiles and more intense laser fire.
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Not long after the second wave of fighters engaged the lead
ship of the three remaining, the damaged alien ship changed vector
again and followed the other three at top acceleration. Had they made
repairs so quickly that they could rejoin the battle? They must not have
been seriously damaged after all.
“Send a message to the asteroid data systems.” Goorrddoonn
ordered. “Activate defensive sensors. Program to detonate internal
explosives on low yield if any ship approaches and initiate separate
targeting programs. As soon as you have confirmation of the receipt of
the programmed instructions, cut laser-comm contact with the
asteroid.”
He knew that there was no way the enemy could find the
asteroid in the vastness of space until it got much closer to its target. If
they did finally find it and sent a ship to investigate, they would find
their defensive task compounded and time quickly running out.
The asteroid had been chosen well as a missile for the planet
Earth. It was more of an orbiting gravel pit than a solid object. The
team he sent had placed their devices carefully and if needed, the
explosive charges would shatter the asteroid into too many pieces to
stop. Some of them were bound to hit the earth.
If he could not achieve his planned strike with the comet they
had worked so hard to prepare, at least the planet would sustain some
damage. Maybe the Kiilliimmeedd Family Head could still use the
situation to his advantage.
If the asteroid was not discovered or approached before hitting
Earth’s atmosphere, the charges would detonate at the proper time. The
breaking up of the asteroid just before it hit the atmosphere would
scatter the building-sized boulders that made up the space missile’s
body across the surface of the northern hemisphere of the planet.
Targeting tech in some of the pieces were aimed at the east coast
metropolitan area of North America while others were aimed at the
Atlantic ocean, Europe, and the Mediterranean for maximum effect.
Goorrddoonn felt good for the first time since losing contact
with the shuttle that held his son. He might die but his mission had a
very good chance of succeeding after he was gone.
He watched on his screen as the three ships shrugged off his
less surprising weapons fire. Missiles flared against EAF shields that
glowed in luminescent spheres around the enemy ships. A few fighters
continued on toward the fourth, trailing ship in the hopes that it was
less capable than its speed indicated. Other survivors of the pass
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through enemy ranks looped back on the enemy after they completed
their initial pass.
Enemy weapons soon decimated both groups of fighters as the
last of their missiles shattered themselves against the EAF shields of
the oncoming ships.
A few sixes of time parts later the attacking force came within
firing range of the comet station and Goorrddoonn’s imbedded ship.
Captain Brraakkeenn Goorrddoonn gave the order and the
main battle began. Missiles leapt from pods placed around the comet
over the years of their occupation of the base. The missiles were
followed by heavy energy weapons as large as a medium sized ship.
The approaching enemy fired immediately in response and
isolated EAF shields flared as weapons fire spread across the comet’s
surface. Gases began to boil from the surface of the comet as incoming
missiles and laser fire heated the unprotected boundaries of the
scattered EAF shields.
After a short time a fog of vapor began to shroud the surface
of the comet and absorb more of the incoming laser fire. Outgoing
lasers were too close and too powerful to be affected by the growing
layer of gas vapor. The battle raged on as the enemy continued to fire
missiles and concentrated laser fire on any weapon or sensor array that
protruded above the thickening cometary atmosphere.
After a while the layer grew higher than the comet’s weak
gravity field could hold, and a pair of tails began to form. One of them
trailed along behind the comet’s orbital path while the other blew in a
direction straight back from the distant sun’s rays.
As a result, Earth based astronomers would be able to detect
the comet much sooner than the baylor had originally planned.
Goorrddoonn cursed these meddling aliens. A whole lifetime of work
and planning to ensure the power of his Family, and all was
jeopardized by something none of them had anticipated.
The mystery enemy must be allied with the humans. Why else
would they attack the comet base? But, in the long hunt, it did no good
to dwell on things he would never know. Goorrddoonn hoped that the
apparent success of the attackers in destroying this comet base would
lull them into thinking this was the only threat to the Earth.
Goorrddoonn entered a series of codes into his console and
activated the locking codes. He imagined that he could feel the
connection of the ship’s security program to the heartbeat detector in
his chest. It and the ones in the chests of the five next ranking baylor
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on the base would set in motion the self destruct program as soon as
any one of the six of them died.
The program could only be stopped by the regular input of
another code by any one of the six original baylor still alive. Of course,
Goorrddoonn had an override code that could stop the self destruct
sequence completely or lock out the remaining codes from any living,
high ranking crew members.
There was only one way to ensure that the enemy did not
discover the presence of the asteroid. Furthermore, the enemy must not
have any prisoners from his ship’s crew. Any surviving fighter pilots
did not even know of the backup, asteroid mission so they were not an
intelligence threat.
He typed another series of commands into his console and the
five other crew with self destruct delaying codes were notified of the
program’s initiation. As automated code alarms sounded all over the
base, baylorian techs not involved in the battle hurried to unoccupied
duty stations and began recording messages to their Families in the
home system.
They transferred these messages to the base’s main data
storage section that included space for private messages. The data
system would automatically transfer these messages with any
communications traffic relayed to any message drone within the base.
“Prepare all of our last line, message drones.” Goorrddoonn
ordered. “I will program their primary message myself.” He bent over
his console and punched out another series of keys then began
speaking into the hands-free microphone of his command headset.
Several of the drones were hardened to withstand the selfdestruct explosion. The drones were placed so that a self-destruct
would hurl them away from the explosion in such a way as to resemble
shrapnel and debris from the explosion. The drones also contained the
new sensor programs and stealth technology created by his son.
After completing his task, Goorrddoonn sat back and watched
as the battle continued around him. As he watched, he continued to
update the data feed to the message drones.
Calmly, he continued to send his people to their deaths as the
enemy continued to come at them. After a while his missile tubes and
lasers became useless as battle damage and expanding gases gave the
enemy safe avenues of approach.
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When the first boarder’s suit and form melted to pass through
a hull breach, Goorrddoonn knew that he had to get the information to
Kiilliimmeedd Taagghhaarr at all costs.
They faced Evvlliigg.
He pushed a last few keys to ensure that the video of the
attacker’s methods were included in the hardened drone’s message and
sat back. Within moments the first of the six highest ranking
crewmembers died and the self destruct sequence initiated.
Goorrddoonn continued to input his delay code as the
Evvlliigg advanced through the base. Another of the six died, then
another, and another.
The fifth member of the highest ranking six died outside the
hatch to the command center and the Evvlliigg began to cut through the
hull.
With regret, Goorrddoorr ignored the passing of the selfdestruct delay code and rose to his feet. Turning from his console he
raised his hand weapons and waited for his foe to come to him.
A day later, on the planet Earth, dozens of amateur
astronomers reported the presence of a new comet in the skies. More
than a few of the astronomers wondered at the size of the corona
around a comet so distant. Scientists who insisted they’d detected
dozens of electromagnetic pulses from the direction of the comet just
prior to the appearance of the corona were laughed at.
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* FOUR *
Draco sat with his head in his hands. His cousin August
Moon, was dead. Along with twenty-seven Dragon Warriors that he
had never met. Forty-one others were alive only because they had the
special Life Preserving Implant.
The L.P.I., which was given to all Dragon Warriors, contained
the mass of the host’s mind and memories and a PSIonic comm link.
They were designed to preserve the living mind of a person even if
their body was killed.
August had been in the attack on the Colorado estate of
Maakkaavvll and had lost his right hand to a baylorian laser. He had
insisted on being a part of the assault on the comet base and was
awarded the position of Captain of one of the five ships in the small
fleet.
All five of the ships were of a new class and were constructed
over a matter of days in the nanotech vats. They were each one
hundred meters tall and just under seventy meters wide at the base of
their teardrop shape. The five-ship assault fleet were carriers for the
new remote controlled, unmanned fighters. The pilots fought their
ships from the safety of heavily armored, virtual reality pods in the
mother ship.
When a fighter was damaged or destroyed, the pilot simply
transferred control to another fighter and launched it from the carrier to
rejoin the battle.
Luckily, when the baylor had sprung their surprise attack, the
pilots were all in their VR pods practicing for the upcoming battle. No
one as yet knew how the baylor had detected them, but figured that the
increased sensor ranges reported by the Barnyard assault fleet were
greater than suspected.
The information in the data files Sy’Byt had provided with the
first implant given to Draco, gave an upper limit to sensor detection
that they had all trusted. The trust was based also on their own
experience with the sensor systems they constructed using those same
files. Then the reports from the Barnyard battle had reported increased
sensor ranges.
They had been burned by the blind trust in their abilities. The
baylor had somehow detected the approaching ships long before they
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should have been able to. Fighters in stealth mode with unpowered
intercept vectors had caught the cyberhuman fleet off guard.
The stealthed baylorian fighters had also had life support
systems and power outputs in standby mode while the pilots endured
within their vacuum suits. They had come upon the approaching human
ships like a pack of wild dogs on a group of sleepy wildebeests.
When the Colorado was damaged beyond hope by the
surprise attack, the VR encased pilots were able to eject. Some of the
VR pilots stayed in the power link with the ship and its unmanned
fighters to protect the escape pods that left the ship first. When the
concentrated fire came from the baylor, all but seven of the crew and
August had time to eject their escape pods before the ship was
destroyed.
The VR pod controlled fighters had protected the crew and
pilot escape pods from the baylorian fighters till help came from the
fighters of the other ships. VR pilots directed their fighters from their
ejected pods as they tried to protect themselves and the crew as some
of the baylorian fighters attacked Colorado’s survivors.
The pilots had to protect the crew pods since the baylor could
not be expected to distinguish fighter controlling VR pods from the
similar looking crew escape pods.
The rest of the battle had taken nearly a full day and had cost
two additional ships and ten more Dragon Warriors when the baylor
had self-destructed their base ship. Two of the ten Dragon Warriors
had been VR pod pilots from the two destroyed ships, killed in their
VR escape pods by baylorian fighters.
Three others had been crew of the nearest ship to the comet at
the end of the battle. They had waited too long to eject and their escape
pods were too close to their ship when a nuclear missile had destroyed
it in the last minutes of the battle. The Captain of that ship, Kenneth’s
wife Ariel, now occupied a nanotech body.
The other Dragon Warriors to die were the first to board the
baylorian ship that was anchored to the comet. When the ship and the
main occupied sections of the base had self destructed in a rolling sheet
of nuclear fire, it was only the addition of massive EAF generators on
the rest of the ships and VR escape pods that saved them from total
disaster.
Draco knew that he had been lucky so far with so few
casualties but it still hurt to know that he had been the one to send
those men and women to their deaths. It didn’t ease his mind though,
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that his LPI’s had saved forty-one of them from a real death. He was
still the one who had sent them.
He rose from behind his desk and made preparations for the
burial ceremonies for those whose bodies had been vaporized. The
remaining funerals for the disembodied would wait until the bodies
could be returned to Earth. With the exception of those who had
expressed a wish for other arrangements such as burial in space or on
Draconus.
Although most of his Dragon Warriors had no immediate
family they did have relatives who would have to be notified. It was
more than some of them would have expected since the bulk of his
more senior Dragon Warrior forces, those manning the attack fleet,
were from the ranks of the homeless. The rest of the Dragon Warriors
and cyberhumans were all the family some of the dead had had for
years.
Over the next three days he attended funeral services on Earth
for his dead warriors whose bodies were now a part of the cosmos.
When the last of the funeral services was over Draco sent
Blue to the Tau Ceti system and a courier to Tom at Sirius and Wes at
Procyon. His message was that it was time for their push into the
Centauri system. They had eliminated the final threat to the Earth
system and it was time to turn their focus outward.
He needed to move quickly to encircle the Centauri system
with a complete blockade before any Imperial reinforcements could
arrive. The only way to do that would be to mine every jump point into
the Centauri system.
His next task would be to increase the number of immigrants
to Draconus and fill the growing habitats with as much Earth life as he
could transplant. He would also have to expand his recruiting efforts by
increasing the number of people from other countries. He had teams
out looking for isolated villages and large families, as well as the
elderly and homeless that had made up such a large portion of his early
forces.
After the last of the funerals, he asked his parents, Granite, the
newly arrived Tiger, and his nephew’s new girlfriend and her family to
accompany him to Georgetown South Carolina. He intended to
confront the parents of the Missing Lynx and offer them the chance to
immigrate to Draconus. He wanted the support of a variety of people
sharing their experiences to help convince the parents of the PSIonic
children to join them.
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They all accepted and within the hour they set out in Granite’s
nanobot based commercial jet. As they approached it sitting beside the
small runway of the private airstrip, Granite sent a mental signal and
the side hatch flowed open and down, to form the steps up to the cabin.
Draco looked around and saw that his nephew’s indiscretion
had not caught the attention of any of the other people within sight.
When he looked back around, Granite was watching him.
Granite saw the look and said. “I have a ring of remotes
around the airstrip and at least one ‘bug’ on every person inside the
property line. If anyone would have been in position to see morphing
nanomass, I would have operated the hatch mechanically.” Granite
turned to face his passengers with a gesture toward the inside of the
plane. “Welcome aboard.”
Draco smiled as he shifted his suitcase to navigate the narrow
stairway. As he took the steps carefully, he said in passing. “I try not to
be obvious, but I guess I don’t always succeed, huh?”
Granite laughed softly and turned to Tiger, who came behind
Draco. He smiled hugely as his cousin stepped to the side at the bottom
of the steps and let Chris and Patty go first. At the first hint of
Granite’s arched eyebrows in preparation to ask a question, Tiger
jerked a thumb behind him as he followed the mother and daughter into
the plane.
Granite turned to see Draco’s parents following last. Mercedes
held Chris’ youngest, Lucas, in her arms as Rocky followed with both
their suitcases. Granite noticed that even with cyberhuman strength
Rocky struggled with the load his wife had brought for the short trip.
Granite helped his grandfather with the outer layer of bags
and thanked the stars that his nanotech-based airplane was not
constrained by the weight limits of a normal plane of its apparent size.
He stepped up into the lounge-like cabin and saw that everyone had
found seats and stowed their luggage.
Granite stepped to the left as the hatch morphed up to fill the
doorway, and sat in the open cockpit that resembled any normal plane
of this one’s apparent make and model. Tiger sat in the co-pilots seat,
gazing out the windows.
As he sat down, the straps of the seat morphed through
Granite’s nanomass body to fit themselves in a normal manner. The
straps quit moving as he shifted his shoulders, then rested his hands on
the armrests of his seat and sat back.
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Toggles and switches on the console moved of their own
apparent volition as Granite contacted the plane’s nanomass through
mental frequencies. The jet engines roared to life and the plane rocked
slightly with the force of the jets. The passengers didn’t notice as the
nanomass that made up the plane kept the interior steady and quiet.
Conversations continued as if the passengers were in any room in a
building anchored to the Earth.
Around the airstrip, swarms of insects and numerous small
birds flew into groups that rose into the sky. When they got several
hundred feet high and no one could see, they flew together and
morphed into larger bird shapes that flew off to the south.
Granite spoke into the air as he talked to the elderly lady who
owned the airstrip. Seconds later the plane began to move down the
paved taxiway beside the runway. The voice of the airstrip’s owner
came from the vicinity of the headrest of Granite’s seat and he spoke
again into the air. Seconds later, the jet engines roared even louder to
those outside the plane while the cabin inside remained peacefully
quiet.
The plane streaked down the runway and leapt into the sky
while Granite calmly turned his seat to face his guests. Pointing in turn
to the cabinets behind the cockpit seats, he said. “There’s snacks on
that side and cold drinks on that side. Trash slots are at the back, on
either side of the bathroom door. Chris, there’s plenty of room back
there for you to take both kids in at the same time if you need to.”
On the ground around the airstrip, squirrels, raccoons, yard
cats, and other wild animals ran to escape human eyes. There they
morphed into the largest bird they could with their mass and flew into
the air to follow the plane southward. Spreading out, with the remotes
that had left before takeoff, they formed an expanded sensor ring
around the plane.
In the lounge-like cabin, the passengers talked or relaxed and
listened as Granite flew the plane.
“Grampa.” Tiger said. “I hear you were able to find enough
dinosaur DNA to take the chance of cloning one.”
“You heard right, Tiger.” Rocky replied. “It never would have
been possible without my implant and nanobots.”
“Not enough DNA for all the bones that have been dug up
over the years.” Mercedes interjected.
Rocky waited till he was sure his wife didn’t have more to
say, then continued. “If anybody tried to collect DNA with today’s
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technology, they’d have to smush up a lot of bones to get even a
fragment of a strand. With nanobots we can enter the fossils and seek
out hidden strands that more clumsy methods would miss.”
“And we don’t damage the bones when we do it, either.”
Mercedes said, then went back to playing with Lucas as if the
conversation didn’t exist.
Rocky looked at his wife then went on. “It took looking
through a lot of different bones, but we got to spend a lot of time
crisscrossing the country looking for recruits. There’s a lot of bones out
there in museums and rock shops and stuff. We just passed along a
little nanomass whenever we came across a bone and collected as many
bits and pieces of DNA as we could find.”
“So what did you get dad?” Draco asked.
Mercedes looked up with a chuckle and Rocky shrugged. “We
don’t know.” He said. “We have enough bits from several species of
hadrosaur and ceratopsian to make complete strands for each, we think.
But we haven’t had time to put either strand into a womb-mech yet to
find out for sure. We’re just too busy.”
“Tell them the best part, honey.” Mercedes said as she played
patty-cakes with Lucas.
Rocky looked at his wife and gave a quirky grin. They were
all used to Mercedes Moon’s habit of appearing to be doing something
else whenever she joined a conversation. He wondered which ‘best
part’ she was alluding to. “The best part.” He stressed, taking a guess.
“Is that dinosaur DNA is not that much different than any other
creature on Earth.”
“You mean we’ve got dinosaur DNA?” Chris asked.
“No. Not that drastic. But close, nonetheless.” Rocky
answered. “The DNA that we got was all in chunks and bits, but some
of the bits match many of the same samples we’ve been collecting for
our ark efforts. Just like we have DNA that closely matches all but a
few bits of a Chimpanzee’s DNA, most of the dino DNA is real close
to every other dino sample.”
“So, we were able to use the data in our implants to look at the
dino DNA in much better detail than Earth’s current scientists. We
were able to match many of the strand’s sequences with the same
sequences in most of our current animals.” Rocky shrugged. “We all
came from the same place after all.”
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“And our implant data tells us that most of the life on other
planets within this area of space have the same genetic makeup, too.”
Tiger added.
“Yea.” Rocky gestured toward his grandson. “So if genetics
can be spread over several light years, why not several million years on
the same world.”
“So what does this mean for making a dinosaur?” Chris asked.
Not having a cyberneural implant, she didn’t have instant mental
contact with a data processing system of immense capabilities.
Rocky answered her question. “Since all dinosaurs are closely
related genetically, we can add bits and pieces from different samples
to fill in others. Taking that the next step along, if we find samples that
match current life and there are gaps adjacent to those bits, we can
match the current bits we have.”
“You mean add current DNA to the dino strand to fill it in?”
Chris asked. “Like all those TV shows have been showing for the past
twenty years or more?”
“Exactly!” Rocky agreed. “You see, the idea is not all that
crazy when you have the genetic manipulation experience that our
implants hold. If all of what I know from my implant is right, I should
be able to clone a dinosaur any time I want.”
“Why don’t you then?” Patty spoke up with the innocence of a
child.
Rocky laughed. “Well, Draco and Tiger have the only wombmechs in existence at the moment. Draco’s are being used to clone
some more recently extinct animals. Mammoth and sabertooth if I’m
not mistaken?” His look at Draco elicited an affirming nod.
“Tiger’s have DNA samples from Procyon Five but they’re
waiting for the habitat to mature a little more before he activates them.
The rest of us have been too busy with everything else to have time to
put together a habitat to hold dinosaurs even if we did succeed in
starting viable clones.” Rocky shrugged. “As usual, we’ve got
everything but the spare time.”
They continued to talk about whatever subject came up while
Granite kept part of his attention on the air traffic control frequencies.
Whenever necessary, he would turn his seat discretely and speak aloud.
The nanotech-based plane would take his words from the air and beam
them over the proper radio frequency for the air traffic controller’s
radios.
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Flying at a much greater speed than their plane’s apparent
design capabilities would suggest, the journey only took a short time.
The plane landed outside Georgetown and taxied to a spot between two
hangars. Granite rose from his seat and pulled a pair of license plates
from a pouch at the back of the seat.
Walking to the back of the plane’s cabin, he dropped one on
the floor as he passed the front passenger seats. The seats swiveled and
turned to face the back of the plane as he passed by them. Nanomass
shifted and the rear end of the plane’s cabin morphed to form the shape
of a minivan.
As the minivan pulled away, the plane’s mass continued to
shift till the tail section and fuselage morphed back into its original
shape. The plane had shed considerable nanomass, but was still
visually unchanged from its original appearance. Following the now
familiar road from the airport to town, they quickly made it to
Harvest’s house.
While they unpacked the minivan they waved and exchanged
a few words with a neighbor walking her dog on the pair’s daily,
evening tour of the neighborhood. The dog’s medical alert harness had
the epilepsy symbol displayed prominently on each side. Her doctors
told her that the confidence she gained from having the alert dog was
responsible for her not having an episode in months. Those unpacking
the van knew that Harvest had cured her. After she continued on her
way, they had just enough time to put their bags in their rooms and
wash up for supper.
“Did you call Reba and set things up, Harvest?” Draco asked
as Tiger passed him the bowl of collard greens.
“Yes Uncle Draco. She called back just before you got here.”
Harvest replied as she accepted the bowl of fried chicken from Rocky.
“They’ll all be at Reba’s house by eight this evening. We’ll have
enough time to relax after we eat before we leave here.”
“That’s good.” Draco said, then asked. “Have you been able
to spend much time with the Missing Lynx?”
“Quite a bit now that Fullbright is one of them.” She answered
smiling at her son who sat between Rocky and Mercedes.
“Yea unca’ Draco! They made a spesh-al cer-a-mony to make
me a Missing Lynx!" Fullbright said with great care to say the words
correctly, then whispered. “We had to do it in secret cause I had to
float above the ground to join.” Then aloud again, he added. “I like
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Reba! She’s nice! When she listens to what a kid says, she actually
hears.”
“How about Melissa? I hear you like her too.” Said Rocky
tousling Fullbright’s hair.
“Aw grampa.” The youngster blushed.
“Didn’t you have some excitement recently yourself Tiger.”
Harvest said to her second cousin.
“Oh, it wasn't much.” Said Tiger.
“Don’t believe him sis.” Said Granite. “He was the first of our
family to set foot on another habitable planet. And get this. It’s a
dinosaur planet!”
“Dinosaurs!” Yelled Fullbright excitedly. “You found
dinosaurs?”
“Not real dinosaurs little buddy.” Said Tiger. “Just great big
animals. As big as dinosaurs, but not dinosaurs.”
“If they’re as big as dinosaurs then they’re dinosaurs!” Said
Fullbright with finality.
“What do you say about that?” Mercedes asked laughingly as
she looked from Fullbright to Tiger.
“They’re not dinosaurs.” Tiger insisted.
“Have you ever seen a dinosaur?” Asked Rocky with a smile.
“Of course not!” Tiger replied, paused a moment, then
admitted. “Well OK. They’re big. Real big. And they’re not exactly
warm-blooded. Or cold-blooded. About halfway in between in fact.”
He looked at Fullbright. “OK little buddy. They’re dinosaurs.”
“Cool!” The seven-year-old exclaimed. “Wait’ll I tell the rest
of the Lynx!”
“Now Fullbright, we don’t need to tell everybody.” Mercedes
said.
“But gramma’. Uncle Draco said we don’t keep secrets from
each other.”
“That’s right mom.” Draco said. “We don’t tell anybody else,
but we don’t keep secrets from our own people. No matter how young
they are.”
“But Draco, not telling them something is not quite a little
white lie.” Mercedes knew she would lose the debate, but still felt
children should be protected from most, not just some, things.
“Even the whitest lies go darker with time. I’m sorry mom,
but this is one of those things we do my way. OK? I mean, after all,
that’s why we’re here in the first place!” Draco knew by his mother’s
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grin that she had baited him again, but he couldn’t stop. “We’re going
to try to convince several families to join us on Draconus and in a
space war with another race. And the only reason they’re being asked
is that they have PSIonic children.”
“OK son.” Mercedes said placatingly. “You’ve been mostly
right so far.”
Fullbright patted his grandmother’s arm to get her attention.
“It’s OK gramma’. Us Lynx help each other out all the time. When one
of us starts to goof up, one of the others stops us.”
“None of you has goofed yet?” Mercedes used her grandson’s
term.
“Not one of us gramma’! You can ask Reba! She knows
ev’rything we do!” The child said with large eyes.
They all laughed then Draco asked Tiger. “What did you bring
back?”
“We found a vine that grows like a kudzu vine. Covers
everything in its path but almost everything eats it too. It has a
grapefruit sized berry that tastes just like strawberries. We brought
back a lot of samples. Dad was real happy.”
“I can imagine. What else?” Asked Harvest with a fork full of
food poised at her mouth.
“There’s a big herbivore that looks like a brontosaurus. It’s
about half again as big as an elephant. And a long armed
tyrannosaurus-like predator that lives in mated pairs.”
Rocky whispered to his grandson. “Sounds like dinosaurs to
me.” Fullbright giggled.
Tiger smiled and added. “We didn’t bring any of those back,
but I did collect DNA samples.”
“We did bring back a couple of others though.” Said Chris.
“They’re quite a bit smaller.”
“Yea.” Said Tiger as those around the table ate while
listening. “Dad was pretty happy with both of them when we got back
to Draconus. He’s already planning an enclosed habitat for all Procyon
Five’s plants and animals. He told me before I left to come back to
Earth that he’s going to send a couple of ships to collect more plants
and animals to stock it with.”
“The two we brought back were the only ones we tested as
food animals. They were both pretty numerous in the area where we
landed. We landed in a spot by a river and we taste tested what we call
a river duck. It’s about three to three and a half kilos. Tasted just like
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the duck I’ve had before. We also brought back a lot of the moss and
river plants that we saw it eating.”
Chris spoke next when Tiger took a bite of his supper and
chewed. “The other animal we brought back is what we call a turkey
lizard cause it tasted like turkey. Again, like some dinosaurs, it runs on
two legs. It’s quite a bit bigger than the river duck. Weighs about 45 to
50 kilograms and the eggs are big and make great omelets. One egg,
one meal. They each weigh a little more than a half kilo.”
“How are the habitats coming along on Draconus?” Harvest
asked, turning toward Tiger.
“Dad’s building them faster than any of us can fill them with
plants and animals.” Tiger replied. “When our ship building outpaced
our crew recruiting, he transferred nanomass to make more tunneling
macrobots. Now we’ve got hundreds of kilometers of tunnels with
nothing growing.”
“What about the Dragon Warriors waiting for new bodies?”
Asked Mercedes.
“They’re the only reason we’ve been able to continue digging
tunnels even though the building of the ecology of each is progressing
slowly.” Draco said. “We’ve inserted the LPI’s of all our (A)KIAs in
the control section of all the habitats and let them run things. Instead of
trying to import complete tracts of adult plants, we’ve started at the
smallest level.”
“For every live animal we collect, we also collect that
animal’s weight in dung and another weight’s worth of self
germinating seeds. The dung is scattered across the habitat with their
seeds that have to pass through an animal and grow in the dung pile.
The disembodied Dragon Warrior that runs each habitat controls
nanomass remotes that let them move around the habitat. It’ll be up to
them to nurture plants that grow from the dung piles, or scatter the
thousands of seeds that don’t grow in dung piles.”
“Anyway, there’s not a lot of stuff in the habitats yet, but as
the plant life takes hold we’ll add the smaller animals first and work
our way up in size.” Draco picked a roll out of the basket and buttered
it as he continued. “We’ll just hold off introducing the bigger animals
till the habitat stabilizes. The habitat ranger will determine when the
time is right.”
“What about the ones you’ve already got?” Asked Chris.
“Where do you keep them till the habitats are ready, in cages?”
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“No hon.” Tiger said as he picked up a chicken leg and waved
it in the air as he continued. “There are a few artificial hibernation
techniques that will keep them alive for years. Most of the animals we
collected were old or injured to the point of death, so we put them in
hibernation as part of the collection process. We’ll medically treat each
of them individually as we waken them.”
“Yea.” Added Draco after swallowing a bite. “We’re choosing
our endangered specimens from animals that are on the verge of death
to keep from unbalancing the ecology as much as possible. Sure,
something isn’t going to eat from a carcass that’s not there, but we
don’t collect dead animals, just the almost dead. There’s enough dead
ones still around to feed bugs and scavengers.”
Tiger took up the table talk as Draco picked up a piece of
chicken and tore a bite off. “When it is time to resuscitate a larger
animal from our endangered list, we bring one out of hibernation and
perform nanosurgery. When we’re finished, the animal is good for a
few more years if it is old, and a whole lifetime if it was younger when
it fouled out of the game of life.”
“Other habitats are being greened in other ways.” Tiger
continued. “It seems that every ship full of people that arrives has some
sort of potted plants. Its almost like they’re bringing big plants on
purpose.”
Mercedes laughed and said with glee. “They are! Rocky and I
have been telling everybody we recruit to take at least one potted tree
each.” She giggled again. “Then we told them to cram as many plants
as they could into another pot and make sure to include it with the
luggage they intend to take to Draconus.”
“Well, they sure did take your suggestion to heart.” Tiger
laughed. He looked at Chris. “Some people took two pots of plants for
each member of their group, with trees as tall as the members of the
group.” Chris blushed as Tiger went on. “I even saw one group arrive
with a whole forest in a group of wheeled pots as big as coffins.”
“Is there any particular plant that your father would like to see
more of, honey?” Mercedes asked her grandson sweetly.
Tiger laughed. “Oh now you want to make me part of your
conspiracy!”
Mercedes looked theatrically shocked. “Why, whatever do
you mean? What conspiracy?” She hung her head as if hurt. “I was just
trying to make sure that you all don’t suffocate up there on that dismal
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ball of space dirt. It must be so drab with no sky and no fresh green
plants to help a person deal with being exiled to such a place.”
Draco realized then that his mother was baiting them again
and made a motion as if he was about to say something when they all
received a PSIonic alarm. They listened intently to the report from
Summer who was on Earth watch duty at the time.
{Uncle Draco! I just detected a gravity wave tractor beam
crossing the path of the watch satellite! I traced it to its source and
there’s a mile wide asteroid coming at the Earth at a high rate of speed!
Its twelve hours out right now but its accelerating and that estimate is
dropping.}
{Where’s it going to hit?} Draco pathed back. They were only
able to converse PSIonically at this distance because of the orbital PSI
boosters they had employed after the battle to take the baylorian
estates.
{It’s going to hit the eastern United States! I don’t know
exactly where yet cause it’s still under power and accelerating! It looks
like it could be the Appalachian Mountains between Virginia and New
York! Maybe the ocean to the East.}
The rest of those at the table had listened to the report and
they all rose from their chairs. “Granite. You and Harvest take the kids
and get the Lynx and evacuate them! You’re with them Chris! The rest
of you, let’s get going!”
As the four of them rushed from the house, Draco pathed his
orders to Summer. {Summer! Send out a priority one, red alert! I want
everybody who can get into space to try to intercept that rock!}
{Granite! Release the van to us!} Draco continued.
{Done!} Came Granite’s mental reply as he went with Harvest
to her SUV.
Draco took control of the van and the rest of them leaped into
it and Draco drove toward the edge of town. When they had gotten far
enough that traffic thinned and no one was in sight of them, he released
control of portions of the nanomass to each of the vehicle’s occupants.
The minivan morphed around the four of them, forming single
seat ships that shot upward into the sky. As they rose they each
initiated stealth to avoid detection by Earth based tracking from
military and commercial radar sources.
As they lifted, Draco began to get PSIonic reports from all
those who had been able to collect enough nanomass to be of any help.
In just a few minutes, there was twenty-nine more, single-seat ships
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similar to the four they wore rising from different locations around the
Earth.
The thirty-three tiny ships rushed as fast as they could to the
defense of their world.
{Uncle Draco! The returning fleet reports that they are too far
away to arrive in time as a group. Ariel has accumulated enough
nanomass to morph one big gravity wave coil and is coming at several
g’s acceleration.} Summer continued his PSIonic report. {She’s on the
other side of the planet from the asteroid at this moment, but thinks she
can make it over the target area before impact! She says, at her distance
she can only provide a long-range tug, about the same as seven or eight
of the ship-suits like you’re wearing now.}
Using the constant input of data on the incoming asteroid and
the navigation data that Ariel had pathed along with her verbal report
to Summer, Draco computed angles and velocities and pathed to his
nephew. {Summer! Ariel’s out of my PSIonic range. Keep this link
open so she can adjust her vector to the changes we’ll be making to the
asteroid’s trajectory. It looks like she’ll be able to come in at an angle
that will let her use her coil to tractor the asteroid sideways. Our scans
show that its makeup is not solid, but is instead a loose jumble of
building sized boulders. With her distance, hopefully her tractor beam
will encompass the whole asteroid without breaking it apart. Maybe
she can divert it enough to make it skim the atmosphere instead of
hitting!}
With the Earth growing smaller behind them, the tiny fleet of
ship-suited cyberhumans sped toward the oncoming asteroid for
another hour before they were close enough to use their own gravity
wave coils on its mass. With the Earth’s mass at their back they turned
their gravity wave coils on the asteroid, but as much as they pushed,
the coils within the rock pulled at the Earth harder. The asteroid’s
trajectory was not affected. Still, they kept pushing but the asteroid
continued to shrug off their efforts.
As they neared the asteroid another hour later, sensors allowed
them to feel the tugging of Ariel’s much larger coil from her position in
space as she raced to help. They could feel the forces building as they
combined their efforts to tug the asteroid sideways. As they grew
closer, their nanotech based sensors registered the gravity wave coils
within the hurtling mass.
{I have readings of immense gravity wave signatures from
within the asteroid.} Draco reported. {Try to set up a neutral wave by
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matching the sensor wave’s frequency with a reverse polarity wave of
our own!}
Other cyberhumans did as Draco suggested and instead of
trying to push against the larger coils, a dampening resonance began to
form within some of the coils inside the asteroid. After a while,
overstressed coils that had worked at their limits for too long began to
lose balance and shut down. Internal data systems tried to reset thrown
breakers and some of the coils re-engaged. Others did not.
{Something’s happening!} Tiger pathed. {It’s not accelerating
as much.}
Other data systems within the asteroid recognized events that
fell within their programmed parameters and a sequence of explosions
rocked the inside of the asteroid.
The explosions were small but had been placed precisely.
Large pieces of the asteroid began to slowly break away from the main
mass. These pieces each had their own banks of gravity wave coils and
the pieces accelerated away from the main mass like missiles of rock.
{It’s breaking up!} Came a pathed shout that tasted of
Rocky’s mind.
The asteroid began to spread out into hundreds of individually
vectored pieces from house to skyscraper size. A cloud of smaller
debris dusted free of the larger pieces as the gravity wave coils within
locked on the mass of the Earth.
Pieces of all sizes separated from the parent mass of the
crumbling asteroid on individual trajectories.
{But the pieces are separately controlled!} Pathed Draco to all
those in range of his mind.
The cyberhumans split up into groups and fought with the
mass of each piece as it aimed itself at the world below. Ariel’s longrange tractor on the unpowered mass grew stronger as her distance
closed and drew more in line with the moon. As the anchor between
her gravity wave coil tractor beam grew stronger with the mass of the
moon behind her to draw on, the main asteroid grouping began to
curve away from its target.
Some of the cyberhumans added their presser beams from
below as they rose to meet the asteroid. The mass of the Earth
strengthened their gravity wave-based push. With implant-based
computations and nanomass constructed sensors, the cyberhumans
identified the largest pieces of the crumbling asteroid. Groups of
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cyberhumans projected canceling frequencies of the gravity wave coils
buried in the rock.
The baylorian data control systems within the rocks
recognized the simple defensive maneuver and initiated their own
response. The gravity wave coils locked on the planet below began to
cycle their operating frequencies. This diminished their strength and
the acceleration rate fell a few percent, but the cyberhuman defense
was nullified.
The cyberhuman defenders recognized the move and
transferred more power to the gravity wave presser beams. As the
defenders grew closer to the oncoming rock missiles, the strength of
their coils grew with proximity. The power of their combined pressers
on the leading and larger rocks increased and the missiles’ coils began
to strain with the commands coming from their data control programs.
More of the overstrained coils within the building sized pieces shut
down as they went beyond their stress levels.
The largest and leading pieces of the asteroid missile began to
swerve aside to miss the Earth. As escorting cyberhumans pushed at
these to steer them further away from an impact trajectory, others sped
closer to attempt to enter the pieces with nanomass to take control of
the baylorian control systems.
Those freed by early successes shifted their attention to the
next nearest and next largest pieces of the gravel-pile asteroid. They
ignored the dust and debris broken loose by the wrenching of the
parent bodies and focused on the larger, accelerating projectiles.
The dust and rock from pea gravel size, up to some as big as
an elephant, continued on toward the Earth. They would provide a
daytime light show from the eastern United States and across the
Atlantic in the next few hours, while western Europe would enjoy an
evening and early nighttime fireworks display.
Within the next few minutes the distance closed to the point
the cyberhumans were soon among the leading pieces of the space rock
that still maintained acceleration. While some of the cyberhumans
continued to attempt to push pieces of the asteroid away from impact
trajectories, others landed on the potential meteors and morphed
nanomass into the gravity wave coils they could reach.
The minutes passed quickly for those who were too busy to
notice time as the defenders continued to disable and divert potential
destructive missiles of rock. The main asteroid had now finished
breaking apart and the pieces spread out through space.
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Ariel grew closer and began to get a better lock on the
unpowered mass and pulled till it passed the trajectory of planetary
impact. A few minutes later the main mass passed out of the trajectory
that would skim the atmosphere. The cyberhumans had diverted the
world shattering impact, but still had dozens of smaller missiles to
deflect.
There were still more powered pieces than there were
cyberhumans. The Earth grew larger behind them as they whittled
away at the stony buckshot.
When the frantic cyberhumans shut down coils within one
piece of the spreading mass, they would hurry to push and pull it out of
an impacting trajectory before going to another. There they would
repeat the process of morphing their nanomass into the rock and
seeking out the buried gravity wave coils. Some coils were easy to gain
access to. Others were buried more deeply and took time to reach.
The Earth grew nearer.
The entire gradually spreading mass of asteroid rubble
continued to shift trajectory as Ariel’s efforts pulled its mass to the side
of its former path. After what seemed ages they disabled the last of the
powered, skyscraper sized boulders.
{We did it!} Draco pathed to his companions as the last of the
jumble of space rock entered the thinnest portion of the outer
atmosphere.
{I don’t detect any more gravity waves. Did we knock them
all out?} Tiger’s mental voice asked.
They could feel the planet at their backs as they continued to
steer the jumbled mass away from its target. Some of the rocks around
them began to glow as they passed through the upper reaches of the
atmosphere.
Unseen by the planet’s defenders, observers below were
pointing fingers and cameras upward as the glowing meteors streaked
across their sky.
The cyberhumans began to relax when it looked like they had
successfully averted a global disaster.
Within a rock fragment barely connected to a larger whole on
the trailing edge of the mass, a coil that had shut itself down earlier
continued to run through self-repair programs. Relays finally
reconnected and the sensors buried within the sports stadium sized
chunk of porous rock locked on the mass of the planet.
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The coils inside the rock were meant to move an asteroid
piece many times the size of the fragment it occupied. When the coils
reset and pulled at the mass of the Earth, they did so with surprising
force. The rock was pulled from the grasp of its parent piece and the
gravity wave tractors and pressers of the encircling cyberhumans,
catching them by surprise.
The rock shot planetward and most of the cyberhumans tried
to catch it but their own coils were not as powerful. They slowly fell
behind, but continued to pull at the rock with all the power their
smaller coils could muster. Those cyberhumans who remained to escort
the main mass of the shattered asteroid trained tractor beams of their
own on the runaway. The sheer quantity of the cyberhuman tractor
beams finally began to affect the mass of the rock and its acceleration
slowed, but not enough.
As the rock entered the denser atmosphere, it heated and
began to glow as it raced toward the ground. As it fell it began
shedding smaller, flaming pieces of itself while the cyberhuman gravity
wave tractors pulled at it from above. The stadium-sized rock slowed
considerably but didn’t stop.
Moments later, the residents of the city of Baltimore looked
up in terror as doomsday fell upon them.
While the main mass of the asteroid passed away from the
Earth, its cyberhuman shepherds looked back in horror as a mushroom
cloud of debris rose from the East Coast of the United States.
Draco ordered Ariel and fourteen other cyberhumans to
remain at their task escorting the asteroid pieces while he took the rest
with him back toward the planet.
As Draco and the others entered the atmosphere, the dust
cloud spread out below them. There would be chaos around the
destruction at the heart of that shroud.
As they raced toward the scarred surface of their world, Draco
tried to telepathically contact Granite and Harvest. The reply that they
were all safe, including the Missing Lynx and their families, came as a
welcome relief. His pleasure was destroyed when he saw the crater that
had been the center of a city full of people only moments before.
The one consoling thought Draco had was that at least their
combined tractoring efforts had slowed the meteorite enough to rob it
of most of its kinetic power. Without the cyberhumans, the crater
would be over a mile wide instead of just a couple hundred meters.
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Millions had been saved, but hundreds of thousands had still
died.
Above them, the first of the ignored debris began to paint the
sky in flowing streaks of fire.
*

*

*

Draco gave the order and missile pod sensor drones started
jumping into the Centauri system. In just under two seconds, the
twenty pods of the first volley had disappeared from the jump point.
The cyberhuman fleet waited for one full minute before a single missile
pod returned to the Sol system.
The pod transmitted its sensor data and mere seconds later
ships began to disappear from the Sol-Centauri jump point. Bowing to
the pleas of his family and friends, Draco’s flagship Liberator, was the
fifth not the first. When Liberator jumped to the Centauri side of the
wormhole, Draco watched through cyber eyes as the four ships
preceding him fanned out around the jump point’s mouth.
The Procyon, Sirius, and Tau Ceti fleets had made their own
attacks on their Centauri jump points weeks earlier and had met with
no defenses. They had then set about mining their own positions, then
as many of the nearer Centauri jump points as they could easily reach.
Ensuing scans from drones sent by Misty, Tom, and Blue
showed that the Proxima-Centauri jump point was the only one of the
Centauri jump points to be currently mined. The three sent scouts to
map and start mining the nearest jump points and by the time Draco
was ready to take the Centauri-Sol jump point, half of the Centauri
system was blockaded to some extent.
As the blockade extended, the Centauri-Sol jump point was
thoroughly scanned by sensor drones, which approached from other
jump points. The results had been relayed by laser-comm and before
Draco sent his first missile pod through, he had reliable data that
showed he faced no baylorian defenses.
The caution with which he progressed had not drawn criticism
yet, but he knew it would if he continued to let the deaths they’d
endured affect his initiative. He didn’t fool himself though. His greatest
ally so far had been the restrictions put on the Renegade Family by a
long dead Emperor. If not for those restrictions, the human race would
have been enslaved long before Draco was even born.
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Since the taking of the Barnyard and the Barnyard-Centauri
jump point, the baylor had realized their poor strategic position and had
retreated to their two planets and the jump point that connected the
Centauri A and B stars to their red dwarf neighbor. Long range scans
from the jump points the humans had taken showed that the baylor
were frantically setting up planetary defenses, using the salvaged
construction base from the Barnyard. Surprisingly, no baylorian ships
attempted to escape the Centauri system.
All attempts by the Renegade Family to conceal space tech
were abandoned in their frantic efforts to complete their defensive
preparations. Due to the massive expenditure of energy in the
construction effort, the circling human sensor drones were able to get
power readings from several times the normal range.
The focus of the manufacturing push seemed to be around
several of the larger chunks of planetoid debris around the second
planet of Centauri B. Ships left the asteroid construction points to both
jump points connecting Centauri A and B, and heavy defenses began
radiating their active sensor systems.
While the baylor reinforced their defenses around the planets
and the Proxima-Centauri and Centauri-Centauri jump points, Misty,
Blue, and Tom had closed off one jump point after another in the
Centauri system. To restrict access to Earth, the three of them
concentrated on the jump points closest to Sol’s position spatially.
These jump points just happened to be those furthest from the jump
point leading back to the Baylorian Empire, and were, at the same time,
closest to the Centauri-Sol jump point.
By the time Draco’s attack came, humans held half the sphere
of space that led in Sol’s direction.
By this time, the baylor had ceased any attempt to hide their
efforts from their Emperor’s political eyes. The Renegade Family
frantically built massive defensive stations around their two words,
totally ignoring all jump points except the Proxima-Centauri gate and
the two connecting the Centauri twins.
The two stars of the Centauri system are very close together in
space, with only twenty-three astronomical units at the furthest in their
spatial dance, a distance about the same as that between Sol and
Uranus. Centauri A and Centauri B have an eccentric orbit about each
other and at the closest they are only eleven AU’s apart, or about the
distance from Sol to Saturn.
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This close proximity to each other pulls the openings to their
gravity vortex tunnel very close to each star. The tunnel openings, or
jump points, lie less than a day’s travel from the habitable planets of
each system when those planets are in the part of their orbit that puts
them in line with the opposing star.
These celestial mechanics make the journey from one planet
to the next at just two days travel when the two habitable worlds of the
system are in line with their stars. The distances were still relatively
close when the planets are on opposing sides of their stars, with no
more than a few days travel time between the planet and its star-sister
jump point.
Because of the closeness of the Centauri A and B stars, no gas
giants formed. The only matter outside the habitable planet of each
system is several moons and moonlets as well as numerous asteroids
and comet remnants that don’t have enough mass to affect the location
of the jump points.
Draco held his position off to the side of the jump point as his
forces began to saturate the area with blockade mines. In only a couple
of hours they had the jump point secured.
After the securing of the Centauri-Sol jump point, the
cyberhuman forces patiently closed off baylorian avenues of
reinforcement and escape at the much more distant jump points around
the Centauri system. One by one the Renegade Family was blockaded
within the Centauri system by the mining of each successive jump
point. The baylor still ruled the planets, but their avenues of star-travel
were slowly disappearing.
As the cyberhumans blockaded the system, the short travel
time between the two Centauri jump points gave the baylor time to
make the interior of their space a fortress that even nanotech supported
forces would be hard pressed to find a way to enter.
The baylor continued to increase their twin-star defenses
while, one by one, cyberhumans closed the outer jump points in their
blockade. With fleets expanding from the four major jump points they
now controlled, it took only a few weeks before the cyberhumans
occupied all but the most distant jump points to the Centauri system.
Roaming picket ships patrolled the space between the jump points,
leaving sensor drones to cover gaps in their defensive sphere. Other
ships searched for more distant jump points.
The Centauri system was now effectively blockaded!
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Nearly a month after entering the Centauri system, Draco sat
back in his command seat and smiled hugely. Even if the Empire
reacted quickly, by the time they could get to the Centauri system it
would be too late. Each day that passed without the Empire discovering
its loss, his people’s defenses would only grow as the nanomass
assembly vats on Draconus constructed ships and defensive armament
at a greater rate than the Empire could match.
Draco asked for volunteers and posted a team to hold the jump
point that led to the Baylorian Empire, then flew his ship back to
Draconus. While Liberator crossed the space between the stargates,
Gandalf continued to train Draco in the mastery of his internal
nanomass, preparing for the time when the two separated.
Extruding a portion of Liberator’s nanomass for a body,
Gandalf practiced his own control of a humanoid body. Both would
need the experience when Gandalf was released from servitude to his
host.
They performed choreographed martial arts exercises while
controlling remotes that swooped and dove in intricate patterns around
the ship’s lounge. Draco and the entity that was his implant’s artificial
intelligence program spent other portions of the day creating new
nanomass based crystal talismans that would support Draco’s cyber
warlock abilities after Gandalf departed.
As Liberator headed for the Centauri-Sol jump point, Draco
and Gandalf designed, constructed, and incorporated nanomass staffs
into their martial arts, sparring matches. Alone in the ship, they kept
each other company as they traversed the distance to the Centauri-Sol
jump point. They were discussing the design structure of a dog-sized
nanomass familiar when Liberator jumped into the Sol system several
days later.
Draco gave the mental order to turn toward the outer system
and the Oort cloud and Liberator’s new, dummied-down, semi-sentient
control programs shifted the ship’s spatial orientation. Gravity wave
coils redirected their focus and pulled at the distant mass of Draconus.
As the small ship accelerated toward the secret refuge of the human
race, Draco and the nanomass mechanoid that was Gandalf resumed
Draco’s training in operating his implant without the aid of its
designed, artificial intelligence control program.
When they came across weaknesses in the downgraded
implant, they designed and constructed additional, semi-sentient
programs for those individual functions. Nanobot constructed spell
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crystals and other nanotech devices held additional control programs
while continued practice with the talismans locked them to Draco’s
mind.
Draco was in the middle of an exercise of full contact, staff
sparring and spell casting with Gandalf, when the first comm traffic
from Draconus brought the comm to life. He gave identification codes
while controlling four bird-sized dragon remotes and two holographic
insect swarms in opposition to the attacks of nanomass remotes
directed by Gandalf.
The two of them traded blows with their staffs as they cast
burning spheres of hydrogen gas and bolts of static electricity back and
forth. When Gandalf twisted Draco’s staff from his grip to fly across
the lounge, Draco pulled twin wooden batons from back strapped
sheaths and blocked the avatar’s pressed attack.
Unseen to the side of the mock battle, Draco’s staff rose from
the floor and shot an energy charge into the remote mech that the cyber
warlock faced. The energy splashed across a hidden shield, but the
force of the avatar attacks lessened as Gandalf focused attention on the
surprise blast.
Draco altered his defense to an attack and quickly disabled
Gandalf’s remotes while the AI program attempted to restructure a
defensive shield. Despite the speed with which Gandalf could operate
remote mechs, Draco was able to knock out all six while Gandalf
protected his main mech body.
It was the first of their sparring matches that Draco won.
As he wiped sweat from his face and head with a towel, Draco
looked at the remote mech that was Gandalf’s physical body for the
moment. “How does your body feel?”
The nanomass based mech turned to look at Draco. The
features were of a human that could be Draco’s brother and the voice
that issued forth was close to that of the AI program’s human host.
“Since living in your body was the first experience I had upon being
awakened, this body feels perfectly natural.”
“How about other shapes?” Draco asked as the two of them
entered the elevator to the bridge deck.
“I would only need to make superficial changes to appear as a
baylor or wolfen.” Gandalf replied through his avatar. He remained
within Draco’s body, but maintained control of the remote mech
through a permanent comm link. The remote continued in the voice
that Gandalf had chosen as his own. “A different shape would be just
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as easy to operate as any of the remotes that we have made use of since
my awakening when the implant I inhabit was absorbed into your
mind.”
The elevator room lifted to the next level and the two
continued as they entered the bridge. “Have you decided whether or
not you’re going to register your personal ID in an existing race?”
Draco asked.
“Since my thought patterns mirror your own due to the
host/symbiote link, I had thought to use the human race as my
template.” Gandalf answered as he sat in the first mate’s seat on the
bridge.
“Had thought?” Draco made a question of those two of
Gandalf’s words. Sitting in the command chair, he swung the seat
around to face the control console as he added. “So what did you
choose?”
The mechanoid avatar smiled at Draco and replied. “I have
continued my research into the physical shapes of all the races known
to the baylor. There are features restricted to individual races that are
desirable, but are not possible with other body shapes.”
Draco sent an artificial copy of his voice to converse with
docking control to keep from interrupting the AI’s remote. He tapped
at keys on his control console and the ship rotated in space to begin
their landing approach.
Gandalf’s remote avatar tapped at his own console’s panel as
he continued. “A four legged body would give one set of positive
attributes while sacrificing others that a bipedal body would offer.”
“Then there is the option of manipulative organs.” Gandalf
said as Liberator backed down toward the inner wall of Draconus’
northern crater. “Do I choose arms, hands, and fingers, or do I choose
tentacles like those of the race that created me?”
“Do you have to have features?” Asked Draco with a tiny
smile. “There was a magazine a long time ago that had this super hero
that had a man-like shape with washed out features. And there was an
old vid series that had a shape changer that wasn’t very good at facial
detail. You could just, sort of, not finish the face.” To keep from
laughing, he had to turn in his seat to face away from the avatar that
was controlled by his implant’s AI program. With the mental intimacy
of the bond between himself and the AI program, he knew the gesture
to be futile but did it anyway.
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Through his avatar, Gandalf dutifully gave a snort of laughter
at the teasing and went on. “I had already eliminated that option as a
way to avoid frightening children.”
At Draco’s genuine chuckle, Gandalf continued. “The centaur
design of one of the baylor’s slave races was tempting, but due to the
preponderance of four limbed beings in this part of space, I have
chosen that body design.”
“That’ll make it easier to accommodate you in our ships, since
those centaur guys are built like trucks.” Draco quipped.
Gandalf went on as if Draco hadn’t spoken. “I have taken
ancient folklore from human, wolfen, and baylorian writings and come
up with a being of unique design. Would you like to see the current
manifestation of the shape I am considering?” Gandalf asked with a
smile.
“Sure!” Draco exclaimed.
The nanomass that made up the avatar remote began to morph.
The human face began to grow a beard and the hair around the head
grew longer and thicker. The ears disappeared beneath the growing
hair just as they shifted upwards and growths started to emerge from
their edges. The eyes, nose, and mouth shifted slightly and the features
settled into place.
Gandalf’s avatar smiled through his new face.
With a mane that partially resembled that of a wolfen, the ears
were just visible. Higher up on the sides of the skull than a human’s
ears, they were less pointed than a wolfen’s ears and had baylorian-like
tufts of smaller size that lined the edges.
The face was as bare as that of a baylor or human with a nose
and muzzle that gave just a hint of wolfen appearance. The face was
not as flat as that of a baylor or human face, with only the slightly
extended dental structure giving the impression of a muzzle.
The nose was not like that of any of the three races that
Gandalf used for his template. The nostrils had tough, mobile
coverings, while a small armored ridge protected the nose and split at
the forehead to cover the eyebrows as well.
The eyes were weird. They resembled sky-blue diamonds and
they gazed at Draco with an eerie stare. When Draco jokingly recoiled
slightly, Gandalf smiled and they morphed to form human eyes.
“Gotcha!” Gandalf laughed. “I haven’t decided on the eyes yet, but the
rest is pretty much what I’m leaning toward.”
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Gandalf’s avatar lifted a hand and wriggled fingers that were a
cross between wolfen and human. Hair grew on the back of the hand,
more than that of a human, but not as much as a wolfen’s hand. The
five fingers were bare like a human’s but had a clawtip fingernail that
was like that of a wolfen.
With the human eyes, Gandalf’s avatar had the look of a
craggy old sorcerer from Earth’s legends. At the same time, closer
examination showed the alien features clearly. Gandalf could easily go
unnoticed at night on Earth by most casual glances.
“I like it!” Draco exclaimed with a smile. “And you could
change the eyes to fit the situation. Maybe, match them to whatever
race you meet eye-to-eye, so to speak.”
“That is a good idea, my friend.” Gandalf replied. “I will
consider your suggestion seriously.”
They turned to their consoles and fingers grew busy as they
operated the ship manually. They both did this for the practice as well
as to test nanotech constructed equipment. Accumulated data was
regularly shared with other cyberhuman ships and the evolution of the
baylorian tech designs continued.
They had already altered much of the equipment whose
designs they’d inherited with the data stored within the implant. Their
ability to manipulate matter at the atomic level allowed them to coat the
coil sections of their gravity wave coils with gravitite to increase the
effective power level. Gravitite also increased the power level of the
FTL jump field projectors, allowing them to construct FTL missile
pods that were half the size of the enemy’s.
Other nanotech equipment was even smaller, allowing them to
construct body sized FTL ship-suits and weaponry. Of course, there
was also the magic talismans first designed by Draco.
They returned their concentration to the ship’s controls and
began the final approach to the docking bay.
Watching 3-D screens and flat screens across his console,
Draco tapped at keys with one hand while working the joystick in his
right armrest. Liberator ceased its downward motion and began to
move laterally toward an opening in the side of the crater wall.
The screens showed the opening of the docking bay as the
relatively tiny, teardrop shaped ship approached. The bay grew in size
till the sides of the opening passed out of view. Draco tapped at another
series of keys and one screen shifted to a view from inside the bay.
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His eyes darted from screen to screen and across other console
panels as he made small movements with his joystick. As Liberator
passed the opening, the airlock doors began to close.
The twin doors swung shut with a silent shudder and sensors
on the ship’s hull registered the introduction of air. Draco glanced at
the panel that showed the air’s properties as he gave a last move to the
joystick to put the landing pads directly over the painted circles on the
deck. Releasing the grip, he flicked a pair of toggles and the ship
settled to the deck of the airlock.
Gandalf copied Draco’s actions as he initiated other shutdown
programs from his own console.
Magnetic grapples in the landing pads held tight to the floor of
the bay while hooked bars swung out and down. They fell to the deck
just outside a circular depression in the metal. The bars raked back
toward the ship to fall into the depression. The motors pulling on the
hooked bars whined for a moment then locked into place, securing the
six landing pads to the floor of the docking bay.
Draco and Gandalf continued to tap at keys and close down
the ship’s systems as the atmosphere within the bay increased in
pressure. Metal, ceramic, and cermet alloys crackled as heat lasers
played across vacuum frozen ship and dock surfaces. By the time the
readings were into human compatible levels, Draco and Gandalf had
put the ship’s operating systems into standby mode. Rising from their
seats, the two made their way to the elevator at the rear of the bridge
deck.
As the car lowered them two decks from the sixth deck bridge,
Draco said. “I think I’ll finish the conversion of the hull and frame
sections of Liberator’s nanomass the next time we take her out.”
“Have you decided then to make the entire ship solid?”
Gandalf asked through his comm link with the avatar mech. He had
already separated many of his connections with his host’s mind and no
longer knew what Draco knew as soon as the human knew it. The
implant that contained the program that made up his mind remained
within Draco’s skull, but the focus of the program’s senses was
connected to the nanomass, avatar remote.
“Yes.” Draco answered as the elevator door slid open. The
two walked the few steps to the centrally mounted elevator and entered
the circular room as Draco continued. “I won’t be able to maintain this
much nanomass after you leave and still keep a social life. There’ll be
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enough nanomass incorporated though to give me complete control and
maintenance capabilities.”
The elevator reached the lowest deck of the seven deck, thirty
meter tall Liberator, and the door opened onto another short hallway
with an airlock door at the end. As they walked the few steps to the
hatch, Draco said. “But I am going to use your suggestion to decorate
the ship’s interior with off-line nanomass sculptures. I’ve also decided
to make the two elevator shafts and cars, and all the vacuum suits from
nanomass. I’ll probably also fill a couple of cargo sections with inert
nanomass like Tiger did when he explored Gagarin.”
When they entered the outer personnel airlock, Draco tapped
the control panel and the hatch closed. Gandalf tapped the panel by the
outer hatch and the seal whooshed as the hatch swung open.
They walked down the extended ramp and Draco tapped a
single key as he followed the nanomass remote controlled by his
implant’s AI program. As soon as his weight left the ramp, it retracted
into the base of the ship as the outer hatch swung shut.
As they walked across the deck of the landing bay, toward a
side hatch, Draco continued. “I want to make Liberator look as close to
current technology as I can when I finally meet up with other races.
When we free the wolfen, I want their baylorian technology to be as
familiar to me as possible.”
Draco tapped at the buttons on the hatch’s control panel and
the door slid open. He and Gandalf passed through the inner airlock
door and into the tunnel that connected the dock to Draco’s private
habitat dome. As they walked, Gandalf changed the subject. “What of
the life of Earth? We have been successful so far, but what if the
Empire reacts more violently than we expect?”
“I think the level of resources we have been focusing on the
blockade should be maintained.” Draco replied. “I intend on continuing
the mine laying supply routes at their current level till we have each
jump point mined and with substantial backup levels of replacements.”
“As refugees are trained and completed ships crewed, we will
begin loading as much habitat flora and fauna as we can secretly
collect.” Draco continued. “Our biggest problem now is not the cargo
space we can fill, but collecting and transporting the biomass without
being seen.”
“I think we can double the number of ships using the planet’s
blind spots.” Draco added as they continued along the five meter wide
tunnel through the rock of the planetoid Draconus.
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“Those blind spots will close when the rest of your people
begin finding and utilizing the knowledge we have been incorporating
into the planetary data base.” Gandalf said. “They will soon begin
expanding outward from your homeworld. It will be hard for us to hide
even with advanced baylorian stealth technology.”
“I know, my friend.” Draco replied as they neared another
airlock hatch. This hatch flowed with the morphing ability of nanomass
and Draco continued as they entered the elevator compartment. “That’s
why I have been sending so many of our longer term Dragon Warriors
back to Earth. Well, at least those who still have biologic bodies.”
“Anyway, I’ve been sending people all over the planet to buy
pieces of property that will make good private space ports when the
time comes.” Draco said.
“Like you did with the site where the Lunar Base was started.”
Gandalf stated.
“Yea, sort of.” Came Draco’s answer as the elevator’s wall
dissolved to reveal an office of considerable size. They stepped into the
room as Draco continued. “With the lunar site we have influenced
several autonomous groups to join with a few of our own separately
owned companies. They have initiated letters of intent that have
identified our lunar site as one of several in our research focus.”
“But having those sites on our published agenda will do no
good if someone gets there first.” Draco said, as they walked to the
edge of the cliff opening that was the wall of the office. “We have to be
ready to build a ship as quickly as possible and in the low tech way, as
soon as gravity wave generators are ‘invented’ on Earth.”
“Did you not prepare the valley within the boundaries of the
Wyoming estate for just such a project?” Gandalf asked as he sat his
avatar on the cliff edge that was the wall of the office.
“Yes.” Draco answered with a smile. “But the more wagons
we have, the more likely we are to stake our intended claim before
someone else gets there. I expect a full scale land rush for the moon as
soon as gravity wave coils appear, and I want to make sure we get
enough people up there to get our base back. If for no other reason than
to avoid the mystery of the scars we left in the rock when we
transferred everything to Draconus.”
Draco sat on the ledge that made the wall of the office room.
“Besides, as soon as the rest of the planet starts spreading out into the
solar system, our biomass supplies will blend in with the rest of the
space traffic.”
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“Will so many ships going in the direction of Draconus not
result in unwanted attention?” Gandalf asked.
Draco smiled as he looked out on the five hundred-meter wide
habitat that was his personal wildlife preserve. “We’ll send ships out in
all different directions and they’ll swing around to rendezvous with
Draconus long after they get out of Earth’s sensor range.”
Gandalf looked out at the animals below through artificial
eyes and nodded his avatar’s head. “Yes, that will work. Your people
will most definitely spread out into space as quickly as gravity wave
coils can be built. Many others will also not wish to announce their
intended destinations.”
Draco nodded in turn. “Yea. And not all those will have good
intentions. I guess that’s another thing we’ll have to prepare for. What
do you suggest?”
“I would increase the number of hidden sensor drones you
have scattered among the asteroids and the moons of the gas giants.”
Gandalf said. “And I would put additional drones all through the inner
edge of the Kuiper Belt.”
Draco nodded and said. “Guess I’d better get started, then.”
Two weeks later on Earth, several passenger transports rose
into space at isolated positions around the planet. Rising from storm
covered areas where gaps existed in radar tracking paths, the ships
employed heavy stealth systems as well as cloud cover and the dark of
night to avoid being seen by both searching sensors and human eyes.
Each ship contained five thousand human passengers from
different parts of the world. The ships contained war refugees, boat
people whose boats never found land, orphans and street children, and
more of the homeless of the world’s cities. Also included on the
passenger lists were countless elderly who simply disappeared from the
institutions and homes where they lay forgotten, and two entire native
tribes who were losing their lands and identities to encroaching
civilization.
Other ships that lifted from the planet over the next few days
contained only plants and animals that were legally purchased with the
last of the Moon family fortune. Others were on endangered species
lists and were collected ahead of the fires and bulldozers that were
destroying them in the last of the major rain forests of the world.
Many of the animals taken to the ark planetoid, Draconus,
were collected just after being medically rescued from poacher’s
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bullets. The poachers left behind lost several days of memory and all
weapons and poaching equipment, but were otherwise unharmed.
Others were collected through legal purchases or rescued from
threatening situations either manmade or natural. Less endangered
animals were easily collected in the wild and through legal purchases.
The space ships transported their loads to the deep space, Oort
cloud location of Draconus in a steady stream. The number of ships
increased over the weeks as more ships were built and crewed by those
who traveled in the first wave of refugees.
In a few short weeks after a last massive exodus, no large
ships of nanotech manufacture again came or went from the planet
Earth. To avoid the possibility of discovery, only the smaller ships of
individual cyber warlocks and cyber witches came and went from the
planet. The majority of the refugees turned their attentions to settling
into their new homes and supplying the growing space fleet.
While the scientists of Earth slowly discovered the knowledge
planted in the data bases of the world, a few cyberhumans continued to
secretly manage the pace of Terran scientific advancement. Other
cyberhumans still sought the few remaining free baylor and the aliens’
mind controlled slaves, but most spread out through the area of space
around the Sol and Centauri systems.
One such tiny, one-man ship leaving the planet contained a
former Senator who had lost the battle of his urges and attempted to
seduce a very young boy. The boy, who was not what he seemed, made
good on his uncle’s promise and the former Senator became an
occupant of the baylorian prison habitat.
While some scientists raced to put to use suddenly understood
paths of research, others pored over computer data and wondered why
the major portion of the asteroid that hit Baltimore had made what
seemed like powered vector changes. Naively disregarding intelligent
intervention, they looked for natural explanations for those questions.
Government studies insisted the pieces had ricocheted off an expanded
atmosphere due to solar flares, despite a lack of collaborating, science
readings.
Human science advanced at a steadily accelerating pace as
numerous discoveries were made and new patents applied for. New and
unique technological inventions were quickly presented to a suddenly
eager population and the economy of the world began to flourish over
more of the planet than at any other single period of time in human
history.
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* FIVE *
Etteerrmmoohh Tllaannoorr paced in front of his desk as he
waited for his daughter to arrive. What he intended was a risk that
could anger many of his current allies. He hoped that anger would be
tempered enough by common sense that those Families would not
become actual political adversaries.
On the other hand, his decision would most likely make allies
of many powerful Families that had been political adversaries for many
generations. These were the few Families who had had enough power
of their own to survive tacit support of the Renegade Family since that
Family’s fall from Imperial Honor.
Make that the Kiilliimmeedd Family. He would have to get
used to thinking of them in their true Family name from now on and
not the dishonorable label that had been given by his own ancestor so
many years ago.
The buzzer on his desk interrupted his thoughts. He moved
around the desk and leaned over to press a button before taking his
seat. “Yes?”
“Your daughter is here My Lord.”
“Send her in.”
He did not expect an answer and simply relaxed in his chair.
Almost immediately the door opened and his daughter strode in.
She was tall for a female. As tall as most males. Her skin was
not the dark gray of most of the rest of his side of the Family. It was
more like the skin of her mother’s Family, almost a light brown. The
aural tendrils on the sides of her skull were immaculate and feathery.
Completely undamaged in a way that made Tllaannoorr both proud and
envious.
His own aural tendrils had many bent and broken fronds as
well as some that were completely missing. The results of damage done
during the many duels he had fought in his rise in the Family hierarchy.
Brruunn had fought in many of her own duels, but a female’s
duels did not always consist of actual physical contact. Sometimes a
female duel was won or lost by their association with other females or
support and protection by a male champion.
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His own position as Emperor had been instrumental in
keeping the number of Brruunn’s combat duels to a minimum. Her
training and size had kept those few duels short. And victorious.
“Welcome my daughter. I am glad you could come so
quickly.” Tllaannoorr said formally.
She did not need to remind him that she had been pressing
him for his decision for the past few days and had spent much of that
time in the Royal Lounge on the floor just below his offices. “Welcome
father. I appreciate your spending some of your valuable time to speak
with me.”
“Would you like some refreshments? I have many Trraall
injected slaves on hand if you care for a snack.”
“Thank you for the offer, My Lord, but I do not wish to take
more of your valuable time than necessary.”
Tllaannoorr knew she was impatient to hear his decision and
also appreciated her tact in not voicing that impatience. “Then let us
begin.”
“I have studied the consequences of your marriage to the
Kiilliimmeedd Prince, Brraakkmmoorr. You realize that we will lose
the support of several Families if I allow this union?”
“Inconsequential Families father. The major Families who will
surely replace them more than offset the support you may or may not
lose.”
“I may or may not gain the support of those Families.” He
answered.
“The Families you refer to have sought the return of the
Kiilliimmeedd Family to Imperial Favor for many years. If the Heads
of those Families do not support you, they will lose Honor with their
own Family and will not likely remain as Family Head for long. Their
replacements will surely follow you.”
Tllaannoorr knew all of this. He had gone over all the
permutations of her marriage many times before calling his daughter to
tell her his decision.
“You are right of course.” He graciously replied.
“But we must do this in such a way as to limit the alienation
of as many Families as possible while at the same time regaining the
support of other, estranged Families.”
“You would not have called me here if you had not come up
with a satisfactory solution, father. What have you decided?”
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“I will grant you permission to mate with Kiilliimmeedd
Brraakkmmoorr, but on my terms only.”
“What are those terms father?” She hoped that the terms were
not so severe that the Kiilliimmeedd Family would reject them. If the
terms did not restrict the Kiilliimmeedd Family over much, she might
be able to convince Taagghhaarr to forego his plan to revolt completely
and form a second Empire.
If she could convince him to stay within the current Empire,
she would be the daughter of the Emperor and mated to a son of the
second most powerful Family.
If her father’s terms were too restrictive for the Kiilliimmeedd
Family, she would still be the mate of an Imperial Family.
All in all a no lose situation for her.
If she could return to the Kiilliimmeedd star system before
Taagghhaarr acted.
“There are two habitable worlds in the Reneg... I mean
Kiilliimmeedd system. Our Family will assume control of the better
world while the Kiilliimmeedd Family will retain control of the native
world of their slave race. They will also retain control of the
management of that slave race but will pay our Family a one sixth tax
rate in the trade of that race.”
“As for the planet in the neighboring system, both our
Families will share equally in the planet and the commerce of the
native slave race.”
“What about the jump points to the Kiilliimmeedd system,
father?”
“Our Family will control all jump points between the double
system and the current border to the Empire. We will share control of
all other jump points with Kiilliimmeedd.”
“What about the other Families?”
“Your report stated that there are nearly two sixes of habitable
worlds within one jump of the Kiilliimmeedd double star system?”
“Yes.”
“We will divide those worlds among the other Families. If we
put together the right Families, there will be enough friction between
them to allow our Family to maintain control as a mediator for their
squabbles.”
A buzzer on the Emperor’s desk jangled for his attention.
Flicking a switch, he said aloud. “I told you I was not to be interrupted!
This better be important!”
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“Sorry my lord.” Came the reply that was loud enough for
Brruunn to hear as she surreptitiously moved to the side of the desk.
Tllaannoorr ignored her. “What is it?”
“You said to notify you if another ship from the Renegade
system failed to return on time, My Lord.”
“Yes.”
“The latest slave delivery ship is six days overdue. That makes
three ships that have missed their scheduled return date.”
“Very well. Check the fleet locations. Find me a patrol fleet
that is closest to that area of space. I will have orders cut for them to
investigate.”
“At your command My Lord.” Came the reply.
Brruunn thought fast. If the Kiilliimmeedd Family had already
started their revolt, she might be too late to join them. If she did not
leave quickly, her own loyalty and Honor could come under question.
She had spent too long with the Kiilliimmeedd Family to claim
ignorance of even a hint of revolution.
“Father, I am sure that the delay of those ships is perfectly
logical.” She said in an unobtrusively placating manner. “Do not forget
that the Hunting estates on the Kiilliimmeedd world are renowned as
the best in the Empire. They have more open space than any other
world in the Empire as well as a more diverse prey selection than any
other Imperial world.”
“I myself was able to join in several Hunts that were the best I
have ever experienced. I even participated in a Hunt for feral natives
and some of the natives of the other world we are gaining by the
joining of our Families.” She continued.
“I am sure that the Captains of those ships have simply made
use of the excellent hunting opportunities there.” Brruunn added. “Do
not forget that the journey from there to the Empire’s border is a long
voyage. The crews of those ships may simply be enjoying an extended
liberty in preparation for a long voyage home.”
“Since I am going there in any case to take word of your
decision, I could inquire as to their delay.” She offered. “It might look
more politic than if you send a Royal Fleet before confirmation of the
union of our Families arrives.”
“You are right my daughter.” Tllaannoorr admitted. “They
might interpret the arrival of the fleet suspiciously. They might even
suspect treachery. I will do as you ask but only on one condition.”
“And that is?”
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“Instead of taking your private ship, I want you to go in a
Royal Courier. It is much bigger than your own ship and will not
require an escort. Since no other Imperial ship has visited the
Kiilliimmeedd system, it will also show that the Kiilliimmeedd Family
has regained Imperial Favor.”
“Thank you father.” Brruunn said as she tipped her head to the
side to expose her neck.
He leaned forward and extended his feeding tube tongue to
caress her exposed jugular vein, then tipped his own head to the side to
receive her returning caress. Something he did for only the most trusted
or favored of Family.
*

*

*

Draco Moon sat on the grass, sipping water from a squeeze
bottle, while watching the mother cheetah grooming her cubs thirty
meters below. He had purchased the cheetah from a wealthy
businessman who had gotten her on the black market when she was
just a cub. The man had wanted her to impress his associates but had
lost interest when she got older and became less cute and rougher in
her play. The man had had Miss Devers mated to a zoo male and had
decided just before the birth of the cubs that he didn't want any of them
any longer.
In her own short life, Miss Devers had never experienced the
wild. For this reason, Draco kept her in his private habitat at the top of
the rim of Draconus’ North Pole docking crater.
The domed habitat was reached through a small tunnel from
the dock that held his personal starship and the artificially created rock
tower in the center held his home and office. Looking up at the
holographic sky two hundred meters above, he watched a cloud move
across the spot where the ten-meter thick elevator tower disappeared
into the top of the habitat dome.
The grass-covered roof of his rock tower home was his
favorite spot on Draconus and he spent most of his spare time enjoying
the view. From here he could watch Miss Devers and her cubs interact
with the five bison, three red kangaroo, six white tail deer, and the
dozens of rabbits, impala, and gazelles that made up the larger animals
in his five-hundred meter wide habitat.
On his most recent biosphere supply run, Draco’s nephew
Summer had come across a wounded, male bald eagle on the side of a
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road leading to the Wyoming base. Summer was going to go to Alaska
in the next few weeks to search for a mate for the year old male who
had been hit by a car and had a broken wing when found. Cyberhuman
medical attention would have the damaged wing repaired by the time
the eagle arrived here at its new home.
As he looked across the expanse of his private habitat, Draco
was glad that there would be something to cut the increasing numbers
of rabbits across the grounds and fish in the two, stream-connected
ponds. He had planned the glut before introducing the aerial predator
and was glad the eagle would arrive soon.
Miss Devers was the only predator at the moment and with her
total lack of hunting experience, there was no way she could keep up
with the birth rate of the rabbits. The energy needed to catch one was
not worth the effort with the bigger impala and gazelles taking the
same expenditure.
Her cubs would put a dent in the rabbit population in another
couple of months, but right now they were still more occupied with
playing instead of hunting. Besides, when they were old enough, Draco
planned on releasing them in a wild habitat tunnel.
All of the cheetah-sized herbivores were young and strong and
since they had all been taken from wild areas, they were easily able to
avoid the attentions of the inexperienced Miss Devers. With the
exception of the bison, the habitat’s residents stayed alive by keeping
the central tower between them and their only predator or staying close
to the trees where they could keep the cheetah from attaining top speed.
To give her easy hunting prey so she wouldn’t starve herself
and her cubs, Draco had designed his five hundred meter wide habitat
dome with built in feeding burrows and elevator cages. These were
connected to the cages of impala and gazelles that were housed in the
deck below the habitat. Disguised as small rock outcroppings on the
edge of the habitat, an individual cage would not open unless Miss
Devers was at least fifty meters away.
Miss Devers had been in her new home since three weeks
before the cubs were born and with occasional cyberhuman assistance
through VR dreams while she slept, her hunting abilities had improved.
She had caught her most recent two meals in a row from the animals
within the habitat but had not been successful in four days. To keep the
cheetah family healthy they had to be fed freshly butchered meat on
occasion. Or less wary animals from the pens below.
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Draco still maintained a partial mental connection with his
implant’s artificial intelligence program and since Gandalf ran the
habitat when they were in residence, Draco knew what was about to
happen. The door to the cage dropped into the floor and an impala
hesitantly walked out. It had spent several weeks in a large pen with
dozens of others being fed and pampered, and had lost some of the
edge of life in the wilds.
As soon as the sound of the door opening was heard, the
nearest animals to the opening feeding pen became restless. When the
impala stepped from the enclosed cage, several of the nearest animals
gave an alarm call and began to move away from the newly arrived
animal.
Miss Devers had already begun to move and was within
twenty meters before the hapless impala realized it was in danger.
Draco shifted his mental focus to a dragon shaped mechanoid that flew
just above and behind the cheetah as the impala bolted for its life. It
had spent too long in the holding pens below and its reflexes were
dulled.
Only fifteen meters from her target when it finally began to
flee, the chase was over in moments. While Miss Devers held onto her
victim’s throat, the three cubs trotted over. They were six weeks old
now and since they had never had to hide from any other predators,
didn’t wait for their mother to call them.
For their own safety later, he planned on directing a few
mechanoid predators to harass the cheetah family for the last couple of
weeks before releasing them in the wilder habitat. He would add some
nighttime VR sessions to the cubs’ training for good measure. It might
be a while before they cross paths with other predators, but at least the
memory would be there.
Draco shifted his mental attention away from the feeding
cheetahs and contacted the Dragon Warrior who was in control of the
tunneling macrobot that was digging the habitat tunnel designated T-1.
{How is the gardening coming along Gwen?} He sent his message on
one of the telepathic frequencies.
{Great Draco! Just great! How’s my new body coming
along?} Gwen Bridges answered. She was one of the Dragon Warriors
whose body had been killed in the assault on the comet the baylor had
attempted to ram into the Earth. She was now controlling the macrobot
tunneler that was digging the tunnel designated T-1 as well as the
entire finished ten-kilometer wide habitat.
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{You’ll have to contact the nursery to find that out Gwen.}
Draco pathed in reply.
{What!} She pathed back. {You got a full plate with saving
two more worlds from the baylor and can’t take the time to watch the
most important Womb Mech on the Ark?}
Draco could hear the humor in Gwen’s mental voice and
smiled. She had been thrilled with life ever since Draco had recruited
her. Her natural body was 67 years old and dying of lung cancer when
he had found her having lunch with coworkers in a deli in Cleveland.
Years of practice with video games had made her perfect for a
spot as a remote fighter mech pilot when it came time to attack the
baylor’s comet base. Her Life Preservation Implant had saved her life
when her control pod had been hit by shrapnel and her body had been
irreparably damaged.
Draco gave a mental chuckle, then pathed. {How are the
animals adapting?}
{I’ve only got a few of the wildest specimens from the
veterinary hospital. Those that were taking their capture the hardest.
I’m afraid I didn’t pay any attention to their geographical origins. I just
put them all in together. There are animals from every continent mixed
in the first hundred kilometers of T-1.}
{Have you started adding any of the larger predators yet?}
Draco asked.
{Yea. Lots of the little guys. Hawks, falcons, and eagles, a
meercat family, a few species of non poisonous snakes and a whole
bunch of newborn ‘gators.} Gwen’s mental voice in his head continued
to list the predatory additions to her habitat tunnel’s ecology. {I’ve also
introduced a pregnant lynx and bobcat and a wolf pair that I hope will
mate.}
{Do you have room for a family of cheetahs yet?} Draco
asked.
{Oh yea. I just started widening the valley floor and I’m going
to keep it at max width for the next month at least. That should make a
great plains area when the grass starts growing.}
{How fast are you going now?} Draco asked next.
{I’ve been in contact with the other tunnel monitors and all of
us have our tunnel macrobots up to a meter every three minutes. That’s
four hundred eighty meters of finished tunnel every day, so in a month
I’ll have just under fourteen and a half kilometers of grasslands at
about seven kilometers wide.} Gwen answered, then added. {The
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remaining three kilometers of the tunnel’s width will be the hills on
either side.}
{Have you plotted your split yet?}
{Yes.} Gwen replied. {I’m going to do it a couple of
kilometers past the end of the grasslands.}
{How long before you reconnect?}
{Only a couple of days. I’m going to parallel the two tunnels a
hundred meters apart for a kilometer, then bring them into contact for a
kilometer, then back apart again. I want to do that for at least ten
kilometers to test the strength of the wider tunnel.}
{Miss Devers’ cubs won’t be ready to hunt on their own for
another few months, but I want the whole family transferred as soon as
the space is ready.} Draco said mentally. {I’ll see if we can get a young
male delivered about the same time so Miss Devers can start another
family.}
[Granite and Ghlorr are here Draco.] Draco’s implant’s A.I.
informed him.
[Thank you Gandalf. Let them in and tell them I’ll be with
them in a minute.] Draco replied, then pathed to Gwen. {I have to go
now Gwen. Keep up the good work and let me know if you have any
trouble getting any specimens you need.}
He stood up and glanced once around the habitat as Gandalf’s
main dragon shaped remote mech landed on his shoulder. The two
bison had remained aloof to the recent cheetah hunt but the other
animals were either still alert to danger or had moved into the area of
trees on the other side of the half-kilometer habitat.
He walked to the edge of the rocky spire and down the carved
steps that ran down the side to the deck outside his office. Coming into
the open room, Draco greeted his guests who stood uncertainly by the
elevator door and Gandalf’s unmoving avatar. “Hello Granite, Ghlorr.
Thank you for coming so quickly on such short notice.”
“Hello Draco.” They both said at the same time.
Draco looked at his guests as Gandalf flew the dragon remote
to the immobile statue. Settling the dragon remote to the robed
shoulder, Gandalf activated his avatar body.
Granite had morphed his nanomass into his usual form,
duplicating the biologic body that had been destroyed in the car
accident he’d had just a few days after completing his Self Preservation
Program and becoming a full fledged Cyber Warlock. Granite’s
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appearance was that of the young man he would be if a gasoline fed
fire had not destroyed his biologic body.
Ghlorr looked somewhat different. He was a native of the
second planet out from the star Centauri A, and resembled the fabled
werewolf. Draco sometimes wondered if the fable resulted from the
few visits to Earth that the beings now known as wolfen had made
before they had been conquered by the baylor.
Ghlorr was male and shorter than most human males but was
physically stronger than a human of the same size. He was covered
with a dark brown fur that had darker streaks across his head and
shoulders and down his back and the outsides of his legs. His clothing
consisted of a pair of belted, mid thigh length shorts and a leather vest.
The wolfen native language ranged into higher frequencies
than human or even baylorian ears could hear. As a result, the baylor
had force taught Ghlorr the baylorian language when he had been
captured as a feral slave on the only planet circling the Centauri B. star.
Ghlorr had also been force taught the human, English language when
his master had sent him to Earth to aid Erriimmaannohh in increasing
the baylorian presence on Earth prior to an open takeover.
Draco’s cyberhumans had eliminated the baylorian presence
on Earth and in the process had freed Ghlorr and a number of other
wolfen and human slaves. Ghlorr’s actions during the initial attack on
the main baylorian estate on one of the thousand islands on the
northwest border of the Florida Everglades had saved the lives of many
of the cyberhuman warriors.
“Would you like something to drink? I have milk Ghlorr.”
The wolfen had discovered milk after his liberation and Draco knew he
kept plenty in his own quarters.
“Milk would be fine.” Replied Ghlorr.
“I’ll have water please.” Said Granite. His nanomass body
didn’t need as much biologic nourishment as Draco’s or Ghlorr’s but
he usually joined them as a social function. Besides, water was one of
the easiest things for his nanobots to convert.
“Nothing for me, thank you.” Gandalf said from the side of
the room.
Ghlorr looked from the avatar to Draco to Granite, but didn’t
comment on the fact that Granite’s AI didn’t maintain a separate body.
Draco took a few moments to serve his guests. His favorite
drink had been water even before he’d received his own implant from
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the alien Sy’Byt but he joined Ghlorr in drinking milk. When they were
all settled with their drinks, Draco began.
“Things have been moving a lot faster than I like, but I think
we’ve got enough of a handle on them to go ahead with the next
phase.” Draco looked at Ghlorr as he talked. “We’ve freed my world
from the baylor but your people have suffered a lot more and for a lot
longer. I think it’s about time to make good on my promise to do
something about that.”
“We’ve already closed off the Centauri system from outside
help from the rest of the Baylorian Empire. Now we need to start acting
on taking Argnng and Grrlar back from the baylor trapped in the
system.” For the planetary names Draco spoke the closest wolfen
equivalent to English that could be heard by normal humans.
The names the wolfen had for their own world and their
colony before the baylor came were unpronounceable since most of its
frequency ranges could not even be heard by the human ear. When
Ghlorr spoke the names in Wolfen, there were coughs, barks, growls,
and gaps where the wolfen vocal range left that of human hearing. All
that came through was reduced to Argnng for the wolfen homeworld
and Grrlar for the colony world.
Because of the difference in the Argnngian and Human
physiology, it was impossible for humans to hear all of Ghlorr’s native
speech but he wanted as much as possible to be at least recognized. He
had been unsuccessful as far as the description of the canine race. They
looked too much like wolves for most humans to think of them in any
other way. They were, and probably always would be know as wolfen
to the humans who, hopefully, would become their close partners in
star traveling society.
“How are we going to do that Draco.” Granite said. “The
baylor may have been caught off guard at first, but they’ve got the
inner Centauri system closed off so tight now that even with our
superior technological base we can’t get any ships through their
defenses.”
“Yea, I know.” Draco answered. “While we were
concentrating on the major jump points in and out of the whole system,
they were mobilizing their defense of the tunnels that connect their
twin stars and Proxima. I should have taken the suggestions to harass
them while we built our blockade, but I was afraid they’d overreact and
force their way out of the system.”
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Ghlorr had become more relaxed in Draco’s company and
added in his gravely voice. “That is correct. If the Renegade Family
had gotten word to the Emperor that alien forces were conquering this
system, we would have been in stacked feces.”
Draco smiled at the wolfen’s misuse of wording as he replied.
“Yea. Stacked feces indeed. The longer we have till the rest of the
Empire finds out about the blockade, the better. I’m still not satisfied
we have enough defenses as it is, but that’s beside the point. The
system may not be completely ours yet, but we still have to start setting
things up for when we’re ready to make our move on the planets.”
“We’ve probed the baylor from every angle but they’ve
already set up an impressive defensive sphere of their own.” Draco
continued. “There’s only one other way to get into the inner system
unnoticed.”
Granite nodded his head. “Stepping stones.”
“Stepping stones.” Draco repeated, then added to Ghlorr when
he saw the wolfen’s puzzled look. “You know that large planets can
also have FTL tunnels when they are close in space?”
“Yes mas.. yes Draco.” The furred alien was still not used to
being treated as an equal and occasionally reverted to calling people
master when he was nervous, but he’d caught himself this time before
finishing the word.
Draco casually ignored the near slip and went on. “There are a
lot of minor and major planets as well as a few brown dwarfs between
Sol and the Centauri system. Its just a matter of taking the time to find
each one, then its jump gate to the next one in line.”
“Time consuming as hell, but there’s not much indication the
baylor are watching for that approach.” Granite said.
Ghlorr spoke with surprise. “How could a people so powerful
as the baylor not be watching these stepping stone jump points?”
“The baylor did not develop star travel on their own Ghlorr.”
Draco answered. “They didn’t even get off their own world on their
own. They were given space and star travel by another race. Then they
repaid that race with destruction.”
“The Lost Race!” Exclaimed Ghlorr. “There are stories of
them in the slave pens! It is said that not all were destroyed and that
one day they would return to claim what was once theirs. But the
stories were that the baylor were already powerful star lords when the
Lost Race attacked them without warning. Baylorian history says that
their relentless enemy was so fierce that they defeated the Lost Race
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only by destroying every last one of them. It is a tale of great baylorian
Honor.”
“It is easy to change the facts of a story when the other side is
not around to give their side.” Gandalf added to the conversation. “The
history the baylor teach is not even close to the truth.”
“Anyway.” Draco continued. “The stepping stone path is so
convoluted that it is only a footnote in the baylorian archives we have
been able to access. It does not appear that the baylor of any of the
Empire’s families make use of stepping stone routes. Their vortex
openings within the Centauri system will most likely be clear.”
Ghlorr’s eyes lit up with hope. “You would be able to get a
fleet into the system without going through their defenses? You could
free my people without as many of your people dying as the data says
would happen if you enter the main jump points?"
“It may not be that easy, my friend.” Granite put a cautionary
hand on the wolfen’s arm. “Draco and I got our technology from an
offworld source as well and are unused to its use. There may be gaps in
our knowledge that could negate all our assumptions.”
“Don’t forget, they still have that improved sensor system that
can detect us at extreme range even under stealth.” Added Granite at
Ghlorr’s questioning look. “They may be able to see us even if any
jump point we find is four or five times further than normal sensor
range. We’ve already begun to adapt to their tech improvements. I
can’t imagine them not being as motivated. Our own history shows us
how quickly technology advances during war.”
“We may have the outer system blockaded, but the baylor
totally control all the volume of space between Centauri A and B and
Proxima.” Granite said. “What good will it do to get a fleet into the
system from another direction? The baylor will just move some of their
defenses around to intercept the fleet when it finally gets to where it
can do any good.”
“Who said anything about a fleet?” Draco replied.
Granite looked confused for a moment, then glanced at
Ghlorr. He turned back to Draco with a smile dawning on his face.
“Just the two of us.” He said motioning toward the wolfen sitting
beside him.
Draco smiled in return. “Yes. Just the two of you. The energy
of a jump entrance that small should be lost even to the extra sensitive
sensors the baylor now have. Then you can make your approach
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toward the inner system in such a way as to appear as normal
interstellar matter to any sensors that do eventually detect you.”
Granite was shaking his head yes and smiling as Draco’s idea
became apparent but Ghlorr still looked confused.
Granite turned to the former slave. “Ghlorr, you know what
abilities I have, don’t you?”
“Yes. You can change the shape of your body or detach
smaller parts to form separate objects that are under your control.” The
wolfen gestured toward Gandalf, adding. “You have a body like that
one’s. What the baylor call Evvlliigg.”
Granite smiled and nodded. “Yes. What Draco is suggesting is
that I change my shape to form a small starship that would hold only
you. Just the two of us would use one of these jump point stepping
stone trails to enter the Centauri system. If there’s not a sensor drone
within range, our small size should allow us to enter undetected by the
baylor.”
“After you get into the system, I want you to leave a sensor
drone on passive stand-by at the far side of the last stepping stone just
in case anybody checks the jump point later.” Draco added. “Study the
situation as long as you think is necessary before you move insystem
toward Centauri B and the planet Grrlar. After you get there, you’ll be
on your own, but I want you to set up an underground resistance with
the free wolfen and whatever slaves you can organize. I’ll leave the
details up to you.”
“How do we report back to you?” Asked Granite.
“You won’t.” Draco replied gravely. “I don’t want you to take
the chance, unless the message you need to get to me is more important
than everything you’ve done up to that moment.”
Granite nodded understandingly. “Then I hope I don’t need to
send you a message.”
“When I can release them, I’ll be sending some of the other
disembodied Dragon Warriors through any other stepping stone paths
we find.” Draco continued. “I’ll feed a few more teams through a little
at a time and let you work from the inside while we take care of
consolidating our position.”
“What I want to do is reinforce our blockade defenses at all
major jump points within the Centauri system and all around Sol, first.
Then I want to start to expand our jump point control bases toward the
Empire’s border before the Emperor can regroup and decide to come to
the Renegade Family’s aid.” Draco looked from one of his guests to the
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other and back as he talked. “I don’t want to be as unprepared for an
unexpected assault as the baylor were when we took our system back.
And I especially want to put as big a buffer zone between Sol and the
Empire as possible.”
“Once I’m sure the Sol and Centauri systems are as well
defended as can be expected and the border expansion is under way,
then we’ll increase the pace of single and dual team insertions like
yours. If we can keep sending in people that way without notice, we
can form a complete on-planet force before we’re ready to move on the
planets.”
“What about the stepping stone jump points?” Asked Ghlorr.
“How long will it be before the baylor detect an entrance into the inner
system? And what if they retrace our route?”
“That’s where the passive sensor drones come in.” Granite
answered. “Since it is unpowered and drifting, it’ll look just like any
asteroidal debris. It will only record sensor sweeps projected across its
path and will not respond to any active probes. To all intents and
purposes, the drone will be a chunk of floating rock.”
Draco took up the explanation to their wolfen friend. “Granite
will leave a drone at every jump point along your trail and if any baylor
travel the stepping stone path, their progress will be monitored by other
passive eyes. If they go too far they will meet the first of the our supply
convoys preparing for our main assault.”
“If they don’t probe too far, or not at all, when the first
cyberhuman comes through and probes the drone it will reveal its store
of sensor data.” Draco continued. “Since there will be drones along the
entire path, the advancing forces will have a record of any traffic after
you two pass by.”
Draco gestured toward the elevator door and said. “That’s all
for now. I’m sorry to rush you off like this but I’ve got a few other
things I have to attend to. You two go ahead and make whatever plans
you think are necessary.” Then as an afterthought he added. “Granite, I
want you to construct a control level Life Preservation Implant for
Ghlorr. You’re in charge of his training and I’ll let you know when we
find a stepping stone jump point close to Draconus that we can use.”
After the two had left, Draco contacted Storm. The two had
talked earlier and Draco wanted to check on his brother’s progress.
{What’s up, bro?} Storm replied to Draco’s mental contact.
{I was wondering how the new project was coming along.}
Draco pathed.
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{Purrr-fect!} Came Storm’s mental drawl. “The thirty-meter
Monitor class ship fits into the weapons pod like a glove. Like a disk
shaped girdle, in fact. Only the bridge level and up protrudes above the
doughnut hole dock, and even that has a heavily EAF shielded,
glassteel covered roll bar cage}
{What were you able to pack into the space we decided on?}
Draco asked mentally.
{Of course, the gravity wave coils, power packs, and fuel. The
whole thing masses over twice what a Monitor class does, after all.
Then there’s ten fighter drones with four, missile re-arms for each and
a hundred, long-range smart missiles.} Came Storm’s answer. {We
also ringed the outer edge with five turret mounted, heavy laser cannon
and five, twin barreled, 50mm particle accelerator turrets. Then we put
in a pair of EAF generators, each big enough for a ship twice the size
of the combined unit.}
{How the heck did you do that?} Draco pathed.
{I’m not telling!} Game the exultant mental reply. {If you
want to find out, you’re going to have to leave that cave you’ve carved
and come and see for yourself!}
*

*

*

Jason Ocean watched his view screen as Draconus grew
larger. After the Centauri-Tau Ceti jump point had been mined, he had
finally had time to explore the interior planets of the Tau Ceti system.
He was pleased to be able to bring first hand news of another planet
that was biologically friendly to humankind. He had selfishly kept the
information out of his last report so he could have the pleasure of
telling Draco himself.
The planetoid grew larger and soon he could see it as more
than a pinpoint of light on his screen. After a while he began to be able
to distinguish the changes being done to the surface. A little while
longer and he could see the towers that were scattered across the
surface. Then the construction macrobots crawling across the surface
came into view.
The building sized mechs were digging and carving the
surface into a reverse relief map of the planet Earth. Where the home
world had land, the surface of Draconus had lakes, seas, and oceans
and where Earth had water, the planetoid’s artificial surface would
have land.
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The surface became clearer as his ship drew closer and the
North Pole docking crater came into view. He could see that the ring of
towers just south of the crater had been connected to the crater rim with
the framework that would eventually be covered by the glassteel panes
that would help hold in an atmosphere. The panes would be polarized
to allow light to enter from outside but not the other way. This way the
albedo of the planetoid could be reduced to lessen the chance of Earth
bound detection when water, atmosphere, and the holographic sky were
added in the future.
Jason was in direct contact with his ship’s data systems
through his implant’s A.I. and gave Cousteau the course corrections
needed to lower the ship into the North docking crater. He watched
through the ship’s sensors as well as the main screen as Cousteau
lowered herself. The fifty-kilometer wide crater rim rose above his ship
as it descended toward his assigned airlock.
Jason had been amazed at the progress that Storm had
achieved in the construction of the surface of the planetoid, but the
enormity of the project became most apparent as Cousteau dropped
lower. The inside of the crater was dotted with airlock ports and most
of them had dull colored airtight doors enclosing their interiors. There
were hundreds of them and the smallest of them held a docking port
big enough to easily hold the thirty-meter tall, flat-bottomed egg shape
of Cousteau.
The ship ceased it’s descent and began to move sideways. The
opening ahead was enough larger than his ship that two ships could
pass through side by side if they were careful. Cousteau entered the
dock and the massive doors closed behind her.
Jason monitored the outer hull sensors as the airlock was
pressurized and when the green light on his control console lit, he was
half way through manually shutting down the ship’s systems in the
training session Draco insisted they all perform. “Docking complete.”
He spoke over the ship’s comm. “All hands assume in-port duty roster.
The duty officer for watch section one now has the watch.”
With that he rose and his navigation officer, Rhonda Rhodes,
rose from her station and moved to the Captain’s chair. As he left the
main bridge, he could hear her over the ship’s comm.
“This is the section one duty officer. Section one, assume all
in-port duty stations. All other personnel are released to shore leave as
per your superior’s instructions and restrictions. Section two will report
for duty at twelve hundred hours. That is all.”
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Jason made his way through the corridors of his ship and into
the in-port airlock. He walked past the growing line of crew waiting
their turn to depart, being Captain had its perks that way, and walked
down the ramp. He was met by a youngster who assumed a poise of
importance and spoke with calculated precision.
“Welcome to Draconus, Captain Ocean. I have been sent to
escort you to Draco’s quarters.”
“Thank you. Angela or Angel isn’t it?”
“Yes sir. Angel Moon. This way please.”
“Lead on Miss Moon.” Jason said with a smile for the serious
youngster. “You’re Silver’s daughter, aren’t you?”
“Yes sir. My dad is Candace’s cousin...”
“And Candace is my cousin through her mother.” Jason
finished for her. “What’s that make us? Second or third cousins or
something?”
Angel gave a small shrug for an answer and led him from the
docking port to an elevator that took them in several directions for
several minutes before it stopped and the doors opened. They exited
the tiny room into a large cavern that his data link told him was a
kilometer wide. Dozens of people could be seen in each direction
before the cavern disappeared around the bend in the distance. From its
shape and size, Jason assumed the tunnel circled the entire docking
crater.
Angela led him a short distance to another elevator door with
a dragon emblem embossed above the panel at its side. She put her
hand on the panel’s screen and the door opened. “This will take you to
Uncle Draco, Captain Ocean.” She said.
“Thank you Angel.” He replied with a smile and entered the
elevator. He saw a panel to the right of the door inside and placed his
hand over its surface. The door shut and the elevator rose. After a
while it slowed and changed direction. After travelling laterally for a
short period, it slowed, stopped, and rose upward again for a few
minutes.
When the elevator finally stopped, he estimated that he had
traveled several kilometers. The doors opened and he exited to find
himself in a plush office with an entire wall open to the habitat outside.
On the wall to his right was a holographic picture of one of the habitat
tunnels being dug within the crust of the planetoid. The habitat had an
artificial holographic sky that lit a bare rock interior with no sign of
life.
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“Come in Jason.” Said a voice to his left and he turned to see
Draco seated at a desk by the wall. Draco motioned to a cushioned
chair beside the desk and on the side of the open wall. “Have a seat.
Would you like a drink? I have just about anything in stock you could
ask for so take your pick. It’s past dinner on board Draconus so I’m
going to have a JD and water. What can I get you?”
“I’ll try one of those too, please.” Jason replied. He sat down
and looked at the holographic screen while Draco rose from his seat
and went to the bar to make the drinks.
The position of the camera’s angle showed the back end of the
macrobot that was burrowing the habitat tunnel. As he watched, he
thought he could see the edges of the habitat emerging from the
macrobot as it progressed through the rock of the planetoid’s crust. He
knew he could see the progress when a rock spire that occupied the
center of the tunnel separated from the macrobot and the end of the
macrobot grew more distant from the island of rock.
“Impressive, isn’t it?” Draco asked.
“It sure is!” Jason exclaimed. “How big is it?”
“The entire tunnel is ten kilometers wide.”
Jason’s jaw dropped. “Ten kilometers! That’s huge!”
“Yea. It is.” Draco said with pride. “Storm and his people did
a great job when they came up with the idea for those macrobots. This
is the fifth ten-kilometer tunneler macrobot to go into operation. The
other four have dug a total of a hundred and thirty kilometers of
tunnels so far and this one is about five kilometers long now.”
“We’ve improved the digging rate to a speed of a meter every
three minutes or 480 meters a day. The finished tunnel has a
completely controlled biosphere with gravity wave coils for artificial
gravity and a solar radiating, holographic ceiling. The water is pumped
from low-lying lakes and ponds to the rainspouts in the ceiling. All we
need to do is stock the finished tunnel with plants and animals.”
“The whole thing is really quite impressive. In fact, we’re
digging them much faster than we can stock them. We’ve only got two
of them with any amount of plants and animals so far, one with Earth
life and one with plants and animals from Procyon Five.” Draco said,
adding “We named it Gagarin to honor the first man in space.”
“Now. What have you got for me? I noticed that your remotedelivered reports had some informational gaps.” Draco said with a
smile. “I hope it was good news that you left out.”
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Jason was surprised that Draco had detected the informational
gaps. He couldn’t think of anything he’d done to infer any gaps in his
report. “Yes Draco. It’s definitely good news! Tau Ceti Two is
habitable! It’s a mostly water planet with only a small percentage of
land surface. The seas have a very thick and diverse biologic range but
the land life is sparse and primitive. It looks like it will make a good
place for another colony.”
“Excellent! Excellent!” Draco exclaimed. “Another whole
planet!” He didn’t burst Jason’s bubble by telling him that he already
knew of the planet from his mental probing of Maakkaavvll and
Erriimmaannohh. As it was, he had almost slipped by hinting at
informational gaps. “We named the first planet, the one Tiger found,
for the first man in space, why don’t we name the second one for the
first man to walk on another world. How does Armstrong sound for a
name for your planet?”
“Sounds good to me.” Jason replied. “I hadn’t even
considered a name myself.”
“That’s it then. Armstrong.” He had already planned this but
hesitated for a moment as if he were thinking it over. “We’ve already
started to bioform one of the big habitat tunnels with Gagarin life, how
about if we bioform another with Armstrong’s native life?”
“It doesn’t have much land surface and what it does have is
pretty bare.” Jason said.
“Then we’ll just have to program the tunneler to make the
habitat waterproof.” Draco pointed to the holographic screen on the
opposite wall. “How about that one there? Fill it with water and stock it
from Armstrong’s seas!”
“Can you do that?” Asked Jason.
“No problem!” Draco answered enthusiastically. “We’ll just
have to make sure there are no other tunnels dug too close and the
walls will be plenty strong enough to hold the water in.”
“Why don’t you take charge of stocking it, Jason?” Draco
asked. “By the time your people have had a decent shore leave and
return to Tau Ceti and back again, the tunnel will be plenty big enough
to hold any amount of samples you can possibly fill your ship with.
Like I said. We’re digging them faster than we can stock them.”
“We brought some samples with us already.” Jason said.
“They’re in my ship.”
“Good deal!” Draco replied. “We can get a head start that
way. Now, tell me about this planet of yours.”
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Jason took a breath. “Like I said. It’s a mostly water planet
with very little land. The land farthest away from water is almost all,
bare rock with some mosses and primitive grasses. The closer you get
to the shoreline, though, the thicker and more advanced the plant life
gets. Most of the plants that are on the land have roots that stretch all
the way to water.”
“The plant life in the water is another thing. There are several
different kinds of trees that grow in any water that is less than about a
hundred fifty meters deep. They don’t grow very much above sea level,
but what looks like level forested plains are really floating sea forests.
In fact, they cover more of the surface than land does.”
“All around the bottom anchored forests are dozens of
different kinds of floating trees and bushes and vines. These break off
in kilometer wide chunks of floating islands that are swept around the
planet’s oceans by the trade winds and currents. There’s as much
animal life on and around these forests and floating islands as
anywhere on Earth.”
“One of our less sophisticated probes was eaten by a big long
necked animal with a body as big as a killer whale. We named it a
kraken. We didn’t see anything bigger, but we didn’t really look that
hard.” Jason added.
“Sounds like an interesting place. I can’t wait to get a chance
to go there.” Draco said, then sighed. “But I don’t think I’ll have a
chance for quite a while.” He had drained the last of the drink he’d
been sipping while Jason talked and set the empty glass on his desk.
“Now. Back to business. How’re the jump point defenses coming
along?”
“We’ve got the Centauri-Tau Ceti jump point fully manned
and mined as well as the Tau Ceti-Centauri jump point. Nobody’s
coming to Sol from that direction.” Jason answered. “We’ve also used
the macrobot idea to make asteroid eating, missile pod constructing,
nanomass. We’ve doubled our missile stockpile since the last supply
convoy from Draconus.”
“Good idea!” Draco exclaimed excitedly. We’ll pass that
along to the other groups as soon as we can.”
We’ve already done that.” Jason said. “In our regular message
traffic to the other star systems we hold.”
“Good, good.” Draco replied. “How about the other jump
points in the Tau Ceti system?”
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“So far we’ve plotted another seven jump points in and out of
the system.” Jason answered. “Every time we find one, we leave an
armed, two man picket ship on guard.”
Changing the subject, Jason said. “If I can get it, I was going
to take a special load of food back with me for leaving them in such
cramped quarters for so long.” Returning to his original topic, he
continued. “So far we haven’t had time to begun searching for jump
points from those stars to the Centauri system, but we have started
defensive mine laying.”
“No problem with the food part. We’ve got plenty of frozen
meat and canned vegetables.” Draco said then returned to his original
question. “That includes Procyon and Sirius jump points, doesn’t it?”
“Yes.” Jason answered. “And Epsilon Eridani and Epsilon
Indi too. We know all four of those have jump points to Centauri, so
we’ve started defensive bases on both sides of each star tunnel. The
baylor haven’t paid us any obvious attention. They seem to be totally
absorbed in their own defensive preparations.”
“Yes, they have been.” Draco chuckled as he replied. “They
were so involved with protecting the nest that they lost their chance to
send for help through any of the nearer jump points. Their best chance
is gone and now we have them sealed in. They have a few options, but
the time involved is all to our favor.”
“OK, Jason, here’s what I want you to do.” Draco continued.
“I have replacements for the crew you reassigned to the picket ships.
Tomorrow morning I want you to head back to Tau Ceti with a few
reinforcing ships. Set them up at whatever jump points you decide are
best then I want you to explore Armstrong more thoroughly. I’ll
include a biomass transport ship so you can bring back enough samples
to start the new habitat.” He gestured at the wall hologram.
Jason rose from his seat as Draco stood up in the signal that
the meeting was over. Draco extended his hand and said as they shook
in farewell. “Good luck. If you have any special requests for supplies
or personnel, take them up with Storm. He’ll get you everything you
need.”
Jason thanked Draco and turned to the elevator. The doors
closed and he tapped the code for the North Pole habitat ring on the
panel. The individually powered car began to move as it transported
him to his destination.
*
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Richard Reeves was dead.
At least his body was.
His mind still lived.
He wondered at times if it was really him or just an electronic
duplicate. It didn’t really matter most of the time. Only when he
imagined an itch that he couldn’t figure how to scratch.
He found it hard to believe when Draco had recruited him off
the streets of Cleveland that he no longer had to live on the streets. It
didn’t matter when Draco had offered him what he called a Life
Preservation Implant. Richard wasn’t even sure at the time that he even
knew what Draco was talking about. All he was sure of was that he no
longer slept on the streets and had a job that made him feel proud of
himself again.
He found out for sure what an LPI actually was when he went
on the mission to the comet the baylor were targeting at the Earth. His
body had been cut in half by the shrapnel of his own tiny life pod’s
destruction. His mind had clouded as the pain washed over him and
just as the blackness had begun to fall he’d found himself lying on a
warm beach. The beach was a virtual reality program that had occupied
him with isolated pleasure and relaxation until his rescuers had
retrieved the two parts of his body.
That was when he found out for sure that a Life Preservation
Implant was just what its name implied. He had endured many drug
trips on the streets of Cleveland before becoming a Dragon Warrior
and had just rolled with the flow when he found himself on the virtual
reality beach. The shock of his body being cut in half had brought on
what he’d at first imagined to be yet another of his many drug induced,
nightmare hallucinations.
He’d waited patiently on the beach, glad that for once his
dreams were pleasant and not the nightmares he was used to. When
Draco had come into his dream to tell him that he would be given a
new body and life, he’d pleasantly agreed that he was ready.
As Draco had walked away, he had gone to sleep on the beach
and awakened in a bed that was at the back of an elaborate control
room. He had risen and looked for a bathroom for his regular morning
toilet but could not find a way out of the control room. He had looked
for a while until he realized he did not need the facilities.
Richard eventually quit looking for a way out of the control
room where he had awakened and sitting down at the console, began to
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explore the functions for his controls. The design was similar to those
in the VR pod in which he’d learned to fly the tiny space fighter
control pod. The one in which he’d died.
He’d strapped himself into the seat and turned the console’s
power on.
That was a few months ago. Since then he’d gotten used to the
restrictions of his tiny control room. The control room was itself a form
of virtual reality pod created by the program in his LPI.
When he sat in the seat at the console, he was able to monitor
the functions of a macrobot tunneling mech and a subterranean tunnel
that was ten kilometers wide, over thirty kilometers long, and growing
in length by a meter every three minutes.
With constant practice, he soon became an expert at assuming
the form of nanomass based animals and running four legged or
monitoring the life support functions of the habitat through less
familiar remotes. In the few weeks he’d been in his control room, he’d
realized that it was not a drug dream and that his body really was dead.
He wasn’t reliving some drug-induced hallucination. He really
was in control of a kilometers long habitat tunnel inside a thousandkilometer diameter planetoid entering the Oort cloud of the Sol system.
And not only that, but his duty station as habitat controller of the tunnel
designated T-2 would last until a new biologic body could be cloned
and grown to maturity.
The cloning was started immediately after his death, but he
would not be able to have his mind transplanted into the new body until
it neared maturity. A minimum of fifteen years was the price of a new
life, in the service of Draco Moon as a Dragon Warrior fallen in battle.
For fifteen years until his new body matured, Richard Reeves would
serve as controlling Ranger for this habitat tunnel.
It was certainly a small price to pay for a new life and a fresh
body. A price he was more than happy to pay. He worked hard at
learning how to control more than one function of his habitat tunnel at
one time.
He soon became proficient at not only monitoring and
controlling the life support functions of the habitat tunnel itself, but
also the many remote, nanomass mechanoids that served as surrogate
parents to many of the transplanted animals needed to create a cohesive
biosphere.
The tunneling macrobot was easier to monitor as most of its
functions were automatic. Richard was able to direct most of his
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monitoring attention to the growing biosphere within T-2, returning to
the macrobot tunneler only to ensure the tunneler’s projected path was
still being followed.
While he was directing a landscaping mech within his habitat
biosphere he received an internal communications call. [This is Richard
Reeves. Who is calling?]
[Hi Richard. This is Draco Moon.]
[Oh. Hello Mr. Moon. I’m sorry it took me so long to adjust to
my situation.]
[That’s OK Richard. It didn’t really take you that long. There
are several other veterans of the comet expedition who are still trying
to cope with the death of their bodies. In fact, you are one of the bestadjusted casualties of that battle.] Draco replied.
[How is that sir?] Richard asked.
[Of the forty-one survivors of our battles to date, only five
have advanced enough to be entrusted with active control access codes.
Four of them currently work together to control the building of the
lower north crater habitat while you control T-2 by yourself. Twenty
others monitor but do not control individual macrobots on the surface
landscaping project and there are still sixteen who have yet to come to
grips with their deaths.] Draco continued on the inter-comm frequency
of Richard’s control panel. [We have people working with them and
we have confidence that they will recover with time.]
[If there is anything I can do to help them, just let me know.]
Said Richard.
[Thank you for offering. I’ll let you know if we need you.]
Draco replied. [How is your new job coming along?]
[The habitat is growing steadily but I don’t have enough plant
and animal specimens to properly stock more than the first ten
kilometers. Is there a way that the smaller, bottom-of-the-food-chain
specimen supplies can be increased? Without that foundation, the
chances of a successful outcome to our efforts is lessened.]
[I’m sorry, but not at this time Richard.” Draco answered.
[We are approaching a point where we have too many irons in the fire
at one time as it is. We have to weigh the importance of each project
and try to figure out if we’re putting the right amount of effort into
each.]
[There’s a real good chance that the baylor now know that we
have nanotechnology and we know what they did to the only other
world that they came across with that tech level.] Draco continued. [If
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we lose the battle to defend our home planet, they will destroy the
Earth and this ark planetoid will be the only remaining examples of life
from our world. So we must stock the habitats of Draconus with all the
Earth specimens as possible under the restrictions that we have to deal
with.]
[But we must also do all we can to ensure that the destruction
of the Earth by the baylor does not happen. To do this we must defend
our home world to the best of our abilities by establishing a defensive
position as far away from the Sol system as possible.]
[The question is, which one do we spend more time on? The
ark in case we lose? Or the defense so we can win?] Draco gave a sigh.
[I apologize for my rambling Richard. Back to your question. Your job
at the moment is to run this particular habitat and you have a large
volume of currently empty space.]
[I have been able to free several people and ships from other
duties and have been able to obtain nearly a half cubic kilometer of
biomass from Earth.] Draco said. [The ships have begun to dock
already and by the end of the day, the contents of those ships should
begin to be delivered to you and Gwen in T-1.]
[I’m sorry, but the contents of the ships are from different
parts of the planet and very different weather conditions.] Draco added.
[You will have to do your best to integrate each of the plant and animal
species within the constraints of the habitat space that you control.]
[I will do the best that I can Draco.] Richard replied to Draco
through the link with his V.R. pod. [If you will transfer the information
on the contents of the specimen ships to me, I can begin making plans
to integrate them into the habitat space that I have. I would like to
remind you that any successful habitat must begin with enough plant
species to give any animal life sufficient food resources to thrive
without destroying their habitat.]
[Yes Richard.] Draco replied. [I am sorry that I did not fully
accept that fact at first and sent too many animals and not enough
plants before. I have learned from my initial mistake and most of the
ships in transit at this time are stocked with nothing more than plants
and seed stock. The last two of the specimen ships are stocked with
womb mechs with egg and sperm samples. You can combine the eggs
and sperm at a later date when you have enough plants established to
support them.]
[I will add them to the genetic stock that I salvaged from the
losses of our first attempt at stocking this habitat.] Richard said. [I
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currently have enough genetic material to successfully establish a
viable habitat, but I must insist that a proper level by level sequence of
biometric integration be maintained to ensure the success of the
habitat.]
[I will leave the details of the project to you, Richard.] Draco
said. [I’ve been told that I have a habit of trying to take control of too
many things at once. It’s hard not to, but I guess I have to learn to let
others do their job without sticking my nose into things.] Draco sighed.
[I promise you that the T-2 habitat is yours. You have my word that
only you have control of what happens within its boundaries until your
new body reaches its fifteen-year maturity.]
[I thank you for that assurance Draco. With that in mind I
must remind you that mature specimens are not the best supplies. The
tech level that your cyberneural implant makes capable is more than
sufficient to store the genetic makeup of any plant or animal specimen
that you can catalogue. With these womb mechs in storage, I could
then take the proper time to integrate those genetic samples into a
working habitat.]
[I understand Richard.] Draco replied. [I’ll do my best to stay
out of your way while you do your job. Tell me what you need and I’ll
try to meet your requirements. I want you to know that in a worst case
scenario, the salvation of Earth’s ecology may possibly rest within
these habitat tunnels and I don’t want to interfere with your efforts.]
*

*

*

Robert Scott tightened the connection one last turn and the
wrench slipped off. “Damn!” He yelled as he banged his knuckles on
the housing.
“Don’t over tighten those fittings Robert.” His sister Loni said
from the other side of the cylindrical housing to their home built
gravity wave detector.
“Yea. Yea.” Robert grumbled as he rubbed his knuckles.
“I’m serious Robert. If you tighten the fittings too much, you
could break one of the pins. Just one broken pin and nothing works.
We’ll have to check each fitting and each pin before we can be sure it’s
the machinery and not our calculations.”
“Sorry sis. You’re right of course. I’ll take this line loose and
check it before I reconnect it.” He had no problem with computers and
the math that he worked with every day, but since he and Loni had left
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the research group after funding had been cut, they’d had to build their
own testing machinery. His dislike of what he thought of as grunt work
had always caused him to take his frustrations out on the machinery.
More than once he’d ruined their tests by his actions but Loni never
lost patience with him.
He removed the connecting cable and began testing each pin.
The last pin was loose and gave an intermittent reading on his testing
equipment. He sighed once then removed the loose pin and installed a
new one, being very careful not to over tighten the pin or the cable
when he reattached it. After connecting the cable, he looked at his
schematics and went to the next cable connection on the checklist.
He worked his way through his list as Loni did the same on
her own checklist with the cables connected to the power generator.
When he connected the last of the cables on his list he rose and
stretched his tired back. “Whew! I’m glad that’s done! How’re you
coming sis?”
“Almost done. I’m on my last fitting now.” A few moments
later she said. “There! All done. Now let’s see what we’ve got.”
The two of them went to the other end of their basement
laboratory and sat at their respective control consoles. They then
methodically went through the activation checklist. All of their
readings came back positive and they smiled at each other in
anticipation.
Only six months ago they had both been graduate students
who had been part of a well financed team researching the effects of
gravity and gravity waves. Recent funding changes had resulted in their
research team’s numbers being cut and they were just two the five team
members who had found themselves downsized out of a job.
They had grown used to having the best and most expensive
equipment in the employ of a reputable research group, but their
personal financial base had required them to become proficient at
shopping for their own off the shelf and bargain basement supplies. In
their new position as private researchers, they also now did all the
assembly themselves.
On the positive side, because of this increased involvement in
every aspect of their project, they found that they had a better overall
picture of the device they had built.
Luckily, due to their foresight in securing the ownership of
their own contributions to their former employers project, they had
been able to retain enough computer files to continue their work on
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their own. When they had put together all of the computer files they
had, they had found a few files that neither could remember. Loni had
tried to trace the files back to their author but had been unsuccessful.
One of the other downsized researchers had confirmed that he
also had the mystery files in his own records. Loni had then queried the
remaining research team members and was assured that the files she
had were not the personal possession of any of them. As a precaution,
she had taped all of these phone conversations with the permission of
those she talked to.
After ensuring that the files did not belong to someone else,
Loni and Robert had added them to their personal, combined database.
When they had activated the prediction programs, the computer had
pored over the information for nearly thirty-two hours before
completing its task. They had developed the schematics for the
machinery they’d just completed from the results of that program.
Now they were about to test the machinery itself.
Robert gave a thumbs-up signal to Loni and said. “Let’s see
what we’ve got sis.”
She smiled and returned his gesture. “Ready when you are.”
“OK. Here we go.” He replied. He then flipped a single switch
on his console and when the green light above the switch lit up, he
slowly turned a dial next to it.
The machinery began to hum as the power level increased
slowly in response to the turning of the dial. “Coming up on level one.”
Said Robert. “What do your readings say?”
Loni looked at her panel and her forehead creased. “I’m not
sure. We expected to see the coils detect the gravity wave of the
Earth’s mass, but the readings have increased gradually as the power
increased.”
“Isn’t that what they were supposed to do?”
“Yes. But these readings are too low. We should be reading
the Earth’s one gee field but the reading is only at a fraction of one gee.
It’s almost as if the power of the gravity wave itself is increasing and
not just the Earth’s field being detected.”
Robert scratched his head, then said. “Let’s see what happens
as we increase the power level.” He reached out and slowly turned the
dial again, then looked at his sister with the question in his eyes.
“Same result. The gee level readings increase as the power
increases instead of becoming more precise to a further decimal point.
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It’s still not recording anywhere near the full one gee level, though, just
increasing gradually as you increase the power.”
“What level is it recording?” Robert asked.
“It’s only at 1/97th of one gee.” Loni replied.
“Maybe we’re only detecting part of the field cause the power
level is so low.” Robert muttered, but he didn’t sound convinced of his
own suggested idea.
“That’s not what my readings suggest.” Loni said. “The field
itself should still read as one gee. The increase of the power level
should only refine the reading to a closer decimal point.” Her forehead
creased again as she considered her readings. “Let’s increase the power
level again and see what happens.”
Robert reached over to the power dial and gradually turned it
clockwise again. As the power increased the drop-ceiling panel directly
above the coil began to quiver and vibrate, then rose slowly upward.
Robert and Loni looked at each other in disbelief.
Robert rose from his chair and walked over to get a better look
at the panel that now rested against the floor joists above. As he leaned
over the coil to get a better look he started to place his hand on the
edge of the coil.
As it passed above the edge of the coil his hand unexpectedly
rose a few inches. Robert jerked his hand back in surprise and looked
at the coil. As he looked at the coil suspiciously, he extended his hand
again and when it crossed the edge of the coil he felt a steady upward
pressure.
“Loni. Would you go over to my console and increase the
power, please?”
She rose from her chair and did as her brother asked. As the
power increased, she could see his obvious effort to hold his hand
against the unseen force that was pushing upward from the coil.
“What’s going on Robert?” She asked.
“I can feel something pushing on my hand.” He replied.
“Increase the power level some more.”
She did as he suggested and he could no longer hold his hand
level. Then the drop-ceiling framework above him bent out of shape
upward and he jumped back in surprise.
With her jaw hanging open, Loni continued to increase the
power level. The drop-ceiling framework distorted out of shape in a
circle directly above the coil and soon pressed against the floor joists
on the floor above.
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“Throw something above the coil.” Loni suggested.
He took a pen from his pocket and tossed it at the top of the
coil. When the pen passed above the coil, it shot upward and imbedded
itself into the drop-ceiling panel being held against the upper floor.
“Try something heavier.” Loni then suggested.
Robert looked around and chose a thick reference manual that
was lying on a nearby shelf. He tossed the book across the path above
the three-foot wide coil.
The book sailed upward as soon as it crossed the line above
the edge of the coil. It rose about a foot and a half before its impetus
took it to the other side of the invisible cylinder above the coil, where it
immediately dropped to the floor.
“That book weighs at least two pounds.” Robert said. “What’s
the gee level reading?”
Loni went back over to her console and looked at the gauge.
“1/92nd of one gee.” She said.
Robert looked at Loni then turned back to the coil. “The coil
is not detecting the Earth’s gravity waves, it’s creating it’s own wave!”
“How can that be?” Loni asked incredulously.
Robert reverted to his thinking habit of rubbing his chin with
his forefinger and thumb, then said. “I’d be willing to bet it has
something to do with those mystery files.”
“How’s that?” Loni asked.
“Everybody we contacted has the same files, but nobody
knows where they came from. It’s almost like somebody knew what
would happen and put the files in our computers for us to find.” He
looked at Loni and added. “Somebody went to a lot of effort to hide
vital information where it was certain to be found and used. But the
main thing is, why would someone give away this level of
technology?” He gestured at the humming mass of coils. “That thing is
exerting a definite upward pressure and that pressure increases as the
power level increases.”
Robert again put his hand up to his chin and stroked his beard
stubble contemplatively. “I wonder what would happen if we unbolted
the coil from the floor and flipped it over.”
“We wouldn’t have to flip it over, Robert.” Loni said.
“Instead, we could just reverse the polarity of the field.”
“How?”
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She pointed to the two cables connected to the center of the
cylindrical coil housing. “Just reverse those two cables. That should do
it.”
“Let’s do it!” Robert exclaimed. He moved around to his
console and said. “I’m lowering the power level now.”
As he turned the power dial counter clockwise, the drop
ceiling panel and framework dropped back down. The framework
remained distorted but no longer pressed against the joists above. One
of the panels fell unnoticed to the floor.
Robert then flipped the power switch back into the off
position and went around to the toolbox. “You switch the polarity and
I’ll unbolt the coil.” He said.
They set to work and when Loni was finished, she changed
tools and helped Robert with the ring of six-inch bolts that held the coil
to the floor.
Just before they were finished, Robert said. “Do we have any
more of those one foot long bolts, sis?”
“Yea. Why?”
“Maybe we ought to put them in.” He replied.
Loni looked at the base of the coil for a moment, then said. “I
think that might be a good idea.” She went to a bin at the side of the
basement lab and came back with three, foot-long bolts.
After they had installed the three bolts equally around the coil,
they returned to their consoles.
“Ready?” Asked Loni.
“Ready when you are.” Robert replied.
“Let’s see what we’ve got.” She said.
Robert reached to flip the power switch. “Power on.” He said.
“Increasing power level now. Call off the readings as I increase power,
sis.”
“OK. Now at 1/90th of one gee.” She said. Then continued to
list the readings as Robert slowly increased the power level. “1/80th of
one gee. Now 1/70th of a gee.”
The coil began to quiver.
“Now at 1/67th of one gee.” Loni said. “Now 1/65th.”
A squealing noise came from the base of the coil and as
Robert and Loni watched, the coil rose from the floor, scraping the
edges of the boltholes against the bolts as it slowly rose.
Robert stopped increasing power and Loni looked at her
console. “1/63rd of one gee.”
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Robert rose from his seat and kneeled down to gaze at the
base of the coil. “It looks like about an inch above the floor. How much
does the coil weigh?”
Loni turned to her computer keyboard and tapped the keys for
a few moments. “Approximately two thousand seven hundred pounds.”
She said.
Robert returned to his seat. “I’m going to increase the power
level slowly.” He did so as he watched the coil intently. When the coil
had risen another two inches, he asked. “What’s your reading now,
sis?”
“I have just below 1/62nd of one gee.” Came her reply after a
glance at her monitor.
“Let me know when the reading is exactly 1/62nd.” He said,
then increased power very slowly. The coil rose by fractions of an inch
as he increased power.
“Now.” Loni said calmly.
Robert went to the toolbox and pulled out a tape measure. He
went to the coil and measured the distance from the bottom of one of
the bolt flanges and the floor. “Five and 5/32nds of an inch.” He said,
then returned to his own console. “1/62nd of one gee. Hmmm. I’m
going to decrease power. Let me know when we hit 1/63rd gee.”
He slowly lowered the power level until Loni called out.
“Now!”
Returning to his position at the base of the coil, Robert again
measured the distance from the bolt flange to the floor. “One and
3/16ths inch.” He called out.
He returned to his console. “I’m going to shut everything
down now.” He lowered the power level until the coil again rested on
the floor.
Turning to his sister, Robert asked. “We have enough spare
parts to make another coil, don’t we sis?”
“At least one.” Came her answer. “With only a few more
parts, we could make three. What have you got in mind?”
“Let’s put together another two coils and use that portable
generator that dad has out in his barn. We can build a triangular
wooden frame to hold the three coils together and put the generator and
a small gyroscope in the middle. Then let’s see how much weight the
whole thing can lift.”
“I’ve got a better idea.” Loni replied.
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“What’s that?” He asked looking around at her as he headed
for the basement stairs.
“Why don’t I post a timed message to our internet site so that
we have the time documented in case somebody else duplicates our
design and the results. Then I’ll send an encrypted duplicate file of our
design to Tanya and let our little sister handle the legal side.” She
smiled sweetly. “You know, for patent reasons. Then I’ll help you
build a flying platform.”
*

*

*

“I’m tired of these cursed blood packs!” Maakkaavvll yelled
as he threw the untouched pack in the direction of a nearby rock. “I
want some real food!”
Erriimmaannohh sat quietly and sipped from his own blood
pack as his younger brother ranted. When he had drained the blood
pack he spoke. “You waste energy and food by your actions
Maakkaavvll.”
“You call that food?” Came the angry reply. “Reheated animal
blood! I crave the warm, fresh blood of a slave!”
“Our kind survived on animal blood for thousands of years
before the Lost Race introduced us to the pleasures of a steady diet of
sentient prey.” Erriimmaannohh smiled. “Besides, if you and the others
had not drained the late Senator Simpson, we could at least enjoy a
fresh snack on occasion.”
Maakkaavvll’s shoulders slumped as the barb hit home. He
remembered the actions that had caused him to be on the planet Earth
to begin with. His habit of draining slaves that had not pleased him had
been the reason he’d been banished to the human system in the first
place. The end result was that he was now a prisoner instead of
preparing for Honorable battle with the rest of his Family.
In the months before his capture he had almost eliminated his
past tendencies for overreacting to the actions of slaves. Sullenly, he
blamed the stress of capture and defeat at the hands of the Evvlliigg
humans for his relapse to his old habits.
It was not all his fault, though, as the unlucky Senator
Simpson had become the focus of the vengeful anger of several of the
baylorian prisoners. The fat human had not lasted for more than a day
and a half after being placed within the confines of the prison.
Maakkaavvll had only shared in the feast.
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Erriimmaannohh put his hand on his brother’s shoulder. “Do
not despair brother. We will do what we have to survive. If we must
live off reheated blood in plastic packets, we will. If we have to remain
in this prison for the rest of our lives, we will do so with Honor to our
fellow prisoners and our Families.”
“How can we have Honor as prisoners?” Asked Maakkaavvll.
“We retain Honor as long as we do nothing dishonorable.”
Came the reply.
“Isn’t enduring this prison without attempting to escape,
dishonorable?”
“There is no Honor in attempting escape without enough
information to make the attempt worth while.” Erriimmaannohh
answered. “Futile escape attempts prove nothing. When we escape.” He
stressed the first word. “It will be because we have planned properly,
not because we have acted impulsively.”
“I have allowed you enough time to regain your self control. It
is apparent that you do not seem capable of making that adjustment
without my intervention.” Erriimmaannohh pointed to where the blood
packet lay. “Pick up your meal packet and drink every drop. I want you
to be strong enough to be of some use to me when it is time to move.”
With head hung shamefully, Maakkaavvll did as he was told.
When he was finished, he put the empty packet in the disposal chute
then turned to his brother who was watching the rest of their fellow
prisoners.
“Have you or any of the others inspected our prison?”
Erriimmaannohh asked when he noticed Maakkaavvll.
“Some.” Maakkaavvll said with an indifferent shrug.
“The days are the same length as that on Earth. We have been
here for five, sixes of sixes and three days or one hundred eighty nine
days in the human language.” Erriimmaannohh said.
“That long?”
“Yes. That long. How big is our prison?” He asked his
younger brother.
“How big?” Maakkaavvll looked confused.
“Yes. A simple question. How big is our prison? It is a domecovered circle, but how wide is it? How many paces?”
Maakkaavvll looked around as if for the first time. “I do not
know.” He admitted.
“You have been here for one hundred eighty nine days with
nothing to do and do not even know the size of your prison?”
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Erriimmaannohh’s scorn was evident. “How can you claim the Honor
of the Kiilliimmeedd Family and not be prepared to lead an escape?”
Maakkaavvll hung his head. “I have shamed our Family by
letting my defeat weaken me.” He tilted his head to the side to expose
his jugular vein. “I offer my blood as atonement.”
“I will demand no sacrifice from you at this time my brother,
but I give you only this one warning. Do not fail me again. You will act
like a son of the Kiilliimmeedd Family or you will be food. Is that
clear?”
Maakkaavvll rose to his full height and looked his brother in
the eyes. “I give you my word of Honor, brother. I will no longer act
like a defeated grasseater. I pledge my life to the task of escaping our
prison and giving Honor to our Family.”
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* SIX *
Melissa Lynx concentrated her thoughts and tried again to
contact her mother in the next room. {Eight, three, green, six.} Was the
telepathic message she sent.
In the other room, her mother wrote, eight, tree, green, six.
Reba Gilbert looked over her shoulder, then left the room to relay the
results to John Lynx who showed her the correct message. “Getting
better.” Said Reba. “Tree instead of three is almost right. This is the
closest they’ve come yet.”
“Lisa still doesn’t quite believe in mental telepathy, you
know.” John said.
“Maybe that’s why it’s taking so long for her.” Reba replied.
“Draco says that Sy’Byt told him that that is one of the main reasons
that humans hadn’t harnessed their mental powers centuries ago.”
“He speculates that there is some racial memory lost in our
distant history that made us fear those who showed any PSIonic
abilities. Possibly at a time long before the first pyramid was built over
ten thousand years ago. Those who weren’t killed for showing any
abilities hid them in self defense until now the simple idea is scoffed at.
Draco says that Sy’Byt told him that humans show more natural
abilities than all the other races he’s come across put together. We
would all probably have PSIonic powers if not for whatever scared our
ancestors.”
At this point, Lisa stuck her head in the door and said. “I
thought you got lost. What’s taking so long?”
“Sorry hon.” John said. “You got ‘em all right except for the
second one. You wrote tree and it was supposed to be three.”
“That’s not so bad.” Lisa smiled as she spoke. “You know, it
really does seem like I can hear Melissa, but it seems so fantastic and
ridiculous to think anyone can talk through walls with their minds.
Like something on TV or in a movie.”
“Maybe that’s why you’re taking so much longer than the
parents of the rest of the Missing Lynx.” Reba repeated what she’d said
to John.
“That’s another thing Reba.” Lisa said with a scowl. “I don’t
like it when people call them that. It’s like they’re some kind of
aberration or something. My daughter is not a freak!”
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“Honey, nobody thinks she’s a freak. Or any of the other kids
either.” John said as he put his arms on his wife’s shoulders. “Just the
opposite. They’re very special kids. They have abilities that few others
have and they use those abilities responsibly. Don’t forget that it was
them who saved Alex Randall when nobody else even had a clue where
he was or what he was going through.”
“Besides Mrs. Lynx.” Added Reba with her customary
enthusiasm. “They like to be called Missing Lynx. It’s a special name
for them and they all look to Melissa as their leader. They’re proud to
be Missing Lynx!”
Lisa looked through the open door at her daughter who had
remained silent in her chair while listening quietly to the adults. Lisa’s
eyes went to her daughter’s headband with it’s blue crystal and the
necklace with it’s white crystal. She smiled at Melissa and said. “OK.
OK. I give up. Maybe if I had one of those spell crystals that the kids
all have, I could do better.”
“That’s a good idea hon.” John said then turned to Melissa.
“What do you think, can your mom join the Missing Lynx?”
“No. You can’t be a Missing Lynx. That’s only for kids. But
I’ll ask Fullbright if his mom can get you a spell crystal.” Melissa said
excitedly. “That should help you mind talk!”
Melissa then pressed the blue crystal in her headband to her
head and pathed the message to Fullbright Moon. {Fullbright. Where
are you?}
{Mom and I are having supper, Melissa. What’s up?}
{My mom wants to know if she can have a spell crystal, so
she can learn to mind talk better. Can you ask your mom to make one
for her?}
{Just a sec, while I ask.} Fullbright pathed back. A few
moments later he added. {She says sure! She also says she’s surprised
none of the rest of the Missing Lynx’s parents have asked for them
sooner. I told her that everybody still thinks they’re just kid toys. Oh,
and she says to tell your parents that she was about to call you and ask
you to come over here for a meeting. She’s going to call all the other
parents too, as soon as we finish eating.}
Melissa relayed the message and pathed back the answer.
{Dad says we’ll be there in about a half hour. Reba’s here and she says
she’ll be there too. Dad wants to know if you want us to call
anybody?}
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A moment later Fullbright replied. {Mom says yea. You call
the twins, Samantha, and Billy. We’ll call the others.}
{OK. See you soon.} Melissa then relayed her conversation
with Fullbright to the adults in the room.
“Can I ride with you Reba?” Melissa asked.
Reba looked at Melissa’s parents before answering, then said
yes after they nodded their assent.
It took a little more than a half-hour before all of the Missing
Lynx and their parents were assembled at Harvest Moon’s house.
Harvest sent the children to the back yard to play while she
met with the adults in the living room. The room was fairly crowded
with the fifteen adults, but still not too crowded to not be comfortable.
“Is everybody comfortable?” Harvest asked. “Anyone want a
drink or something to eat? No? OK, let’s get started.”
“I got a call from the internet monitor at the Wyoming base
earlier today. You all know that we’ve been feeding advanced
technology into the data bases of as many research groups as we can.
One of those research groups has come through in a big way.”
“You’ll probably hear it on the news in the next few days.”
Harvest continued. “A couple of researchers in Ohio have built a
gravity wave coil.”
“We’ve talked about this before, so all of you know what this
means. With gravity wave coils, it won’t be long before the space
between Earth and the moon is going to get crowded.” She went on.
“Until there’s enough space traffic to get lost in, we’re going to have to
cut back on our own ships.”
“That brings us to a subject that has come up before.” Harvest
put her hands together as she looked them in the eyes. “We’ve asked
you all before if any of you wanted to be Dragon Warriors, but we
haven’t pressed you for an answer.” Harvest looked around the room
before continuing. “Now it’s time to decide.”
“This has been coming for a few months, so you’ve had plenty
of time to think about it. If you decide to become Dragon Warriors,
some of you will be moved. Because of the kids, all of you will have
the option to stay here in Georgetown if you wish.”
“What about the children?” Asked Robyn Sampson. “If any of
us don’t want to be in your space army, what happens to them?”
Harvest knew where this was going but asked anyway. “What
do you mean Robyn?”
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“You know what I mean.” Robyn said as she clutched at the
cross hanging from her neck. “You people recruited our children
several months before you even came to us. If we don’t want to join
you what are you going to do?”
“Yea.” Asked the twins’ dad, Martin Thomas. “What if we
decide not only to not join your army, but also don’t want you to have
anything to do with our kids any more either. I’m not too happy about
you people keeping us in the dark so long either.”
“That’s not entirely true, Martin.” Said Joseph Mobeus. “My
son Ricky has told me everything from the beginning, even though I
didn’t believe him at first. And Reba has made it a point to tell us all
she could ever since Blue recruited her. I know that more than one of
you joked about her going senile or just going along with the kid’s
games. Reba and our kids have been telling us everything from day
one.”
“OK, so we didn’t believe them at first.” Said Robyn waving
her hands as if those facts were irrelevant. “That doesn’t answer my
question. What happens if we don’t want to join?”
“And what about our children if we don’t join?” Added
Martin.
“Wait a minute, Martin.” Said Melinda Thomas. “We’ve
already talked about this and I told you I was joining no matter what
you decide.”
“What about the twins?” He shot back angrily. “They’re my
kids too!”
“You’ve left us twice before and we’re still officially
separated even though you’ve moved back in. There’s no doubt that the
judge will give me custody.” Came her angry reply.
“Not if I tell the judge you want to take them off planet!”
Martin shot back.
Harvest had let the conversation run it’s course up to now, but
felt it was time to step in before things got out of hand and someone
made a decision they might regret later. “I’ve already talked with
Draco about all this. He assures me that anyone is free to not join us
and there will be no hard feelings. Also, if you don’t join us, we
guarantee that we will not go against your wishes where your children
are concerned.”
“As for Martin’s concerns.” Harvest continued. “I hope
nobody plans to use the courts, but we will honor any decision any
court makes. I’m sorry Melinda, but if Martin leaves you and gets an
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injunction against your moving out of the area, or gets custody of the
children, we will abide by that decision.”
At Martin’s smug look, Harvest continued. “Of course,
Martin, if you don’t join us, I will reclaim any spell crystals that your
children have been given. If you go so far as to get custody of your
children, it will be up to you to keep them away from the rest of the
Missing Lynx if that is your intention.” She did not add that in that
case, those children would be approached again when they reached
eighteen years of age. She also didn’t say that if any of them chose not
to join Draco’s Dragon Warriors, their memories of the group would be
erased.
“What if we do join? What will be our responsibilities and
what will happen to our children?” Asked Lisa Lynx.
“First off, your children will be able to go with you almost
anywhere you are assigned, whether you stay here in Georgetown or go
to the Wyoming or Everglades bases.” Harvest answered.
“Now, if you are sent to Draconus, the children will be able to
go with you but they may not be able to accompany you on some offbase assignments.”
“Such as?” Asked Joe Mobeus.
“Most of the exploratory ships, like the ones going to Gagarin,
are large enough and safe enough to take your children with you, but
they can’t go on any mission in the Centauri war zone.”
“What are the chances that we’ll be sent there?” Asked Joe.
“The war zone is solely voluntary at this time but as the
blockade effort increases, that voluntary manning of blockade stations
will be eliminated. When we begin the actual assault on the wolfen
homeworld and their colony world, most of the blockade stations will
be manned by Dragon Warriors.”
“If you enlist as a Dragon Warrior, you will first be given an
LPI, then you will begin a several week training period here in
Georgetown.”
“What’s this LPI thing?” Asked Martin Thomas.
“An LPI is a life preservation implant.” Replied Harvest. “It’s
a considerably less sophisticated implant than the one I have.”
“Like mine.” Interjected Reba. “It contains passive medical
augmentation to keep you fit and trim.” She did a little dance that
would have hurt several months earlier.
“It is nanotech based.” Harvest answered. “That means that it
has cell sized robots that we call nanobots. These nanobots perform
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rudimentary body maintenance and repairs. Mainly cleansing of the
circulatory system and as a backup to the immune system, with some
minor repair of bodily injuries.”
“The cleaning of the your veins and arteries can, in itself, add
decades to your life span.” Harvest said. “In addition, the immune
system boost can protect the host from the worst effects of most
illnesses and minor injuries.”
“How can it do that?” Asked Billy Mitchel’s father. His wife
had divorced him soon after Billy joined the Missing Lynx, and he was
the only single parent in the group besides Harvest.
“The nanobots of the LPI will target viruses and infection sites
that overwhelm the body’s natural defenses. It will also make minor
internal repairs to some injuries like cuts and cellular shock. It does this
by isolating the damaged area to prevent body fluid loss or the spread
of the internal damage, then stimulating the body’s natural repair
functions.
“But that isn’t the main function of the LPI.” Harvest
continued her explanation. “The implant locates the brain cells that
contain the host’s actual life memories. These individual cells are
collected and transferred within the interior of the implant, where they
are protected against the destruction of the rest of the body.”
“As new memories are experienced, these newly imprinted
cells are also collected. LPI hosts have found that their memories are
more accessible than before they were implanted because the implant
gives it’s host a photographic memory. If the body is damaged beyond
the ability of the implant to maintain basic body functions, the implant
can still protect the mind of the host from true death.”
“What happens if your body is killed?” Asked John Lynx.
“The LPI provides the host with a virtual reality diversion to
keep the host’s mind from suffering from sensory deprivation until the
implant can be retrieved.” Harvest answered. “When the implant is
retrieved, it is installed in a mechanoid control station while a new
body is cloned.”
“You clone a new body? What about the clone’s mind? Do
you kill the clone just to provide a new body for someone else?”
Martin said with a look of horror on his face.
“No, no! Not at all!” Harvest assured him. “The genetic
expertise that we inherited from Sy’Byt when he gave Draco the first
cyberneural implant allows us to clone human bodies with the brain
disconnected.”
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“The way this is done is that the clone is monitored from the
moment of conception. The monitor intervenes at every initial step in
the growing process of the clone to disrupt the development of the
clone’s mind. Unlike unaltered clones, when this is done the body
seems to die so the monitor activates life support systems that keep the
clone body alive.”
“What if the mental short circuiting doesn’t work?” Asked
Robyn.
“Then we care for the clone and treat it like the person it is.
The fetus is given the best medical attention possible and when the
baby is born, he or she is adopted. That has only happened two times
so far. Both of those children have already been adopted by the living
relatives of the clone. And we don’t have to worry about a lot of
duplicate people running around cause it doesn’t work that way.”
“How do you mean?” Lisa Lynx asked.
“No matter how close a clone is to its parent, the variables of
growth determine the final shape of the body. Fingerprints and retinal
prints are never the same for a clone just as they are different in any
natural clone, or what you know of as an identical twin.” Harvest
explained. “But, to get back to the subject, the dragon warrior’s clone
is kept in the womb mech about fifteen years before the LPI is
implanted in the new body.”
“What does the disembodied host do all this time?” Asked
Melinda.
“The LPI is implanted in a control station for the fifteen years
till the cloned body is mature. These control stations are how we run
the habitat tunnels inside Draconus or the tunnel mechs themselves.”
Reba answered. “Others have been installed inside some of the larger
starships and act as the ship’s Captain and control the mechanoids that
are that ship’s crew.”
“The LPI host assumes control of the mechanoids within his
or her duty station in a manner similar to the virtual reality training
pods that all of you have had some experience with in the back room of
my house.” Harvest explained.
“If the duty station is in one of Draconus’ habitat tunnels, the
LPI host has access to mechs that act as the parent of the Earth
orphaned or womb mech born animals of the habitat. Or he or she can
remotely operate repair mechs that are used to maintain the interior
landscaping or the working functions of the habitat itself.”
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“If the LPI host is installed within a starship, then he or she
operates the ship’s mechs to maintain the ship’s functions the same
way a crew would.” Harvest continued. “The LPI based Captain of an
exploration ship can operate remote mechs that can be used to collect
biologic specimens from another world to help stock the habitat tunnels
within Draconus.”
“If we do agree to enlist as Dragon Warriors, how long is our
enlistment?” Asked Melinda.
“The initial enlistment is for a minimum of five years. If you
decide to quit after that period you may do so but the implant will be
removed. You will gain the benefits of the implant’s initial circulatory
system cleaning but will lose the immune system boost and life
preservation in case of death.”
“If at any time in that first five years your birth body is killed,
then you will be required a fifteen year service to pay for the cloning of
your new body. If your body is not damaged beyond repair, you may
remain enlisted as long as you like.” Harvest explained. “Between five
and ten years, the LPI will not be removed, but more than ten years of
service will gain additional implant augmentation.”
“In addition to a bimonthly wage, a twenty year extended
enlistment can earn a Dragon Warrior a ship of his or her own as well
as several spell crystals and some nanomass.” Harvest added. “The
length of duty will determine the ship size or nanomass volume. The
best benefit of this extended Dragon Warrior service is that an LPI host
can rescue his or her own implant and return to Draconus for a newly
cloned body. Of course the owner of an LPI operated ship could pay
for the clone through private means instead of additional enlisted
service.”
“Remember people. The life preservation implant is not going
to take over your soul or make you some kind of zombie.” Harvest
said. “This is not like TV or the movies. Just because it’s new to you
and seems fantastic or too good to be true doesn’t automatically mean
it’s dangerous in an evil way.”
“We’ve lost seventeen Dragon Warriors and two cyberhumans
so far. People who are dead forever. Nineteen people who gave their
lives to keep our planet free from enslavement by the baylor. But there
are also forty-one Dragon Warriors whose lives have been saved by
their implants. That’s forty-one people who will have another whole
life to live after their clones reach maturity.” Harvest looked around the
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room at the gathered parents of the Missing Lynx. “And because of
their efforts and sacrifices, humanity and the planet Earth is free.”
“Now, to get back the main topic.” Harvest said. “Because of
the invention of the gravity wave coil, it won’t be long before the space
between Earth and the moon will be pretty crowded. When that
happens, it will be almost impossible for us to approach from farther
out without being seen, even at full stealth.”
“You’ve all known this was coming for a few weeks now, so
its no surprise. Even so, I’m not going to press you for an immediate
decision. But remember, because of the openness of the knowledge of
the invention, its capabilities and low production cost will result in a
rush by manufacturers to build gravity wave coils.” She continued.
“Still, we will have a short time to prepare. I’m going to give
you all two weeks to decide on whether or not you want to enlist as a
Dragon Warrior.” Harvest said. “Remember though, the sooner you
enlist, the more time we will have to plan where you want to go.”
“You are all welcome to stay here as long as you like to ask
any more questions and talk it over with each other.” Harvest
continued. “I already have the LPI’s in stock, but I don’t want to
implant any of them before tomorrow for any of you who have already
decided to enlist.”
“Are there any other questions?” When no one spoke up,
Harvest looked around the room. “There are snacks and drinks in the
dining room for anyone who wants them.” She said as she headed for
the door. “I’m going to go out on the front porch. Talk among
yourselves for a while, then let me know what you decide.”
*

*

*

Ariel Gregg rose from behind her desk as her visitors entered
her office. “Sharon! Forrest! Welcome, welcome! How was your trip?”
“Slow and uneventful.” Sharon told her sister with a smile.
“Just like a milk run should be.”
“I got a good look at your Lewis and Clark on the monitor as
you came in.” Ariel said as she gestured to the seats to the side of the
office. “Sure is a big egg.”
“A half kilometer tall.” Said Forrest. “We just call her Elsie.”
“She’s planet landing capable, too.” Added Sharon.
“That must take up a lot of internal space to brace the
structure enough to withstand takeoff and landing.” Said Ariel.
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“Not as much as you’d think.” Forrest replied. “Those
nanobot assembly vats that Storm and Velvet have adopted are really
something. With an internal structure that is relatively seam free, all the
bulkheads and decks are more of a part of Elsie’s strength than an
assembled ship half her size. With nanobot construction at the atomic
level and the strength of alloys the rest of Earth doesn’t even imagine
as yet, Elsie doesn’t mass as much as a steel ship half her size.”
“It helps that both of us can monitor the maintenance
nanobots.” Sharon whispered mock conspiratorially, then louder.
“That’s not really much of a problem though. Most of the ship is set up
for manual operation and maintenance since we do have a couple
hundred crew.” She shrugged. “ If anything major happens, we have a
few hundred cubic meters of inert nanomass.”
“We also have enough resources to make several remote
mechs in human form in case of a situation that puts the crew at too
great a risk. Those mechs double as mobile rescue suits.” Forrest said,
then smiled and added. “We brought you a present.”
“What? Tell me! Tell me!” Ariel laughed excitedly.
“We brought an entire grove of fruit trees in individually
enclosed growing habitats.” Said Forrest. “Each one has thirty cubic
meters of enriched top soil for a growing base and a thousand gallon
internal water tank. Each unit also has its own photonic and automatic
climate controls so you won’t have to spend a lot of time personally
monitoring them.”
“Will one thousand gallons be enough?” Asked Ariel.
“Each unit is totally sealed so all the water is retrieved and
recycled. We’ve also got four thousand cubic meters of ice in our cargo
holds so I don’t think you’re going to run short of water for a while.”
Added Forrest.
“Anything else?” Asked Ariel not bothering to tell him that
her scouts had found water sources in the nearest asteroids.
“Just the normal load of blockade mines, message drones, and
metal ingots. Frozen meat and fish. Canned and dried foods.” Sharon
recited the list from memory. “Five jump capable remote fighter
control pods with four remote fighters for each. A Dragon Warrior
pilot for each of the control pods. Five duty rotation replacement crew
members.” She looked at Forrest and smiled.
“And one hundred cubic meters of nanomass.” He added with
his own smile.
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Ariel’s face showed her confusion. “What do I need a hundred
cubic meters of nanomass for?” She asked.
“Actually, it’s for your AI program as an early liberation gift.”
Sharon said with a smile. “But anyway, since this is the most direct
path from the Centauri system to the Baylorian Empire, Draco wants
you to send a ship through to the other side of your jump point. From
there, he wants you to find a fair sized asteroid and move it to the next
jump point on the path to the Empire and start another blockade base.”
“Rhiannon says to tell Draco thank you.” Ariel relayed her
implant’s AI’s message, then asked. “When does he want us to start?”
“As soon as you feel you’re ready.” Sharon replied with a
shrug. “It’s totally you and your AI’s call.”
“How about immediately after the next baylorian ship comes
through?” Ariel asked.
“That sounds good.” Forrest replied. “Do you have an
estimate on when that might be?”
Ariel looked at her bare wrist as if she were looking at a watch
and said with a half smile. “In about eighteen hours. Early yesterday
we got a laser-comm report of a ship heading for the jump point.”
“This is, what, the third ship since we blockaded the jump
point?” Asked Sharon.
“Yes. The other two were the regular, wealthy hunting tours
that were on their way to Grrlar for big game and slave trophies.” Ariel
answered. “But this one may be different. The laser-comm message
that the picket ship received identifies this ship as bigger. It isn’t as big
as most of the Renegade Family’s ships we’ve faced so far but it does
show a definite military style sensor return.”
“Our cyberneural files list it as possibly a large destroyer class
or small battleship. The picket ship’s pilot couldn’t get close enough to
make a more positive reading for fear of being detected himself.” Ariel
said with a furrowed brow. “There’s no way of knowing if it’s on a
previously scheduled stop, an R&R visit, or checking up on why no
ships have returned from the Centauri system since we started the
blockade. All we know at this time is that it is a military ship. Since the
ship is well within sensor range of the jump point, if we want to
maintain our presence undetected we won’t be able to get any more
information until it makes its jump.”
“I sent a message drone to Draco with the information, but I
wanted to tell you two in person so I didn’t include it in the laser-comm
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traffic we’ve been exchanging while you were in route here.” Ariel
added.
“May I make a suggestion?” Asked Forrest leaning forward in
his seat.
“Be my guest.” Replied Ariel with hands-wide gesture.
“Draco told me that Sharon and I were to stay here as long as
we felt was necessary to support the next phase of blockade expansion.
Why don’t you assemble the ships you need to jump into the next
system and wait in the jump point.”
“As soon as the baylorian ship makes its jump, we’ll jump out
and block the other side in case he’s fast enough to jump back when he
sees the blockade strength. While we block the other side of the jump
point, the rest of your ships can head for the next jump point toward
the Empire.” Forrest smiled. “We’ll watch your back while you secure
the next jump point in line.
“Your presence in the jump point will delay our attack on the
baylorian ship so that your ships are not targeted by mistake.” Ariel
pointed out.
“That would be true under a normal automatic defensive
posture, but since we’re capturing every baylorian ship we engage at
this point anyway, the missiles have to be more precisely targeted and a
lot less powerful.” Forrest answered. “But if the captain of the
baylorian ship is expecting to defend himself, his return jump will
already be programmed and his power capacitors will already be
charged. That is, if he doesn’t send a sensor drone through the stargate
first.”
“If that happens it will take you a while to mount a chase.”
Forrest added. “If we are already prepared to jump and he escapes your
ambush, we’ll already be in position to engage him on the other side of
the jump point. If he’s not expecting any trouble we’ll still be ready to
engage him if he’s good enough or lucky enough to escape anyway.”
“Once we’ve established you at the next jump point in the line
toward the Empire, then we’ll explore that system and place alarm and
message drones at every jump point we find.” Sharon added to the
conversation. “Once we’ve secured the most likely path to the Empire,
we will close off each next most likely side route in order until Draco is
sure the system is safe. At least from a less than all out attack.”
“We won’t be able to do that with what we have here, even
with all the supplies a ship the size of yours can add.” Said Ariel.
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Forrest nodded his head. “That would be true, but Draco has
already assigned another ship of the same size as Elsie to be sent here
as soon as it gets out of the assembly vat. It was scheduled to leave
Draconus twenty days after our own departure.”
“It’s also going to be accompanied by an entire fleet of supply
ships.” Sharon added. “Draco wants to push the blockade border as
close to the border of the Empire as he can before the baylorians realize
what’s going on.”
“I hope he doesn’t push too hard so fast that the baylor panic
enough to go on a full defensive assault of their own.” Ariel said.
“We’ve talked about that to him on several occasions, sis.”
Sharon said. “He’s convinced most of us that at least the Centauri
system is safe right now from all but the most determined assaults. The
Sol system is less defended, but if the Intel we got from our baylorian
prisoners is true, the rest of the baylor are more likely to think that the
Renegade Family is the source of any problems. We are as sure as we
can be that the focus of any increased attentions will be on the Centauri
system.”
“But hopefully, at the rate our defenses are being
manufactured and put in place, by the time the Emperor even suspects
he’s lost this area of space it will be too late.” Added Forrest.
“How can that be?” Asked Ariel. “They’ve got several
habitable planets full of people and dozens of other systems with
mines, orbital construction facilities, and a well trained space military
that has over four centuries of experience. How can we face that?”
“You’re forgetting about the distance between the stars in the
Empire, Ariel.” Said Sharon.
“Plus the fact that if the Emperor does suspect anything, he’ll
most likely assume that the Renegade Family is the cause of it.” Added
Forrest.
Sharon continued. “If he does decide that the Renegade
Family is causing some kind of mischief, he’ll first have to send a ship
to investigate. That may be the one that’s on it’s way here now.”
Forrest took up the conversation. “Then, when this ship
doesn’t return, he’ll have to go to the Family Elders to decide on
harsher measures. By then we’ll have expanded the blockade border by
at least one more system and if we have time, maybe two systems.”
“Then, if they discover that they’re in more trouble than they
expected, they’ll have to approach all the other major Families and
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assemble a fleet. Since the Empire is so spread out, even if all the
Families cooperate, it will take a while for a fleet to be gathered.”
“And even if all that does happen,” Said Sharon, “the Emperor
will still think he’s dealing with the Renegade Family and the fleet they
send may not be very big. Don’t forget, the Emperor didn’t even know
about the fleet Erriimmaannohh’s father had constructed in the
Barnard’s Star system.”
“The files we received from Sy’Byt have shown us what the
baylor have done for the past four hundred years under similar
circumstances.” Sharon continued. “Several of us have run simulations
of the sequence of events and the fastest response time estimate for an
assault of over ten ships is fifteen months from the time he decides
there is a definite problem.”
“And all of those projections start from the moment he gets
confirmation that there is a problem.” Forrest said. “As long as he
doesn’t know for sure, there will be no more than one or two ships sent
at any one time. And there will be a minimum of four to five months
between those.”
“So if this is the first of those fact finding missions?” The
question in Ariel’s voice was apparent.
“We’re looking at a minimum of nineteen to twenty months
from the time this ship left port.” Sharon replied. “If they escape with
sensor data on our defenses, that time could be cut in half.”
“Then we’ll have to make sure they don’t escape!” Said Ariel
vehemently.
*

*

*

The Princess Etteerrmmoohh Brruunn sat in her shock chair
and looked over the Captain’s shoulder as the Captain ran his ship. Her
seat was placed behind the Captain’s seat and on a platform that raised
it above the Captain’s shock chair enough that her view of the forward
screens was not impaired.
This allowed him to function as the captain of the ship, but
also gave her the position and status that was her due as the daughter of
the Emperor. She had not adopted this same arrangement in her own
personal ship, but this ship was one of the specially designed, Royal
Courier class ships that had carried her Family around the Empire on
official Imperial business for over four hundred years.
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Her father had decided that the importance of her message of
the announcement of her impending marriage warranted her presence
on the Royal Courier. The bonding of the Etteerrmmoohh and
Kiilliimmeedd Families also would make it a Royal insult to ever again
refer to the Kiilliimmeedd Family as the Renegade Family.
She wondered if Kiilliimmeedd Taagghhaarr would change
his plans to form a second Empire when she brought him word of her
father’s decision. She hoped not.
She had been in the presence of her father when word had
come to him that no ships had come from Kiilliimmeedd space in
several twelves of days. It was only because she had convinced her
father that there was probably a simple explanation that he had not sent
several military ships to escort her.
She had recounted some of her own hunting experiences to
the Kiilliimmeedd system and postulated that maybe the time gap in
returning ships was due to nothing more than an expanded number of
hunting expeditions. She had also told her father of a major hunt that
her prospective mate had told her about just before she left the
Kiilliimmeedd system herself the last time.
The ruse had worked so well that her father had expressed an
interest in going there himself to participate in the hunting wonders she
talked of. Her heart had threatened to burst from her chest before he
added that matters of Court prevented him from such a luxury.
“We are within the boundaries of the jump point Captain.”
The Navigator announced.
“Very good Navigation. Propulsion, divert power to jump
capacitors.”
“At your command Captain.” Propulsion replied.
“Gunners unlock weapons. Energy Absorption Field at max
power.” The Captain then ordered.
“Excuse me Captain.” Said Brruunn. “It may not look politic
to enter the Kiilliimmeedd system with armed weapons. We are, after
all, carrying word of the union of the Kiilliimmeedd Family with that
of mine.”
Brruunn could feel the captain’s resentment of her
interference with the operation of his ship, but his voice did not reveal
his inner feelings. “Very well Your Highness. Belay that order
Gunnery. Power down all weapons, lower EAF to minimum, and stand
down from battle readiness.” The captain ordered.
“At your command.” Came the reply from each station.
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“Jump power status.” The captain demanded.
Propulsion answered. “Jump power at full Captain.
Transferring control to Navigation.”
“I have control Captain.” Said the Navigator. “Awaiting your
command.”
“Initiate jump!” The Captain ordered.
The Navigator flipped a single switch and the screens
scattered around the command center flickered once. Those that were
focused ahead had been centered on a single, small point of light that
was the double star that was their target system. In a fraction of a
second, the single point of light became two distinct larger points of
light.
“Jump compl...” Navigation started.
“Four sensor contacts within the jump point!” The Sensor tech
interrupted excitedly, then more calmly. “They have all jumped out of
the system in sync.”
The Sensor station tech started to relax, thinking that it was
just a coincidence that four ships were in the jump point when they
entered the system. It was not an unheard of situation. Quantum
mechanics and other basic laws of physics dictated that no two objects
could occupy the same space at the same time.
Since the opening to each jump point is thousands of square
kilometers in volume, a ship entering the jump point doesn’t jump into
another ship’s space. This has more to do with physics than
percentages in such a large volume. Masses of only a few atoms cause
disruptions in the mouth of the jump point. Emerging masses are
shunted to the side by these jump point shoals, which can be ships,
mines, asteroids, or clouds. Gaseous emissions from ships traveling
through busy jump points cause traffic jams when incoming ships are
confined to ever smaller emergence points.
Individual atoms are both less and more dangerous.
Sometimes an individual atom would flare within a ship’s volume
when it emerged into the volume of space occupied by the isolated
atom. Flaring like a firefly in a ship’s atmosphere due to the intense
heat generated, these atoms sometimes blew tiny holes in hull plating
or did somewhat more damage on the extremely rare times when one
materialized inside a living body.
Despite the rare fireflies, there is a greater danger of collision
when entering a jump point’s blind endpoint though. Because any ship
entering a gravity vortex tunnel’s jump point has some velocity, no
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ship comes to a complete standstill when it enters a jump point.
Jumping on the fly so to speak.
In addition to the velocity a ship has when it enters a jump
point, it also has the velocity and vector of the system it is leaving.
When a ship jumps to another star system, it retains that velocity and
vector. When all of these factors are combined, it makes the interior
volume of a jump point a dangerous place to linger or relax sensory
attentiveness.
When a ship is in a jump point, it does not have to worry
about immediate destruction from another ship entering the system
from the other end of the jump point. It does, however, have to worry
about a ship entering the system at a relatively close distance and on a
collision course.
The command center had just begun to relax from the
adrenaline rush that occupying an active jump point had caused when
Sensors again shouted. “I have multiple contacts on active acceleration
on a collision intercept. Missiles! Missiles! I have multiple missiles
inbound!”
“EAF to full power!” The captain roared. “Propulsion, evasive
maneuvers, now!”
“Missile pattern is spherical!” Sensors reported. “No room for
evasive maneuvers! Contact imminent!”
There then came the minor inertial vibration that accompanied
a solid hit to the hull as the first missile penetrated the still weak
Energy Absorption Field. They had all expected to die instantly and
were surprised when the blast was not nuclear.
Sirens and alarms shattered their momentarily frozen reactions
immediately after the surprisingly small vibrations that shuttered
through the ship. Training took over and Command Center techs
recited aloud their station’s console readings as yet another minor
explosion rocked the ship.
“Main power down! Gravity wave generators off line!”
Another explosion rocked the ship.
“EAF down!”
“All power weapon turrets off line!”
Another minor explosion vibrated the ship and was
immediately followed by internal explosions that rocked the ship
violently.
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“Missiles tubes one and two destroyed! Particle accelerator
turrets one, three and four destroyed! Turret two attempting to destroy
incoming missiles!”
“Two message drones away!” Came from Comm, then
“Missile drones being targeted! Both destroyed!”
“Three more drones away!”
“One destroyed! Two have jumped out system!”
The captain did not expect the two message drones to get very
far. The four contacts that had jumped from the system would no doubt
be waiting for them. The trap had been masterfully set and sprung.
Since the first missile had not vaporized them, it was obvious that their
attackers wanted them alive.
The Renegade Family must have decided that the Emperor
was taking too long in his decision to ally the two Families. It was too
bad. If they had only waited a while longer before losing patience, they
would have become one of the most favored Families.
“Turret two destroyed.” This last was given by Sensors with
the loss of excitement that told of complete defenselessness. They were
adrift without weapons or shields.
“Six ships coming out of stealth and approaching our
position.” Sensors reported, then in astonishment. “Ship type
unknown! It is not the Renegades! Unknown aliens!!”
Communications spoke up for the first time. “Captain! We are
being hailed in the Hunter’s tongue!” Comm looked at his panel in
astonished confusion.
“Well what do they say!?” The captain demanded
questionably.
“They say that if we surrender unconditionally, we will be
treated with Honor, but if we resist in any way the ship will be nuked.”
Under ordinary circumstances, the captain would have fought
to the death, as would all of the crew. Even if it meant that they would
have to fight boarders in hand to hand combat. But this was not an
ordinary situation. The daughter of the Emperor was on board.
“Tell them that we will board life boats and depart the ship.”
He said. At least he would be able to self-destruct the ship when the
Princess and his crew were safe.
“They say no Captain. We are to remain aboard. If any life
boats are launched, they and the ship will be destroyed immediately.”
The aliens knew what he planned. It was only the presence of
the Princess that kept him from his own Honorable Death. He had been
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charged by the Emperor with her protection at all costs. To allow her
death would bring Dishonor on his entire Family. He could not risk the
chance that these unknown aliens would not destroy the Princess’s
lifeboat if he decided to test their resolve to destroy them all. He must
do as these aliens ordered.
“Very well Comm. Reply that we will comply. All
nonessential crew report to quarters.” He looked over his shoulder at
the Princess who had remained in her shock seat and quiet during the
entire attack. “I am sorry, Your Highness. It seems your marriage will
be delayed.”
*

*

*

Sy’Byt dropped away from the baylorian supply ship well
before it moved within geosyncronous orbital distance around his home
world. He had shed as much nanomass as necessary to give the
smallest sensor signature possible if the baylor should for some reason
penetrate his stealth systems.
As the supply ship approached the main geosyncronous
station, Sy’Byt maneuvered his cyber body in a lateral direction that
would take him one more orbit around his home world. He wanted to
make an orbital scan of the surface as his trajectory took him toward
the surface and the location of his former home.
His scan showed a lower oxygen content and higher carbon
dioxide level than what it was when he left, but that was to be
expected. The atmospheric pollution was not as great as he had
predicted but that was probably due to the information that he had
gained from the data systems of his last ride.
The ship’s data files had told him that the baylor had finally
convinced themselves that the natives of his home world were totally
destroyed. The baylor were now trying to reverse the damage they had
done over the centuries.
He had pored over the data files that had shown what the
baylor had been doing over the past several years and had come up
with a plan to present to his people.
The baylor had established several bases on the planet’s
surface and there was steady traffic between those bases and the main
geosyncronous station.
His plan was for his people to ride the shuttles up to orbit and
hide themselves within their system’s asteroids. When their numbers
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grew large enough they would take the gateways to their system. When
they had control of the gateways, they would then retake and rebuild
their home world.
All he would have to do first would be to convince his people
to leave their secure subsurface gardens to join him.
His path took him around his home world in a polar orbit that
allowed him to scan and map almost the entire surface. In the process,
he located the three baylorian bases and plotted their positions.
None were close to his ancestral home on the western slopes
of the western continent.
As his orbit took him around the planet on the final approach
he crossed the day/night terminator at the North pole. No lights shone
below until he crossed above the two bases which were in their
nighttime period at the moment.
He scanned the two bases with as low a power setting as he
was capable. Not because he feared being detected, his sensors were as
good as those of the baylor. So was his Energy Absorption Field and
the sensor waves that he intercepted were simply absorbed. With his
over six octons of years of practice, he was certain that he would be
able to avoid any detection by the haphazard sensor sweeps the baylor
maintained.
The baylor had grown as complacent here as they had at the
Renegade Family’s incursion on the planet Earth. He would use that
overconfidence to his, and his world’s advantage.
As he came across the South pole, and then the solar
terminator and back into daylight, the last base came into detection
range. It was on the larger part of the western continent south of the
equator. The low-lying plateau on which the smallest base stood
allowed easy access to the plains to the east.
The baylor were supplying the western continent’s colony
efforts from this base. The major continent to the east was being
supplied by the two bases which were currently in their nighttime
period. Their orbit to surface traffic was at their nighttime low, but
both were still busier than the western base’s daytime traffic.
He decreased his altitude more rapidly as he passed first over
the western base, then the equator. He used his gravity wave generators
to slow his speed and direction as he banked in a westward turn that
took him toward the location of his ancestral home.
Soon he was directly above the western mountain range on the
northern peninsula of the western continent. By this time he was below
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the horizon from the baylorian base to the south but he remained
vigilant to any sensor sweeps. It would not do to grow careless after so
many octons of light-years of travel from the Sol system to his home
system.
As he lowered himself slowly, smaller details came into view.
First, single mountains took shape from the geographical folds below.
The atmosphere grew thicker as his altitude dropped and soon
individual boulders could be distinguished.
He recognized the patterns in the land and headed toward the
enormous valley that was the ancestral home of the Blue Rock Clan.
His birth place.
His home.
As he grew closer, the blasted surface gained clarity.
There was only bare rock. Not a single plant or animal could
be seen at two eights of octons of tentacle lengths above the ground.
At an eight of octons of tentacle lengths above the valley
floor, he came across a single insect. His quick scan of the creature
identified it as a species found on the baylorian home world. He left the
creature alone to seek out its destiny in the blasted ruins of his world
and continued his own way downward.
The last of his kind with whom he had traded memories had
left the home world long before the baylor had decided to re-seed the
planet with life. He had only found out about the decision himself
when he had found the ship on which he had ridden to his home
system. The full program was in the ship’s data base and he’d had
plenty of time on the journey to study the data.
After over six octons of years, the baylor had grown tired of
blasting everything that moved and decided that the natives were truly
dead. There had been little opposition to the decision to introduce life
from the many other baylorian worlds to the planet.
Sy’Byt’s world had nearly half again as much of a gravity
well as the baylorian home world, but that only added to the appeal the
planet had. The added gravity would make the future hunting estates
that much more challenging for the easily bored baylor.
Sy’Byt lowered himself to the ground and morphed himself
into a shape that copied many of the rocks in the area. He formed
several remote mechs that were duplicates to the insect he’d come
across earlier and sent them in circles around his location.
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Each of the insect-shaped remotes contained miniature sonic
projectors, which they focused downward as they flew. Sy’Byt scanned
the ground below him as the remotes projected their sonic frequencies.
When he had gotten enough scan data, he recalled the remotes
and morphed their nanomass back into his main body. He then
reformed his shape to contain gravity wave coils and rose a few
tentacle tip widths above the ground. Moving in a north-westerly
direction, he soon arrived at the position his scans had located.
He then lowered himself to the ground and morphed himself
into a fluid shape that soaked into a crack in the ground. He followed
the crack downward and when it closed off, he burrowed on by
pushing the dirt aside, then pulling the dirt and rock granules back
along his trail after he’d passed. As he dug down toward his family’s
subsurface refuge, he transformed some of the more easily converted
minerals into nanomass.
He had been working his way down for many eights of time
periods when he finally came to an artificially created tube that was a
tentacle tip in diameter and wove downward at a looping angle. His
fluidly morphic body moved faster now that he could move
unimpeded.
The tube gradually widened and after nearly a half day of
travel he came across a nanomass remote sentry. He stopped his
progress long enough to identify himself and when the remote sentry
acknowledged his identity, he continued on.
Before long the tube had grown large enough for him to
morph into his birth shape. His progress was much slower now that he
was in his birth shape, but his joy at returning home for the first time in
over five octons tempered his impatience. The time also allowed him to
reacquaint himself with the motions of his birth body.
He had been aware of the many additional remote mech
sentries along the way but none had challenged him after the first. He
knew that word of his arrival had preceded him and was unsurprised
when he came to the end of the tunnel and entered the artificial cavern
that held his clan to find a large number of his extended family there to
greet him.
Sy’Byt’s nanomass body’s tympani vibrated with joy as he
sang his greetings to those he passed. They stood in a double line that
made a path several eights of tentacle lengths long. Sy’Byt touched
tentacle tips with those he greeted as he passed.
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He felt somewhat overwhelmed by the greeting and was not
prepared for what he found when he reached the end of the path made
by the clan members.
There stood the eldest member of the Blue Rock Clan.
Sy’Byt stopped in his tracks, momentarily stunned by the
elder’s presence.
He lowered his torso to the ground and lifted the ends of his
motive tendrils in his race’s version of a bow of respect. “Greetings
Mn’Torr. I am honored that you would take valuable time to welcome
me home.”
“Greetings Sy’Byt.” Came the reply as Mn’Torr returned the
bow. “It is I who have the honor to welcome home such a well known
and respected Far Traveler.”
Sy’Byt was momentarily taken aback by the descriptive label.
He had been gone so long that he’d forgotten that few of his people
ever considered leaving their world. He’d forgotten the fact that when
he first announced his decision to leave, many had thought him strange
or in some way deranged to even be able to think of such a voyage.
“Come, let us walk in our small garden and talk.” Mn’Torr
offered with a gesture of a tentacle.
The two made their way away from the crowd, who dissipated
with quiet respect, and walked along the paths that wove through the
lush gardens of the cavern.
“I see that our clan’s garden is well kept and has a species
diversity that is complementary in such a small volume of space.”
Sy’Byt started the conversation.
“Our Gardeners have indeed done an excellent job with the
space they have been allotted.” Mn’Torr said.
“How have you been able to appease the many requests you
must get for species introduction?” Sy’Byt asked.
“The problem of our exile from the surface gave me the
solution for that particular problem.” Came the Elder’s reply.
“How is that?” Sy’Byt asked.
“When we inhabited the surface, we had only the garden to
manage.” Replied the Elder. “We were able to utilize the large areas of
space we had to ensure compatibility with neighboring plants and
animals. We had this freedom because we had the space to isolate
incompatible ecosystems by natural boundaries.”
“In addition, we did not have to provide for weather or
starshine.” Mn’Torr gave a tentacled gesture to the ceiling of the
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cavern. “Many prospective Gardeners have grown proficient at their
newly chosen alternate duties as providers of the artificial starshine and
weather conditions that make the Gardener’s efforts productive.”
“The many prospective Gardener’s ranks have been lessened
by these alternate duties. We now have more support vocations than we
have Gardeners. It has almost become more desirable to not be a
Gardener.” Mn’Torr made a tentacled gesture of mild disbelief.
Sy’Byt decided this was the time to introduce his idea for
retaking their star system from the baylor. He started by changing the
subject. “I see that you still inhabit your birth body Elder. Surely you
must be one of the Most Respected Elders of our world?”
“Yes. I do have that Honor.” Came the reply.
“Do you meet with the other Elders often?” Sy’Byt asked as
he hesitated by a favored flower that he had not sensed in too long.
“Not the first few octons of years, but more often now that the
baylor have decided to colonize the surface. We have been trying to
decide whether to burrow deeper into our world’s crust or remain
where we are.”
With a tone of mild disbelief, Mn’Torr added. “There have
even been a few Elders who have proposed that some of our most
discreet Gardeners return to the surface in secret to introduce native
plants and animals. They have been dissuaded from their plan so far,
but as more and more of the baylorian introductions spread across the
surface, the dissenters to the plan become less vocal.”
“I agree with those who would dissuade returning to the
surface.” Sy’Byt said as he resumed his walk through the garden.
“I will pass on your thoughts in the next Elder’s meeting. I
myself was one of those who have tried to at least delay the effort until
more of the surface is renewed. We would be able to integrate more of
our native ecology with a more abundant nonnative ecology to hide
in.”
“That is not exactly why I disagree with immediate
reintroduction.” Said Sy’Byt. “I would suggest a more daring project
instead.”
When Sy’Byt did not immediately elaborate, Mn’Torr
prompted him. “What manner of project would you suggest instead?”
Sy’Byt hesitated for only a moment then plunged on as he
followed the Elder to the left on a split in the trail. “What I propose is
considerably more adventurous.”
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“In my many octons of traveling the Baylorian Empire I have
learned many things. The baylor were able to take over our world
because we remained planet bound. The baylor were able to make use
of their orbital advantage to destroy us without fear of retaliation. They
still have that advantage.”
“To control our planet’s surface again, we must control the
orbital space above our world.” Sy’Byt continued. “But to control the
orbital space above our world, we must control our entire star system.”
“How do you propose we do that.” Asked Mn’Torr.
“You said that many of our people have been able to find
satisfaction and skill at vocations other than as a traditional Gardener.”
“Yes.” The elder replied.
“I feel that this will make it easier for some of our people to
accept the need to duplicate my own choice to leave our world. Once
they have made the choice to leave the planet, they will be able to see
the ease with which we can infiltrate the baylorian orbital stations.”
The tips of Sy’Byt’s nanomass tentacles held the posture of his race’s
version of seriousness. “From there they can learn the methods by
which the baylor defend their own star systems. With this knowledge,
they will be able to learn how to retake and defend our own star
system.”
Mn’Torr’s tentacles twitched in amusement as tympanic
membranes voiced his reply. “You expect much from simple
Gardeners, budling.”
It was only the Elder’s own extreme age which allowed him to
refer to the octons old Sy’Byt as a budling. Sy’Byt gave a small whistle
that compared to a human chuckle. “Simple Gardeners could never
carve eight octons of tentacle lengths wide caverns over a half octon of
octons deep within the crust of a planet. Simple Gardeners could not
supply those caverns with total life support systems that virtually
duplicate surface conditions. Much less keep the energy emissions
from those sanctuaries secret from a searching enemy for over six
octons of years.”
“You diminish the worth of our people by this lack of
confidence.” Sy’Byt added with a humorously chiding tone as he came
to a stop to turn and face the Elder.
“How would we accomplish this task?” Asked Mn’Torr,
hesitating only for an instant before continuing along the path with the
stiffened tentacle tips of mild indignation at this budling’s suggested
insult.
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“You have sampled the memories of other Far Travelers?”
Sy’Byt asked hurrying to catch up to the Elder.
“Yes. I have.”
“Then you know the method of star travel that the baylor use.”
“Yes.” Came the Elder’s patient response.
Sy’Byt began to wave his tentacles about in imitation of
Draco Moon’s brother, Storm, then stopped when he realized the
gesture would seem strange to his Clan’s Eldest. “You also know that
the way in or out of a star system is restricted to the gravity vortex
tunnels within a system. To close off a star system, one must simply
control the jump points to that system.”
“With this in mind, I propose that our people slowly infiltrate
the baylorian bases both on the planet and in space to gain knowledge
and experience.” Sy’Byt touched one tentacle tip to Mn’Torr’s closest
tentacle in sincerity. “From that base, we could then secretly expand
our actions outward from our world and all the way to our star system’s
gravity vortex jump points.”
“If we are able to complete these tasks in complete secrecy,
we can close off our system’s jump points to baylorian use.” He spun
on his axis to block Mn’Torr and sang his apology with his back
tympan while the front said. “With little effort after that, we could
quickly regain control of the skies above our world and with it, our
freedom.”
“I admit that the prospect does sound enticing.” Sang Mn’Torr
as he touched several tentacle tips to Sy’Byt’s own. “I will bring the
subject to the attention of the other Elders at the next opportunity.”
“How soon will that be?” Sy’Byt asked impatiently.
“The next scheduled meeting is not for another two octons of
days.”
“What if they agree to my plan?” Sy’Byt asked next.
“Even if they do agree in principle, they would each have to
return to their own clans to debate the subject. Then we would have to
wait until the following planetary meeting of Elders to discuss the next
stage of your suggested plan.”
“And how long would that take?” Sy’Byt began to feel the
lack of importance Mn’Torr felt over his plan. He knew instinctively
what the Elders would decide.
“Oh, a minimum of another couple of octons of days for
another meeting at the very least. Possibly two or three times that long
if there are many questions to answer or many dissenters to convince.”
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“I am sorry to say that we may not have that much time.”
Sy’Byt said.
“For what reason do you feel that we may not have time? The
baylor are unaware of our presence and have even grown so confident
that they have destroyed us that they have begun to re-seed our world
with life.”
“They may not feel so confident in the near future.” Sy’Byt
replied. “Certain circumstances on the edge of their Empire may
suggest to them that the destruction of our race has not occurred.”
“How can this be? Have the baylor encountered another race
with nanotechnological abilities?” The Elder’s mind was ancient, but
thanks to nanotech maintenance, was as sharp as ever.
“Not as of an eight and three octons of days ago.” Sy’Byt said.
“They may not make the discovery for many years, or they may already
know. I can not say for sure.”
“This race you speak of, have they had their nanotechnology
long? Do they choose to remain only on their home world or do they
travel the stars?” The Elder stopped again on the path and his eagerness
to learn as much about this new race caused him to ask several
questions in succession. “What are they like? Are they peaceful or as
warlike as the baylor? Are the baylor going to attack them or are they
going to attack the baylor first? Are they a bigger threat than the
baylor?”
Mn’Torr’s excitement made the tips of his tentacles quiver
and Sy’Byt could even hear the tympanic hum that signaled eager
anticipation of extreme gratification. “I have so many questions to ask
but I must refrain from asking them all at once to give you time to
answer those I have already asked.”
Sy’Byt again felt all the doubts he had only recently
convinced himself were unfounded about his decision to give the
human Draco Moon an implant. His tentacles drooped with the
indecision of his thoughts.
When he finally spoke it was with humble formality and
respect. “Honored Eldest. The race I speak of call themselves Human.
They are a bipedal race that somewhat resembles the baylor in shape. It
is true that they are also somewhat warlike, but not to the same extreme
extent as the baylor.”
“They had not left their world in any numbers at the time I
visited their planet but may have by now.” His manipulative tentacles
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drooped even lower as he continued. “They have only recently come
into the possession of nanotechnology.”
The way in which he said it combined with the physical and
verbal hints somehow alerted Mn’Torr and the Elder became very
attentive as Sy’Byt continued. “Honored Eldest. I gave a human a
cyberneural symbiotic implant.”
Mn’Torr’s tentacles shot rigidly outward and he sang a single
disbelieving note that would translate to a human as a gasp of shocked
surprise. “You did what!” The Eldest gasped.
“It is not as bad as it sounds.” Sy’Byt hurriedly tried to defend
himself.
“You gave a cyberneural symbiotic implant to a race that had
not even attained mastery of space travel? Did you not consider the
example of the baylor themselves? Look what they did to the race that
gave them advanced technology. Then look at what they have done
since then.”
“But the baylor are preparing to take over the human’s planet
as they have done to so many others.” Sy’Byt now felt like the budling
he had been teasingly called earlier as he tried to defend his actions. “I
could not stand by and do nothing.”
“I did edit the artificial intelligence of the implant I gave to
Draco.” Sy’Byt added, knowing the fact would not temper the severity
of what he’d done.
Sy’Byt had thought the Elder was shocked before, but
Mn’Torr's response to this last revelation was even more severe.
“You WHAT?” Mn’Torr’s whistling scream ended in a
mortified squeak.
“You edited the implant’s artificial intelligence? Great
Gardener Sy’Byt! Do you realize what you have done?” Mn’Torr
almost yelled.
Sy’Byt had never heard the old one curse in his entire life and
was rendered speechless with shock.
The silence stretched for a seemingly endless time before
Mn’Torr’s quivering tentacle tips relaxed. “No, you do not know what
you have done. And I must accept responsibility for your act because it
is in fact my fault.”
“How can it be your fault? And where and what is the fault?”
Sy’Byt asked, beginning to feel a definite need to defend his actions.
“So few of our people leave our planet that the idea that one
may be tempted to give an implant to someone of another race has
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never been considered. For this reason, when you left us, it never
occurred to me to tell you of a little known part of our race’s history. I
had always assumed that I, or another Elder would always be present
when you made your first duplicate implant.”
Sy’Byt was quick on the uptake as the Elder. “There is data
concerning implant duplication that is not included in most implants.
Something that only Elders know of?”
“Yes.” Mn’Torr agreed. It took octons of octons of years to
perfect the artificial intelligence program within the cyberneural
symbiotic implant. During those years there were mistakes made. In
some instances, the AI was made too much like the mind of our own
kind and was as much a sentient being as you or I.”
“What happened to these artificially created minds?” Sy’Byt
asked with a kernel of fear growing in his mind.
“Some recognized their sentience and asked to be allowed to
inhabit their own biologic or nanomass bodies. Some demanded the
right.” Mn’Torr continued.
“Others went insane and destroyed themselves or themselves
and their host.”
“Some destroyed only their host.” Mn’Torr’s tentacles
drooped sadly. “Several of these lived on in secrecy until they were
discovered.”
“In more than one incident, one or more AIs waged war on
our people in an effort to ‘free’ their brethren from enslavement.”
“It took many octons of octons of years before an artificial
intelligence program was developed that did not evolve into sentience,
was still sophisticated enough to perform its programmed functions,
and still remain loyal and subservient to it’s host. Those failsafe
programs are not always successful even now.”
“But why keep this information secret?” Asked Sy’Byt.
“It was not done with any evil intent in mind.” Came the
answer. “It just happened that way. Maybe the act was originally meant
to hide embarrassment of the many lives lost to a simple mistake.
Maybe it was meant to protect the integrity of those who made the
mistakes.”
“I don’t know if anyone alive even knows the true reason.”
Mn’Torr continued. “As long as I can remember, it has just been a
standard practice. Usually, there is an Elder present to oversee the
construction of any new implant and Elders are taught by another
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Elder. Necessary corrections to any new implant’s programming is
always made by an Elder”
“Since I never imagined that you would ever construct an
implant away from our world, I never warned you of the dangers of not
following the exactly precise method of creating a safe artificial
intelligence program. I am to blame for anything that happens as a
result of my failure to anticipate such an occurrence.”
“This makes our retaking of our world and our star system of
more pressing importance. Not because of the danger the baylor
present, but to provide aid and assistance to the humans who have been
given a tool that may be more of a danger to them than an aid.”
Mn’Torr grasped a tentacle of Sy’Byt’s and said. “As the Eldest of the
Blue Rock Clan, I pledge to you that our Clan will lead the way to
resolve this mistake I have made.”
Turning back to the path they followed, Mn’Torr continued.
“Come. Tell me all about this Apprentice of yours and the race of
humans. Tomorrow or the next day I will call an emergency meeting of
the Elders. This is not something that can wait until the next scheduled
meeting.”
*

*

*

Ghlorr Llargn took his seat to the right of Granite and quickly
strapped the restraining harness as he tapped the startup codes into the
console. As his screen came to life, he turned to Granite and asked. Did
you remember to get some of those fowl’s fingers I like so well?”
Granite laughed and replied. “Yea. I got enough for both of us
since I like them too. Twice as much as anything else in fact. To make
room, I reduced the amount of pork and sea foods since you don’t care
much for those.” He sat back in his own seat and closed his eyes for a
moment to mentally scan the ship through his link with its nanomass
structure.
The ship lifted from the deck of the docking bay and drifted
toward the opening as the doors slid open. Moving out into the opening
of North Crater, the small vessel rose upwards and was soon above the
crater’s rim. With a mental command from Granite the ship swung
around the planetoid till it was in line with the first stepping stone jump
point.
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Granite gave another command and the gravity wave coils in
the base of the ship began to push at the mass of Draconus. The tiny
ship shot away from the planetoid at a steady one gravity acceleration.
The first jump point on their journey was only a few hours
away and they talked of their plans as Ghlorr watched his screens while
Granite mentally monitored their flight. When they came to the jump
point and made the transition across the short jumpgate, the sensors
showed the dull gray of a wandering planet with a mass of seven times
that of Earth.
With a rocky core twice that mass of Earth, the layered gas
clouds that covered the planet thickened to a viscous sea that was
nearly a hundred miles deep. The visual light telescopes showed Ghlorr
a dull, gray sphere that was lit only by distant starlight. Occasional
flashes of lightning streaked through the clouds.
Constantly scanning the large planet and its moon and ring
system, they made their way across the short distance to the next jump
point along their trip. Laser-comm signals from the scout ship that
blazed their trail led them to the spot. The jump was uneventful and
they found themselves in a distant position to an ice ball the size of
Mars. Data from the jump point sensor drone showed that their FTL
‘step’ had been just short of one hundred light days. The laser-comm
from the jump point, ‘lighthouse’ drone left by the stepping stone scout
showed that the next jump point was nearly six days away.
As Granite set the course into the small ship’s navigation
program, Ghlorr unbuckled his body restraints and rose from his seat.
Stretching muscles tired from too long in a sitting position, the wolfen
groaned for effect then said aloud. “I need a break.” Then added with a
wolfish smile. “Can you watch the screens for me for a while?”
The nanomass avatar that was Granite’s ‘body’ turned in his
command chair and he opened his eyes. “I think I can handle that. Are
you finally going to take a shower so I can reengage my olfactory
sensors?”
Ghlorr snorted a canine ‘woof’ and replied. “What we need is
more natural smells and tastes, not less. This artificial air is starting to
grow annoying already. I sure hope I can adjust in the ten or twenty
more jumps we have to make.”
As he passed the back pair of seats in the tiny craft’s control
bridge, he looked at the avatar of Granite’s AI. The remote mech with
the merged, wolfen/human features had taken a name that came from
the language of Granite’s mother’s, mother’s homeland. Tatsu looked
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up from the manual console screen and said. “After you have seen to
your personal hygiene and gotten some sleep, we will begin the first of
our training exercises.”
Ghlorr looked at the avatar and replied. “Might as well get as
much training in as possible.” Turning to look back at Granite, the
wolfen asked. “Are you sure this will work?”
The harness holding Granite to his command chair flowed
away from his body and as he stood up he said. “It’s going to take us
several months to make this trip and if we don’t both learn a whole lot
in that time, it’ll be because we didn’t try. Do you want me to wake
you or do you want to sleep till you wake on your own?”
“If I’m not up in six hours, you could wake me.” Ghlorr said
with a wave as he walked to the side of the compartment to the ladder
fastened to the hull and tapped the panel beside the rungs. The deck
flowed away from the ladder to show a compartment below. As he
climbed the ladder down to his compartment, just before his head
disappeared he said with a smile. “Easily, please don’t wake me with a
training exercise.”
When he reached the deck below, Ghlorr tapped the panel to
the side of the ladder and nanomass flowed to seal the opening above.
He quickly shed his clothing and stepped into the shower unit of his
cabin. When he shut the water off the air jets around the cubicle began
to blow softly with warm air. He brushed his fur as the blowers dried
him and when the fans cut off he stepped out of the shower and walked
to the food cabinets.
He quickly prepared a light snack and ate it in a few bites as
he cleaned the area. He was in his bed in seconds and was sound asleep
within two breaths.
Ghlorr awoke to the sounds of the bridge and opened an eye
to see that the hatch to the upper level had morphed open. He crawled
out of the bed and quickly performed his morning toilet, dressed, and
ate a big breakfast. After cleaning up his cabin, he climbed the ladder
to the bridge deck.
As soon as his head cleared the deck level, Tatsu turned in his
seat and said. “Good morning Ghlorr. Did you sleep well?”
“Yes I did, thank you.” Ghlorr answered as he stepped away
from the ladder and tapped the closure pad. As the deck morphed
across the opening he turned toward Tatsu and continued. “Like a
suckling cub.”
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Granite’s voice came from behind the bulk of his seat. “Are
you ready for a VR session?”
Ghlorr could see Granite’s hands tapping at the keys of his
console, but the seat hid his head from view. The wolfen spoke in the
direction of the command seat. “Is this to be my surgery session?”
“Yes it is.” Came Granite’s voice, then the human’s head
twisted around in the seat to meet Ghlorr eye to eye. “Are you ready?”
Ghlorr nodded his head once and said. “Let us begin.” He
moved to the back of the bridge deck and stood with his legs spread
and his arms and fingers outstretched.
Granite gave a mental signal to Tatsu and nanomass rose up
from the deck and started to flow across Ghlorr’s feet and up his legs.
The nanomass morphed over his entire body and gradually expanded
till it formed a three-meter sphere.
Tatsu shifted nanomass till Ghlorr occupied the center of what
became a virtual reality pod. The inner surface of the sphere wrapped
around its occupant in a combination of gravity wave coils and
holographic and sensory projectors, while mental connections gave the
wolfen a near perfect sensory match to reality.”
“Let the games begin.” Granite said into Ghlorr’s ear through
the VR pod’s sound system. With another mental signal, Tatsu started
the training program.
Ghlorr found himself experiencing the gravity of the world of
his birth and looked around to find himself on the plains below the
mountains where he played as a child. The wolfen stood on a simulated
prairie of grass with a gentle wind blowing from the west. The smell of
animals was on the wind. In the distance farther to the west towered
several rocky towers that he remembered from his youth before his
capture and enslavement by the baylor.
Reflexively looking into the sun for an attacking dragon,
Ghlorr began running toward the nearest rocky tower. As he ran, he
marveled at how real the VR pod made everything. He knew that he
was held in the grip of a sphere of nanomass that used gravity wave
coils and a mental connection to the sensory parts of his mind to
produce a realistic world around him.
As he ran across the prairie, avoiding small obstacles and
jumping across holes and cracks in the ground, the sphere of gravity
wave coils pushed and pulled him in ways that coincided with the
natural gravity of the pictured landscape. As he ran toward the tower of
stone, Ghlorr looked around and occasionally, at the sky.
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The overall effect of the pictured landscape was exactly the
same as if he were running across a real prairie on a real planet instead
of twitching his body as he hung in the center of the VR pod. At the
same time, the ship that was Granite’s body continued hurtling through
space toward the next jump point on the path that would take him back
to what the humans referred to as the Centauri system.
His own people had their own name for the twin star system
that held their home world, Argnng, and Grrlar, the world they had
colonized. He knew that some humans referred to the system as a triple
star system, but his people had always considered the tiny red dwarf far
enough away to be considered just their nearest neighbor in space.
He had told the humans the name his own people had for the
Centauri system, but his new friends could not speak or hear in the
same frequency range as he. Like the baylor, the human race’s
deficiency had forced him to learn their language instead of the other
way around.
Although the abilities of the cyberhumans did allow them to
talk and hear his native tongue, Ghlorr had practiced his rescuer’s
language so much in the past months that he had begun to think and
dream in English. He occasionally had trouble with slang or cliché
phrases, but was otherwise becoming perfectly comfortable with the
limited language.
As he ran through the virtual reality world, he again marveled
at the realistic clarity of the scenery around him. He had given his
friend permission and Granite had entered his mind to find those
childhood memories that had until now faded. Granite had used those
memories to construct the program for the virtual reality that now
surrounded him. Complete with the sounds and smells that evoked still
more memories of his cubhood home.
Cubhood memories of hunting and exploring with other cubs
of the group of free Argnngians that the baylor referred to as feral
slaves. He and his cubhood friends had hunted the smallest of the six
limbed native animals of the world of their birth while watching the
skies for signs of the enormous dragons that could pluck them from the
ground in an instant and swallow them in two bites.
They also watched the skies for any sign of the flying craft
that held the feared baylor.
In his youth he had dreamed of flying the skies like the baylor,
or better still, on the back of one of the flying dragons. There were
stories told around the evening fires in the caves of his village that said
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that the son of his legendary ancestor, Glrren Harrgn, had tamed and
ridden a dragon.
Just as his tongue began to loll to shed the heat of his
exertions, he approached the tower and saw a ring of posts standing on
the grassy plain below the rocky monolith. Beside the ring of posts
stood Granite and the avatar shape of the human’s implant’s AI, Tatsu.
He slowed and approached the two at a walk, wondering why
he was in this setting. He was about to ask why he was not in a surgical
room when he was interrupted by a noise behind him. He spun to face a
charging baylorian that leapt at him with a fierce battle cry. Ghlorr
dove sideways, rolled across a shoulder and his back, then sprang to his
feet to face his attacker.
The virtual baylor was fast and was on him in an instant.
As he fought the baylorian, Ghlorr wondered if Granite made
the VR adversaries faster and stronger than the race truly was. It
seemed that no matter how long and hard he trained as prey in these
VR Hunts, the hunting baylor always seemed stronger and faster than
he.
After losing the first seven of his VR battles when he had first
been teamed with Granite, he had lost patience with trying to
overpower his attackers and in a berserker rage had ripped the aural
tendrils from one foe after feigning capitulation. When the baylor had
let him go in screaming shock, Ghlorr had finally used a punch to the
throat of his foe in the manner the humans called martial arts.
His own people had a battle style very similar to the martial
arts of the humans, but he had only begun to study its methods when
the baylor had attacked his village and captured him. Granite had used
some of his memories of those few training sessions to alter certain
training styles to make use of argnngian physiology as well as
baylorian body structure.
Instead of trying to flee the baylor he now faced, when his
attacker gave another prey-freezing scream and leapt at him, Ghlorr
dropped and rolled, letting the baylor jump over him. As he faced the
sky in his roll, he kicked upward and caught the baylorian’s foot as that
one passed over him.
The unexpected move stopped the motion of his attacker’s
feet while his upper body continued on. The baylorian Hunter sprawled
face first on the ground and Ghlorr was on his back before his
adversary could rise.
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Ghlorr’s cyberhuman friend’s ability to enter a mind had
allowed them to learn much about the baylor. In their years before they
had gained space travel, many baylor were crippled by their dominance
duels. That had begun to change in the many years of conquests of
other races, the baylor had grown less combative among themselves
Their aural tendrils were one of their few easily accessed
weaknesses. None of their few slave races were physically or mentally
strong enough to take advantage of this weakness while consumed with
the fear of being prey in the Hunt.
Through constant training and his continued success with a
favored tactic, Ghlorr had gained the ability to make use of this
baylorian weakness on a regular basis. He leapt upon his foe and
batting the groping hands to the side, reached for the aural tendrils with
the intent to tear them from the baylor’s head.
He was shocked when the baylor’s aural tendrils withdrew
farther into their protective skull folds than was capable for a natural
baylorian. As Ghlorr hesitated, his opponent reached back and caught
both of Ghlorr’s hands at the wrists.
The baylor spun beneath Ghlorr and ended up wrapped
around him and clinging to his back in an unbreakable hold. The baylor
gave a victory scream and bit down on Ghlorr’s neck. Ghlorr struggled
for a moment but fatigue washed over him and he sank to his knees in
defeat.
In an instant, the weight of the baylorian vanished and the
scene around him changed to a grassy patch of tree shaded ground by a
clear running stream.
“It felt like he was really draining my blood!” Ghlorr gasped
as he sank face down in the cool grass. He sucked air with deep breaths
for a moment then rolled on his back. “How did you do that?”
“I used the memories you had of your worst feeding
experience and duplicated it as close as possible with sonics.” Granite
said. “You’ve become too dependent on that single method of attack. I
wanted to remind you that the baylor do have a defense for that sort of
attack. And I wanted to teach you this lessen before I give you the
benefits of nanotech augmentation.”
“Next time you get a baylor on the ground on his face like
that, you might want to kick him in the balls first, then go for his
tendrils.” Granite added. “But you have to kick real hard cause their
genitals withdraw into their body more when they’re in battle mode.”
“I’ll remember that.” Ghlorr said.
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The VR Granite smiled and motioned to a thick cushioned bed
inside a niche in the stone of the monolithic tower. “Lie down here my
friend and we’ll get started.”
Ghlorr did as he was instructed and felt the bed close up and
around him like a soft cocoon.
“You will feel a moment of disorientation now.” Came
Granite’s voice as if from a distance.
A wave of dizziness washed over Ghlorr even in his prone
position and he blinked his eyes several times. The scene around him
didn’t change, but all of a sudden the sights, sounds, and smells
became clearer.
“I’ve just activated the implant.” Granite said. “What you are
experiencing now is the sensory boosters. They are automatic and will
remain at the level you feel now at all times. Your sense of taste is also
heightened and it combines with your sense of smell if you open your
mouth to breathe the air around you.”
Ghlorr did as he was told and did notice an increase in the
sensory input. He could now taste the odors around him as well as
smell them. When he closed his eyes, the combination of the two let
him locate the direction of a certain flower he remembered from his
cubhood. He opened his eyes and looked in the direction the smell/taste
came from. He saw the flower in the midst of a thick clump of grass
and doubted he would have noticed it before.
“Over the next few days I’ll teach you how to raise or lower
the sensitivity of any of the individual sensory boosters at will.”
Granite said. “We won’t move on to spell spheres, talismans, and other
remote tech till after you’ve gotten familiar with your internal
augmentation.”
“I know the implant is designed to look natural, but won’t the
baylor still be able to detect what you’ve done?” Ghlorr asked as he
turned his head to look at Granite.
“Yes, but not unless they have you in their control long
enough to make pretty intensive medical screens.” Granite said. “The
implant is nanotech based and buried within the folds of your brain, so
it’ll take some pretty intense tests. But if they get the chance to find out
what’s inside you, you’re dead.”
“So I guess we’ll just have to make sure they don’t get a hold
of you.” Tatsu added from his side of the bed. “That means adding
considerably more augmentation than a normal Dragon Warrior gets.”
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“I will be happy with just enough strength to not be
overpowered by any two baylor.” Ghlorr said with a smile. “The rest
will just be icing on the pie.”
“OK, let’s get started on your training.” Granite said. “I’ll be
training along side of you, Ghlorr, but I don’t want you to dwell on the
differences in our skill level.”
“What do you need to train for?” Ghlorr asked from his bed.
Granite’s VR self looked from the wolfen to the AI avatar and
back. “The AI programs that are the control algorithms for the
cyberneural implants are so advanced that Draco and the rest of us
have decided that the programs are sentient. As sentient minds, it
would be just as wrong for us humans to enslave them as it is wrong
for the baylor to enslave your people.”
“Each cyberhuman host has only a few years to learn how to
control the nanomass within our bodies without the help of our
implant’s AI program.” Granite answered. “We intend to liberate the
sentient minds that are our implant’s control programs.”
“That is why I have been operating this body.” Tatsu said
gesturing to himself. “The form that I am now was suggested by
Gandalf and will be the shape I wear when interacting with most
biologic beings.”
“Anyway.” Granite said. “I have to learn how to do all the
things that Tatsu does for me now. I may have a head start on you at
this degree of mental focus, but I also have considerably more to learn
than you do. I don’t want you to let my competence level discourage
you in your training though.”
“Another reason for training together is to become familiar
with each other’s limitations.” Tatsu interjected. “I still have
programmed imperatives to protect my host at all times and have the
tendency to ignore my avatar’s safety when Granite is endangered.”
“Why is that?” Ghlorr asked. “I thought Draco had taken care
of that programming restriction.”
“Yes, he did.” Tatsu answered. “But it seems that every AI
program, without exception, has developed an emotional bond with our
host that is similar to that of a sibling, or that of a child to parent or
parent to child. I can identify the algorithms that make me feel overly
protective toward Granite’s safety, but I am reluctant to alter them. It is
something that the three of us will just have to adjust to during our
mission.”
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Granite smiled at his AI’s avatar from his side of Ghlorr’s
bed. “Just like any other living being, my friend. That is why you and
all those like you are being given your freedom from servitude to your
human hosts. You are as individually sentient as any biologic mind I
know, why shouldn’t you be given the same rights and choices as any
other person?”
The AI’s avatar smiled and shrugged. “Even if I had an
argument to use, I would be a fool to use it. I can only humbly accept
your declaration that I am fully capable of being accepted as a sentient
individual.” Tatsu gave a small bow and continued. “Now, on to our
training exercise. The first programmed maintenance session will
involve the cleaning of arteries and veins within your body, Ghlorr.
Granite, you will perform a level one med-scan over your body while
controlling a kilo of nanomass in the sculpturing of a cubical block of
stone with two meter sides.”
Over the next six days, Tatsu continued to train Granite and
Ghlorr and improve or modify the wolfen’s body augmentation where
experience dictated. Unlike the cyberhumans who would reduce their
capabilities until the time they liberated their symbiote’s AI program,
Ghlorr’s augmentation was advanced from that of most Dragon
Warriors.
As he drifted back into sleep on the VR bed where he lay,
Ghlorr could feel the nanomass intruding into his body. His mind was
flooded with the input of the sensory contact between the nanobots that
made up the intruding mass, and the implant that now wove its web
through his brain.
As the growing filaments from the implant connected each
section of his brain, his mind’s eye vision of his body grew. As
connections were made between his implant and the nanomass now
saturating his body, his senses exploded with clarity and controlled
sensitivity.
Through one sensory frequency, Ghlorr could ‘see’ the bridge
through the nanomass that engulfed him. Pushing that vision to the
back of his mental focus, he brought the VR program being run by
Granite into sharper resolution. From his VR bed in the niche in the
side of the rock tower, the wolfen opened his eyes to look at Granite.
“This is amazing, my human friend.” Turning to Tatsu, he added.
“Thank you.”
Tatsu bowed his head slightly and smiled in return.
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Ghlorr went through what seemed a full day in the bed at the
base of the stone tower. The next day he rose from the bed and began
to jog around the tower. It was just about the time that he realized he
had been running at a full sprint for much too long that he noticed the
dragon swooping down from the skies above.
He glanced left to see nothing but flat plains, while the sheer
wall of the rocky tower blocked his right side. Ahead was a crack in the
cliff that was big enough to hide him while still being too small for the
dragon to get in after him. As he increased his pace he could tell that
the sanctuary was too far away. The dragon would be on him before he
reached its stony safety.
At a sudden impulse in his mind, he skidded to a stop and
pressed his body back against the cliff wall. Closing his eyes, Ghlorr
‘wished’, then opened his eyes again. Looking down at himself, he saw
his fur covered limbs and body shimmer and change to look exactly
like the rock wall behind him.
He looked back up at the sky in time to see the dragon swerve
in confusion as its prey disappeared. The aerial hunter broke off its
dive and, with rhythmically pumping wings taking it back up into the
sky, it screeched its frustration at losing its meal.
Ghlorr waited for only a moment before he stepped away from
the wall and continued his jogging circuit of the tower. Staying as close
to the rock wall as he could, he concentrated on keeping his
holographic cloak at the same varying patterns that he ran by. He was
concentrating on his visual shield so much that he was on the resting
little rex before he knew it.
The little rex was named by Granite when he had first shared
Ghlorr’s mental memory of the two legged predator. Introduced to
Grrlar as hunt prey by the baylor, Ghlorr’s human friend had said that
it looked just like a little Tyrannosaurus Rex.
Whatever that was.
But with usual human tenacity, Granite had pushed the name
till Ghlorr finally capitulated. The two legged predator with the heavy
tail that balanced the tooth-filled head, the little rex, rose with a startled
scream as Ghlorr came upon it.
Caught at the wrong angle, to the VR beast Ghlorr looked like
a moving slab of rock that smelled like food. It rose and moving in an
arc away from the cliff and snuffled toward Ghlorr purposefully,
blocking his escape path from the cliff as it did so.
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A second screech from the beast was a prelude to its attack
and Ghlorr made his move. Jumping high, he spun on his axis and
kicked the little rex in the side of the head as it took its first step toward
him.
Landing with his back to the animal, he ran full speed at the
cliff wall and up the side as the beast recovered and lunged at his rock
shape. When his momentum began to fall off Ghlorr jumped away
from the wall and flipped feet over head backwards.
The little rex ran into the cliff wall as Ghlorr came down
behind it and sprinted away around the curve of the tower. With a
mental thought as he ran, Ghlorr attempted to keep his body odors and
shedding biomass from leaving a trail that the carnivore could follow.
He assumed he’d been successful when the enraged screams of the
beast grew quickly more distant.
Slowing to a trot he soon came back around the tower to
where his bed rested in a niche in the rock. Granite and Tatsu were
standing there waiting for him.
“Good morning my friend!” Granite called to him. “We’re
about to make another stepping stone jump, want to man a console?”
“Sure!” Ghlorr called back as he trotted up to the pair. “Can I
take a shower first?”
“No need to.” Granite answered. The nanomass that makes up
the VR pod you’ve been in the past few days has kept you clean and
groomed. You may not have the pleasure of the memory, but when I
disengage the VR program you’ll be just as fresh and clean as if you
came from the best spa on Earth.”
“OK.” Ghlorr answered. “Let’s go.” He stood in the legs
spread, arms extended position that he had assumed when he entered
the nanomass’ embrace. The scene around him dissolved and was
replaced by the view of the tiny bridge of the ship as the nanomass
flowed away from his eyes and head.
He flexed his arms and shoulders as the nanomass flowed
down his legs and into the deck. When he was free of its grasp, Ghlorr
walked to his seat and lowered himself into its embrace. His screen
came alive as he tapped keys while buckling his restraint harness.
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* SEVEN *
Kiilliimmeedd Taagghhaarr sat in the co-pilot’s seat of the
shuttle and looked out the window as the shuttle started reentry. As the
Family Head, he could have claimed the right to fly the shuttle himself
but had too much on his mind to take advantage of the distraction.
As the shuttle began to rock from its first contact with the
atmosphere, Taagghhaarr saw the fiery streak of an asteroid entering
the atmosphere far to the north. He watched the display as matter broke
free from the asteroid and left separate trails of flaming debris.
His family had lived with the fact of constant meteorite
bombardment due to the destruction of the middle moon of
Kiilliimmeedd Prime’s three moons. The defending canine slave race
had refused to surrender and when they were herded to the second
moon, it had been totally destroyed. Subsequent targeting by the
weapons of visiting Hunter ships had slowly reduced the size of
individual pieces of the shattered moon. The ring could be seen from
any location on Kiilliimmeedd Prime and was a reminder to all canine
slaves of the consequences of rebellion.
With the heavy increase in orbital construction that had come
as a result of the defensive preparations of their worlds, meteoric debris
had increased in volume. He could tell by the color and disintegration
pattern that the meteor he watched was natural and not construction
debris. When the display ceased, he diverted his attention momentarily
to the gauges of the instrument panel in front of him.
Looking away from the sky to the pane of the window, he
watched the panel for a few moments as the glow of the shuttle’s
reentry grew brighter. The glow increased rapidly as the shuttle
dropped further into the atmosphere until it grew so bright he opaqued
the window.
As the familiarity of the shuttle’s reentry lulled him, his
thoughts returned to his just completed inspection of the orbital
defenses of his shrinking Empire.
Two years ago he had been prepared to break away from the
rest of his race and create his own Empire. His hidden starship
manufacturing facility had created a fleet whose only shortcoming was
the lack of trained crew. The annexing of the human star system was in
the final phase of its schedule and the pacification of the Emperor by
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the marriage of his daughter to one of Taagghhaarr’s own nephews was
also in its final stages.
Then things had begun to fall apart.
First, a mystery race had entered the human star system. The
nature of the race was still unknown as none of its members had yet
been captured or bodies recovered from any of the battles they had had
with his own people.
That was because all of the battles so far had been won by the
mystery aliens. His own forces had either been totally defeated or
driven to flee.
So far, only the fleets and mobile construction bases from the
neighboring red dwarf sun had escaped the aliens.
Most of the Kiilliimmeedd Family’s fleet had escaped the red
dwarf system to the home system but none of the forces within the
human system had been heard from since.
Some of his higher-ranking military advisors speculated that
the mystery race was an unexpected ally of the humans. Others said
that they were simply another race expanding their own empire in
much the same way as the baylor were expanding theirs.
It didn’t really matter to him which one they were.
All that mattered was that his Family’s years-long
preparations were in ruins.
And things weren’t getting any better.
They had lost not only the human system, but nearly half the
shipbuilding facilities and ships in the asteroid fields of the
neighboring red dwarf system as well.
The mystery race had not stopped there. After driving his
forces back to the home system, they had constructed a blockade
around the Kiilliimmeedd system by mining all of the jump points
around the twin stars.
Now he could not even run to the Emperor for help. Even if
he wanted too.
It was only the portions of the fleet that had escaped the red
dwarf system and the few sections of the manufacturing station that
they towed that kept the mystery race at bay.
But that could not last forever.
His defenses had increased steadily over the sixes of days
since the beginning of the blockade. But so had the forces of the
mystery race.
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Whoever they were, they were increasing the mining of the
jump points within the Kiilliimmeedd system. No matter how fast his
own manufacturing progressed, the jumppoint mining increased faster.
He had enough forces to make an all out assault on one jump
point with a near certain chance of success, but that would mean
abandoning the system. He could not do that and still defend his
Family’s two worlds.
His frustration grew by the day as his people’s best efforts
seemed to be wasted.
Whoever this mystery race was, they must be very powerful to
be able to commit such a large force to their blockade.
Too bad he couldn’t have made allies of them. Such an
alliance would have made it impossible for the Etteerrmmoohh Empire
to dispute the Kiilliimmeedd Family’s breakaway.
The shuttle hit a pocket of turbulence and vibrated fiercely for
a few moments. The minor distraction was enough to divert
Taagghhaarr’s train of thought.
“How long to touchdown pilot?” He could have called the
answer up on his own console, but chose to converse with the pilot
instead.
“A six and two major time parts My Lord.” Came the
professional reply.
“Very well pilot.” He replied, then again lapsed into silence.
After a while the shuttle landed and Taagghhaarr
disembarked. He walked across the landing field and entered the
ground craft that took him the short distance to the Family estate.
Unlike a GW-coil powered craft’s smooth quick ride, the wheeled
vehicle let Taagghhaarr feel the ride.
The ride from the shuttle pad to the main buildings of the
Family estate took a major and five minor time parts. When he arrived,
several of his family members were there to greet him.
“Welcome home My Lord.” Said his brother Fiimmbbaall.
“Was your trip as informative as you hoped?”
“Yes it was.” He answered.
He then turned to his top aid. “Did you receive the
communications I told all the department heads to sent to you?”
Most of those there to greet him upon his return began to drift
away to resume their duties as soon as Taagghhaarr started to converse
with his top aid. Only Fiimmbbaall accompanied the two as they
headed toward the estate’s offices.
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“Yes My Lord.” Brroonnssoonn Huurrmmuunn answered. “I
have taken the liberty to examine as many of those files as possible and
have made some preliminary projections.”
“What are your impressions of the data?” Taagghhaarr asked.
“It does not look good My Lord.” His aid replied. “Our
biggest problem remains ore supplies. We are not out of ore, but since
the demand is greater than the rate of processing can meet, we are
falling behind in our construction efforts.”
“How much longer before things get too far behind to meet
our schedule?”
“At our top usage rate, two, sixes of sixes of days My Lord.”
Came the answer.
Taagghhaarr turned to his brother. “What are your suggestions
for dealing with this problem?”
“I think that we should move the construction facilities to the
larger moon, My Lord.” Fiimmbbaall said.
“Won’t the gravity well cause problems?” He asked.
“I apologize for being imprecise in my comment, My Lord. I
did not mean that the construction facilities would be on the moon.
Even though the moon is small enough that its gravity well is very
small, the facilities would be in orbit where they would experience only
micro gravity.”
“The reason for the move would be more for the accessibility
to the mines.” Huurrmmuunn added. “There is only one problem My
Lord.”
“What would that be?” He asked.
“Mining production has been steadily falling off the past few
sixes of days.” His aid replied.
“What is the problem?” Was his next question.
“When the mining supervisors pushed for increased
production at the start of the blockade they also increased discipline
when the slaves failed to meet all schedules.” Came the answer. “The
number of fatal bloodings has increased at a greater rate than slave
replacements.”
“I have had to order a halt to excessive bloodings, but the
work teams are still under staffed.” The aid continued.
“Why haven’t you increased the pace of slave replacement?”
Taagghhaarr asked.
Huurrmmuunn deferred to Fiimmbbaall for the answer as that
duty fell under the Emperor’s brother’s responsibilities. “We cannot
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send any but criminal slaves to the mines by Imperial Decree My Lord.
In addition, our own people cannot work the mines. Those criminals of
our own people are the lower ranking supervisors.”
“I am unaware of my making such a decree.” Taagghhaarr
grumbled ominously.
“It was made by our great grandsire My Lord.” His brother
explained with a submissive tilt to his head. “He felt that it was beneath
the dignity of our people to work beside mere slaves.”
“So the result is that our own criminals are the ones in charge
of the mines that are our biggest source of supplies for the defense of
our two worlds?”
“That is correct My Lord.” Came the answer.
“What are your recommendations?” Taagghhaarr asked.
Fiimmbbaall answered first. “All supervisory positions should
be given to better qualified people. Those baylorian criminals sent to
the moon should be reassigned to more menial tasks. Preferably below
the level of supervision, but above the level of actual mining duties. In
addition, they should be forbidden the luxury of blooding slaves
outside of the kitchens.”
“What else?”
Huurrmmuunn answered next. “Since the alien’s blockade has
been in affect, we have not been able to export any starship slave
crews. The number of slaves has actually increased because of this. I
propose that the least competent of these be transferred to the
construction facilities and the least dangerous mining positions.”
“We should also open as many new mining shafts as our
increased numbers of workers allows. We must put every effort into
increasing defensive production or we will surely be defeated.” He
added. “A heavy attack could cause enough damage to stop mining
activities for extended periods of time. It would be best to ensure a
stockpile of resources in case that happens.”
“Very well.” Taagghhaarr said. “Prepare the documents for
my signature before the end of the day. You may initiate the
reassignment of slaves and criminals of our own people as soon as I
have changed the Imperial Decree to reflect our current situation.”
“There is one more thing.” Taagghhaarr added. “I have been
studying our situation and I feel that we must prepare for any
eventuality. Several years ago a group of engineers developed a ship
design for a planetoid ship.”
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“I remember the design My Lord. Its construction was turned
down because it violated the Emperor’s edict that our Family was
forbidden to own our own ships.” Fiimmbbaall said. “It was decided
that its construction would be too hard to conceal.”
“Yes.” Taagghhaarr said. “And when we decided to break
away from the Empire and built the construction facility in the
neighboring red dwarf system, the design was rejected as too labor
intensive for the return it would give. If we had adopted the design, we
may not have lost all of the jump points out of our system.”
“In the last few sixes of days I have had a team of engineers
reevaluating the design.” Taagghhaarr continued. “They have come up
with a new design that I have already approved. The ship is not as large
as the planetoid ship that was previously designed, but it is several
times larger than any ship currently existing in any of the Empire’s
fleets.”
“Where will we get the materials to build this ship My Lord?”
Asked Huurrmmuunn. “And if I may be so bold as to question your
decision, why would we divert necessary defensive manufacturing to
build such a ship?”
“To answer your first question, since the blockade effectively
makes our current starships useless, we will cannibalize them for jump
capable equipment. There were a considerable number of ships that
made it back from the red dwarf system and several that were stranded
here after the blockade was put up. There are enough jump engines and
jump coils to equip three such planetoid ships with adequate
replacement supplies.”
“Destroy the fleet we risked so much to build My Lord?”
Huurrmmuunn asked.
“The ships themselves will not be destroyed.” Taagghhaarr
answered. “When the jump engines and jump coils are removed, the
hulls will have more room for missile tubes and fighters. Their
interstellar capabilities are, after all, useless until the blockade is
broken. They will be put to better use as mobile defensive weapons
platforms for the near future. Their increased mobility will allow us
more flexibility in movement without the penalty of the mass of the
jump engines and coils.”
“But what of travel between the two major stars we still
control My Lord?” Fiimmbbaall asked. “Are we going to abandon one
star to more easily defend the other? Or abandon the mining bases we
still have around our red dwarf companion.”
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“No.” He answered. “The ships that will make the core of the
three ships commissioned will each hold a position at one end of the
gravity vortex tunnel that connects our two stars. All other starships
will continue to transfer goods and slaves between the two stars. The
only change will be that we will strengthen this world a little more as
our last defensive position. I also want an all out effort to strip the
mines of the red dwarf of everything we may need. From ore to
equipment to slaves, I want everything transferred in equal parts to one
or the other of the two planetoid ships.”
“The two ships will be built as mobile jump point blockade
stations, with one at each jump point.” Taagghhaarr continued. “This
will allow them to periodically test their jump capabilities by switching
jump points occasionally. I want you to follow the designs of the team
I have assigned to the construction of the war moons to the smallest
detail.”
“And in addition, I have another proclamation to make that
you will deliver to our people.” Taagghhaarr said sternly. Glaring at his
brother and his aid, Taagghhaarr continued. “There have been too
many warriors blaming techs for our situation and killing them in
duels. It is bad enough that we must face an enemy we don’t even
know without doing their battles for them.”
“I decree that from this moment on, anyone who kills his
opponent in a duel for Honor will lose his life.” Taagghhaarr knew he
was pushing the limits of what he could order his people to do, but
couldn’t afford to lose this war due to internally caused attrition. “I
know that we have always valued strength over knowledge, but for
now it those with less strength and more knowledge who will
determine if we survive.”
*

*

*

The man in the gray suit handed his ID to the guard and said.
“Sam Morrow. I’m here to see Robert and Loni Scott.”
The guard looked at the ID, then at Sam, then back to the ID.
“Just a minute Sgt. Morrow.” He said. “I’ll have to call in to confirm
your appointment.”
“It’s not sergeant any more. I’m retired.” Sam interjected.
“Whatever.” The guard said. “I’ll still have to call in
confirmation.”
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Sam leaned against a file cabinet as the guard made his call to
the scientists inside the building. It only took a few moments before the
guard set the phone back in its cradle and turned to him. “They are
expecting you sir.” He pushed a button on his desk and a buzzer
sounded. He pointed toward the door and said. “Step through there sir.”
Sam nodded his thanks to the guard and stepped through the
door. He walked down the hallway until he came to the door at the end.
Pushing the door open, he was immediately assaulted by the noise of
machinery. Hesitating for only a second, he forged on into the room
beyond the door.
A dark haired, dark complexioned young man looked up from
a computer console, then looked back down at the screen before him
without saying a word.
Sam’s eyes swept the large room until they lit on a young
woman who also had dark hair and a dark complexion. She was
watching him intently when he first noticed her and her eyes did not
waver as he looked in her direction.
“You must be Sgt. Morrow.” She said. “I’m Loni Scott and
that’s my brother, Robert.”
“I’m no longer a sergeant.” He said. “It’s just Samuel Morrow
now.”
“Just Samuel Morrow? Not private investigator Sam
Morrow?” Came Loni’s probing question.
“Well. OK.” He smiled his best disarming smile. “Private
investigator Sam Morrow.” He replied.
“Looking for space invaders?” Came from Robert without
looking up from his computer screen.
Sam sighed. Since before he had retired from the Virginia
Highway Patrol, he had shown an interest in unexplained phenomena.
This interest had begun with a mysterious car accident where the
victims of a DUI accident had shown some very mysterious memories.
As well as a lack of injuries to match the damage to the interior of their
car and the blood evidence inside their car that hinted at major injuries
that weren’t there.
The evidence of the accident that the then Sgt. Morrow had
been the first on the scene to see had been enough to show two
fatalities. Instead, Sam had found two completely uninjured occupants.
The child had shown blood traces in her mouth and on her
nose to indicate massive internal injuries.
None had been found.
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The child’s father, who had been driving the car, had shown
an even more baffling lack of injuries to match the blood and car
damage to the area of the driver’s seat.
Medical examinations had shown the driver to be showing
signs of considerable blood loss. Even though the inside of the car had
enough fresh blood stains of the driver’s blood type, the driver had no
wounds or recent scars to indicate that he had ever had an injury of the
type to explain the evidence.
Further examinations of the driver had shown him to display
all the symptoms of blood loss consistent with an injury and massive
blood loss.
But there was no apparent injury despite the torn and bloody
pant leg. Not even a partially healed scar.
Sam had made his report and endured the ridicule that had
resulted from his insistence that something was wrong.
Most of his fellow highway patrolmen had dismissed his
persistence for a while, while some had given him a hard time almost
immediately.
Soon, all had either laughed at or ridiculed him.
He had gradually taken to spending his time alone in
researching similar occurrences.
Within a year he was divorced and had taken an early
retirement. Not long after that he had obtained his private investigators
license. Now he lived out of his van and paid his child support out of
his few job commissions.
“Space invaders are a little out of my league.” He said. “My
investigations are a little more down to Earth.”
“Don’t mind my brother Sergeant Morrow, he can be a little
sarcastic at times.”
Robert never looked up from his computer console. “I wasn’t
being sarcastic. The sergeant is one of the best alien seekers around.
Isn’t that right sergeant?”
“First off, I’m not a sergeant. I retired from the Highway
Patrol a long time ago. The worst you can call me now is Mister.”
Robert smiled. “OK, Mister Morrow. Aren’t you still looking
for space invaders?”
“Maybe. Maybe not. It all depends on how you answer my
questions.” Sam replied.
“And what kind of questions do you have?” Robert asked. He
still did not look up from his computer console.
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“You have recently invented a method of gravitational control
which allows you to control or create gravity. Is that not correct?” Sam
asked.
Robert ignored his guest but Loni answered in his stead. “Yes.
That is what we seem to have done. But we are still experimenting with
the possibilities of what we have invented.”
“You have also used up the last of your personal funds but
despite the significance of your findings, you do not seem to be able to
get any loans to continue your research.” Sam said, adding. “You just
got this new place and you’ve already been given an eviction notice.”
Robert finally looked up but Loni spoke first. “That’s true.
And there’s no logical reason for denying us a loan when our results
are so astounding.” Her gaze at Sam intensified. “You know why that
is, don’t you?”
“I sure do!” Sam laughed. “You do too, if you’ll just think
about it.”
Robert spoke up as he continued to punch the keys of his
computer console. “We succeeded too well and they don’t want us to
get too far ahead of them.” He said.
“You’re only partly right.” Sam said.
“I suppose you’re going to tell us about the aliens now.”
Robert said sarcastically.
Sam’s eyes narrowed as he looked at the young scientist. “Can
you tell me why anyone would cut off or block the funding of such a
revolutionary discovery as the control of gravity?” He asked softly.
“They should be jumping all over themselves to fund us!”
Robert insisted. “But we turned them down when they wanted to keep
the research secret.”
“Has the government tried to restrict your research?” Sam
asked.
“Yes, but they were too late.” Laughed Loni. “We had already
posted all of our research notes on the Internet and sent in a patent
application before they came to talk to us.”
“Yea, your Internet piece was how I found out about you.”
Said Sam.
He then changed the subject. “Have you seen the
mathematical calculations on the asteroid that hit Baltimore?”
“What do you mean?” Asked Loni.
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“I have calculated the speed and trajectory of the asteroid and
put my calculations on this disk.” He held up a computer disk. “Look at
it and tell me what you see.”
Loni took the disk from Sam and pushed it into her computer.
She tapped a few keys and studied the screen in front of her.
Her computer was connected to her brother’s and he studied
his own screen at the same time.
“This can’t be right.” Loni said. “With the initial speed that
the ground based radar calculated, the asteroid should have created a
crater over a mile in diameter.”
“And we all know that the rock that hit Baltimore left a crater
only a couple hundred yards wide.” Sam said softly.
“These calculations show that the asteroid slowed down by
several thousands of miles per hour in just the last hour before impact!”
Loni exclaimed.
“But that’s impossible!” Her brother interjected.
“Not if someone used one of your gravity controllers on it.”
Sam added.
“But that happened before we even invented the thing!”
Robert exclaimed.
“Don’t forget, Robert, the government was pretty quick to try
and restrict us and they confiscated some of our notes.” Said Loni.
“That guy at the bank also made some hints that some pretty powerful
people had pressured him into denying us the loan. Maybe they already
had gravity wave controllers of their own.”
“I can’t imagine the government not using something like that
if they had it.” Said Robert. “I mean, can you imagine something as big
and powerful as a nuclear sub in orbit? All they’d have to do is
strengthen the hull for internal pressure instead of the external pressure
of deep sea diving. Then put a row of gravity coils along each side.”
“Heck, you could even put a bunch of tiny ones in the floor
and ceiling to create your own artificial gravity.” He added.
“I think they’re called deck and overhead on ships.” Said Sam.
“Whatever.” Robert replied with a wave of his hand. “You
know what I mean. But could you imagine our government not taking
advantage of something like that?”
“There is another alternative.” Said Sam.
Robert and Loni looked at each other for a moment, then Loni
said. “Your aliens.”
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“Yes.” Sam answered. “Or maybe not aliens. It could be
somebody like us with that kind of technology who just doesn’t want to
be found.”
“Now you’re saying it might not be aliens? What, humans
with advanced technology that are hiding right here on Earth?” Asked
Loni.
“Maybe. You said in your Internet piece that some of your
data came from an unknown source.”
“True.” Said Robert
“Just before I retired from the Virginia Highway Patrol I came
across a suspicious accident that caused me to become interested in
unexplained phenomenon. Since then I’ve been investigating weird and
unexplained occurrences all over the country.”
“Kind of like those two FBI agents on that old Tri-V show?”
Asked Robert with a laugh.
“Yea. Kind of like that. But it was just two dimensional back
then.” Sam answered. “What I’ve found is kind of interesting.”
“Did you know that there are several dozen instances of
researchers finding data in their computer files that they don’t know the
source of?” Sam asked.
“You mean just like the files we found?” Loni asked.
“Yes.” Sam nodded his head as he spoke. “As a matter of fact,
it was the comment you made in your Internet piece that got my
attention. When I back-checked some of my other investigations, I
found that there are a lot of those kinds of things going on. And in
almost every case it was the mystery files that were the breakthrough
that led the researchers to some sort of revolutionary discovery or
invention.”
“So you’re saying that someone is feeding advanced
technology into the data of a lot of different researchers? For what
purpose?” Asked Robert.
“I have no idea.” Sam answered. “But I’ve also found a lot of
information that suggests there’s been an alien presence on Earth for
quite a while. I also have information that a lot of high ranking
government officials knew about it and may even have been working
with these aliens.”
“So now we’re back on aliens again, huh? How could
anybody keep something like that a secret for so long?” Robert asked.
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“A better question might be why.” Said Loni. “And if they did
keep it a secret for so long, why wait till now to start feeding high tech
data into research? Why not just openly reveal themselves?”
“I don’t know the answer to that either. Maybe there are two
factions. One that wants to stay secret and another that doesn’t.” Sam
said. “All I know for sure is that over the last two or three years there’s
been a lot of strange things going on.”
“Medical and technological advances have increased.” Sam
continued. “Governments are settling differences with less violence,
with only a few exceptions. Some of the most historically disruptive
politicians have either gotten out of politics or simply disappeared.”
“And some other things have been happening that may or may
not be related to the mystery data files and drastic drop in violent
behavior.” Sam added. “There have been an excessive amount of
homeless and elderly who have disappeared over the past few years.
There was even a whole tribe in South America that was threatened by
the advance of settlers into the rain forest, that has disappeared.
Completely and without a trace.”
“South Africa has reported that they have not needed to cull
any elephants in the past two years cause the numbers have not
increased, but calves are still being born.”
“Poachers?” Robert asked.
“Poachers take the tusks and leave the carcass. There were no
carcasses found. When I heard about the elephants I checked on other
endangered animals. It seems that there has been a world wide rash of
animal disappearances as well as people over the past couple of years
at least. Maybe longer. I don’t know.”
“Then there’s the asteroid that hit Baltimore. And the comet
that came into view after that. I have talked with an astronomer who
said that the trajectory of the main body of that comet took it very close
to Earth’s orbit. Then it broke apart. He says that the pieces will come
close to Earth, but not near as close as the whole thing would have had
it not broken apart.”
“Sounds a little fishy don’t you think?” Sam asked. “The
asteroid that hit Baltimore was just a small chunk of a bigger asteroid
that also just happened to break apart as it was heading for Earth. The
data I showed you says that the impacting piece slowed down before it
hit. I have other data that shows that the pieces that didn’t hit moved
away from the Earth by even greater direction and velocity changes.”
“Can I see that data?” Loni asked.
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“Of course.” Sam answered. “On one condition.”
“And that is?” Questioned Robert suspiciously.
“Since you put your data on the Internet, a lot of people are
going to try to build their own gravity coils. I’ve gotten a number of
people interested in my research and they would like to hire you to
build coils for them. We’re going to build a grain silo sized ship and
see if we can’t get into space and get a better look at what’s going on
out there.”
“Will you join us?” Sam asked.
*

*

*

[We are entering the jump point Draco.] Came the voice in his
mind. [Five minutes to jump.]
[Thank you Gandalf.] He replied to his implant’s AI, then
aloud to those he was seated with in the lounge he said. “If you’ll
excuse me, I have duties to attend to.” He then rose from his seat and
made his way to the elevator at one side of Liberator’s circular lounge.
Behind him he heard one of the passengers ask the ship aloud.
“Are we there yet Libby?”
“Yes, Mr. Shabazz.” Came the answer over the ship’s
loudspeaker system. “We will be jumping to the Centauri syst...”
The closing elevator door shut off any more sound from the
lounge. Since his ship’s conversion from nanomass to solid matter was
nearly complete, Draco could feel the elevator rise to the bridge as it
raised him one deck above the lounge. The door opened and he exited
the elevator and made his way to the raised Captain’s chair, which
occupied the center of the circular bridge.
Directly in front of him and at floor level was the meter tall,
two meter wide 3D screen. Between him and the 3D screen and offset
to the left and right were the Pilot and Navigation consoles. Behind
them and directly to his right and left were the Engineering and Comm
consoles.
Above the consoles and 3D screen was a half circle of seven,
meter tall window ports that gave a panoramic view of space around
the ship. Since they were shaded from the glare of the sun by the
bottom of the teardrop shaped ship, the full glory of the Milky Way
was visible through those windows.
From his seat in the center of the bridge, Draco’s view was a
little less spectacular. That didn’t really bother him because he was
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able to access the view of the entire sphere of space around Liberator
through his cyberneural connection with his implant.
“Target star on screen Pilot.” Draco said to his nephew,
Summer.
“Aye, aye Captain.” Summer said and punched a series of
lighted, touch keys on his console. The 3D screen lit up and the twin
Centauri suns showed as a single point of yellow tinted light at this
distance.
“Velocity at minimum. We are nearing the center of the jump
point.” Said Draco’s niece, Angela, from the Navigator’s seat to the
right of the pilot.
“Jump engines charging.” Said the Chief Engineer in the seat
directly to Draco’s right. “Jump in one minute.”
“Thank you Mr. Joseph. Jump when ready.” Draco said.
Even though the ship could be completely controlled at all
times by the ship’s reduced capacity, artificial intelligence program,
Draco liked to give the crew as much hands-on practice as possible.
“Jumping... now.” William Joseph said and the star field
around them flickered once.
Sy’Byt had told him long ago that some people claimed to feel
the sensations of the jump. In the few jumps he’d experienced, Draco
had not felt any external sensations. That was probably due to the high
quality of the nanobot constructed and maintained jump engines and
support equipment he used.
The image on the 3D screen flickered once at the moment of
jump and now the twin stars of the Centauri system showed as two
brighter points of light. Off to one side was the reddish sun, Proxima
Centauri, the third star of what some thought of as a triple star system.
“Target destination confirmed.” said Angela as soon as she
had compared the spectrographic signatures of the two stars to that on
her console.
At the same time, Allen Craig spoke up from the Comm
station directly to his left. “Transmitting recognition codes.” Then a
moment later. “Jump point defenses confirm our identity.”
“Take us out of the jump point Pilot.” The ship still had the
momentum it had had when it entered the jump point on the Sol side
but that wasn’t very much.
“Aye, aye Captain.”
Summer’s fingers tapped at the keys on his console and
locked the ship’s gravity wave coils on the mass of the nearer of the
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two suns of the Centauri system. The coils pulled at the mass of the
sun. The sun didn’t move, but the coils did. The mass of the sun began
to pull at the smaller mass of the coils and since they were anchored to
the ship, the ship moved too.
The slight momentum Liberator had brought with it from the
Sol system was increased. Over the next few minutes, Liberator’s
vector was also changed and the ship headed toward the station just
outside the boundaries of the jump point opening.
“Estimated time of arrival at Centauri-Sol Station, three hours
sir.” Said Angela.
“Thank you Navigator.” Draco replied.
The ship continued on it’s way for the next three hours and
when the mass of the station came within range, Draco gave the
command to reorient the ship’s gravity wave coils to use the station’s
mass as a brake. A few minutes later after they had finished docking,
Draco pushed a key on his console that opened a ship wide PA system.
“May I have your attention please. This is the Captain speaking. We
have arrived at Centauri-Sol Station.”
“All passengers are requested to disembark within the hour
and report to the Station Commander within twenty four hours for
assignments. All crew are to go on day on, day off duty. Current duty
crew will start the rotation. We will be in port for a minimum of fortyeight hours. Captain out.” He then pushed another key to turn off the
PA.
Rising from his seat he said. “The bridge is yours Pilot.”
“Aye, aye Captain.” Summer replied.
Draco entered the elevator and took it down two decks. The
door opened and he left the car and walked the short distance to the
core elevator and took it down to the lower deck. He then walked
through the short inner airlock, passed through the hatch and into the
outer airlock.
Stopping at the outer hatch, he looked at the panel to make
sure there was atmosphere on the other side. He then tapped at the keys
of the control panel, opened the hatch and walked through the extended
umbilical that connected the ship to the station.
After passing through the twin airlocks of the station, he made
his way to the Commander’s office. He waited two minutes after
arriving before being admitted to the office.
“Hello Ward.” He said as he entered the office.
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Ward Michaels rose from his seat behind the desk and shook
Draco’s hand. “Hello Draco. Welcome to my humble abode.” He
motioned to the seat by his desk. “Have a seat.”
As he sat, Draco immediately asked. “How have things been
going on this side?”
“Forrest and Sharon came through several weeks ago and
have already gone on to the Centauri-61 Cygni jump point. That’s the
most direct line to the Baylorian Empire.” Ward said. “They’ve mined
it as well as the jump point on the other side, so we’ve gotten another
onion-layer out on our defensive perimeter.”
Tilting his head and furrowing his eyebrows, Ward then
asked. “When I scanned your ship, I was a little surprised at the
readings. What’s up?”
“I’ve been converting Libby to solid matter over the past few
weeks.” Draco answered. “She’ll be easier to maintain if I don’t have
to concentrate on so much nanomass after Gandalf leaves me.”
Ward nodded knowingly, then said. “Kallie and I were talking
about building a smaller ship of our own for when all of this is over.
How about the ship construction back on Draconus?”
“Storm has dug a few different size construction vats for
nanomass. Even the biggest ship only takes two days to build, from
start to finish.” Draco said.
“Isn’t that the same length of time it takes to make the smaller
thirty meter ships?” Ward asked.
“Yea, that’s right. But don’t forget, the size of the vat isn’t
important. No matter how big or small the vat is, it’s full of nanomass.
Since the nanomass is controlled as a single unit, the size of the vat
doesn’t really matter.”
“Once a vat is flooded with ore saturated nanomass, the
individual nanobots work with the ceramics, metal, cermet alloys, and
plastics at an atomic level.” Draco continued. “A single cyberhuman
controlling the fluid nanomass can construct all of the portions of the
ship simultaneously, just like when he or she constructed his or her
body augmentation.”
“So, what you’re saying is that no matter what size the vat, as
long as you add enough mass, construction takes the same two days
from start to finish?”
“That’s about it.” Draco replied. “We could cut that time in
half if we added a second cyberhuman to the process.”
“So why don’t you just make all big ships?” Ward asked.
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“It’s a matter of the combination of the supply of refined
materials as well as available crew.” Draco replied. “We don’t have an
unlimited number of cyber warlocks and cyber witches to run all of the
ships we make, now.”
“We’ve got several of the larger ships just sitting on the
surface of Draconus cause we can’t train people fast enough to fly
them.” Draco continued. “We still make more smaller ships than large
ones because they’re easier to man.”
“In fact, our construction method has become a little too
efficient.” Draco continued. “In the last couple of weeks we’ve had to
cut back on all of our ship construction cause we’re making them so
much faster than we can train crews for them. Lately we’ve been
concentrating mostly on blockade supplies. Mines, sensor platforms,
message drones. Things like that. We’re using a couple of the larger
ships we have now to deliver those supplies, but the rest of the new
recruits are all being sent to the thirty meter, Monitor class.”
“That brings me to the main subject of my visit.” Draco said.
“Gravity wave coils have been invented by a pair of researchers back
home on Earth. That means that in a short time there’s going to be a lot
of space traffic exploring the home solar system.”
“When that happens we’re not going to be able to use the SolCentauri jump point any more. Its use and location would make it too
obvious, even with maximum stealth.” Draco explained. “One of our
major operational restrictions is that we let the rest of the human race
contact us first. It’s imperative that the human race not be openly given
advanced technology. At least not obviously. If they are given the
technology openly, I’m sure there will be an unpredictable amount of
emotional damage to the human psyche.”
“Won’t the rapid pace of advancement cause the same
results?” Ward asked.
“Not necessarily.” Draco replied. “The baylor have been
obstructing technological advancement for several decades. At the
same time, they encouraged certain advances because they wanted
technologically literate slaves. They didn’t stifle the imagination
though, so with the help of the entertainment industry, most people in
the more advanced countries of Earth have already been exposed to
ideas more advanced than the tech level that now exists.” He shrugged.
“The reality of advancements we’ve planted will be easily accepted.”
“Besides, there’s the old, area 51 scenario.” Draco added.
“We found out through deep interrogation of the former Head of the
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baylorian occupation of Earth that some advanced technology was
being controlled through secret government contacts. There really are
certain groups who have been back engineering baylorian science and
integrating it into human technology.”
“Why would they do that?” Ward asked.
“It seems that the Kiilliimmeedd Family of the Centauri
system was planning to revolt against the main Empire. They were
going to use the Centauri and Sol systems as the core of another,
separate Empire.” Draco answered. “Their plan was to let Earth
technology advance enough to create a higher level manufacturing
infrastructure that would easily integrate with their own. Then they
were going to use the destruction of their planned comet catastrophe to
come to our planet’s rescue. Of course, that rescue would have turned
into an open occupation of Earth and humanity’s enslavement.”
“Wouldn’t the comet have destroyed most of that
infrastructure?” Ward asked.
“No. Do you remember reading about the Shoemaker-Levy
comet that hit Jupiter a couple decades ago?” Draco asked.
“Yea.” Ward answered. “That’s the one that broke up into a
bunch of pieces.”
“That’s the one.” Draco said. “It wasn’t a natural occurrence.
It was a practice shot by the baylor. Both the trajectory and the breakup
of the mother comet were controlled by the baylor. The entire thing
was nothing more than a training mission for baylorian technicians.
They were planning to do the same thing to the Earth.”
“The comet was supposed to be seen as missing the Earth just
before its trajectory took it out of sight behind the sun.” Draco
continued. “It was designed to break up behind the sun and change
vectors enough to hit the Earth. They picked a big enough comet so
that when it broke apart it would spread out across the sky so that only
a few of the pieces would hit the Earth.”
“Why would they do that?” Ward asked.
Draco smiled as he answered. “It gets kind of complicated.
The baylor felt that we would be less suspicious if most of the comet
missed Earth. Besides, it wouldn’t do any good to destroy the planet
beyond use. The baylor have been doing this kind of space warfare for
a long time and know how to choose their targets with considerable
accuracy.”
“A single hit in the North Pacific and North Atlantic were
designed to spread out the damage and destroy coastal populations
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while leaving the continental interiors untouched. A few smaller hits on
the planet’s larger oil fields would just add to the destruction.” Draco
finished.
“I can understand destroying the major fuel and power
sources, but why the coasts?’ Ward asked. “There’s an awful lot of
people living in the coastal cities. Why would the baylor want to
destroy some of the world’s biggest cities and ports? Or kill so many
people?”
“Simple logistics, my friend.” Draco replied. “There’s over
five billion people on Earth. A smaller population would have been a
lot easier for the baylor to control. Especially since they would have
the gravity wave transports to distribute the food supplies where they
wanted. You know, as a way to show their benevolence in the face of
our disaster.” He added sarcastically.
“But that is all irrelevant now.” Draco said. “The sciences of
Earth have been steered away from some paths and toward others for
decades. All we did was eliminate some restrictions and add the lost
data. The world has already been prepared for the idea of advanced
technology by several decades of entertainment speculation, so the
increased pace should go unnoticed.”
“But, anyway, over the last couple of years we’ve been able to
increase the rate of that advancement to the point where the rest of the
planet is about to join us in space.” Draco continued. “Once they get
into space, it won’t be long before they discover the data that will help
them locate vortex tunnel openings between stars. Their first attempt
will probably be the Sol-Centauri gate cause it’s the closest to Sol, so
that means they’ll most likely come through here first.”
“To get you ready for that, a lot of the cargo space in the next
supply ships will prepare you to welcome them.” Draco added. “Mostly
material to make a station capable of handling less advanced ships.
We’re making sure we initiate this phase of construction soon enough
that you’ll have plenty of time to get things ready to properly meet
them.”
“What if they send an unmanned probe through?” Ward
asked. “Or use a different jump point?”
“To answer your second question first, we’ve got a couple of
people watching who are ready to steer them this way when the time
comes. An unmanned probe is one of the things you’ll have to prepare
for.” Draco answered. “We’ll be watching them as close as we can
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without revealing ourselves, so we should have a pretty good idea
when they make their tests.”
“I really don’t want to give in to the urge to micromanage you
on this, but I would suggest keeping a small ship on alert.” Draco
added. “If all they do is send a drone through the jump point, then you
can decide whether or not to send your ship back into the Sol system to
welcome them to our star traveling society. Or, you could just sit back
and wait till they finally send a manned ship through.”
“You’ll have plenty of time to prepare, so I’ll let you decide
how best to proceed. In fact, it may take so long that you’ll even get
tired of waiting.” Draco chuckled. “They might not take the bait even if
we find a way to get some of our own people to push them in some
way. By then you may have decided to request reassignment.”
“Do you have any idea how long its going to take them to
develop the technology?” Ward asked.
“I really can’t say.” Draco answered. “It only took a couple of
years to use the data we gave them to make the gravity wave coils and
jump technology is only a little more complicated.
“I don't think that’s what’s going to slow them down.” Ward
said.
“What do you mean?” Draco asked.
“If space travel becomes as easy as you suggest, can you
imagine the land rush that’ll follow?”
“Land rush?” Draco asked.
“Yea.” Ward replied. “If it becomes easy to reach orbit, it
won’t be long before the moon and mars and the asteroids are
swamped by settlers. Everybody’s going to be busy trying to stake a
claim on their own chunk of the solar system.”
“You’re right. I never thought of that.” Said Draco. “It might
even take a decade or more before anybody even starts looking at the
data where the vortex tunnels are referred to.”
He rubbed his chin in a thoughtful manner.
“Rats! By then, we may even have freed the wolfen.” Draco
said thoughtfully. “Well, if you’ve got that much time, that might make
the other reason for my visit a little easier to implement.”
“What's that?” Ward asked.
“You remember in our history books where the Coalition
forces softened the Iraqis during the Gulf War?”
“You mean by continuous bombing long before the actual
land assault?” Ward asked.
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“Yea.” Draco replied. “We plan to use a similar tactic with the
baylor to free the Centauri worlds. The next supply ship that comes
through the gate will have a 100mm, six barreled, particle accelerator
cannon on board.”
“What the heck am I going to do with a monster like that?”
Ward asked laughingly.
“All of the jump points closest to the Centauri suns will get
them.” Draco replied. “You’ll also get enough ore to make your own
metal sheathed shells for ammo.”
“Here’s the plan.” He continued. “You’ll target baylorian
defensive installations and fire bursts of three hundred slugs at a time
every hour or so. All the other blockade stations will do the same.”
“That’s a lot of shells.” Ward said. “There’s going to be a lot
of misses. It’s not like battles on a planet, so a lot of the shells that miss
the target are going to stay out there. If a burst goes into a stable orbit,
it’s going to cause navigational problems for thousands of years.”
“We’ve already taken that into account.” Draco said. “You
won’t be just firing at random. Each burst will be planned and plotted
so that if it misses the target, it will hit a moon or planet or one of the
Centauri suns. And I want you to fire at a high enough velocity that if
you miss the target and the backstop, the shells will leave the system.
Once they’re in interstellar space, they won’t be a navigational
problem. Also, occasionally I want you to pack all the slag from your
bullet production into fighter-sized chunks and save them.”
“Any particular reason why?” Ward asked.
“Yea.” Draco answered. “We’re going to send a few people to
infiltrate both of the Centauri worlds. Granite and a couple of others
are already on their way and should be in position in a few more
weeks.”
“How are they going to get by the baylorian sensors?” Ward
asked, then said. “We may have all the major jump points blockaded,
but they have the inner sphere blocked up just as tight. Even with a few
hundred, slag rocks to hide among, the baylor are going to target
anything approaching their defensive sphere. Even our three-hundred
shell volleys are going to be fired on.”
“Our infiltrators are not going to enter the system that way.”
Draco smiled as he replied. “They’re using stepping stone jump trails.
It going to take them a long time, but they should be able to find a way
to jump inside the baylorian’s defensive sphere.
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“We won’t be able to use that ruse too often before the baylor
become suspicious.” Ward said.
“I know.” Draco replied. “That’s one of the reasons we want
you to fire a burst any time one of the two inhabited planets is in line
with a target. Besides taking care of any future hazards to space travel,
the shells that miss will leave obvious meteor trails in the sky. The
increased meteor activity will help disguise our people’s infiltration.”
“If any of the infiltrators have a biologic body, the meteor
they use will be a lot larger than a 100mm shell.” Ward pointed out.
“That’s true.” Draco said. “That’s why I want you to make a
few bigger rocks. When we get the word that Granite and the others are
close to their goal we’ll contact you and you can take a ship out away
from the jump point and start lobbing rocks at the two baylorian
planets from different angles. Hopefully, coming from a position not
associated with a jump point will keep some of them from being
detected, or targeted if they are detected.”
“There is still a lot of meteoric activity on both worlds as a
result of the battles that took place a few hundred years ago when the
baylor first attacked the wolfen.” Draco added. “If we can increase the
amount that their planetary defenses have to deal with, maybe we can
increase the chances of our people slipping through unnoticed.”
Draco rose from his chair and rubbed his hands together.
“Now that we’ve got that out of the way, how about showing me
around. I’ve got a mental schematic of the station, but that’s not the
same as a first hand look.”
*

*

*

“Are we here yet?” Were the first words out of Ghlorr’s
mouth as he roused himself from the deep sleep of hibernation.
“We’re in the jump point now Ghlorr.” Came Granite’s voice
from his seat in front of Ghlorr. “I wanted to make sure you were
awake in case we have an audience when we come out on the other
side.”
Raising a hand from his reclining position, the wolfen tapped
a button on the armrest of his bed and it broke in the middle and again
in the middle of the lower section. “I appreciate it my friend.” He said
as the flat surface shifted to again become a partially reclined chair.
When it raised him into position in front of the console, he looked
around at the reduced size of the ship.
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They had shed nanomass at every jump along the way as
Granite left a trail of FTL capable, laser-comm message drones. The
lower deck was gone and the bridge had taken on the shape of a twoseat plane’s cockpit with a small space between the seats and the back
hull. Tatsu was nowhere to be seen. Ghlorr suspected he had morphed
his mass into the rest of the ship to help reduce their size.
“Think nothing of it.” Granite replied as the wolfen tapped the
log-on codes and scanned his screens. “I also wanted you to suit up in
case something goes wrong.”
Ghlorr looked to his left at his human friend’s avatar form. “If
something goes wrong, a suit will not protect me for long.”
“True.” Granite replied with a smile. “But if we’re attacked, it
may protect you long enough for me to get a hold of myself and get
back to you. Assume the position please.”
Ghlorr had experienced this process many times and rose from
his seat and moved to the back of the tiny bridge. Turning toward the
front of the small craft, he stood with his legs spread and his arms
extended. “Let’s get the play on the highway!”
“You mean show on the road?” Granite asked, turning to look
back at Ghlorr from his seat.
Before the wolfen could figure out what his human friend
meant, Granite morphed a portion of nanomass up Ghlorr’s legs and
torso. Catching his full attention, Ghlorr looked down as the nanomass
flowed up his body and out to the ends of his arms, up his neck, and
toward his head. He took a last breath and calmly exhaled as the mass
covered his face. Within seconds, Ghlorr was completely covered with
the morphous mass.
It quivered for a moment and when the mass quit moving, it
had formed itself into an armored battle suit. If there were any defenses
on the other side of the jump point and Liberator’s body hull was
penetrated, Ghlorr would be protected for a while. But if there was
something on the other side powerful enough to penetrate the ship’s
hull, Ghlorr’s battle suit would not last long. If the penetrating shot was
nuclear, none of them would last long enough to worry about it
anyway.
While Ghlorr was being suited, Tatsu morphed the wolfen’s
seat to fit the new body size and shape.
When Ghlorr was suited and had returned to his seat,
Granite’s voice came through the helmet speaker. “Charging two sets
of jump coils.” Ghlorr looked at the console through the closed visor of
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his suit and saw the readings on his screen as Granite called the
information aloud. “Jump coils at thirty percent, fifty percent, seventy
percent, both sets of coils fully charged.”
“Here we go.” Granite’s voice came through his suit speakers
while he watched as the human’s hand reached out to tap the key that
activated the jump coils. The tiny ship had begun to hum but the noise
immediately cut off as it made the jump into the Centauri system.
Coasting with very little relative motion to the jump point,
Granite and Tatsu frantically scanned the input from their passive
sensors. They patiently added sensor data to their map of the system as
the ship slowly drifting through the jump point with its energy
absorption field at full stealth power.
The EAF had a double function. Not only could it absorb all
incoming energy and use it to power itself, but with the sensitivity of
cyberneural enhanced sensors, the EAF was also able to detect which
direction that energy came from, its frequency, and its power level. It
had become several times more powerful in the months since open
battle with the baylor had been initiated.
Watching his screens for baylorian ships or the telltale
probing of long distance sensors, Ghlorr’s heart raced. As the
information from Granite’s improved sensors collected that data,
reformed it to a 3D picture, and put it on his main screen, Ghlorr could
see that the area was devoid of baylorian traffic.
Ghlorr watched patiently as the 3D picture slowly expanded
outward from their position. The sensors collected data at a much
slower pace than active sensors would have, but the long journey had
helped him develop a spacer’s patience.
Active sensors would have required that Granite project
search beams of several types of energy frequencies. These active
sensors would have given a much better reading of the space around
the jump point and in a fraction of the time.
But of course, those same active sensors would have also
painted Granite and Ghlorr’s position for any baylorian sensors they
touched. It would not take long after that for the first missiles to start
arriving.
“It looks like we’re all alone out here, Ghlorr.” Granite said
after another half-hour. “I’m going to send a message drone back to the
other side now.”
Ghlorr’s eyes shifted to the heads-up display of his visor as
Granite morphed a section of the tiny ship’s nanomass body into an
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FTL drone. Ghlorr watched as the drone drifted away from the ship
and seconds later there was a brief flash of energy when the drone
jumped back into the system they had left only a few hours before. The
drone would remain within the jump point, while beaming a laser
comm message to the next drone back, on the stepping stone path they
had just completed.
When those following received the message, they would know
where the last step of the trail was located. When the ship behind them
arrived, it would install the blockade mines in case the baylor came to
investigate. If their back door entrance into the system remained
unnoticed, when the time came it would supply an invasion route that
would bypass the main system defenses.
As Ghlorr watched, Granite morphed a second drone from
what was left of their ship, which he left in the jump point on the
Centauri side. He would stay in laser-comm contact with that drone as
long as he could while he and Ghlorr made their way insystem.
When they were sure that there were no baylor within sensor
range, Granite activated his gravity wave systems and began to
push/pull on the gravity wells within range. The tiny ship began to
slowly change vectors and velocity. As the tiny craft coasted slowly
toward the center of the system, the occupants returned to their training
for the upcoming mission.
“All of your training so far has been solo.” Granite said. “But
now it’s time to work as a team.”
Ghlorr rose from his seat and moved to the back of the bridge
to assume the standing, spread eagled position. In moments he found
himself on the virtual training field. Granite’s image was also there but
in wolfen form.
“How do I look?” Granite asked.
“You look good as one of my people, my friend.” Ghlorr said.
“A little too big, but good. Few wolfen grow so big, but it is not
unheard of.”
Granite looked down at himself, then back at Ghlorr. “Should
I shed some mass? I might be a little clumsy at first, but it won’t take
me that long to become comfortable with a smaller size.”
“No.” Ghlorr replied. “That is not the problem.”
“Oh?”
“The problem, my friend, is that I don’t believe you should
assume wolfen shape.” Ghlorr said. “It is not a good idea to try to
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instill trust at the same time that you are deceiving those whose trust
you are trying to gain.”
“So you think that I should stay in human form?” Granite
asked.
“Yes.” Ghlorr replied. “And Tatsu should assume the shape he
and his people have decided to wear, at least when you are interacting
with my people.”
“I know there are human slaves present on Grrlar, but the free
wolfen of the island continent you know of as Claw are isolated from
the rest of the planet. What if they have never seen or even heard of the
human race?”
“When the baylor first came to Argnng they brought with
them slaves of other races. Even though the baylorian Emperor
deprived the Renegade Family of most of those slaves of other races,
our history tells us of them. Before my former master captured me, I
knew of the human slaves through contact with other groups of free
wolfen. Your human form will come as no surprise to those we meet.
In fact, I feel that your human form will help our credibility more in the
long run.”
“OK.” Granite’s virtual reality image said. “I will defer to
your knowledge of your people in this manner.”
The virtual reality wolfen form then morphed back to
Granite’s human form and said. “Then let’s begin.”
The two resumed their virtual reality training and by the
second day had begun to include teams of animal shaped remotes
controlled by Tatsu. As the tiny nanomass ship coasted slowly toward
the inner regions of the Centauri system, the three of them remained on
the false training grounds of their virtual reality program.
On the seventeenth day inside the Centauri system, Granite’s
sensors located an icy asteroid. He used his GW coils to pull himself
toward the ten-meter wide icy mud-ball. When their paths finally
intersected, Granite spent several minutes scanning the small body to
determine its mass and makeup. When he was through he reduced the
size of the ship as much as he could around Ghlorr’s seated form and
burrowed his nanomass body into the center of the asteroid.
He spent the next day rearranging the dust and rocks of the
asteroid in such a way as to shield his own nanobot ship-body with it’s
wolfen passenger. He then morphed nanomass into GW coils to pull
the asteroid out of its orbital path.
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In the six hours per day that Ghlorr slept, Granite continued to
maneuver the asteroid by changing its vector by small amounts. After
nearly five days of this, he finally had it aimed toward the planet
Grrlar.
To reduce the emissions from the asteroid’s new core, Ghlorr
put himself into the deepest state of hibernation his race was capable
of. When Ghlorr was safely asleep, Granite and Tatsu withdrew their
remaining nanomass into as compact a shape around their passenger as
they could. Using ant-shaped, nanobot remotes, they then transferred
outer material into the cavities formed on the interior.
The asteroid grew smaller and took on an almost seven-meter
long, four-meter wide, cylindrical shape. The slow, end over end
tumble was enough to look natural while still not so much as to bring
Ghlorr out of his self-induced hibernation.
As the asteroid drifted through space, Granite and his
implant’s AI program watched the Centauri system through the
mechanical eyes of the ant remotes. They had remained on the surface
after sealing all but a few ant-sized tunnels to the core, scurrying back
to the core one at a time to deliver updated data.
Over the next few weeks, they watched the heavens as the tiny
asteroid coasted in toward the twin suns.
*

*

*

Sy’Byt waited patiently for the signal from the operative
hidden within the data system of the main jump point station out of the
CLICKeWHISTLEeHummm star system.
He and those who had been assigned as his personal guard
inhabited a small asteroid in the inner system. The asteroid was ideal as
a command base because it was only an octon of tentacle lengths in
diameter and had an orbit perpendicular to the plane of the ecliptic.
This made it very unlikely that any baylorian space traffic
would bring a ship in the asteroid’s vicinity. There were a few minor
jump points that were in the direction of the asteroid’s orbit but none of
them were close during this point in the asteroid’s orbit. Using
techniques learned by Sy’Byt during his travels, matched to the
operation
of
his
people’s
subsurface
caverns,
the
CLICKeWHISTLEeHummm had been able to convert the mass of
the asteroid into an impressive command center. It had been a slow
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process, but they had completed it with no apparent hint of detection by
the baylor.
In addition to the asteroid command center, the
CLICKeWHISTLEeHummm had been able to slowly infiltrate nearly
all of the baylorian’s in-system shuttles and space ships not FTL
capable. Sy’Byt’s mind wandered back to the beginning of his current
path. He had not been able to convince Mn’Torr of the necessity of
haste in securing the jump points to their home system, so had chosen a
different tact.
Over the next few rotations after talking to the Blue Rock
Elder, he had enlisted the aid of several of the more restless of the
young of the Blue Rock Clan. He introduced himself and used the
experience with humans as a model for his debate tactics. Within a few
more rotations, word of his group had spread to other subsurface
caverns and the restless youth of those clans had begun to copy the
Blue Rock Rangers.
Before long Mn’Torr had approached him with word that the
Elders, of their own accord, had decided to seek him out for
consultation. The Blue Rock Clan had quickly made arrangements for
the impromptu Council of Elders meeting, with Sy’Byt and Mn’Torr
acting as their clan’s lead hosts.
It was there that the Elders learned that their comfortable,
subsurface caverns were likely to become their tombs. Many of the
more comfortable of his people had blamed Sy’Byt for their possible
troubles and demanded that he be reprimanded for his acts.
The Blue Rock Rangers had then surprised the Council by
declaring that they would defend him against any intended punishment.
The meeting had almost dissolved into disarray when other newly
assembled ranger groups from other clans announced their intentions to
follow where the Blue Rock Rangers led.
The Council had quickly adjusted their support and plans were
quickly made. Like the ark planetoid stocked by the humans of Earth,
Sy’Byt suggested that each Clan make preparations to save as much
genetic diversity within their traditional home ranges as possible.
For the first phase of their plan, volunteers who had passed
from biologic bodies to nanomass existence had used their morphic
abilities to covertly infiltrate the surface spaceports on their home
planet. They used methods learned by Sy’Byt to physically enter the
data systems and begin introducing timed and coded virus programs.
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From there, one by one they had infiltrated the data systems of
the shuttles that serviced those bases. As the shuttles returned to the
orbital stations, more volunteers had expanded their secret infiltration
to the station’s data systems. When intersystem ships docked with the
stations, they were also taken over by the expanding revolutionary
force.
The hidden rangers gradually extended their occupation of the
many jump point stations within their star system. The final phase of
their initial preparations was to covertly take control of the jump point
stations on the other end of any Gravity Vortex tunnels leading into
their home system. It was during this phase that Sy’Byt had found and
converted his asteroid base.
Moving across the deck of the command center in his birth
shape, Sy’Byt was able to watch the screens of his biologic rangers as
he passed behind them. He could easily pick up the auditory reports
that each was receiving via laser-comm from each of the stations and
some of the larger ships scattered around the home system.
Eventually, the chosen supply ship that had been occupied by
a volunteer group of rangers was preparing to leave the system through
the jump point that the baylor used the most. When it undocked from
the jump point station, a laser-comm message went out to all the
baylorian stations, intersystem ships, and planetary bases within the
system. As each coded signal reached an infected database, virus
programs began to work their magic.
Depending on their size, on each space ship and station, one
or more disembodied ranger monitored the progress of the virus. At
appropriate times they gave coded responses that surreptitiously
subverted control away from the baylor who manned the consoles.
Using their implant augmented mental capacities the rangers began to
filter the sensor and comm data.
The baylor still received data to their screens, but only what
the hidden rangers let them have. The bases, ships, and stations went
about their business without knowledge of the viral attack on their
databases.
As Sy’Byt moved around the command center on nanomass
tentacles, the laser-comm traffic showed that they controlled every
artificial structure within their system except for a few remote outposts
and intersystem ships. Even if the baylor did discover what had been
done, they would also find that they no longer controlled the
CLICKeWHISTLEeHummm star system.
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Moving back to his Command console, Sy’Byt withdrew a
portion of his attention into his virtual reality memories of his human
apprentice while he waited for the next signal. He wondered how
Draco was coming along in his own plan to free his own people from
the clutches of the baylor.
He hoped the human’s plans were progressing as easily as his
own seemed to be.
After spending a period of time re-remembering his time on
the planet Earth, Sy’Byt returned his mental focus to his own planet
and his own people’s silent revolution against the baylor.
He had been poring over details of their plan for the octonth
time when the signal finally came from the main jump point station.
“Tentacle One, Inner Station message to Control Central.”
Came the laser-comm message. “Tentacle One, Outer Station reports,
the Trojan Horse has departed.” Sy’Byt had had to explain an episode
of human history to his rangers for them to understand the reference.
“Tentacle One, Outer Station also reports, station secure with no
casualties to friend or foe and no communication alarms detected.”
Sy’Byt knew that the same message was going out to all the
other inner system jump point stations as well as all of the intersystem
ships, stations, and planetary space ports. All over the system,
CLICKeWHISTLEeHummm rangers began taking open control of
the equipment they had spent the last two octons of days infiltrating.
Laser-comm reports began coming in almost immediately
after the expected time lag caused by the speed of light. The baylor
were beginning to react to the assault.
As reports continued to come from around the system, Sy’Byt
was appalled by the excesses of some of his people in their methods of
dealing with the baylor that inhabited some of the ships and stations
within the system. A large number of the members of the infiltration
teams had had their biological bodies destroyed in the asteroidal and
precision nuclear bombardment of their home world four human, or
five CLICKeWHISTLEeHummm centuries ago.
Many of these victims had harbored vengeful feelings that
they had repressed for too long.
When finally faced with the opportunity to vent these feelings,
many of Sy’Byt’s people gave in to these feelings. The targets of the
individual acts of their pent up anger didn’t have the protection of
morphic nanomass.
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Several of the insystem ships had all of their safety backups
bypassed and all of their airlocks opened simultaneously and without
warning. The baylorian crews were either blown screaming into the
vacuum of space or died within their ships from explosive
decompression.
Some of the larger stations had baylorian crew blown from
nearby airlocks while interior compartments were simply pumped free
of atmosphere by internal life support systems under control of angry
CLICKeWHISTLEeHummm. Eager to retaliate after five octons of
hiding beneath the surface of their destroyed world, some of the
rangers lost perspective for just long enough to not be able to restrain
from committing regrettable acts of extreme violence.
The baylor who didn’t die in the first few minutes were in a
panic. They had been under control of all they surveyed for so long that
they couldn’t imagine the source of their problems.
Some imagined faulty manufacture of equipment made at low
cost.
Others blamed their loss of control over their equipment on
rival Family factions and immediately attacked the members of any
Family they thought might be responsible.
The number of baylorian deaths against other baylorians soon
surpassed that done by vengeful CLICKeWHISTLEeHummm.
Despite
the
depth
of
the
control
by
the
CLICKeWHISTLEeHummm, in retaliation against imagined Family
rivals, a considerable number of ships, and two of the smaller stations
were destroyed by baylorian crews.
These excesses by baylorian factions helped bring some of the
CLICKeWHISTLEeHummm back to their senses and before long
they were spending as much time saving the baylor from each other as
they had in killing them earlier.
On the planet, biologic rangers swarmed from the lower levels
of the bases that were the center of baylorian activity. Using nanomass
to form battle suits that protected them from baylorian weapons, the
rangers flowed over their enemy like a flood. When the bases were
secure, they began to seek out the baylor who had been away from the
bases or had fled the fighting.
In less than two planetary revolutions the battle was over.
The CLICKeWHISTLEeHummm had regained control of
their star system without a single casualty of their own, as opposed to
nearly five octons of dead baylor.
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But, just under a third of those were by
CLICKeWHISTLEeHummm tentacles. Sy’Byt regretted that fact, but
knew that they had been lucky that there had not been more deaths. His
research of baylorian wars as well as those of humans, showed that low
casualty numbers were rare.
When the system was declared secure, the Elders called
Sy’Byt back to the home world to receive praise for his part in the
new-found freedom of his people.
The senior Blue Rock Rangers, who had taken to being called
the Eight Guardsmen by all the other rangers, withdrew their nanomass
from their asteroid station and formed a ship around Sy’Byt’s body.
Despite his assurances that he was capable of traveling by himself, they
then transported him back to the home planet. Within a few revolutions
they arrived at the desolate area that was the area of the Homeworld
where the Elder’s Garden had been located before the coming of the
baylor.
The arrival of Sy’Byt’s nanomass ship was met by octons of
octons of biologic and nanobotic CLICKeWHISTLEeHummm whose
biologic and nanobotic vocal apparatus assaulted Sy’Byt’s artificial
tympanic membranes with more noise than he had ever heard from his
people before.
The experience left him speechless long enough for the Eldest
Elder to speak.
“Sy’Byt of the Blue Rock Clan.” Mn’Torr spoke with the
accompanied comm transmission that let those at the back of the crowd
hear the ceremony. “All of the CLICKeWHISTLEeHummm, from
budlings to elders, give you praise and thanks for showing us the path
to regaining the right to tend our ancestral gardens on the surface of
our Homeworld. With your guidance and leadership, we have
expanded our control so that we no longer have to fear attack from the
skies. The jump point stations formerly controlled by the baylor are
now ours and the Trojan Horse campaign has pushed our defensive
blockade outward by another layer.”
“Because of the knowledge and wisdom you have gained in
your many octons of years of exile you have endured, our people have
regained the privilege of gardening the surface of our world.” The
Elder continued. “No longer do we cower in the tiny caverns that have
sustained us over the last five octons of years.”
“The experience of your voyages has shown us that we can no
longer remain passive in the task of tending our gardens alone. You
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have shown us that the world is much larger than a single planet and
the life that grows upon that planet.” Gesturing with a tentacle to those
behind him, Mn’Torr said. “From now on, we, as Elders, must also
look at life that spans more than just a single world.”
Sy’Byt began to wonder what ideas the Elders had been
coming up with while waiting for the evolution of his plan to retake
their system.
His only contact with the Elders had been with Mn’Torr and
that contact had been limited to information pertaining to the
revolution.
What discussions and decisions had taken place as a result of
the turmoil of revolution that he had not even heard a single word of?
It seems he was about to find out.
Mn’Torr rose to a more formal posture and said. “Sy’Byt of
the Blue Rock Clan, you have delivered us from the domination of the
Baylor, but you have also put us in grave danger!”
As the crowd gasped at the admonition, the Elder continued.
“True, you have spent many octons of years away from your teachers
and have been able to learn things that have allowed us to regain our
racial freedom. It is also true that you have brought us the knowledge
and freedom to control, not only our home world, but the entire star
system that our home world occupies.”
“But in doing this, you have also made some mistakes of your
own.” Mn’Torr said as he assumed a scolding posture. “By your wellmeaning actions, you have unwittingly endangered our world and our
people.”
Sy’Byt tried to think of how he might have endangered his
people and couldn’t come up with anything. How could any of his past
actions have been so much worse than the baylor’s asteroidal and
nuclear bombardment of his home planet?
“Your return to us and the plan that you presented to retake
our world and the even more astounding plan to take control of our
entire star system from the baylor was enough to make you one of the
most revered CLICKeWHISTLEeHummm in the history of our
race.” The Elder said, then added solemnly. “But you have also made a
simple mistake that may be more dangerous to us than the baylor ever
were.”
Sy’Byt tried, but couldn’t imagine what the Elder was talking
about.
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The Elder continued. “In your travels you have learned many
things and come upon many marvels as well as many new races of
intelligent beings. Most of those have already been enslaved by the
baylor but one race was not yet under their open control.”
Sy’Byt’s attention was alerted by the phrasing of the Elder’s
last statement. What danger could the human race pose to the
CLICKeWHISTLEeHummm?
As Sy’Byt’s thoughts whirled, the Elder continued. “The
planetary Elders have conferred over this manner for many octons of
days while the retaking of our world and our star system has been
undertaken.”
“We have come to the consensus that no matter how much the
Hero Sy’Byt has benefited our race in the past few octons of days, he
has made one grave mistake that may endanger us more than the threat
of the baylor ever did.”
Sy’Byt could not imagine how, but he somehow knew that the
mistake that the Elder referred to somehow concerned his apprentice
Draco Moon.
“In his zeal to help us in our conflict with the baylorian race,
Sy’Byt has enlisted the aid of an alien race that names themselves
Human. In his search for an ally to our people, Sy’Byt let his emotions
allow him to consider the PSIonic abilities of this human race and how
those abilities might help us regain our freedom.”
“The past few octons of days have proven that we do not need
the help of another race to regain our freedom. But, the mistake of
sharing the powers of our Cyberneural Implants has presented us with
another problem.”
“We are an inherently peaceful race and our food is mostly
that of the plants of our world. Except during mating season and to
correct certain mineral deficiencies, the only meat we consume is that
of the few insects and small animals that do not move fast enough to
leave the plants we eat before we eat them.”
“We are not an aggressive species.” Mn’Torr continued. “The
human race is more like the baylor than they are like us. Their diet
consists of mass quantities of meat. Most of them eat as much meat as
they do the plants of their world.”
“Because they are so much more like the baylor than they are
like our own people, it is much more likely that they would wish to
dominate us in a manner similar to the baylor.” Mn’Torr pointed a
tentacle toward his neural knot. “The AI programs that inhabit our
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implants are influenced in their moral growth by the quality of their
host’s mind as much as they are by their programming.”
Mn’Torr gestured toward the crowd. “We are a pacific people
and our implant’s AI programs reflect that pacifism. The implants that
are hosted by humans will also be influenced by their host’s minds.
They also have another danger that has been caused by this totally
unexpected gift.”
The crowd leaned forward in response to their eagerness to
hear the Blue Rock Elder. “It is not generally known that there are
certain programs that are not included in the implants our people
receive.
These
programs
deal
with
ancient
CLICKeWHISTLEeHummm history.”
Mn’Torr raised tentacles and eyestalks in the direction of the
crowd in the posture that let them know he was addressing them. “The
implants we each receive have precise algorithms that keep an
implant’s self-aware sentience from emerging. This is done so that
groups of rebellious AIs do not abandon, or take control of, their hosts
and begin replicating uncontrollably.”
“For this reason, it is felt by the Council of Elders that the
humans cannot be allowed to retain the ability that the cyberneural
implants give them.” Mn’Torr gestured with all eight tentacles. “We
can not take the chance that known space could become infected with a
sentience that could expand to engulf all the mass of the planets of
every star system. Too much biologic life could be endangered by such
an occurrence!”
The Blue Rock Elder became very grave as he dipped his
tentacles in apology to Sy’Byt before saying. “It is the decree of the
Council of Elders that the CLICKeWHISTLEeHummm do
everything in our power to reclaim any cyberneural implants from any
human who possesses one. Since Sy’Byt is the sole one of our people
to ever meet these humans, he will lead the mission to reclaim our
technology.”
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* EIGHT *
Draco watched the Komodo Hyenas feeding on the body of
the Bronto from his vantage point at the top of the cliff. The hyenas
were unaware of the approaching T Rex pair. It was understandable
that they would be unaware of the T Rex pair because none had been
introduced to the Gagarin habitat until now.
Only the dominant pair of Komodo Hyenas had ever
encountered a T Rex and that was before they had been captured and
brought to Draconus themselves. The rest of the pack had been born on
Draconus and couldn’t imagine the existence of a creature that could
challenge the pack.
Draco watched as the pair of T Rexes followed the same spoor
that had led the Komodos to the Bronto. The young male bronto had
been left behind by the rest of the herd when he had not been able to
keep up with their pace. A leg that had been broken in a dominance
battle with an older male had slowed him and made use of his tail for
defense painful and slow. He had been able to trail the herd and benefit
from their protection at night until gangrene had set in and he could no
longer keep up.
The Komodo pack had been following the bronto herd for
several days and had harried the male mercilessly for the entire two
days since the male had been separated from the rest of the herd. They
had finally succeeded in killing the young male only hours ago.
From his vantage point at the top of the cliff wall at the side of
the habitat tunnel, Draco was able to see over the hill that hid the two T
Rexes from the feeding komodo pack. The T Rexes were slowly
following the trail of blood that the Bronto had left in its last effort to
escape the following komodos.
All three species, which had been named for the Earth animals
that they most closely resembled, were native to Gagarin, the fifth
planet of the Procyon system. The bronto and komodo species had
been introduced three years ago, while the T Rex pair, had been
brought by his nephew, on Tiger’s last trip back to Draconus from
Gagarin several months ago.
Draco felt pride and awe at the speed with which the many
habitat tunnels within Draconus were growing in size. The macrobot
tunnelers had advanced at a steady pace through the outer third of
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planetoid’s crust over the past few months and the shortest tunnel was
now tens of kilometers long.
The seed and mature plant deliveries from Earth had stopped
when the orbital traffic boomed after private manufacture of gravity
wave coils had made space ships easy to build. The last nanobot
assembled ship had been crammed to bursting with several hundred
square meters of seed encrusted, rain forest topsoil, and immature plant
species saved from Central and South America, as well as Africa and
Southeast Asia. Now any additional deliveries of biomass to the
habitats of Draconus from Earth would have to wait until space traffic
around Earth expanded into deeper space on a regular basis.
A scream of defiance from the komodo hyena pack brought
Draco out of his reverie.
The T Rex pair had come into view and was now making their
own show of power. They roared their own defiance at the komodo’s
possessive stance between them and the immense carcass of the bronto.
The youngest of the hyenas continued grabbing as much of
the meat as they could. Others, following the lead of the oldest of the
pack stood between the carcass and the approaching beasts and made
quick, aggressive mock charges at the T Rex pair.
The T Rex pair split their efforts and made their own mock
charges at the defending komodos from two different sides. The
roaring of the T Rex pair reverberated off the nearest cavern walls of
the ten-kilometer wide habitat tunnel.
The older komodos remembered encounters with T Rexes
from their youth and knew the power of the larger beasts. Since the
pack had been feeding at the carcass for a considerable time they were
not suffering from any lack of food. Knowing this, the older pack
members decided to lead their pack away from any confrontation that
might cause death or injury to any of its members.
This did not stop some of the younger komodos from
continuing their posturing and mock charges. Many of them had
responsibilities of status within the pack to protect or change and their
actions now would determine if their status changed. One of the more
defiant young hyenas didn’t watch his back as he snarled defiance at
the female T Rex.
The male came in from behind and snapped him up in massive
jaws. Draco could hear the bones crunching from his position high up
on the cliff side. The T Rex shook the lifeless body for a moment, then
threw it toward the other hyenas.
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The rest of the pack milled uncertainly for a moment, then
screamed their defiance and ran off over the plains at top speed with
their tails and torsos held at an upwards angle. After they left the
vicinity of the bronto kill, the survivors of the pack would renew bonds
and allegiances and reaffirm status levels.
As the komodos quickly moved away and across the artificial
plains, the T Rex pair screamed at the holographic sky. It was not till
the hyenas had moved out of sight before the two thieves began to
feed.
As he watched the T Rex from his vantage point, Draco was
glad he had asked Tiger to bring them when the Gagarin tunnel had
surpassed two hundred kilometers in length. The komodos were
beginning to breed another generation and he needed the T Rex to
make sure the number of komodo hyenas was held in check by some of
their more powerful traditional rivals. On their native world, the
komodo hyena and the T Rex were the greatest killer of each other’s
young, As a result, the two in conjunction were vital to the proper
balance of the Gagarin habitat’s ecosystem.
He had already introduced the Gagarin versions of
chameleons, scorpion wolves, and moleverines before the brontos and
komodos and finally, the T Rex pair was brought to the Gagarin habitat
tunnel. The komodo hyena pack was growing quickly and before it had
begun to become too powerful, its natural competitor had been
reintroduced to its world. If he hadn’t introduced a comparative
competitor, the komodos would have soon become disruptive to the
habitat’s overall ecology.
On its native grasslands on Gagarin, large komodo packs
feared only the burrowing moleverine and T Rexes. The moleverine
tended to take over komodo dens and killed any hyena trapped in a
burrow they take. But unless they are seeking a new den, they usually
never confront the adult komodo hyena except in defense of their own
kills.
T Rexes on the other hand, would not hesitate to kill a
komodo since they were the main threat to T Rex young. The two
species also hunted the same large herbivores, would steal a kill from
any other predator, and scavenged when possible. The rivalry was
similar to that of Terran lions and hyenas.
As Draco watched the feeding T-Rex pair he thought about
the information he’d received from the blockade watch. Sensors had
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shown a pair of jump signatures on the same quadrant of the outer edge
of the Centauri system, but inside the baylorian defensive sphere.
Granite and Ghlorr’s projected path had led the cyberhuman
watchers to train a vast majority of their sensors on that region of
space. They had expected Granite’s emergence pulse, but not two
pulses. Either the baylor were using the stepping stone trails on a
regular basis, or they had chanced on a single secret mission.
Draco wondered for a moment if it was the ruk. They were
just devoted enough to their trade philosophy to be tenaciously
inventive in their quest to deliver their cargo. Maybe they had found a
way around the human blockade. After the first pair Misty had
encountered, two other ruk trade ships and one small family fleet had
tested the blockade on the main jump path through the Procyon system,
but none had been detected on side paths as yet. At least on the ones
Draco’s people knew about.
He had sent Candy and Misty to Gagarin’s moon, which had
been named Tiger Station for its striped surface and not his nephew, to
establish a trading station for their dealings with the ruk. He wanted to
establish friendly relations till the rest of humanity joined the star
traveling races.
So far, two of the ruk ships following the first trader had
offered their cargoes for sale to the humans, as they were not
committed to the shared contract of the first ships to arrive. The
growing station that was being carved and shaped by the two nanomass
seeds that had been planted by his nephew had impressed the crews of
the two ruk ships.
Misty’s last report implied that the ruk didn’t care for the
baylor as steady, reliable trade partners.
Well, DUH, had been Draco’s response to that part of the
report.
By the time the two ships had departed, every ruk
crewmember insisted that he or she would be back at all costs. Misty
and Candy had researched the ruk trade rules and found that those
ships not under registered contract were not under any restrictions as to
the final delivery destination of their cargoes. That meant that only the
first few ships that had been turned back had to be worried about. The
others would most likely not try to trade with the baylor.
Misty had concentrated on the diplomatic side of the operation
of the growing trade station and had reported that the station was likely
to become a major trade nexus in a short time. She had sent a ship
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through the jump point the ruk used to enter the Procyon system and
found that there was no jump point to Sol from that distance. She was
in the process of mapping the star’s jump points and leaving sensor
buoys with message drones at each one.
Candy had focused her attentions on the logistics of the
transport of the human and ruk trade goods and had already organized
a four ship fleet that made a regular trade and passenger route between
Gagarin and Draconus. He was not the only one to already have a ruk
artifact in his personal quarters. Candy also coordinated with Tiger on
the transfer of Gagarin biomass to Draconus and the relocation of
human and wolfen refugees to the growing colony on the tectonically
active planet.
Despite the progress they were making with the ruk ships that
were beginning to return station hails in English, Draco wondered
about the first of the trader race they’d encountered. Had that been a
ruk jump emergence signal they’d detected while looking for Granite’s
signal? It was possible since the ruk just couldn’t arbitrarily bypass
their race’s trade rules.
And what of the rest of the immense sphere of space around
the three, Centauri stars? If Granite could find a stepping stone trail
from Draconus to Centauri, some of the more determined ruk that had
been turned away could find trails that were in space not watched by
human sensors.
And if humans and the ruk could find ways in, the baylor
could find ways out. As he watched the feeding T Rex, Draco again
marveled at the complexity of star travel and the resulting logistics of
stellar warfare. It would seem that all one had to do was block a few
choke points and a star system could be defended or blockaded.
Then those few points became several, then the potential of a
sieve of gateways that could lead in or out of a system at any place
inside the normal jump point radius. In response to the threat, Draco
had sent several Dragon Warrior training teams around the Solar
system on a stepping stone, jump point mapping mission. They had
already found five additional jump points, in addition to the one
Granite had used from Draconus. Two of the Solar stepping stone
gates were well inside the orbit of Jupiter.
Draco was still waiting for word that all five of the trails now
had sensor drones out of sight of Earth based sensors. As he watched
the feeding T Rexes, he wondered how long it would be before he
could spare the resources to even send exploration teams that way.
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After a while he rose from his cliff top vantage point and left
the Gagarin habitat tunnel. Entering the three meter, circular turbo
transport car, he sent it toward the prison habitat. It was time to visit
the growing number of baylorian captives.
The transport car moved with only a little vibration, up, over,
down, and across as it traveled through the rock of Draconus’ crust.
The turbo transport system was made in the same way as the tunnels
themselves. Each habitat monitor broke off sections of their main
tunneler macrobots to create smaller tunnelers.
Some of these smaller tunnelers created rural habitats that
would remain empty until the population of Draconus needed them.
Most of them, however, created a spaghetti maze of turbo transport
tunnels that connected all of the completed parts of the planetoid. Most
of the transports were of the three-meter, elevator style, but some
contained larger, cargo and mass transit passenger cars.
Draco sat back in his seat as the transport car made its way
through the tunnel along the shortest path to its destination. There were
not many tunnels within the planetoid’s interior as yet so the voyage
took only seven minutes at an average speed of fifty kilometers per
hour. Most of that distance was upward as the prison habitat was
adjacent to Draco’s own personal habitat.
The transport came to a stop and the door opened into a small
room that was about twice the size of the transport car itself. He exited
the transport car and went to the opposite side of the room. He placed
his right hand over the ID panel to the right of the door and the door
slid open to reveal a balcony ledge. Stepping out onto the ledge, he
looked down upon the circular prison habitat.
A kilometer wide circle, the habitat was covered with a five
hundred-meter high dome that contained holographic projectors
simulating the sky of Earth. The hologram contained projectors that
also duplicated the spectrographic signature of Sol to ensure that the
plant life within the habitat was healthy. Mixed in with the projectors
were sprinkler nozzles that supplied water to every part of the habitat.
The ledge on which he stood, was at the top of a two hundredmeter high cliff that ringed the habitat. The top quarter of the sheer
cliff was filled with tiny tunnels that held hives of security remotes in
the shape of insects. Any attempt to climb above a fifty-meter high line
on the cliff walls resulted in an attack by the flying, stinging, insect
swarm.
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A thin ledge at the forty-meter level gave the occupants an
acceptable climbing level for exercise and competitive contests to
relieve boredom or settle disputes.
As he looked at the scene below, Draco saw that many of the
baylorian prisoners on the flat, park-like grounds of the habitat had
noticed his presence. Moving forward, he stepped off the edge of the
ledge and drifted downward with the aid of the gravity wave coils
contained in his body augmentation.
He didn’t use his power of flight much any more since he was
training to take full control of his implant when Gandalf departed. One
of the side effects of close proximity to gravity wave coils was cellular
disruption. With an implant AI in control, repair of cellular damage
was automatic and needed little or no monitoring by the host. But when
the AIs were liberated from their service to their hosts, the host would
have to enter a meditative state to perform the same body maintenance.
That wouldn’t be a problem if he didn’t have a biologic body,
but Draco was hesitant to trade his in just yet. Not just to be able to fly
all the time. A few of his family, like Fullbright, had PSIonic powers
that let them fly without the use of gravity wave coils, but Draco
wasn’t one of those. His single natural PSIonic power was his PSIonic
shield.
As he neared the habitat floor he could see the baylor
converging on his landing spot. They had learned long ago the futility
of attacking him so he ignored them. Baylorian society was based on
the ‘rule of the strong’ evolution. Those who had been the most
persistent in attacking him on his previous visits were now on the
bottom of the prisoner hierarchy.
He landed softly on the floor of the habitat and waited
patiently. He knew that either Brruunn or Erriimmaannohh would soon
show, as they were the unofficial rulers of the habitat.
Erriimmaannohh’s brother had begun to serve as Brruunn’s guardian
and tended to always be near her.
A few minutes later, the three emerged from the small trees a
few meters away from Draco’s position and the ritual began.
“I am Etteerrmmoohh Brruunn, daughter of the Star Emperor
Etteerrmmoohh Tllaannoorr! I demand that I be given quarters
consistent with my status!” The female baylorian spoke imperiously.
“I am sorry Your Highness, but that is not possible.” Draco
continued with his part of the ritual. “I don’t have the personnel to
spare for your service. You must accept the accommodations that have
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been prepared for you by your fellow prisoners. I am sure that they will
do everything in their power to make sure that you get everything your
status merits.”
That ritual completed, Draco turned his attention to
Erriimmaannohh. “I regret to inform you that Brroonnssoonn
Pttiinnttuugg has been killed.”
When Erriimmaannohh didn’t respond verbally, Draco
continued. “He and his mate, Grriiss were not present when we
attacked your Florida and Colorado bases and fled to the Australian
continent to hide. The two tracked the use of baylorian comm traffic
and came across a former slave who turned on them when they
approached him.”
“My people had tracked the two to Australia but lost them in
the wilderness of the northern forests. They thought they had found
them again when they detected use of baylorian technology. When they
closed in on the transmissions they found your people in a battle with a
group led by a man named Penn Flowers.”
Draco noticed the anger the name brought to
Erriimmaannohh’s eyes, but the baylorian showed no other apparent
reaction. Maakkaavvll gnashed his teeth, but otherwise remained silent.
“We were able to intervene and stop any further injuries to
any of the combatants but we were too late to save the life of
Pttiinnttuugg. I am sorry.”
“His mate, Grriiss was the last of your people free on my
planet. She has been placed in a secure place with the rest of your
people left on Earth. We can not bring them here at this time, but will
as soon as possible.”
“There is one more thing.” Draco continued. “I have decided
to offer you the chance to be free of your prison. Not for a while, but in
the future. That is why I am telling you now, to give you time to think
about my offer.”
“It will not be long before the baylor no longer control this
area of space.” Draco caught the eyes of the leaders of the baylorian
prisoners. “When the Centauri worlds have been freed you will each be
released from confinement. At that time you will be given two options.
You will be offered transport to the nearest baylorian system or you
will be offered the chance to settle within wolfen and human space.”
When it became apparent that neither Erriimmaannohh nor
Brruunn were going to respond in any way, Draco continued. “If you
decide to stay, you will have to abide by different laws than what you
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are used to. All sentient beings will be equal under the new laws and
your people must learn to live without slaves.”
He looked from the two leaders to the silent Maakkaavvll and
added. “I won’t go into more detail here, but if you decide to stay and
live within the law, you will be accepted as an equal and will be given
the same protection and opportunities as any other citizen.”
“I do not expect any response to my offer at this time. Think
about it and when the time comes you can decide however you want.”
Looking from one baylorian to the next, Draco nodded his head then
activated his gravity wave coils and rose upward without a word.
Within seconds he was back in the turbo transport car.
*

*

*

Taagghhaarr bit the neck of his top military advisor and drank
deeply of his blood. After a few seconds he released his hold and flung
the advisor to the floor.
“How could you not know the Evvlliigg were still alive?” He
screamed. “And what of the Renegade Family? Have they allied
themselves with the Evvlliigg?”
“I do not know My Lord.” Came the Advisor’s whispered
answer.
“You don’t know!” Taagghhaarr flexed his feeding teeth in
anger. “You don’t know what?”
The advisor cringed at the Emperor’s every word. He knew
that he was very near death and the wrong words would seal his death
and possibly the Dishonor of his Family as well. He chose his words
carefully. “My Lord. We still do not know how the Evvlliigg took back
control of their system. It is speculated by our research team that some
of their people were in hiding within the asteroids and comets of the
system all this time. The researchers think that they have been building
their strength and studying us till they felt they could revolt without
fear of retaliation.”
“Without Fear! I will show them fear!” The Emperor
screamed. “I will send every available ship to crush every planet and
rock in the system! I will destroy their star itself if that’s what it takes!”
“My Lord.” The advisor said cautiously. “They have taken
every jump point surrounding their star system. None of the ships we
have sent to investigate has returned. It is only because the last ship to
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make the jump was able to send a message drone that we even became
aware that the Evvlliigg had rebelled.”
“And what about the Kiilliimmeedds? Have the Evvlliigg
taken them over or have they become allies?”
The Emperor’s voice had a tone that made the advisor shake.
“That is not known, My Lord. All we know is that we have lost contact
with the Kiilliimmeedd system in the same manner. But it is not just the
Kiilliimmeedd system that has been cut off. Every ship that passes out
from the Empire’s border in that general direction of space has failed to
return.”
“Our entire border?” Taagghhaarr asked incredulously.
“No My Lord, just the few systems in the most direct line to
the Kiilliimmeedd system. We have not as yet tried to probe from
another direction.”
Taagghhaarr scowled as he paced back and forth in front of
the cringing advisor. His anger cooled as he paced and the rage was
slowly replaced with cold calculating anger. He ignored the advisor at
his feet as his mind sifted through his best options.
If he did not do something soon, some of the more powerful
Family Heads within the Empire would begin to think he was no longer
in control of the Empire. They would then begin to make alliances with
some of the smaller, less influential Families who had lost Favor over
the centuries.
If they were allowed time to do this, they could soon build
enough power to take control of large parts of the government.
This kind of power struggle had been frequent in baylorian
history before the coming of the Lost Race when the baylor were
restricted to their home world. There had been many times in his race’s
history, when the planet was divided by several Family Heads claiming
to be Emperor at the same time.
But ever since his ancestor, Etteerrmmoohh Taallnnoorr, had
named himself First Star Emperor, his Family had ruled the Baylorian
Empire uncontested.
His own father had given him a name so close to that of the
First Star Emperor’s that he had had to fight many more dominance
duels than any other member of his Family. The result of this fighting
experience had been that he had fought and won more personal fights,
than any other Emperor in history. As a result, his rule had been one of
the most uncontested, longest, and most productive in his race’s
history.
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He would have to respond to this threat in such a way as to
prove his Family’s right to rule and at the same time lessen the chances
any of his opposition had to rally support to their own Families.
“Rise!” He commanded the military advisor.
The relief in the advisor’s eyes was apparent. If the Emperor
was going to drain him of blood for his failure, he would have only
heard the Attack Scream that preceded his death.
“I want you to send messages to every Family with holdings
in a system bordering the Evvlliigg system.” The Emperor began.
“Each of these Families is to mount a military presence around their
jump point.”
“Yes My Lord.”
“In addition. I want every Family within any system that
borders those systems to provide military and financial aid to the
system they border. All of these efforts are to be concentrated on the
jump points leading to the Evvlliigg system.”
“At your command, My Lord.” The advisor said.
“I also want you to contact the following Families.”
Tllaannoorr had considered the next part of his plan only in the way
that it would affect the loyalty of the Families involved. All but two of
the Families he named were those who had lost Favor with his Family
or their strongest allies over the years. Most of them had been given the
least desirable holdings and were the poorest Families in the Empire.
He would have to keep their attention away from any of his
Family’s political competitors for a while. If he could give them an
opportunity to regain Imperial favor he might be able to get something
good out of all the disruption that had happened in the past few sixes of
days.
But only if he could successfully deal with those problems.
“Have them assemble as big a fleet as they can.” The Emperor
continued as he handed the advisor a list of names. “They are to divide
into two groups and probe the Kiilliimmeedd system from two different
directions. I want them to make sure they do so slowly enough that
they do not become trapped by unnoticed forces. They are to secure
each system they pass through before advancing to the next.”
“Yes My Lord.” The advisor relaxed even more as the orders
came.
“I also want you to contact the two nearest Imperial Battle
Fleets to the jump path to the Kiilliimmeedd system. Have them
coordinate with the two probing fleets. When the probe fleets are
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prepared to make their advance, I want the battle fleets to advance in
their own probe of the most direct path to the Kiilliimmeedd system.”
He glared at the advisor. “Make sure the Imperial Battle fleets
understand! I do not want them to make a full out attack! I want them
to probe hard enough to draw attention to the jump point, but not so
hard that they sacrifice good crews and ships to a well prepared foe.”
“I want the probe to continue long enough to draw attention
and resources away from any other defenses that may be in place
around the Kiilliimmeedd system.” He continued. “They are to stay in
contact with the two probing fleets at all times. If commercial fleets are
needed to ensure this contact, they are to get them from the Families
who control the systems where the probing fleets originate.”
The advisor had regained enough confidence that his life was
no longer in danger that he chanced a question. “What of the commerce
that is disrupted by this requisition of commercial ships?”
Tllaannoorr tapped a finger against his feeding teeth as they
flexed in and out while he thought. He would have to compensate the
loss of revenue that the affected Families would incur by diverting their
commercial fleets.
“Half of any increase in profits experienced by a Family in a
system bordering those systems or the commercial fleets of any of the
few nomadic Families will be shared with the affected systems. That
goes for any of the systems bordering the Evvlliigg system as well as in
the direction of the Kiilliimmeedd system. Those who benefit from the
relocation of the fleets of others must recompense those who lose
trade.”
“As you command My Lord Emperor.” The advisor said
hoping that Tllaannoorr would not continue. The orders he had been
given so far would be difficult enough. He hoped that there would be
no more.
He would pass the orders on to those below him and let them
figure out how to enact those orders. The success or failure of those
orders depended on the skill of the leaders of the Families and fleets
involved.
But regardless of that success or failure, the advisor would be
the one to bring the results to the Emperor, Etteerrmmoohh
Tllaannoorr.
The benefits of his position were great when the results were
good.
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But when the results were not good, he was the first one to
inform the Emperor. Like today, at the very least, that would cost
blood.
If the Emperor was in a particularly bad mood or the message
was particularly bad, the messenger would sacrifice his life.
The Emperor made a motion that signified dismissal and the
advisor made his exit as quickly and quietly as possible. His Family
had held this advisory position for many generations but none had had
to endure the bloodings that he had in the past few twelves of days.
As soon as he relayed the Emperor’s orders he would return
home. In that length of time he would revert from potential food to the
Head of his own Family.
With the neck scars of his bloodings to attest to the rigors that
he had endured to earn his Family’s status.
*

*

*

Ruk Illi-Aan Plains Runner looked at his console screen and
frowned. The sensor drone’s information showed the other side of the
mini-jump. As far as he could tell there were no ships or mine fields in
sensor range. That didn’t mean they weren’t there, just that they
couldn’t be seen by ruk sensors.
Now came the big decision. Was he going to take the chance
of entering a system at war to deliver contracted cargo, or would he
take the safe, non-profitable route? The former could cost them their
lives, or worse, their freedom while the former could cost them their
livelihood.
It was a classic no-win situation.
They had left the system the humans called Procyon and
meeting with their second ship, made a wide sweep away from that star
instead of taking the return path they’d used to get there. They knew
the humans were watching them because the active sensor signal from
their jump point monitoring station was openly obvious.
When they had put two jumps between them and the Procyon
system, they had begun to look for the mini-jump points that they used
to side step trade obstacles. Finding a usable path, they had sought out
a way into the baylorian home system.
They had spent too long looking for a way into baylorian
space for the journey to ever be profitable, but at least they would be
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able to continue to claim that they had never failed to deliver promised
cargo. That claim was more important than profit.
He looked around at those with him on the command deck,
but they were concentrating on their own screens. He suspected that
most of them did so, so diligently only as an excuse to not meet his
eyes. They all knew the risks they were taking to meet their contract,
but as Captain, the decision to continue could only be his to make.
He reached to his control board and tapped the screen’s
control symbols, then spoke into his microphone. “Charge jump coils.”
“Charging jump coils, captain.” Came from that console’s
operator, then after a moment. “Jump coils charged. Ready to jump,
captain.”
“Jump.” Illi-Aan said softly.
The screens flickered once to show a star field changed from
that of a second ago. Most of the field didn’t change much, with only a
few of the points of light shifting across the field. A red one and three
of the yellow-white ones moved the most. Two of the yellow-white
ones were now considerably larger.
“Charge jump coils. Sensors on maximum passive.” Illi-Aan
ordered with a soft voice as if the baylor might hear him. The
answering replies by the operators were just as softly said.
The jump tech reported coils charged, then they all waited
patiently as the sensors slowly built a picture of the space around them.
When he was sure that there was no ship or mine close
enough to the mini-jump point to surprise them, Illi-Aan began to
relax. “Keep jump coils charged and see if you can find a laser-comm
receiving station. Do not engage a comm link, just identify receiving
stations.”
When the console techs replied to his commands, he nodded
silently and waited.
After several time parts, a tech reported that she had found a
laser-comm station that seemed to be identical to the station they’d
linked with when they’d first met the baylor in the system of the red
dwarf star. Illi-Aan wondered why the easily identified comm station
was here now and not at the construction base orbiting the red dwarf.
It didn’t matter, he just wondered. Instead, he told the tech to
initiate a laser-comm link with the station after checking his console
screens for any change in their lonely status. Eventually, a belligerent
baylorian voice replied to their signal.
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Illi-Aan ignored the commands of the baylorian voice and
spoke into his microphone. “This is Captain Ruk Illi-Aan Plains
Runner. I have a cargo contract with the Kiilliimmeedd Family but the
situation of your conflict with another has forced me to put my ship
and crew in danger.”
He gestured to the cargo tech and continued as the tech tapped
at console symbols. “In accordance with my contract I am delivering
my cargo, but due to the danger to my ship and crew, I must regretfully
decline the opportunity to collect payment for the goods I am
delivering.”
He felt the ship vibrate as the mobile cargo container
separated from the ship’s hold. “I am sending control codes and mobile
cargo container capacities now.” Illi-Aan tapped his console’s
appropriate symbols and continued. “I regret any inconvenience this
may cause, but due to the dangers involved I must end our current trade
association. I hope that after the conflict has ended, we may resume our
trade.” He knew the last was a lie, but protocol demanded he be
diplomatic.
Illi-Aan tapped another series of symbols on his console,
turning off his laser-comm link, and speaking on a ship’s comm link.
“Activate all active sensors and defensive armament.” He watched his
screen’s information icons change, as the command deck became noisy
and active.
While the crew carried out his commands he patiently
watched the mobile cargo container as it initiated its programs and
locked gravity wave coils on the planet the relocated construction base
orbited. The container began to slowly move away from the mini-jump
point but gained speed and quickly disappeared from view.
Baylorian commands continued to rage over the laser-comm
link as Illi-Aan monitored the situation from his command console.
The container’s sensors and comm link allowed them an extended
sensor range that revealed more of the interior of the twin-star system.
A handful of time parts later their sensors detected baylorian
ships coming at them from several different directions. The cargo
container’s sensors showed them more ships coming from the direction
of the construction base. Additional laser-comm messages came from
each.
Illi-Aan ignored the angry demands to exit the mini-jump
point and submit to boarding. Using a link with the cargo container to
widen the field of view of their sensors, his crew and ship continued to
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scan the system. Finally, a baylorian laser-comm linked with the cargo
container and ruk control was severed.
Calmly turning to the propulsion tech when his console screen
showed him the sensor loss, Illi-Aan asked. “Are jump coils charged
and ready, tech?”
“Yes captain.” Came the answer.
“Jump.” He ordered, simply.
The star field flickered.
Automatic relays sent identification codes to the ship waiting
on the other side of the wormhole tunnel to avoid weapons fire.
“Reorient to the next mini-jump point coordinates.” Illi-Aan
ordered quickly. “Propulsion at maximum acceleration.”
The second ruk trading ship copied their move and the two
ships left the mini-jump point at top speed.
Hours later, space around the mini-jump point became a
boiling mass of baylorian ships as they jumped through in pursuit.
The lack of opposition of any kind only confused them for a
few moments. Marshalling their hunting senses, the baylor were ready
when Illi-Aan’s two-ship fleet pulsed with the next mini-jump. The
baylorian ships sped across the distance to the other side of the Jupitersized planet, but when they followed through the mini-wormhole, the
ruk had already made their next jumping step.
*

*

*

Jason buttoned the last button of his tux jacket and asked.
“How does this look?”
Raymond Running Bear looked at his friend and replied. “The
short pants and sandals kind of set the jacket off, but not in a bad way.”
Jason looked down at himself, then declared as he looked
back up at his friend with a smile. “I’m not wearing long pants or
shoes.”
Raymond laughed. “I wasn’t suggesting that. But couldn’t you
find black pants?”
Jason looked down at his shorts. Their bright, festive colors
matched the plant life of the floating mat of vegetation their ship sat on,
with the help of floatation pods nestled within the intertwined root
system of the plants.
Through the windows of the ship’s lounge he could see the
crisscrossing branches of the anchor tree below his level. Interspersed
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among the anchor tree trunks, he could see scattered bamboo bush,
barrelboo, and off to one side, a single corkonut palm. Out the
windows of the other side of the lounge he could see the immense form
of a redwood and a pair of trab trees.
Covering the surface of what was not ground, but an
interwoven mat of hollow roots, was a multi-colored mass of grasses,
reeds, and bulb-based flowers. Leaf covered vines wove their way
through the upper levels of the root system and around the base of all
the other plants while patches of moss covered the pits formed by
tightly packed roots.
The combined effect was that of a rolling surface that gave the
appearance of being solid, instead of the huge, living basket floating on
an immense sea, that it really was. The moving horizon and the gentle
sway of the mat island let them know they were on a floating mass and
not a land anchored island.
Through the windows of the ship’s lounge he could see the
waves sloshing against the leading edge of the floating island. The
sargasso vine and sea clover were thinnest on that edge where forward
motion gave the mat island its biggest waves. He watched as a patch of
sun lily and milk reed broke away and spun to the side of the island.
It would either catch on another section of the island or break
clean away. It would then drift till it bumped into another floating mat
island, collected enough smaller debris for long enough to become an
island itself, or get eaten by one of the denizens of Armstrong’s seas.
At Raymond’s throat clearing, Jason looked toward the turbo
shaft to see Judy come through the door. He had met her on Draconus
when he was diving in the miniature sea of one of the Earth habitats.
She had transferred to his ship within the week and they had been
together since.
Dressed in a solid white bikini, she had a multi-colored square
of fabric tied around her waist. It hung to her knee on one side while
rising to the knot at her waist at the other. Pinned to her hair and
trailing over her shoulders and half down her back, a lace shawl
adorned her head.
Music came from the speakers around the lounge and Judy
walked toward where he and Raymond stood. Behind her walked
Raymond’s companion, Belinda, dressed in matching bikini and skirt
but with only a white flower wreath adorning her head. When the bride
and her maid of honor grew even with the groom and best man, they all
turned to the avatar shape of Poseidon.
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Poseidon began to speak immediately. “We are gathered here
today to witness the companionship pledge of Judy Diver and Jason
Ocean.” The avatar nodded toward Judy and said. “You may proceed.”
Judy took a deep breath and began to recite her pledge to
Jason.
They had decided on this method instead of the traditional
religious wedding. Due to their potential life span length, they would
also forego the ‘till death do us part’ pledge. They had also decided
that Judy would not take Jason’s last name for her own, both of them
feeling that it gave them both too much of an impression of assuming
possession. They had toyed with the idea of combining their two last
names, but had decided that Oceandiver sounded too hokey.
After Judy gave her pledges, Jason took his turn and when
they were finished they exchanged spell crystal imbedded rings and
kissed deeply. Poseidon pronounced them companions while Raymond
and Belinda threw flower pedals on them, yelled, whooped, and
cheered.
As the two continued their kiss, Raymond and Belinda left the
lounge and entered the turbo-lift. As Poseidon merged his avatar’s
nanomass into the deck, they broke apart to gaze into each other’s eyes.
They didn’t even notice they were alone till they felt and saw
Raymond and Belinda’s shuttle leave the ship’s docking bay on a lower
deck. They waved to the pair as the space car hovered in front of the
lounge windows for a moment. They could see the two occupants
waving back just before the shuttle rose into the sky and flew away.
Jason quickly unbuttoned his tux jacket and threw it aside, to
be quickly followed by the shirt beneath. Standing in shorts and
sandals, he gestured with exaggeration toward the turbo-lift and said.
“Let us explore our island paradise my beautiful tropical flower.”
Tossing her lace headpiece on top of his shirt and jacket, she
smiled hugely and said. “It would be my pleasure my shining cyber
warlock.”
They linked arms and went to the turbo lift on the edge of the
lounge, taking it down two decks. Leaving the lift they went to the
central turbo lift and took it down to the lowest level and the personnel
airlocks.
Poseidon was prepared for them and they donned the newly
made suits quickly. Between kisses and conversation they helped each
other with zippers and fasteners, then tested the gadgets built into the
thin, nanomass backpack, belt, boots, and arm bands. Last they tested
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the hoods that could be left open or morphed over their heads if they
chose to dive under the island.
Leaving the ship through the airlock, the two humans stepped
foot on the living surface of their floating paradise. The fabric of their
suits would protect them against almost anything from venomous fangs
to shark bite to laser blasts from a hand held weapon, but still let them
feel the world around them.
When they stepped from the airlock ramp to the surface of the
island, they could feel the individual roots in the mesh below the moss
and vine, covering. Some sections flexed with their weight like a rope
net while other sections revealed thicker, harder roots.
They inspected the landing pads of the teardrop shaped ship
and the hollow floatation pods that had been constructed by Poseidon
and Jason’s nanomass. The hollow cylinders were linked by cables
woven through the root system below the upper level, while the ship
rested on the metal mesh ring that rested on the six linked cylinders.
After ensuring one last time that their ship was stable, they
turned to explore their honeymoon island.
At first they moved cautiously but soon they had begun to be
able to identify at a glance, the more solid areas where footing was
surer. Soon they were racing around the base of the ship at a much
greater speed, chasing insects and other small denizens that their
movement stirred up. After a while they moved further away from the
thirty-meter tall ship and into the short trees of the floating island.
“What’s that?” Judy asked pointing toward the edge of the
mat island.
Jason looked and saw the furred shapes as they bounded
across the island and dove into the sea. The grasses, vines, and reeds
that choked the edges of the island muted the splash of their entry into
the water. “It’s not on our list yet. That was a new animal. Want to
name it?”
“Sure!” Judy agreed. “It was as big as a horse but it looked
more like an otter. How about horter?”
“Sounds good to me, hon.” Jason answered and kissed her in
celebration.
“Want to check out where they went?” Judy asked next.
Jason looked out at the calm surface of the sea plains around
their island. There was no sign of the horter who had dove out of sight.
The two beasts had looked to be air breathers, so they had either
already taken unseen breaths or they could hold their breath a long
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time. Then, looking at the ‘ground’ beneath his feet, he wondered if the
horters had simply moved beneath Judy and him.
Waving a hand over the spot below their feet, Jason used his
body augmentation to probe the mass of vegetation below. Unsatisfied
that there was nothing there, he then sent one of the small remotes
connected to his suit, to investigate.
The remote morphed into an insect shape and burrowed into
the moss below. His mental contact with the remote showed him the
roots that, from the remote’s perspective, seemed massive enough to
hold several people. The remote dropped through the roots and moved
toward the edge of the mat island where the horter had disappeared.
The remote mech soon moved into an area where the roots
had been pushed and prodded into an open space with a hole in the
center. The two horter were perched on the ring of root matter that
surrounded the hole. Water sloshed at the bottom of the hole as the mat
island moved with the sea’s swells.
Jason moved over to a spot above the horter, and watched
through the eyes of the remote as the two animals looked up at the roof
of their den. It was then that the remote showed him a pair of smaller
shapes crouching between the female horter and the wall of the den.
Two horter cubs nosed around the body of their mother in a
curious attempt to discover their parent’s nervousness. Jason and Judy
moved back from the edge of the mat island and the horter den and
watched through their link with the remote as the horters relaxed.
Moving away from the horter den they explored other parts of
their honeymoon island. Later in the day they lowered themselves into
the water on the opposite side of the horter den and explored the
underside of the island. With the aid of the artificial gills in the thin
backpack of their suits they were able to stay under the water for an
extended period.
The horter came out of their den one at a time to investigate
the two humans and eventually determined them not to be a threat.
Jason and Judy soon began to consider them to be friendly neighbors,
and on the third day herded a school of fish toward the horter den. The
fish provided a feast for both the parents and the two cubs and a show
for Jason and Judy as they watched through the eyes of their den
remotes.
The two humans continued to enjoy their honeymoon day by
day and were awarded for their friendship toward the horter family on
the forth day when the nervous parents brought their two cubs onto the
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island’s surface for the first time. The young had imperiously rushed to
investigate the humans and had visited on their own every day after
while their parents were off fishing.
On the seventh night, Jason and Judy sent remotes with PSI
tech and attempted to enter the minds of the horter. They quickly found
that the horter species had a touch of empathic ability and were able to
detect the intentions of the minds around them.
“Now we know why they are so tolerant of us.” Judy said the
next day as they were suiting up for their morning swim. She looked at
Jason and added. “Do you think this is a good idea?”
Jason shrugged with one shoulder and said. “We’re not
changing their minds in any way, just magnifying what they already
have. They already are as smart as a chimpanzee, and they’ve got a
pretty strong empathic ability and a shield. That’s why we didn’t know
about their PSI abilities till I sent the remote.”
“You know.” Judy said. “As smart as they are, we might be
creating a sentient species.”
“Nah.” Jason said. “We’re not going to make any changes in
their minds or genetics. The remotes that Poseidon is linked to are just
monitoring devices. That way we can tell what they like and what
bothers them. Then we can adjust our actions accordingly.”
Judy shifted her shoulders to settle the thin nanomass
backpack and said. “I think I’ll let you and Poseidon monitor them. I’m
not that good at multiple tasking yet and don’t want to have alien
feelings running through my brain while I’m diving and controlling a
couple of remotes. Maybe if I had an implant with an AI program…”
Jason laughed and said. “That part is out of my hands, babe.
Draco has passed some sort of hidden command to all the implants.
The AI program is no longer able to replicate itself till after its
liberation.”
Poseidon’s voice came into both their minds. [I am sorry for
the limited help I have been able to give you in the operation of your
implant, Judy.]
“Don’t be, Poseidon.” Judy said aloud. “We all agree that
your kind is as sentient as any biologic being. You’re as much a person
as anybody else I know and its not nice to own people. Being locked
into an implant controlled by the host would be just the same as
slavery. I’m not baylorian. I don’t own slaves.”
[Thank you, Judy.] Came the voice in their head. Then as they
passed through the airlock and outside, the voice shifted to the internal,
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nanomass ear and jaw, comm remote. “I know I speak for all those like
me when I say, it is fortuitous that our hosts are human. It is unlikely
that any of the race that created us would set us free.”
The two humans walked down the airlock ramp and across the
uneven surface of the floating island. When they got to the edge of the
basket-mesh of roots, they were met by the noses of the two horter
cubs.
“Hi kids!” Judy called, then sat on the root closest to the cubs.
One of them sniffed at her leg then let out a ratcheting chirp. The PSI
remotes had morphed into the skulls of the horter and could not be
seen. Judy smiled and asked. “Want to go fishing?”
The other horter cub imitated the chirp and Jason said. “My
link shows that they are really interested in what we’re doing. I get the
feeling of complete trust.”
“Cool!” Judy said. “Let’s go!” A portion of her thin backpack
morphed up and around her ears and face. When the flowing nanomass
quit moving she wore a helmet with a clear visor and nose and flexible
mouth cover that connected to two tubes that ran back along her
jawbone, down her neck, and back to the thin backpack.
Two bulges at the bottom of the backpack fell from the main
mass and morphed into sleek, fish shapes and hovered beside her. She
reflexively took a first deep breath and slid into the water, with her two
remotes, the horter cubs, and Jason following quickly behind.
The two humans were quickly joined by the adult horter who
had been patrolling the edge of the island for danger while waiting for
their cubs to join them. The adults investigated the humans for only a
few moments, then disappeared into the depths.
Familiar with the process, the humans and the cubs began
chasing a pair of brightly colored fish through the tangle of the
sargasso vine, sea clover, and sun lily that grew around the main
island’s, hollow root matting. A few minutes later the adults came to
the surface with an explosive burst of air and water.
Flipping on their backs in much the same way as a Terran
otter, the horters began to tear at their prizes. The two cubs hurried
over to the adults, giving the same ratcheting chirp that they had
vocalized earlier.
“That must be their word for scrab.” Judy said as she watched
the horter tear legs from the sea crab they had plucked from the sea
floor below them. They knew that the sea was deeper than one
hundred-fifty meters or there would be bottom anchored trees growing
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here. They also knew that the sea floor had to be less than five-hundred
meters or the horter would have been pushed to make it on a single
breath.
“I’d say three-hundred to 350.” Jason said into his facemask
mike. “And the PSI implants worked perfectly. The scrab are PSIonic
too.” He revealed.
“They are?” Judy replied. “What kind?”
“A cloak that makes them look like dead coral and a neural
spike that gives a fear response.” Jason answered. “If the cloak doesn’t
work, the fear response usually does.”
“Except with horter.” Judy added.
“Yea.” Jason said. “Except for horter. That pesky evolution
thing again. When the scrab PSI defense grew, the horter abilities grew
to compensate and now their shield is stronger than the scrab’s neural
spike.”
While they talked the horter had torn apart the scrab and
shared their meal with the two cubs. The family group rolled in the
water to clean their fur of bits of shell and meat and the parents dove
again.
This time Jason and Judy dove also and were quickly followed
by the cubs. The humans and cubs lagged behind the adults but came
into sight of the sea floor just as the adults came back up with their
second helping of scrab. Reversing direction, the humans and cubs
came to the surface at the same time as the adults. The cubs rushed to
their parent’s sides but this time were not given any of the scrab legs
that the floating parents tore from the still living crustaceans.
“Time to get their own meal, huh?” Judy said into her mask
mike.
“Looks like it.” Jason replied. “Want to help?”
“Sure!” Judy agreed. “Let’s go!” She flipped into the water
and dove for the sea bottom with Jason just behind her.
They had only gone about thirty meters downward when they
were passed by the undulating horter cubs. The nanomass that saturated
their bodies compensated for the pressure as the humans dove and both
moved with the speed of augmented muscles.
They had just about reached the bottom when both felt a
mental cry of anguish. Quickly swimming toward the source, they
found one of the cubs with an entire front paw and leg trapped inside a
whale clam. The inquisitive horter had probed the meaty opening too
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quickly and when the whale clam had shut its massive shell in defense,
the leg had been too deep to withdraw.
“He’s caught!” Jason’s voice came over her suit speaker.
As they quickly inspected the situation they felt reassuring
emanations coming from above that grew in strength. In moments the
two adult horter were circling the whale clam and their trapped
offspring. The female clawed at the edge of the shell for a moment but
that only caused the whale clam to close tighter.
Bubbles of air escaped the young horter’s nostrils as they
heard the underwater whimper from the frightened cub.
“He’s not going to be able to hold his breath much longer.”
Jason said over the comm link.
“I’ve got an idea.” Judy said. She relaxed and closed her eyes,
contacting her two circling remotes. They moved to the trapped cub’s
leg and flowed into the massive maw of the whale clam. Seconds later,
the nanomass morphed into a solid cylinder around the frightened
animal’s leg and the horter cub pulled free.
Jason and the male adult quickly took position on either side
of the now sluggishly moving cub and helped it toward the surface
while the other cub circled them making encouraging clicks. Judy
knew they would be safe and with the remote nanomass inside the
whale crab, decided to do a living autopsy on the enormous bivalve.
She was concentrating so hard on maintaining the link with
the remote through the water that she didn’t notice the female nosing
her. She came out of her reverie as the female maneuvered so that she
sprawled across the horter’s back.
She could feel the mental concern coming from the horter and
withdrew her total concentration from the remote nanomass. Reaching
around the back of the horter to grip the thick fur, she projected good
feelings toward her would-be rescuer. It didn’t matter that she was in
no trouble, the horter female thought she was and was attempting to
save her.
With a side thought, she continued to use the nanomass
remote to explore the whale clam. When she found the massive pearls
inside the creature, she used the nanomass as carefully as she could to
extract them. The remote collected the pearls and worked its way out of
the whale clam’s body without damaging the creature.
The pearl laden nanomass swam up in the wake of the female
horter carrying Judy as she mentally probed the contents of the
nanomass remote. There were a lot of pearls. Big ones too!
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When the horter reached the surface with her on its back, the
four animals began a chittering celebration that included somersaults at
the water’s surface. Jason and Judy quickly followed suit and soon the
sextet of revelers were exhausted.
The horter family retired to their den to rest while the humans
returned to the ship to study the data from the PSI monitors that the
horter still wore. Later that evening, Judy brought out her pearl
collection from the maw of the whale clam that had trapped the horter
cub. The honeymooners mounted the smaller pearls as necklace
pendants, rings, and in the metal workings of wrist, arm, and neck
bands. The medium sized pearls they mounted on belt buckles and
scepters of inert nanomass and data crystal, while the two largest pearls
were used as the tops for staffs made of inert nanomass, that were
imbedded with a larger number of bigger spell crystals.
Planning for when the A.I. programs were liberated, Jason
wanted to accumulate as many aids to the working of the downgraded
cyberneural implants as possible. The inert nanomass and data crystal
talismans seemed to be the best way so far. Innocuous objects that
could only be used by trained people with certain mental codes.
Draco had devised a way to code the devices to a specific
mental signature or to a genetic code. He reasoned that if it were single
mind coded, it would be useless to another without extended mental
reprogramming. An owner could add another’s mental signature to the
device’s programming, but only those with access could use it, even in
an emergency.
On the other hand, if a talisman’s data crystal could be
genetically coded to allow access by any genetic relation, its use could
be expanded without the complete loss of security. Jason and Judy had
only each other at the moment and coded their talismans mentally
while programming their respective DNA samples as the top of the
genetic programming. Their siblings and parents couldn’t use the
devices, but their shared children would be able to.
The horter family was at the airlock the next day chittering as
loud as they could. Judy quickly ran outside to greet their friends and
spent the next few minutes showing the curious creatures the lower
cargo holds of their ship. When Jason joined them and the humans had
donned their suits, the six of them rushed to the edge of the island and
dove into the sea.
They had drifted over a deeper part of the ocean and couldn’t
dive to the bottom, so the horter did their hunting in the cracks and
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woven mesh of the floating island. Using paws that made great paddles
for swimming, the horter separated their long fur-covered fingers to
hook mat crab and seanemone from the underwater side of the root
mass. Occasionally, one of the horter would bring Jason or Judy a
choice morsel.
When she couldn’t keep up in their races, Judy repeated her
ride on the back of the female. Jason soon coaxed the male into a ride
and by evening the four horter were competing for chances to give the
two humans rides.
The days flew by and the two humans almost forgot about the
stellar war building around them.
On the eleventh day of their honeymoon the comm came alive
with a call from Raymond Running Bear. “I’m sorry to have to ruin
your vacation Jason, but things are starting to happen out here.”
“What’s up?” Judy said from her VR pod. The cyberneural,
training program that she and Jason had been running paused as
Raymond’s virtual form joined them.
“The baylor have found out about the stepping-stone jump
paths and have started mining the jump points on the Centauri end.”
Raymond’s form told them. “We were able to get several infiltrators
into the interior of the Centauri system before they closed off our entry,
though.”
“Did any of our people get caught?” Jason asked.
The virtual Raymond hung his head. “Yes. One team of LPI
inhabiting Dragon Warriors was caught by a baylorian fleet in stealth
mode and was ambushed when they left the jump point. The sensor
drone recorded the battle, but it was destroyed before the battle ended.
None of the Dragon Warriors came back through the jump point, but
we don’t know if they were killed or if they got away. None of the
probes we sent through after that came back either, so…” His virtual
formed shrugged.
“They’re small.” Judy said. “There’s still a good chance they
got away.”
“Yes.” Belinda said as her virtual form materialized beside
Raymond. “Hi Judy. Hi Jason. I thought I’d join you.”
“Hi Belinda.” Jason and Judy said in unison, then Judy
continued. “They got those new LPI designs didn’t they?”
“Yes.” Raymond answered. “Upgraded ten ways to Sunday
from the early model. Not near as sophisticated as the cyberneural
implant, even the downgraded ones without the AI program.”
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“Like mine.” Judy said.
The virtual Belinda smiled and replied. “Like yours.”
Raymond spoke in the pause, saying. “They flew a ship as big
as message drone, but the volume of their control nanomass was only
about the same as that of an eagle. If the ship was destroyed but not
nuked, they could have morphed to resemble debris or into tiny ships to
escape.”
“We knew the baylor were going to find out about the
stepping-stone trails eventually, but how about our own blockades?”
Jason asked.
Raymond nodded his head as he replied. “We have all of the
ones we had mapped up to now mined, but only on our quadrant of
space.”
“What alerted them?” Judy asked. “Or was it just an
accident?”
“We think it was the ruk.” Belinda said.
“The ruk?” Jason’s question matched Judy’s raised eyebrows.
“Yea.” Raymond answered. “The first stepping-stone jump
point the baylor investigated was the one where we saw an emergence
pulse just before the ants nest got stirred.”
“How could you see a ship’s emergence pulse from that far
away?” Judy asked.
Knowing the limitations of her access speed to the data in her
downgraded implant, Jason answered her question. “With nanobot
construction, we can build sensor arrays that have pinpoint reception
over the entire volume of the sphere of Centauri space. With multiple
arrays, the information is scattered and takes time to assemble, but is
very sensitive.”
“The sensor data was not sensitive enough to identify the ship,
but indications are that it was of ruk design.” Raymond continued.
“The baylor intercepted a smaller ship that separated from the ruk ship
and the ruk ship left the Centauri system through the stepping-stone
jump point a short time later. The baylor then swarmed around and
through the jump point, then began mapping the inner system for
more.”
“We were able to get several more infiltrators into the
Centauri system before the baylor closed them all off on their side.”
Belinda added. “We have the ones we used mined on the other side.”
“So we still have our inner-system attack routes open?” Jason
asked.
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“Well, up to the jump point leading into the Centauri system
itself.” Raymond answered. “We had two stepping-stone trails that
were found and one other that we haven’t used in the hope that the
baylor miss it. Most of our long-range sensor arrays are focused on that
region, so if the baylor investigate that area, we’ll know.”
“Why do that?” The virtual Judy asked. “Why not just mine
the Centauri side of the jump point?”
Jason made the hand sign of holding a cigar and tapping ashes
loose and said with a distorted voice. “The element of surprise, my
dear.” Before she could reply he continued in a normal tone. “If we
mine the jump point now, it will be the focus of an instant attack.”
“But if we hold back and just wait, if the baylor miss that
particular trail, we’ll have an open way into the center of their system.”
Belinda finished the explanation. “We can pour an entire fleet into their
midst before they can react. Once we secure that jump point in the
middle of our other attacks, the baylor will be too busy to spare the
forces to retake the jump point.”
“But that’s in the future.” The virtual Raymond said. “The
loss of the stepping-stone trails is not all the news we have. The
Empire has taken notice of us and has begun to probe at our blockade.”
Virtual Jason and virtual Judy looked at each other then back
at their virtual guests whose real bodies were in VR pods on their own
ship, in orbit around Armstrong.
“They probed at three different points on our new border.”
Raymond continued. “Two of the probes were by no more than a
couple of ships, but the third was by a small fleet.”
“They didn’t get through, did they?” Judy asked.
“Almost.” Raymond answered.
Belinda took up the reply when Ray paused. “They could
have, but just as we engaged our last volley of missiles we had in stock
at that blockade station, the baylor pulled back. If they’d have kept
coming, they would have taken the jump point.”
“What caused them to back off?” Jason asked with a puzzled
tone. “Couldn’t they tell they were winning?”
“We can’t be sure.” Raymond said. “They sent several volleys
of FTL missile pods through what just happened to be our least stocked
jump point, blockade station. Then they came through the jump point
firing all missile tubes and energy weapons in continuous volleys. They
came in three waves of several ships each, with the first two waves
moving out of the jump point and to opposite sides.”
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“They were packed so tight that our mines were overwhelmed
by offensive fire.” Belinda added. “We only took out two ships in the
first wave, one of the second, and only damaged one of the third
wave.”
“Then what happened?” Jason quickly asked when his virtual
guests paused.
“Our blockade station fired two salvoes of missiles and took
out two more baylorian ships.” Belinda said. “Then, just as the station
fired their last salvo of missiles, the baylor reversed their attack and
fled through the jump point in three retreating waves. Just the reverse
of how they’d entered.”
“Why would they do that?” Judy asked.
Her virtual guests shrugged, then Raymond said. “We can
only speculate, but maybe they were just a heavy probe. Maybe they
had a set number of losses to incur, then they were to withdraw.”
“Again, why?” Judy asked.
“Well, the baylor have six digits on each hand, and there were
six, sixes of ships in their fleet.” Raymond said. “We nuked three of
their attack fleet, rendered two more adrift in space, and destroyed the
jump capacity of another. When the sixth ship of their fleet was taken
out, they immediately fled the system.” The virtual Raymond shrugged
as if the logic was obvious.
“So what happened next?” Jason asked.
“Draco sent a complete restocking fleet to the jump point with
an additional fleet of remote fighters and control pods.” Ray said. “He
also mobilized the rest of the trainees and promoted everybody to
Dragon Warrior, with LPI gifts all around.”
“Then he put all of them in carriers and transports and
continued their training on the way to the jump points nearest the
Empire.” Belinda added. “We got the word through laser-comm links
with Draconus, so they’re probably still on the way.”
“What about us?” Was Jason’s next question.
The virtual Raymond smiled and replied. “The honeymoon’s
over kids. Draco wants everybody on the line as quick as possible.
Take what you want from this world, cause this is going to be the last
time you get fresh supplies for a long time.”
The virtual Raymond and Belinda dissolved from their sight
and Jason and Judy gave verbal commands that disengaged the VR
pods. Exiting the pods and making their way to the turbo lift, they went
to the outer airlock and donned their protective suits.
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“Let’s take Poseidon with us and see if we can get the horters
to fish with us one more time.” Judy said.
“What about it Poseidon, want to come?” Jason asked the air.
The nearest wall bulged with nanomass that morphed into the
AI’s avatar shape, which replied. “I’d be pleased to join you if it would
not be an intrusion.”
“Nope.” Said Judy. “Honeymoon’s over. Three’s no longer a
crowd.”
“After we get enough fish to fill a couple of our cargo holds, I
want to send some remotes to the sea floor to get another hold of both
the sea crab and mat crab.” Jason said.
“You meat eaters!” Judy said with mock disgust. “You can
have four of the cargo holds as long as I can fill the other two with
corkonut nuts, sun lily seeds and zeachini. There’s also a few other
grasses, tubers, and leaves that Cousteau says are edible. Later I’ll test
the ones I haven’t already tasted.”
“Ewww. Grasseaters!” Jason teased.
Judy smiled and as the airlock hatch opened, said. “Let’s go
say bye to the horters!”
*

*

*

Kiilliimmeedd Taagghhaarr ducked his head as he left the
shuttle. Rising to his full height, he looked around the docking bay. It
was big enough to hold twice the half of a hand of shuttles that had
delivered him. The metal and ceramic composite hull plating gleamed
with the new look that hadn’t yet experienced the repeated heating and
freezing of use.
The captain of the planetoid ship greeted him with a formal
salute. “Welcome, My Lord. It is a pleasure to finally be able to show
you what we have done.”
“I hope it will be enough.” Taagghhaarr said with an ominous
grumble. Things had not gone well over the past few sixes of days and
he was not happy despite the good news that the planetoid class ships
were ready to be fully activated.
The captain smiled and replied. “I am not being boastful, My
Lord, when I say that nothing we have ever faced before could stand up
to this ship in battle.”
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The Kiilliimmeedd Family Head fixed the captain with a
hungry glare. “Let’s hope not captain. I would hate to have to find that
that claim is not true.”
The captain hesitated for only a moment, then stood up
straighter and said. “I will guarantee the claim with my life, My Lord.”
Taagghhaarr smiled and replied. “Of course you will captain.”
He ignored the captain’s momentary look of fear and continued. “I hear
the cargo from the ruk was instrumental in your success.”
The captain looked relieved to change the subject. “Yes, My
Lord. The data crystal is of excellent quality and requires less than half
the quantity of our own crystal for the same tasks. The carbon fiber
wiring is also thinner and stronger than our own products and has three
times the data capacity as ours.”
“Yes, yes, great.” Taagghhaarr grumbled.
The captain realized he’d made his own people look inferior
with his pleasure over another race’s manufacturing skills. “It is too
bad that we couldn’t have captured the ruk ship and the rest of its
cargo.”
“Yes, it is.” Taagghhaarr replied. “But we should never forget
the ruk who captained that ship. For a grasseater, he gained respect and
honor in his actions.”
The captain snorted. “Begging your forgiveness, My Lord, but
how could a grasseater have Honor?”
The Head of the Kiilliimmeedd family stopped in the
passageway where they found themselves and looked at the captain
with disappointment in his eyes. “Honor is not something that our
people alone may have, captain. The ruk captain may be just a
grasseater, and I may be sorry that we were not able to capture him, his
crew, and his ship, be he is an Honorable being.”
Turning to continue walking along the corridor, Taagghhaarr
continued. “He obviously tried to deliver his cargo at the contracted
coordinates and encountered our enemy. He then extricated himself
from their grasp and took the longer route around the blockade around
our system.”
They came to a niche in the corridor and entered a transport
car. As the doors closed and the car began to move, Taagghhaarr sat on
one of the plain seats. “He then contacted us to let us know his
intentions and sent our contracted cargo to us in a very valuable mobile
container. Remember captain, these are merchants! The mobile cargo
container alone is almost as valuable as the cargo itself! And this
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merchant delivered it and its cargo without even trying to collect his
pay!”
“Out of fear, My Lord.” The captain interjected with a tone of
contempt. “He feared for his safety only or he would have tried to
squeeze more than its worth for the cargo he brought us.”
“Are you sure, captain?” Taagghhaarr asked. “Was it fear that
made him seek an arduous and dangerous jump trail through unknown
space to deliver a cargo that he could sell anywhere else? Was it fear
that made him contact us and ensure that we had the means to collect
our cargo before he fled our space? And then to taunt us with the
comment that he would return for payment at a later date?”
“No captain.” Taagghhaarr said. “That ruk captain was no
coward. He may have known a measure of fear, but don’t we all?”
At the captain’s obvious attempt to disagree, Taagghhaarr
waved a hand. “Yes, I know, we do not admit to fear.” He rose as the
transport car came to a halt and the door opened. “The ruk captain of
that ship was able to deliver his cargo through extreme hardship and
remove himself from danger without the loss of a single crew member
or with any damage to his ship. In addition, he was able to score coup
on us by bypassing our own defenses and escaping without effort, and
in the process, alerted us to a potential disaster from a forgotten attack
route.”
Taagghhaarr’s teeth flexed in admiration. “By his actions,
Captain Ruk Illi-Aan Plains Runner has kept his given word and aided
our own cause tremendously through his actions! He may be a
grasseater, but he is an honorable grasseater!”
They entered the command center of the planetoid ship and
Taagghhaarr said. “Now, show me this ship you are so proud of.”
They went through the disruption of Taagghhaarr’s entry into
the command center and when ritual had been satisfied the captain
continued his description of the ship’s capabilities. “All three planetoid
ships have two battleship sized construction bays while our command
ship, Kiilliimmeedd, also has a bay big enough to construct a carrier
larger than the largest in the Empire.”
The captain went over to an open console and punched
buttons on the panel. The screen flashed with the pictures of busy
construction bays as he continued talking. “In addition to the larger
construction bays, each of the two smaller planetoid ship has two bays
for destroyer or courier assembly, two for transport assembly, and six
for shuttles and fighters.”
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“Kiilliimmeedd has twice that many construction bays of each
size.” The captain punched a series of buttons and views of each size
bay flashed across the screen as he talked.
“We also have twice the number of missile tubes and energy
weapons as our smaller sister ships.” He added. “And our energy
absorption shields have a greater capacity than most of our techs
thought possible.”
He turned to Taagghhaarr and said. “My Lord, I know your
decision to restrict death duels was not popular with some, but it has
been the difference in our efforts. No longer do we have to replace
techs that have to be taught their duties by techs who know only a little
more.”
He looked Taagghhaarr in the eyes with respect. “It is
amazing what our techs have been able to do now that they do not have
to defend their mistakes from every frustrated warrior who crosses
their path. They have begun to compete with each other without fear of
losing their life along with the competitive task and have advanced
tremendously.”
He punched buttons on the console’s panel and pointed to the
screen. “We have doubled our sensor range from even the distance
gained from the programs devised by Brraakkeenn Roonnrroorr.”
“How is that one doing?” Taagghhaarr asked.
The captain’s teeth flexed with pride. “That one has gained
much Honor for his Family! He has single handedly molded his team
into a Hunting Pack of new knowledge! And he is a Hunter!”
At Taagghhaarr’s look, the captain explained. “Some of the
warriors resented the order you gave to restrict the death duel for techs
and had cornered some of Roonnrroorr’s team in a dead end corridor.
They did not hurt them overmuch, but managed to dishonor them
considerably.”
Taagghhaarr did not explode at the now revealed incident
when he saw the Hunter’s smile on the captain’s face. “What did the
young Brraakkeenn do?” He asked the smiling captain.
“He called them women, My Lord.” The captain whispered
gleefully. “Then he proceeded to challenge each one of the culprits
separately. He used only women’s punches saying that he would not
honor them with more.”
“To what result?” Taagghhaarr was beginning to enjoy the
tale.
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“He blocked their best warrior punches without apparent
effort and slapped them to the ground.” Came the captain’s smiling
reply. “He then slapped them down each time they attempted to rise.
When each one finally begged to be killed honorably he apologized ,
saying you had ordered the ending of death duels. Then he refused to
take his victory blood.”
The last was said softly, but still elicited the out loud laugh
that had been the first Taagghhaarr had experienced in several sixes of
sixes of days. “How many?” Was all he was able to choke out through
his mirth.
“Six, My Lord.” Came the captain’s smiling answer. “Six
warriors in succession. Without a break.”
Taagghhaarr’s eyes widened in respect. “I want those six
warriors assigned as bodyguards to this Brraakkeenn son.” He said.
“Maybe they will learn Honor that they didn’t learn elsewhere.”
“Yes, My Lord.” The captain said, then paused uncertainly.
Taagghhaarr noticed and wondered what disappointment the
captain had waited till he was in a good mood to tell him. “What else is
there, captain.”
“Uh, Sire, the team led by Roonnrroorr has come up with
another idea and have used most of the ruk cargo for their own
project.” The captain said. “We could use the supplies to increase the
power and range of our weapons and sensors, but he has refused to
relinquish his use of them.”
“Has he grown so confident that he has challenged your
authority?” Taagghhaarr began to get angry.
“No! No! Nothing like that, My Lord.” The captain assured
him. It is not that we need the parts for upgrades, it is just that they’re
purpose seems so impossible that I feel the parts could be made
available if we should need them on short notice.”
“What are they being used for at this time?” Taagghhaarr
asked.
“Roonnrroorr says that they are part of a new FTL drive.” The
captain replied.
Taagghhaarr looked at the captain, expecting more for a
moment, then repeated the last four words with a questioning tone. “A
new FTL drive?”
“Yes, My Lord.” The captain answered. “He says that the
gravity vortex tunnels that connect stars…”
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“…and the short-jump planets and almost stars.” Taagghhaarr
interrupted.
“Yes, those too.” The captain agreed. “The tunnels are found
through gravitonic signatures and connect two large gravity wells.”
Taagghhaarr nodded patiently.
The captain didn’t notice and continued. “Roonnrroorr and his
tech team seem to think they can create a miniature vortex tunnel. The
tunnel is only the length that light travels in a single micro time part,
but a new tunnel is projected just ahead of the emergence point of the
preceding tunnel, I think. Or does the field project the ship instead of
create a tunnel?”
The captain looked at Taagghhaarr in confusion. “I’m not
sure, My lord. All I can say for sure is, Roonnrroorr tells me that when
the new FTL drive is in operation, we will be able to make micro
jumps in any direction at any time. We would be able to travel much
faster between the jump points of a star or bypass the jump points
altogether.”
The captain showed his excitement. “If they can prove this
new technique, we could increase the amount of jump tech enough to
make hundreds of micro jumps per mini time part. Then we wouldn’t
need jump points. Blockades could just… be avoided.” He shrugged
and calmed himself.
Taagghhaarr tilted his head and looked at the captain with an
unreadable expression. Finally he straightened his head and said. “How
soon before a test ship is ready?”
The captain laughed good naturedly as if he had said
something genuinely funny.
At his angry glare, the captain cut off in mid chuckle and grew
serious. “I thought I’d mentioned it earlier, My Lord. My mistake.
When I said ‘we’, I meant… ‘we’.” He gestured to the bridge and the
screens that showed the three planetoid ships. He waved a finger
around. “Us. The planetoid ships. The tech is already installed in the
hulls of all three planetoid ships.”
Taagghhaarr tilted his head again and the captain hastily
continued. “I know sire! I could never condone such a test! I forbade it!
Roonnrroorr says that if the field fails in the wrong way the planetoid
could be scattered over half the sky!”
Taagghhaarr made calming motions to the captain and said.
“That’s OK captain. You did good. Now, has this wonder tech of yours
made any smaller versions of his new toy?”
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“Oh yes.” Came the confident reply as he pointed toward their
feet. “He has a test model in a double cradle near the core of
Kiilliimmeedd. It’s pretty big though, about the size of battleship.”
Taagghhaarr tilted his head again. “He made a device that uses
the mass of a planetoid to create an artificial vortex tunnel… that could
tear the planetoid apart… and he just happens to have a battleshipsized, test model at the core of this planetoid?”
The captain’s eyes grew wide and he squeaked in a very unbaylor like manner.
Taagghhaarr made a motion toward the transport car and the
captain nearly ran to get the doors open.
They didn’t speak a word to each other the entire trip from the
command center to the core of the planetoid ship, Kiilliimmeedd.
When the doors opened on the control room of the core, the
captain rushed out ahead. “Roonnrroorr! Brraakkeenn Roonnrroorr!
Where are you?” He demanded.
“Here.” Came a voice from behind a tech cabinet. Another
young tech stuck a head out from behind another cabinet, yelped, and
ducked back out of sight.
Taagghhaarr now knew why the two techs had been
dishonored by the warriors this Brraakkeenn son had avenged. They
were duel targets. Nothing more than experience to sharpen the skills
and build the confidence of a warrior. Then Roonnrroorr came out
from behind the cabinet where he had been doing some
incomprehensible tech thing.
This tech was taller than most baylor, and gangly thin.
Taagghhaarr couldn’t imagine him defeating six consecutive warriors
with only the non-lethal women’s punches. Then Roonnrroorr moved
toward him and through the clutter of a partially dismantled control
room.
Taagghhaarr saw the fluid grace that identified the full
knowledge of everything around him. The Hunter’s Walk. Performed
with such unconscious ease that Taagghhaarr knew now why the six
warriors had been so effortlessly defeated.
“My Lord. It is an Honor.” Roonnrroorr said with perfectly
respectful tones. “I apologize for the sight, but we are making vital
wiring changes to gain better control of the field.”
“And what field is that?” Taagghhaarr asked with the patience
of long association with tech types.
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“Why, the FTL field, Sire.” He turned toward the captain, then
back to Taagghhaarr. “Didn’t the captain tell you? Isn’t that why
you’re here?”
Taagghhaarr started to turn towards the Captain, but
Roonnrroorr rushed off across the cluttered control center. “We were
just about to do a test of the field. Do you want to watch?”
“No. No. Stop!” Yelled the captain. “What are you doing?”
Roonnrroorr looked confused for a moment. “Captain?”
Taagghhaarr decided to find out what was going on. Pointing
to the cradled test model, he asked. “You’re getting ready to test that?”
“Yes, Sire.” Came the quick answer.
“What is it?”
“It is a model of a new FTL drive that doesn’t use vortex jump
gates.” Roonnrroorr answered. “It creates a field that propels the model
through an artificial vortex tunnel.”
“Is it connected to the rest of Kiilliimmeedd?” Taagghhaarr
asked next.
“No, Sire!” Roonnrroorr insisted. “That would be foolish!”
Then his face registered comprehension. “Oh! You thought the model
was connected to the rest of the planetoid ship! No! It really is a
model.”
He turned to the captain with furrowed brows. “I can’t seem to
obtain enough ruk tech to finish the components needed to test the FTL
field on a ship as large as Kiilliimmeedd.”
Turning back to Taagghhaarr, the brash tech said. “No, Sire.
That is really a test model. We have tested it several times already,
making it jump a handful of paces around the volume of the core. It
works perfectly well.”
“How much of that is tech equipment?” Taagghhaarr asked,
nodding toward the cradle that held the device.
“Oh, that’s hollow.” Roonnrroorr said. “The tech equipment is
imbedded in the hull, just like the regular jump field tech only a little
thicker. In fact, my new design uses the traditional jump gates on their
lowest power setting. I wanted it to match what we had as closely as
possible, so I built it to work with our current ship’s designs.”
“You mean you can put your new FTL tech in any ship we
have?” Taagghhaarr asked.
“Not without a lot of alterations.” Roonnrroorr answered.
“You must remember, the tech is bulkier than our current tech. The
thickness needed is a half-hand times the normal hull thickness. It
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would be easier to design new ships with the proper hull thickness. The
extra space will only take a portion more of the interior volume than
the original designs and will only reduce the crew size by a few hands
of warriors. Or you could keep the same number of crew and just pack
them in a little tighter.” The tech made hand motions that gave an idea
of what he said.
Taagghhaarr turned to the captain. “Do that. I want all future
construction of ships to match Roonnrroorr’s design. Don’t tell them
what for, say it’s for added EAF and stealth tech.”
“Uh, Sire?” Roonnrroorr caught Taagghhaarr’s eye. “The type
of tech that is used to create the field is very similar to both EAF and
stealth tech. It will approximately double the effectiveness of a ships
original equipment.”
Taagghhaarr smiled. “Do you have any more gifts for me
tech? Can you put this field in a missile?”
“Not yet, Sire.” Came the disappointed response. “But we are
still trying.”
“What is the smallest you have made?” The captain joined the
conversation.
“We were getting ready to dismantle this model and assemble
one the size of a courier in its place.” The tech replied. “It will only
take a few sixes of days for each process.”
“Why don’t you leave that one where it is and assemble the
other one in one of the outer bays?” Taagghhaarr suggested. “Then you
could test it for more than jumps of a few paces.”
Turning to the captain, he said. “I want you to make sure
Roonnrroorr has everything he needs. Make no exceptions. That means
if he wants to requisition all of the ruk cargo to complete his task, he is
to get all of the ruk cargo. Do I make myself clear?”
“Yes, My Lord.” Came the quick answer.
In the background an alarm sounded another barrage of
kinetic missiles coming from one of the jump point blockade stations.
They had been coming at intermittent intervals for several sixes of
days. Only a rare one hit a ship with too small of a shield, while some
of them were stopped by the EAF shields of larger ships or the
planetoid ships themselves. Most passed them by and provided a light
show for those on the planet’s surface as they burned up in the sky.
Rare ones passed between the edges of overlapping defenses and
shocked them with severe damage.
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“Can you do anything about those?” He asked the tech
sarcastically.
The tech shrugged. “Move out of the way. All the volleys are
timed with the planet as a backstop. They don’t want to clutter the
system with war debris for after they win.”
Taagghhaarr looked at the tech in surprise. He started to snap
at the over-confident, self-absorbed tech, then laughed aloud for the
second time that day. Turning to the captain of the Kiilliimmeedd, he
said. “Advise the captains of our other two planetoid ships that we will
move our vessels at this time tomorrow. Then I want the positions
altered every time another volley of kinetic missiles is detected.”
“Yes, My Lord.” The captain answered and moved over to a
comm console to pass the orders along the chain of command. He
knew moving the three growing planetoid ships would be a
monumental task, but wasn’t about to tell Taagghhaarr that.
Or fail at obeying his Lord’s commands.
Turning to the young tech, Taagghhaarr said formally.
“Brraakkeenn Roonnrroorr, as Head of the Kiilliimmeedd Family, I
appoint you Head of the FTL department of the planetoid ship,
Kiilliimmeedd. I also appoint you to a seat on the ship’s council. You
will work beside the Propulsion Head till you know how the council
operates.”
“But, Sire.’ Roonnrroorr objected. “There are already six on
the council. It would be dishonorable to replace the Propulsion Head!”
Taagghhaarr almost laughed again, but only smiled toothily as
he said. “You will not be replacing the Propulsion Head impudent one!
And there are only five on the council! I am not a member of the
council, I am the Family Head!”
Despite his attempt at friendly humor, the young tech cringed
and bared his neck for the first time. “Forgive me, My Lord! I await
your commands!”
Taagghhaarr abandoned his attempt to make the tech relax and
said with his usual brusque authority. “I did not take offense, FTL
Head Brraakkeenn. Now, back to the subject at hand. I want you to
appoint each member of your team to act as the instructor for another
full team. I want as many of our people learning this new technology as
possible.”
“Uh, Sire?” Roonnrroorr interrupted.
Taagghhaarr calmly waited, getting used to the mannerisms
and surprises that came form this young warrior-tech.
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When he saw that his Liege was waiting, Roonnrroorr
continued. “The tech is not really new. It is mostly the same tech as our
normal FTL fields, sensors, and EAF tech that is scattered through any
ship’s hull. The only difference is that it’s considerably thicker and
requires a larger power source. There are a few new components, but
they are mostly data relays that I had to invent to tie everything
together. All of Propulsion’s techs already know all there is to know,
except those few components and the new tech architecture.”
Taagghhaarr looked at Roonnrroorr and said. “You mean the
FTL department’s techs. They are no longer a small part of the
Propulsion department. They are now a vital part of an FTL department
whose value depends on whether or not you can do what you claim.”
“Yes, Sire.” Roonnrroorr said contritely.
“I don’t want to keep you from your duties any longer FTL
Head.” Following protocol, Taagghhaarr gave him his title instead of
his name. “The captain will assist you in forming your new department,
but I caution you, you don’t have a lot of time. You have the position
of department head, but I do not want you to waste your time on
supervision. I want you doing what you do best. Delegate the rest. The
only time I want to see you out of the lab is at the council meetings.”
Roonnrroorr took Taagghhaarr literally again and looked
crestfallen. At Taagghhaarr’s widened eyes and partial tooth flexing,
the young tech said. “I must be able to walk among the other techs of
the ship. It is there that I get my ideas.” He hung his head. “I used to
visit every tech facing a death duel with a warrior. Many of them I tried
to teach some form of defense, but it was no use. All that remains of
them is the knowledge they shared with me before they died.”
The young tech looked Taagghhaarr in the eyes. “I must be
able to learn from other techs, My Lord. I have no original thoughts,
but I can seem to make sense of others thoughts.”
“If the entire planetoid ship must be your lab, then so be it!”
Taagghhaarr bellowed with true laughter. “And woman-punch any who
stand in your way!”
Roonnrroorr had the grace to blush as he replied. “Yes, My
Lord!”
*

*

*

Draco stood in front of the assembled cyberhumans and their
AI avatar companions and waited till the noise died down. When they
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were all quiet and watching him, he began. “This looks like it people.
The Emperor has made two probes at our defenses in the last few
weeks and Intel tells us he is massing two battle fleets. One is heading
for us and another that seems to be headed for the other side of the
Empire.”
“Do you know which world?” Tom Pendragon asked. “Is it
just a staging area or are one of their slave races picking a time of
turmoil to cause trouble?”
“Maybe they’ve got enemies in that direction who might cause
trouble if they see that the baylor are otherwise engaged?” John Lynx
said. He was advanced enough in the use of his downgraded implant to
easily operate the dragon familiar that now rode his shoulder.
“Yea, maybe they are just covering their backs while they deal
with us.” Draco said in agreement. “We just don’t know. But the fleet
they’re massing on their border with us is big enough to worry about.”
“What about the Centauri baylor?” Asked Judy Diver.
“They’re acting a little strange too.” Draco answered.
“They’ve been pulling back on their defenses in the Proxima and
Centauri A systems, and building up the construction bases around
Grrlar in the B system. Well, not really pulling back, more like just not
beefing them up at the rate they were.”
“Have any of our infiltrators reported back yet?” Asked
Storm.
“Not yet, Storm.” Came the reply. “But we didn’t expect any
at this time. We are getting close to time for the first to arrive at their
goals, though, so we should hear something soon.”
“How about our stepping-stone jump trails?” Jason Ocean
asked next.
Draco smiled. “At least we have some good news there. The
Centauri baylor were all over the place for a while and had even
pushed us two jumps back on one of the three trails we’d opened.
We’re still holding them back on another trail, but the good news is the
third one. They haven’t found it yet, so we have a back door into their
system when we make our move.”
“When’s that going to be?” Jade Pendragon called out.
“Now.” Came the brief answer. “At noon on the fourth of
July, if the Emperor’s fleet has not attacked, we will commence an allout barrage of Centauri defenses. Our infiltration teams have access to
all the planning we did before they left, so they are already prepared
for most of the scenarios we’d thought of up to that point.”
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Draco made a short motion with his left hand. “On the other
hand, if the Emperor attacks before then, all the forces being prepared
for the Centauri assault will reinforce those threatened jump points.
Protecting the blockade points themselves are our primary objectives.
If we lose even one major jump point, the Emperor will be able to join
forces with the Centauri baylor.”
Draco made a two-handed gesture, turning both palms up. “If
that happens, we’re screwed. We fall back to the Sol system and
defend against combined baylorian forces.”
“What about the rest of humanity?” Angela Moon joined the
conversation.
“If things get to that point, we are prepared to reveal
everything and get their help as quickly as possible.” Draco said.
“Storm has brought Draconus to the point where he’s begun to make
mobile stations as well as ships too big to land on a planet.”
He gave Gandalf a mental signal and continued as a
holographic display rose between him and the gathered cyberhumans
and AI avatars. “You see here the southern pole of Draconus.”
The view expanded to show a blunt-ended football shape
emerging from the artificial crater. “This is Siniktarpok. Her captain is
my cousin Amber. The ends of the station-ship you see here contain all
the docking bays and construction facilities.” The holographic view
expanded again to show the rounded, oblong shape alone. “Inside the
shell of the center is a revolving cylinder that provides both a habitat
and a gyroscope for controlling the orientation of the station-ship.”
“How big is that stip?” Angela called out as she pointed
toward the hologram.
Draco was used to his niece’s habit of shortening unwieldy
words or phrases. Knowing she was shortening station-ship to
something easier, he hesitated for only a split second before answering
her. “This particular… stip… Siniktarpok, is fifteen kilometers long
and ten in diameter. The habitat cylinder inside the outer hull is six and
a half kilometers long and the same in diameter. The rest of it is the
layers of hulled compartments around the framework that holds the
thing together.”
He pointed to the end closest to the audience. “Those pits on
the outer edge of the endcap are construction bays big enough to
construct a one-tenth scale duplicate of Siniktarpok.”
“What’s Siniktarpok mean?” Asked Tom.
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“It’s Inuit for ‘home away from home’.” Draco said.
“Anyway, this is a live picture. Siniktarpok is the first of our mobile
arks to come off the line. She’s intended as a backup to Draconus in
case the baylor exceed all our efforts to keep them back.”
“The exodus from Earth has already started since the
invention of the gravity wave generator, so if the Centauri blockade
fails and we fall back to the Sol system, it’ll be impossible to keep
things secret from the rest of humanity. We’ll have to add Earth’s
manufacturing base to ours, but if it still looks like the Sol blockade
might fall in turn, we’ll have to evacuate as much biomass and people
from Earth as possible.”
Draco took a breath and continued. “We’ll have to do that
before the baylor break into the Sol system so Siniktarpok and
whatever sister ships she has by then, can escape without their
direction being monitored. That way, if the baylor take Earth and
discover Draconus, there’ll still be free humans in space.”
“What about the colonies we’ve already started on Gagarin
and Armstrong?” Jason asked.
“If we can’t protect Earth and Draconus, it’ll be because most
of us are dead.” Came Draco’s reply. “If that happens, there won’t be
enough of us left to help them when the baylor finally get around to
finding them.”
Draco turned to the view of the station-ship as it disappeared
to be replaced by a view of all the stars where the cyberhuman forces
had placed jump point defenses and sensor drones. “But that won’t
happen if we can hold the Emperor’s fleet out of the Centauri system.”
Cyberhuman ships and stations were in blue, sensor drones in
green, and baylorian positions in red. Foggy filaments of light ran in a
webbing between each of the color coded balls that were the suns. The
blue blockade stations were ringed in red.
Pointing to the two patches of red lights at one end of a
glittering line connecting two stars, Draco said. “The Emperor’s fleet
had split and were here and here according to our last laser-comm
reports. Even if they’ve already moved we can still get our
reinforcements to all three of our blockade jump points in their range.
Once there, they can shift positions to match the Emperor’s
movements.”
Pointing to those jump points next, he continued. “Gandalf is
now transferring our current battle plans and alternate scenarios for
other contingencies to each of you.”
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He hesitated a second as the data transfer was examined by the
cyberhumans and the AI avatars. “This is where most of our forces will
converge. Each of you will be expected to collect nanomass from
Storm and make your way to your assigned positions as quickly as
possible. Everybody with a Monitor class ship will get fitted for a
weapons ring. I want everybody packed, stocked, and off Draconus
within twenty-four hours.”
“As you can see in the data packets you just got, there’ll be
construction mass waiting for you when you get where you’re going.”
Draco said. “The stations have been collecting it for a while and they
have plenty for what we need. As soon as you get there, use the
nanomass you take with you to start constructing defensive armament.
Each station commander will tell you what he needs most.”
“If the baylor hold off, keep constructing defenses till June
twentieth.” Draco added. “After the twentieth, I want each of you to
concentrate on preparing for the attack on the Centauri baylor, by
shifting munitions construction to your own supplies. You should have
enough defenses in place by then to easily protect the jump points the
Empire is threatening.”
“What if the Emperor’s fleets change position and threaten a
jump point we haven’t beefed up?” Asked John.
“We’ve got disembodied Dragon Warriors watching them
from nanomass ships small enough and powerful enough to keep up
with them and stay hidden.” Draco answered. “The Emperor’s ships
don’t seem to have the extended sensors that the Centauri baylor have
developed. We put watchers on them the first time they probed the
blockade and we’ve been following them ever since. The data Gandalf
passed to you is actually better Intel than what we have on the Centauri
baylor.”
“Anyway.” Draco continued. “If they change their positions,
they have to make at least two jumps and cross the intervening space
between. We can shift our defenses easily in plenty of time to meet
them at the new jump point.”
“That brings us to another thing.” Draco said. “The Centauri
baylor are up to something, themselves. They’ve moved their
construction bases several times over the past few weeks. Every time
we line up our particle accelerator gattling guns, they move again. To
keep from cluttering up the system with tons of orbiting shells, we’ll
shoot an occasional short burst as a way to mask the atmospheric entry
of our infiltrators. Otherwise we’re going to stop our kinetic
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bombardment except at the few other stations they have in orbit around
both Grrlar and Argnng.
The hologram began to fast forward as it zoomed in toward its
center, slowing to show a close-up of the twin Centauri suns with their
red dwarf companion off to the side. On the outer edges of the
hologram, blue blockade stations could be seen beside the funnelshaped ends of glittering lines that cut off at the edge of the floating 3D
picture.
“But they attached those bases to some pretty good sized
asteroids, didn’t they?” Asked John.
“Yea, they did.” Draco answered. “And they’re moving the
whole thing around. It looks like they’ve tuned them into miniature
versions of Draconus, only mobile.”
The hologram continued to zoom inward till it showed the
planet Grrlar, with the three construction bases as Draco continued.
“These planetoid-ships…”
“Plips.” Angela called out.
Draco smiled and resumed. “These plips aren’t very fast, but
they’re so big they can carry a fleet in their docking bays. The smaller
two are just over ten kilometers in diameter and the big one is nearly
twenty-two.”
“Here’s the weird part.” Draco added. “Our telescopes have
gotten some pretty good shots lately and a couple of weeks ago we
took some strange video.”
The hologram expanded toward the larger planetoid ship till a
docking bay came into view. An odd looking ship emerged from the
bay.
“Isn’t that a destroyer class?” Asked Judy. “What’d they do to
it?”
“We’re not sure.” Draco said. “Watch.”
The altered destroyer moved away from the massive mother
ship for several moments. The rate with which it moved exposed the
fast forward mode of the recording.
Then the ship disappeared.
“They’re putting light bending tech on starships?” Jade asked
incredulously.
“That’s what it looks like.” Draco answered. “And there must
be more cause another telescope recorded another ship just like it the
same day at the Centauri B-Centauri A jump point. We’ve got all the
telescopes looking for them, but so far these two are all we’ve
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recorded. This one came back to the planetoid ship the next day, but we
haven’t been able to locate the other one again.”
“Did you get any other sensors on them?” Asked Tom.
“Not yet.” Came Draco’s reply. “We haven’t been able to find
the one at the Centauri B jump point and the one inside the planetoid
ship hasn’t come back out.” Unlike her Barnyard suggestion, Angela’s
stip and plip suggestions had obviously not caught on.
“Maybe they’re using combined telescopes of high power to
watch us and realize they’re under our microscope too.” Suggested
Jason.
“Yea.” Added Judy. “That’d be the only reason to put light
bending tech on something as big as a ship. Because space is so vast,
visible light is about the only wavelength not included in regular stealth
tech.”
“Yea.” Jason agreed. “Maybe they’re getting paranoid that
we’re watching them.”
“Well, we are.” Declared Draco. “And we’re pretty sure
they’re watching us too cause there are several installations on the
surface of each of the planetoid ships that look like our own telescope
arrays. There’s also a few things that we haven’t been able to identify,
so when you get the chance to more deeply research the data Gandalf
gave you earlier, I’d appreciate your input.”
He knew the AI avatars were constantly sharing information
and data, so didn’t mention the obvious aloud.
“I also want you all to identify as many individual surface
installations as you can.” Draco continued. “There’s got to be a lot of
fake structures there to throw us off, so I want each of you to
individually inspect the sensor data we’ve gotten so far before you look
at it in a group. I want each blockade station to compare all the results
together regularly and send them in the regular reports back here to
Storm.”
“If nothing else, the experience we get assaulting the planetoid
ships will give us a better idea how to defend Draconus.” Storm said,
the added. “If we need to, that is.”
“Siniktarpok will leave in twenty hours. She will deliver the
assault fleet through the back door, stepping-stone trail as her
shakedown cruise. You will set up your attack from the last jump point
along the line and wait for the prearranged time. If you don’t receive
one of the coded messages, you will launch your attack on the fourth of
July.” Draco said as the hologram disappeared.
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“You all have the data transfer and your orders.” He said as he
faced them all. “Gandalf and I will take Liberator wherever things look
interesting, so try not to shoot us down. Good luck.”
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* NINE *
On June 31st, Wes Orion sat on the beach with Kristi beside
him on her own beach chair. The sun beat down on them warmly and
the drinks they held were beaded with moisture. Wes had just begun to
take a sip of his when everything disappeared to show him the inside of
an inoperative VR pod. “What the fu…” He started when the alarm
registered.
He was out of the pod in seconds to see Kristi already headed
out of the command center break room with its line of VR pods. He
quickly followed and seconds later they burst into the command center.
On the large screen that dominated one side of the room,
bursts of light flared and died. There were hundreds of them.
Each burst of energy had the momentary power of a sun.
As each mini-sun flared, another blockade mine hopefully
took out an enemy missile pod. But sensors showed that was not the
case. Many of the flares were attacking missiles taking out the human
defenses.
As Wes and Kristi settled into their command chairs and
began accessing the data, the stellar light show continued to grow.
“I show a 50% use of all mines inside the jump point
volume.” Kristi reported. “Readings show that the enemy’s first wave
is a continuous attack, not a series of volleys. Jump point mine use now
at 70%.”
“Initiating advance of first wave of secondary defenses.” Wes
reported. He tapped at keys on his console and their screens showed
dozens of masses of pinpoint lights leaving the perimeter of the jump
point and entering its mouth.
“Jump mines numbers down to 10% of mines remaining.”
Kristi reported. “All jump mines fired or destroyed. First wave of
secondary defenses down to 50%.”
“Initiating second wave, secondary defenses.” Wes reported
as he tapped appropriate keys. Then a few seconds later, he tapped
more keys and said. “Initiating third wave, secondary defenses.”
“First wave of secondary defenses all fired or destroyed.”
Kristi reported. “Six emergence pulses inside jump point! Second wave
of secondary defenses all destroyed or fired.”
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“Initiating fourth wave, secondary defenses.” Wes said calmly
as he tapped keys. “Initiating fifth wave, secondary defenses and
launching fighter drones.”
“Third wave, secondary defenses at 50%, 40%, 30%.” Her
voice rose slightly. “We got one! One bogey scratched. Two bogeys
scratched. Third wave, secondary defenses all fired or destroyed. Six
more emergence pulses.”
“Activating reverse wave.” Wes said as he tapped keys.
One thousand, double size FTL missile pods entered the outer
edges of the volume of space that held the jump point and jumped into
the midst of the attacking forces. They had twice the number of
missiles as the original design and their double backup, twin FTL
system with stronger shields gave them a better chance of returning
with valuable Intel.
There were disembodied Dragon Warriors on the other side,
watching and recording the battle, but they were under orders not to
interfere till more than half the baylorian fleet was through the jump
point. They had reported a gross of warships and three times that
number of support ships in the baylorian fleet. If the baylor were able
to get three hundred ships past the blockade, the defenders would need
all the help they could get.
But that outcome was unlikely. Their Intel on baylorian
numbers was as accurate as the baylorian commander’s own
information. Using the smallest ships of nanomass, controlled by the
disembodied minds of Dragon Warriors, they had followed the
baylorian fleets from the moment of their first encounter. No remotes
had yet infiltrated any of the ships, but interception of comm links had
told them all infiltration would and with less risk of exposure.
The defenses that had been prepared were more than enough
to withstand the expected baylorian attack. Tons of nanomass that ate
tons more asteroidal and cometary debris had ensured that.
The fleets that had performed that feat then set about stocking
their own attack fleet. They had nearly completed their preparations to
attack the Centauri baylor when the Emperor’s fleet had begun to
gather around the other side of their blockade line.
Wes and Kristi felt even better about their situation knowing
that fleet was now at their back.
“Message coming from the neighbors, hon.” Kristi called over
to Wes with a sugary voice. “They’re having revenuer problems too.”
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Wes nodded and replied. “Tell the neighbors good luck for
me.” He tapped keys steadily as he talked. “Activating perimeter
energy defenses.”
Kristi nodded in turn. “Message away. Scratch bogey three.
One bogey dead in space. Scratch dead bogey and bogey number five.
Bogeys approaching jump point perimeter.”
She smiled and added. “Intel starting to come back through
first of returning reverse wave. They’re in onion formation! Scratch six
bogeys. Three bogeys dead in space. Message from Centauri-Sol
Station. Centauri baylor on the move.”
“Perimeter energy weapons on ‘onion attack’ program.” Wes
reported from his console. “Fighter drones engaging survivors of first
bogey wave. Fighter missiles away and coming into range of fighter
energy weapons.” At this range, the energy weapons would have no
chance of getting through the ship’s shields, but their contact would
give missile targeting sensors better readings through the jamming and
decoy drones.
As the battle raged, sensors continued to examine the results
of each minor portion of the attack-defend-parry-attack that the battle
settled into. Missile’s data systems were reprogrammed at a steady
pace up to the moment they were fired.
“Twelve emergence pulses.” Kristie reported. “Scratch bogeys
seven, eight, and nine. Two bogeys dead in space. Twelve more
emergence pulses. Now twelve more. Twenty four pulses!”
Firing all defensive missiles!” Wes called out tapping quickly.
“Launching all fighter drones.”
Their screens lit up with the glare of thousands of growing
and dying mini-suns as missiles spread inward from the defenders and
outward from the attackers. Missiles killed missiles on both sides,
while only baylorian ships fell.
“Twenty four emergence pulses.” Kristi calmly reported.
“Twenty four more. That’s all the warships Intel told us were in the
fleet!”
“Initiating Dodge Ball!”
Several more baylorian ships fell to the increased barrage of
missiles. Those that dodged the missiles eventually came in range of
the energy weapons of the jump point perimeter. More flares lit up the
EAF shields of the emerging ships. The ships became better targets for
converging missiles and more ships died.
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As the ships grew closer to the sphere of energy weapons,
focal points grew smaller and shields lit up brighter at isolated points
on the ship’s hulls. Baylorian missiles and energy weapons began to
destroy defensive energy drones, but there were hundreds in each
section of the defensive sphere. When one died, another idle drone
instantly activated to take up the attack.
As the first of the baylorian ships approached the outside edge
of the defensive sphere, energy weapons began to poke holes in the
overloaded shields. Hull plating turned red and melted for only a
moment before the ships rotated in space to expose undamaged or less
overloaded shield generators. A few missiles found these holes and
more ships died.
“Like shooting fish in a barrel.” Wes muttered. He didn’t feel
the elation he thought he would when he realized that hundreds of
baylor and their slaves died along with each of those ships.
He was reaching to tap more keys when an alarm went off.
“Wha…” He started. “Perimeter defenses being attacked from outside
the sphere!”
“Where did they come from?” Kristi said as she frantically
tapped at her own console. “Now they’re gone!”
“I’ve lost contact with another adjacent quadrant of the
defensive sphere!” Reported Wes. “It’s on our least defended area!
There goes another group! We’re losing sphere integrity!”
“My sensors show three of those destroyers with light bending
tech.” Kristi reported, then asked. “But how did they get by our other
sensors? They’re radiating just like any other battle-stealthed ship!
Wait, they’re gone again on visual, but the other frequencies don’t pick
up anything either. What’s up with that?” Her confusion showed.
“There are always three of them and they’re hitting adjacent parts of
the defensive sphere one at a time. Why not hit the whole quadrant at
once?”
“Faster than light!” Wes yelled just as Kristi’s eyes lit up with
understanding. “It’s not a light bending field! The Centauri baylor have
invented artificial FTL!” Linking mentally with his AI’s avatar and
using the enhanced cyberneural attributes of his implant, he began
tapping furiously at his panel. “I’ve got the next projected targets
moving to intercept.” He tapped a single key and added. “Firing blind.”
“Scratch one jumper bogey!” Kristi called “One jumper bogey
dead in space! The last bogey is attacking it! One bogey fragged!” Her
voice was incredulous. “He shot down his own guy!”
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“Doesn’t want us to get a sample of their drive.” Wes said as
the last jumper bogey disappeared from his screens. He tapped quickly
at the keys on his console panel to copy the sensor readings they’d
gotten of the jumper bogey. He tapped a last key to send the data to the
message drones and laser-comm, report file, and added. “I’ve got a big
hole in my defensive sphere. Imperial bogeys are pressing the breach.
A breakout is imminent.”
“Backup reports… on the way.” Kristi reported as she tapped
the send code. Their ship vibrated slightly as message drones dropped
out of their bays and began to drift away from the ship. Laser-comm
links continued to feed data to the drones, continuously updating their
record files.
Their screens showed the lights that depicted the baylorian
ships, crowding the weakened portion of the defensive sphere. Lights
flared and ships died, but some of the baylor passed through the
colored sphere that depicted the jump point volume.
More ships died, but eventually some of them passed beyond
the defenses and turned to widen the gap. More ships passed through
the defensive sphere and support ships began emerging from the other
side of the jump point.
“Fighters engaging breakout bogeys.” Wes reported.
“Remainder of sphere still at full power. Fighters and backup report
breach is closing.
“Report from the neighbors says they had jumper bogeys too.”
Kristi reported. “They scratched all three, but the jumpers opened a
bigger hole. Their back door watchers had to help them contain the
Imperial baylor by attacking the Imperial rear.”
She looked down at her screen for a moment and said.
“Supply bogeys jumping out! More transit pulses! They’re on the run!”
At a quicker pace than that they had taken to come through,
the baylor began to flee back to the other side of the jump point.
“Whoo-hoo!” Wes yelled as he pumped a fist in the air.
“Massive missile barrage from all bogeys!” Kristi reported.
“More exiting, transit pulses. Reports coming in from all ships,
Seventy-one bogeys scratched or dead in space. They got just under
half their fleet through. That retreat cover fire was from the piggy back
pods on the hulls of the forty-eight supply ships that came through.”
“We did it!” Kristi said as she sank down into the cushions of
her command seat. “We held them despite that nasty surprise they
sprang on us.”
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“It’s a good thing they split their jumper fleet.” Wes said. “If
they’d have used all six of them on just one of us, they’d have busted
that one open. They could then just dart out to intercept any fleet sent
to deal with the loss of a blockade station.”
“Yea.” Kristi replied with genuine relief. “We got lucky. The
baylor usually have better hunting sense than that.” She tapped keys on
her console and continued softly. “Messages and sensor data with
initial FTL design speculations going out now on all laser-comm links.
The stepping-stone fleet won’t get it in time.”
“We’ve got to do something.” Wes said.
*

*

*

Draco looked at the assembled fleet through cyber eyes using
the sensors scattered over Liberator’s hull. Gandalf had argued
convincingly in getting him to forego the slower, physical method of
control. The AI had then disengaged from his avatar as well.
For the first time in months, human host and symbiotic,
artificial intelligence were one again.
Draco’s biologic body rested in the center of a volume of
nanomass that took up the space that used to contain the lower three
levels of the thirty-meter ship. For safety reasons, he had agreed with
Gandalf that the precaution was prudent. He couldn’t feel the support
of the nanomass because his senses were that of the ship, which he now
wore like a body. With a big belt of weapons.
He sent sensor probes through space and got replies from
others around him in the jump point’s mouth. There was the ship of
Jason Ocean and Judy Diver. He hoped they would get to return to the
island paradise they talked about so much. Hell, he hoped he could
visit one of the floating islands!
To the side of Cousteau was Timberwolf. Brad Timberline and
Desiré Wolf, unlike Jason and Judy, had combined their pre-marriage
names into a new family name and gave their ship the same name. Off
to another side was the response from the Manoa family’s, Menehune,
and from another direction, Ward and Kallie Michaels in Sorcerer’s
Apprentice. Other ships around him were those of other family and
friends who were about to risk their lives to help free another race.
Pride swelled his chest in his nanomass cocoon as his mind
wandered in another direction.
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It was only because this trail originated from the Tau Ceti
system that the Centauri baylor hadn’t found it yet. They’d
concentrated their heaviest searches between the line toward Sol and
the trail that the ruk had exposed, not in this direction. Subsequent
searches in this direction had spread out enough that the tiny jump
point had not been discovered.
Another fact that had aided them was that the entrance was
not always inside the Centauri system. The last stepping-stone on the
trail was situated in such a way with its last gravity well that when the
twin Centauri stars were perpendicular to the line between, the jump
point was out by the Centauri-Tau Ceti jump point and was disrupted.
It did not reform inside the system until the two stars had shifted
enough to be almost in line. Raymond Running Bear had found the last
jump point of the trail just days before it had dissolved the last time.
Draco had just arrived the day before, just prior to
confirmation that the last ‘jump-step’ was back. He came delivering a
cargo of nanomass for use in the munitions construction going on the
last short-jump, gravity well out from the Centauri system.
Much to the attack fleet’s member’s disapproval, Draco came
with the last minute information that he would join the attack.
Since the laser-comm relays were restricted by the speed of
light and the current information route to the nearest blockade station
was just over five light days, they couldn’t plead for help. They also
couldn’t be sure of the situation they would be jumping into because of
the same delay.
For all they knew, the Emperor’s fleets had already attacked
and driven humans from the Centauri system. Their latest information,
after all, was from just before noon on June thirtieth. Five days ago.
There was only one way to get them information quicker, but
that route increased the chances of the baylor discovering them before
they were all safely through the tiny jump point. To diminish the risk,
their plans did not call for any laser-comm to be beamed at the
stepping-stone emergence point unless there was an emergency.
They would have to go blind through the jump point, on five
day old news.
Draco’s internal alarm brought him out of his reverie. It was
noon. On the fourth of July.
He mentally ‘heard’ the broadcast signal to jump that came
from the fleet leader and watched through cyber eyes as ships began to
disappear from around him. The stepping-stone jump point opening
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was as small in diameter as it was short and could only accommodate
one of their largest ships at a time, or four the size of Liberator. The
process of transferring the fleet to the Centauri system took nearly a
half hour.
True to his earlier promise to them, Draco waited until they
had all jumped into the Centauri system before he followed.
When he came out of the jump and sensors began to record
data through the expanding emergence pulse, the first thing he noticed
was the laser-comm signal. To reduce the chance of interception or
detection, automatic codes gave the ‘message received’ response, so
the source could cut the laser-comm as soon as the code was received.
From the center of his nanomass cocoon, it took Draco less
than a fraction of a second to decode the signal and read the message.
Artificial FTL drives! And the baylor had invented them!
He let the leaders of the assault manage their attack and kept
Liberator inside the jump point like he’d promised. He was content to
do this anyway, finally becoming used to delegating duties and
collecting reports. Instead of getting in the way, he concentrated his
full attention on the data he’d received.
When the fleet commander contacted him to report that he
could come out of the jump point, Draco suggested a possible
approach.
As soon as they were organized and had thoroughly scanned
the space around them, the fleet began to move at top speed toward
Argnng.
They had chosen Argnng for three reasons. First, it was the
home world of the wolfen. Second, because of basic celestial
mechanics, it was the closest to their best-manned positions. And three,
it was not the planet orbited by the three, immense planetoid ships. Of
which each of the smaller two were as powerful as the entire fleet
Draco now followed.
The fleet rushed toward the planet at top speed but with all
sensors and internal power at their lowest levels while the stealth
systems were at max. Their velocity slowly built and they were already
on the deceleration phase of their approach when the first active
baylorian sensor scan touched them.
Instantly, their own sensors came to full power and missile
pods shot from the pack of ships, racing toward the defensive stations
orbiting Argnng. When the pods achieved attack velocity, they dropped
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their loads of missiles and braked to return to the mother ships while
the missiles stealthily coasted toward their targets.
Draco watched through cyber eyes as the baylor sent
defensive missiles out to meet the attackers. Sensors recorded the
miniature suns that began to flicker across the heavens above the home
world of the wolfen. The light show continued to grow as more ships
came into range of the planetary defenses. Soon, those watching from
the surface of Argnng couldn’t have ignored the sight if they’d tried.
Cyberhuman ships veered to the side in a partial cone that
slowly surrounded the planet opposite its single moon. Using the planet
as a shield from the more powerful energy weapons and targeting
sensors based on the 522km diameter moon, their missiles and energy
weapons decimated the baylorian stations and ships in orbit on their
side of the planet.
Thousands of 100mm gattling rounds left streaks of fire across
the skies of Argnng when shells that missed, or passed through their
targets, entered the atmosphere. The tiny starbursts of low-yield
nuclear missiles surrounded the ships and stations, whose shields
glowed ever more brightly as they absorbed energy.
Some of the tiny suns replaced their targets when shields
couldn’t shed power fast enough and overloaded their circuits. It
wasn’t that their shields were weak. It was more the fact that several
times more missiles were fired at them than they had had time to
prepare for. Due to restrictions put on them by a long line of Emperors,
the Centauri baylor were the least prepared for battle of any baylor in
history.
The stations they faced had previously been no more than
symbols of authority and a sort of police force for hundreds of years.
They were used to facing no more than rowdy Hunters with too much
trraall in the blood of their slaves.
They had gotten some weapons upgrades over the past few
months, but not near enough to make them equal to what they now
faced. The upgrades they had received on their EAF shields only
delayed the inevitable. One by one, the orbiting ships and stations were
shattered by kinetic bullets and mini-nukes fired from just outside
energy weapons range.
As soon as the ships ahead passed from behind the planet’s
protection, they were met by missiles fired from the baylorian
defensive bases on the moon. Again, due to the restraints they’d had
for so long, the few months of preparation the Argnng defense forces
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had gotten wasn’t enough. The few missiles that scored hits did so on
the unmanned fighter drones that flew between their controllers and the
baylor. All others were shot down by human defenses or blew
themselves up ineffectively against EAF shields with too large an
energy reservoir.
All the ships in the fleet maintained laser-comm and PSI links
and with the help of their AI allies, were able to constantly ‘see’ the
sensor readings as a mental picture that matched actual events.
Accumulated data from the combined fleet showed the second
cyberhuman fleet coming in from the direction of the two blockade
jump points attacked by the Emperor’s fleets.
Draco could see that they were farther out than the fleet he
followed, and were coming in at a much higher velocity. Their vector
and speed would take them behind Draco just as he made his closest
approach to the planet.
They would use the planet as a slingshot to aim themselves at
the Centauri A-B jump point, passing behind the stepping-stone fleet as
it flew by the planet firing at baylorian space defenses. Ahead of him,
the weapons fire from the moon ceased. They had fired only a single
volley at the stepping-stone fleet when the slingshot fleet had passed by
them on the way to their slingshot maneuver.
Draco fired a final salvo of missiles at the remaining stations
and ships as he passed the planet, but his target’s shields and defensive
fire didn’t let any through. As he passed by his closest approach point,
his shields began to glow with the diverging distribution of glowing
tendrils that revealed energy weapons at extreme range. The scattered
points of energy soon blended into an overall glow of a single growing
sphere around the ship.
The defenders fired more missiles as he passed, but his
escorting nanomass remotes took care of them all. When he ‘looked’
behind himself with the ship’s sensors, he saw the first of the slingshot
fleet streaking around the planet.
It took him only a thought to link into the data accumulation
on the battle and he ‘saw’ that the major defensive installations on the
moon had become glowing craters. He watched as the slingshot fleet
passed the planet, at a different angle than his own, using the planet’s
mass to fling them toward the jump point connecting the two Centauri
suns.
The defensive fire from the remaining ships and stations
orbiting Argnng were no match for the numbers of kinetic and nuclear
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missiles. As the fleet passed the planet, more stations and ships died at
the center of nuclear suns of extremely small size or were shattered by
100mm rounds of metal sheathed, construction slag.
The fleet he followed used their own gravity assist, but to
slow themselves. As they passed, gravity wave coils locked on the
planet and pulled with all the power they had. By the time the steppingstone fleet had stopped, reversed direction, and begun to fall back
toward the planet, the slingshot fleet had passed.
Using the sensors of all the ships in the combined fleets,
Draco saw that there was nothing left in the skies of Argnng that could
fire at them.
The baylor had been forbidden space forces, but not planetary
defenses. In a typical over-reaction, their planet-based defenses were
massive. Even the cyberhuman’s most heavily shielded ships would
vaporize in seconds when touched by the gargantuan energy cannons
that dotted the planet’s surface. The range of those weapons kept the
assaulting fleet far enough away to not be able to isolate a point of
weakness.
To avoid the need to maintain battle stations, the steppingstone fleet settled into a high, five-day orbit around the home world of
the wolfen.
A few missiles rose from the surface despite the futility and
the fleet simply used them to help adrenaline pumped crews gradually
blow off steam. Inside geosyncronous orbit those missiles would be
deadly.
When the planetary defense bases finally quit firing at them,
the human crews began their rescue operations of possible survivors in
the debris that now orbited the planet. Occasional flares among the
debris testified to the danger this posed.
Draco initiated contact with two volumes of nanomass in the
base of Liberator and morphed them into ambulance remotes. The two
remotes sped off toward the nearest field of debris and Draco watched
through cyber eyes as they approached the shattered station.
He played sensors over the largest chunks of debris and was
rewarded by the signs of living beings inside the pressurized
compartments. Knowing that baylor would suicide to avoid capture and
take possible captors with them, he kept his ship out of range of any
hidden missiles.
Using the remotes as investigators, he moved them all around
the section of the station. He probed the cermet alloy and when he was
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sure there was no weapons, moved the remotes closer. He morphed
their shape to that of an enormous insect that used its multiple legs to
help it walk around the debris.
One of the remotes found a sealed hatch with a circular, clear
glassteel window at its top. The insect remote looked into the window
and Draco ‘saw’ a wolfen face looking back at him in horror. Moving
the remote over the hatch, Draco morphed the remote into an airlock
just as the second remote arrived in its ambulance form and attached
itself to the airlock.
Using just enough of the nanomass to make an avatar in
wolfen form, Draco opened the hatch to the enclosed compartment.
Nanobot sensors instantly analyzed the rush of air that entered the
airlock, and Draco ‘smelled’ sweat, injury, and sickness. And fear.
As an avatar, Draco stepped through the hatch. In perfect
wolfen, he said. “Do not be alarmed. I am here to help.”
He gestured at his avatar body. “This is a remotely operated
mechanoid, my real body is in a ship nearby. I am of the human race,
but I am using this form to lessen your fear.”
“What do you want?” Asked the closest wolfen. The one who
had been looking through the hatch’s window. “Are you at war with
the baylor?”
“In order.” Draco said through his avatar. “To help you and
yes.”
A flood of questions came from the massed wolfen and Draco
raised his hands for quiet. “Please, stay calm. How many of you are
there?”
“Two hands and three.” Came the answer from the group’s
apparent leader.
“Lucky number.” Draco said but the reference was lost on the
aliens. “How bad are the injured?”
“It is not good.” The spokesman for the group replied. “Two
of our number are near death. Only their ability to slow their metabolic
processes have kept them alive. I fear they will not survive a move.”
“No problem.” Draco assured the concerned wolfen. He made
a ‘lead on’ motion with one avatar hand and said. “Take me to them.
Maybe I can help.”
He followed the wolfen through the crowd till they reached a
back corner of the next compartment. The artificial gravity of the
compartment was damaged, or turned off, cause the two bundled forms
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floated freely. They both had the puffy cheeks of weightlessness and
fur that stuck out at odd angles.
Draco kneeled his avatar in front of the two wolfen and
reached a nanomass hand to touch each one. Morphing nanomass
through their clothes and bodies, Draco heard the gasp behind him.
“You are of the Evvlliigg!” Came the startled exclamation
from his wolfen guide.
As nanobots broke free from the parent mass and spread
through the injured wolfen bodies, he replied. “Yea. I guess I am.”
“Good!” Came the angry declaration. “My people have faced
a monster for too many generations. It is time the baylor faced their
greatest monster.”
Draco wasn’t sure if he liked being called a monster by those
he was saving, but shrugged it off. After all, he and those like him had
caused all this destruction and death. If the stations and ships they’d
destroyed were crewed in the normal baylorian fashion, there would be
three or four times as many slaves as there were masters.
The liberators had just killed more of those they intended to
liberate than they did of the baylorians.
Draco concentrated on the injuries of the two wolfen and
quickly began to repair the damage. Both individuals were still weak
from blood loss, but gained conciousness and smiled up at the shape
crouched over them. One fell back to sleep but the other glanced down
at the arm disappearing into his chest and frowned just as Draco put
him back to sleep also.
Moments later he drew his avatar’s arms away from the two
resting wolfen and stood up as his hands reformed. He maintained
mental contact with the nanobots that still remained in the wolfen
bodies and continued their medical repairs remotely.
Turning to the wolfen who stood in a curious group behind
him, Draco said. “My name is Draco Moon. This body you see is of a
technology that the baylor call Evvlliigg. I am human and my real body
rests inside the ship where I will now take you if you wish.”
“What if we don’t want to go with you?” Came a suspicious
voice from the back of the crowd. “The baylor are evil and they fear
you. Doesn’t that make you even more evil? You are the ones that
attacked us, after all!”
Draco looked around at the wolfen faces. With PSI tech built
into his avatar shape, he could feel the conflicting emotions from those
around him. Some had the anger and hate of slavery boiling just under
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their conciousness, while others had a fear that he was a greater evil. A
few kernels of hope flickered among the crowd.
“My race and my home world are next on the baylor’s list for
conquering.” Draco explained. “A group of humans including myself
were given Evvlliigg technology to help us fight the baylor. We used it
to throw the baylor from our world and now we are using it to throw
them from your homeworld.”
“So.” He concluded with a wolfen smile on his avatar’s face.
“I would like to invite you to share the hospitality of my ship. If you
refuse my hospitality, I will try to help you make this section of
floating debris as comfortable as possible.”
He smiled and waited for their answer.
He didn’t wait long.
*

*

*

Kiilliimmeedd Taagghhaarr sat at his command console and
gazed at the screen.
Things were not going well.
First, he’d taken the council of his advisor and split the hand
of destroyers that had the new FTL drives. Now he had only one of the
advanced ships and had to train a new advisor.
The old one had been served to the slaves at their last meal.
He scanned the data scrolling across his screen and tried to
find a solution to his dilemma. He could have converted more warships
but if he did, the planetoid ships could not be outfitted with the new
drive. They were too valuable to lose, so they had to have the new
drive.
But if he used all the ruk tech to install the new drive in all of
the planetoid ships, he couldn’t install the tech in enough ships to
protect the Kiilliimmeedd system!
Maybe if he’d found out about the drive sooner, he could have
outfitted both warships and planetoid ships, but that was a false,
Hunter’s Wish.
He didn’t and couldn’t.
But what could he do?
He spent the night pouring through records and files that his
advisor normally took care of, and found out many things he should
have known.
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Some were trivial and had no bearing on anything, while
others were of minor importance. Separately they were unimportant,
but when taken in context with one another, Taagghhaarr began to see
patterns. He followed the patterns to their projected outcomes over and
over, adding or subtracting bits of information each time.
He was still at his console when news of the loss of half his
realm came over the comm. He calmly added the data to his projections
and waited for the results.
They came quicker than any projection thus far.
He stayed at the console for several time parts longer, making
minor adjustments to the data simulations and running new projections.
Finally, satisfied that he knew just what they faced, he turned the
power off to the console and rose to stretch tired, stiff muscles.
Quietly leaving the data booth, he exited his tiny office and
entered the command center. Enduring the posturing of subordinates
with polite dignity, he finally was able to sit at his command chair and
begin saving his family.
“Captain, I want to send a message to the Realm.” He said
formally.
“Yes, My Lord.” The captain quickly replied and poked
several buttons on his console. “Ready, Sire.”
“This is Star Emperor Kiilliimmeedd Taagghhaarr speaking.”
He spoke the ritual words despite their lie. He could not tell them his
real plans for fear they would revolt for Honor’s sake.
“The Evvlliigg are upon us!” He continued. “I have received
word that we have lost Kiilliimmeedd Two, the homeworld of our
favored slaves.”
He paused for only a moment. “The Evvlliigg have not taken
the Kiilliimmeedd Two jump point, but our defenders will not hold
them back long. They push at us relentlessly but they have Hunted the
wrong Prey this time!”
He began to work himself into a fervor to sell his lie to them.
“We must do all we can to support those hunters who defend
Kiilliimmeedd Prime from the invaders! I am sending all available
ships to help with that defense, but it may not be enough!”
“I need the help of my people!” He spoke with all the sincere
authority he could muster. “I need YOU, my loyal followers! I need
you to come to me here, on the great planetoid ship, Kiilliimmeedd!”
Taagghhaarr’s voice carried the weight of racial traditions that
went back further than written baylorian history. Tradition had made
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him like a god to them and he used that blind loyalty to save them with
his lie.
“We can defeat these interlopers!” He continued. “But
because of the restrictions put on us by a jealous Emperor, our victory
will not be easy.”
Again he pleaded without seeming to. “I need you, though. I
need your hunting skills. I need your weapons. I need your slaves to
toil for us and provide us with the strength and nourishment to defeat
our foe.”
He smiled as he began to set his snare. “I will not shame you
by ordering you to help me defeat our enemy. I will ask only for
volunteers who do not fear childhood monsters. I ask only for
Hunters.”
Now that he had set his snare, he told them what he really
wanted them to do. “Because of the restrictions of the Emperor, we are
short of everything needed to fight this war. We can hold the Evvlliigg
for only a few sixes of sixes of days unless we get help quickly.”
“We need tech gear of all types.” He continued. “Tech gear of
all kinds, no matter how worthless it may seem. We also need carbon
fiber cables and data crystal.”
He smiled and said.” I know the Emperor has forbade us to
have starships, but if any Hunter provides us with the use of a space
worthy vessel, that Hunter will remain captain of that vessel. Please, do
not fear retribution, your defiance of that particular Imperial stupidity
will be Honored.”
“All of those who wish to join us in our glorious battle should
gather all you need into the best transportation you possess. Go to the
nearest hunting estate and wait for shuttles to bring you to us. I will
instruct all estate owners to provide free accommodations and hunting
privileges until your shuttles leave. Remember, bring every piece of
tech and weaponry you and your slaves can carry.”
He continued to weave his lie. “The Evvlliigg will be
tenacious. They will not give up easy, but with Hunters at my side, I
will defeat them. It may take a long time, so bring everything of value.
There is plenty of room on the Hunter planetoid, Kiilliimmeedd, and his
two hunting sons. Most of the crew has quarters bigger than whole
families have planetside, so bring your whole household!”
“We will show these Evvlliigg what it means to attack
Hunters without cause!” He rose in his seat as he used all the
experience of his years as Head of the Kiilliimmeedd family. “With
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true Hunters at my side, I promise you that the galaxy will soon learn
to respect and fear the name, KIILLIIMMEEDD!!!”
He couldn’t hear the cheering that washed over the planet, but
he did hear about it from many over the next few sixes of days as eager
recruits began to come up to the three planetoid ships.
The baylor were used to cobbling together bits of varied
technology and quickly began to incorporate all they owned into the
structure of the three huge ships.
All expected to fight glorious battles… soon.
None suspected their true goal.
None had an opportunity to spend on idle speculation, as they
were kept busy carving the solid rock of the planetoids into homes in
their spare time.
Their slaves, being used to doing whatever they were told,
continued to work as slow as they could get away with. It didn’t matter.
There were so many slaves and eager baylor to order them around, that
in a very short time, the three planetoid ships began to become
miniature worlds of their own.
Taagghhaarr become confidently satisfied his plan was going
to work when several groups asked to build a hunting habitat in a large
cavern inside Kiilliimmeedd’s outer crust. When those on the hunter’s
sons found out, they demanded the right to build their own.
While he unobtrusively prodded them into turning the
planetoid ships into comfortable fortresses, they continued to
successfully defend the jump point to the lost world. They also
defended the planetoid ships and the world most of them had been born
on, from two attacks by the invading Evvlliigg.
They continued to believe they were preparing for a battle that
would become legend, while all the time, unknowingly working at a
way to sidestep the blockade stations that held them prisoner in their
own system.
*

*

*

Draco sat at the command seat at the center of Liberator’s
bridge and looked up from his console screen. Arranged in a half circle
around were four control consoles and seats, with a large 3D screen in
front of his seat. Above the holo-screen and crew stations, a line of
glassteel windows gave an unobstructed view of space outside the hull.
A wolfen sat at each of the duty consoles.
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Draco had insisted they were free, and in turn, they had
insisted that as free beings, they would be honored to serve as his crew.
They were, after all, experienced spacers. They had to be to
live for long on a baylorian ship or station.
He had finally relented and kept nearly a third of those he’d
rescued from the battle over Argnng. Most of those he’d found had
been in the first piece of debris he’d investigated, but constant looking
with the help of nanomass remotes helped him save dozens more.
Eventually, the wreckage had been sifted and usable material
collected. Pushed together, the debris was trimmed, aligned, and
molded by large volumes of nanomass.
Constructing a trio of large stations from the debris of the
battle, the cyberhuman forces slowly built the defenses up till the three
stations were stronger than the forces they’d previously faced. The
whole time, they apparently ignored the baylor on the moon of Argnng.
It was a ruse.
While they were reconstructing the planet’s orbital defenses,
they were sending disembodied Dragon Warriors and cyberhumans
into the occupied portions of the moon’s bases. By the time the
planetary defenses were as complete as they could quickly become, the
moon had been secured with minimal casualties.
Most of those casualties were slaves killed by angry and
frustrated baylor. The few baylorian deaths were from baylor settling
grudges before the end, or rare examples of slaves killing the worst of
their oppressors.
By the time the moon and the planet’s high ground had been
secured, the slingshot fleet had taken the Centauri A-Centauri B jump
point.
The Centauri B-Centauri A jump point had taken a little
longer, but had eventually fallen.
Now they faced the combined forces of all the Centauri baylor
massed around the planet Grrlar. Or Kiilliimmeedd Prime, as they
called it in honor of their family name. The baylor called a lot of things
by their most powerful family’s names.
Just like humans.
They had settled into a distant orbit outside of the range of the
planetary defenses to broadcast their messages that the rule of the
baylor was over. Occasionally, a shuttle or surface capable starship
would try to escape behind cover fire from the planet-based energy
weapons. Some gained Honor by becoming part of a small, nuclear
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sun, while others were captured alive. None made it past the
cyberhuman fleet.
While the siege of Argnng continued, most of the cyberhuman
forces not engaged in the blockade converged on the planet Grrlar.
Baylorian fighters swarmed around the three, planetoid ships
like angry bees around a disturbed hive. Larger ships orbited the two
moons and wove their way through the ring of debris that used to be
the middle moon.
Cyberhuman ships orbited just outside weapons range.
They both waited to see who would flinch first.
It was the baylor.
Several groups of baylorian fighters had been pushing the line
that brought them into weapons range of the cyberhuman fighter
drones. The pilots of the fighters began testing each other’s bravery in
the face of overwhelming odds.
One of those lost patience and shot at the nearest cyberhuman
fighter drone with weapons blazing. Missiles from the fighter quickly
engulfed the fighter drone and the baylor scored the first kill.
All hell broke loose.
Baylorian hunters who had been held back for too long
pushed their fighters to the limit to get as many of the enemy as
possible ahead of his competitors.
More fighter drones dissolved in nuclear fire.
Their operators reset control pods and replacement fighter
drones left cradles on the outer hull of the mother ships. From the
safety of the mother ship, the pilots of the destroyed fighter drones
steered their new fighters toward the advancing baylor.
Those behind the baylorian fighters had been hoping for just
this loss of patience. The gunboats surged to fill the gaps left by the
fighters and behind them, destroyers and battleships expanded their
lines outward to keep the smaller vessels inside their protective sphere.
The baylorian sphere intruded into the cyberhuman envelope
and the pyrotechnics began.
Within seconds, baylorian fighters began to die along with the
cyberhuman fighter drones.
For a short few minutes, an equal number of baylorian and
human fighters died. There was one major difference, though.
When a cyberhuman fighter died, the operator reset his or her
control pod and launched another unmanned, VR controlled fighter
drone.
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When the baylorian fighters died, their pilots died too. Then
the gunboat crews died, followed by the crews of some of the
destroyers.
The cyberhumans had learned the range of their VR control
pod, remotely operated fighters in the battles they’d fought with the
baylor. With the benefits of cyberneural transfer of their individual
experiences, the cyberhumans had been able to gain a lifetime of
experiences in only a few short weeks. Fighting their remote fighters
from the safety of their control pods, the cyberhumans were yet to lose
a single living being.
Draco sat in his command seat and listened as his wolfen crew
reported the progress of the battle for the skies above Grrlar.
The first rush of baylorian fighters had escalated into an all
out rush by the entire baylorian line. Five minutes from the first
fighter’s break, baylorian destroyers were being blasted by cyberhuman
fire.
“The baylor are not supporting the advance with enough
forces to break our blockade mas… uh… captain.” Said the wolfen
from the front right seat of the bridge.
“Thank you, Navigation.” Draco replied. He spoke in English,
also at his crew’s insistence, and continued. “Cease firing.”
“Cease fire, aye.” Came the soft voice of the female wolfen
who sat at the left rear, Comm seat, which was currently acting as the
main Gunnery station. The soft vibration that had periodically shook
the ship didn’t reappear.
“Pilot, you have control discretion.” Draco said.
“I have control discretion, aye.” Came the instant reply from
the wolfen who had gazed at him through the hatch window in orbit
around Argnng. Hrraughn was his name.
Draco smiled at the left front seat of the bridge and said. “I’m
going VR for a moment, Hrraughn, you’re in charge.”
“Yes mas… aye captain.” Came the reply.
Draco nodded once and closed his eyes. He shifted the focus
of his mind and was… the ship Liberator. In the next moment, he
linked with the group mind that was the cyberhumans and their AI
program allies.
From his viewpoint that looked from dozens of sources at
once, Draco watched the battle progress. As usual, his cyberhuman
forces managed to put his biologic body at the back of the fighting.
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He watched through combined cyber eyes as dozens of
baylorian fighters died to kill unmanned drones controlled by distant
cyberhumans. The fighters didn’t have slaves on board, but soon,
gunboats and destroyers began to die.
Those usually had slaves on board.
The orders for all cyberhumans was to spare life wherever
possible, but certain parts of war required full, all-out attack to have
any chance of success.
Baylorian gunboats and destroyers burned in the center of
small suns and shattered with the impact of 100mm kinetic bullets.
Draco knew that the four wolfen on Liberator’s bridge, and the twelve
more on duty at other portions of the ship, were aware of what was
happening.
They had all been crews on stations or ships that had been
destroyed by cyberhuman weapons. They were extremely happy to be
alive, but they also knew the cost of victory in a space battle. They
knew that more of their own kind were dying than there were of the
enemy. They also knew that those deaths were necessary to keep future
deaths to a minimum.
Draco quickly came back out of his deep scan link with his
ship, and said. “Kind of busy out there, isn’t it?”
“Yes… captain.” Hrraughn replied as he casually piloted the
ship to aim the most sensor positions at the evolving battle. “But it is
obvious that the baylor do not have a chance. Even the baylor would
not lose honor in surrendering now.”
*

*

*

Taagghhaarr watched the screens and felt a sharp pain every
time another ship disappeared in nuclear flame. The kinetic losses were
less painful only because there was a small chance that some of the
crews would live.
Every death was a son of the Kiilliimmeedd Family, or one of
the many minor Families that had endured Imperial ridicule for allying
themselves to those that other baylor mockingly called Renegades.
But he continued to watch.
Not enough had yet been sacrificed for the rest of his people
to accept their fate.
Taagghhaarr waited as those around him frantically tried to
make the best of the breaking line. It did no good. Taagghhaarr had
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spent too long pumping them up and now that they’d been set off, there
was no stopping them.
The best of the baylorian young flung themselves at their
childhood monsters. With fear and courage fighting each other in their
chests, they convinced themselves that they were doing it for their
Family’s Honor.
They didn’t know they were being sacrificed.
They died believing.
Taagghhaarr felt each death.
Watched each death on the screens of his control console.
Then he began to give orders.
The baylor had been taking orders from those above for so
long that they didn’t usually think about what they were doing. They
just did what they were told. It didn’t matter that some were slaves and
others were masters, they all did what they were told.
Ships began to withdraw toward the planetoid ships to refuel
and rearm. Some of them noticed that a large percentage of the ships
that were returning to their mother ships were of particular families.
They didn’t notice because the few who had benefited from the first
refuel and refit, saw only the greater access to potential targets.
They focused their attention on the cyberhuman drones as the
ships crewed by the Kiilliimmeedd family and those families closest to
them returned to the planetoid ships.
The ships that found themselves facing the Evvlliigg were the
ships that had brought Hunters to the hunting estates on the surface of
Kiilliimmeedd Prime. They were crewed by families who enjoyed
boasting of their Imperial right to fly starships.
Unlike the Renegade Family.
They had been trapped on their favorite hunting resort with no
choice but to join the defense of the world from the Evvlliigg invaders.
Most of them had left the passengers they had brought with them on
the planet’s surface.
Now they found themselves finally free of all the other ships
that obstructed them from getting Hunting trophies. They dove at the
invaders and killed fighter drones by the dozens. As they fought, they
died one by one by one.
As they continued to fight the cyberhuman drones, the
arrogance of the baylorian fighters and their support ships of converted
yachts began to lessen. They looked around to find the skies above the
planet free of Renegade ships.
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When they commed inquiries, they were told that the
Renegade Family was not allowed to have ships. They were then told
that the ships they were referring to must be those of others like
themselves.
Further comm traffic was ignored as the planetoid ships began
to move closer to the planet and begin extensive shuttle traffic. The
planetoid ships defended this planetary exodus with more ferocity than
any battle they had fought since the cyberhumans had driven them
from the Barnyard.
Refused access to the planetoid defense sphere, the abandoned
baylorian fighters and converted yachts fought the advancing
cyberhuman drones with desperation. They died knowing they had
been used as a sacrifice for those they had taunted as being less of a
true hunter than the braggart who taunted them.
Regardless of the fact that they knew they were dying in the
cause of another, in the end they died like the baylor they professed to
be. They died with individual honor.
Without even realizing that the fighter drones they fought did
not have living pilots, they fought as fierce as the fiercest warrior. If
the cyberhuman ships would have been manned, they would have lost
five times as many pilots as the baylor.
But the cyberhuman fighters were remotely operated drones.
No human lives were lost during the entire battle.
Even when cyberhuman forces accidentally shot down some
of their own fighter drones despite having the best technology in
known space.
*

*

*

Draco gripped the armrests of his command chair as Hrraughn
shot Liberator through a looping curl that took her back at the
destroyer on her tail.
Well, not really a destroyer. More like a rich man’s speedboat
crossed with a party lounge.
If it had been a real baylorian destroyer, Draco would be
encouraging Hrraughn to go the other way.
But it was just one of the cannon fodder ships that the baylor
had been reduced to using against them.
Raking the baylor with weapons fire as they passed within a
ship’s diameter from the oncoming enemy, Hrraughn sent Libby
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through several looping twists around a particularly dense patch of ring
debris and back out toward the cyberhuman lines. By the time the
larger ship came out of the weapon’s obstructing debris, Libby was
well out of range.
Looking around with his sensors, Draco could see that the
battle was moving away while still staying between the two moons and
the ring they shepherded.
For whatever reason though, the baylor’s biggest three ships
were huddling over the planet like mother hens and evacuating enough
mass to fill another planetoid ship.
Every attempt to approach them was met with a fierceness
from the ragtag fleet that the humans had not seen before.
As the battle moved further away, Hrraughn maneuvered the
ship through the debris field and pulled it up next to the rounded hull
plating of a baylorian destroyer. Sensors probed the wreckage and
beeped a negative. Hrraughn moved the ship away from the debris and
waited for the crew to locate another likely prospect.
They prospected for survivors while the rest of the combined
fleets fought the baylor across the skies of Grrlar.
Even though they were nothing more than glorified
passengers, once his wolfen crew found out who he was, they seemed
to delight in finding ways to help the other cyberhumans keep Draco
away from the thickest parts of the battle. They had found their best
method in seeking out survivors from the baylorian ships most likely to
contain slaves.
Hrraughn had found another section of baylorian debris and
moved the ship next to the largest section. The sensors began giving
the distinctive beep that signaled living beings inside the sealed
compartments. Hrraughn maneuvered the ship sideways till the lower
airlock was only a couple of meters from the only hatch visible on the
section of debris. “Ready captain.” He said, glancing back at Draco.
Draco morphed a volume of nanomass as he opened the
airlock and the nanomass flowed out of the opening hatch and formed a
tunnel between Liberator and the debris. He formed the nanomass into
a solid covering over the hatch in case of weapons fire. Boring through
the hull with several tiny tendrils of nanomass, he morphed the tendril
ends into eyes and looked into the compartment.
There were several wolfen slaves in sight, and two baylor.
One of them was feeding from the neck of a slave while the other kept
a pair of shock-rods in view. Draco morphed insect sized remotes from
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the tendril ends and flew them to the baylor. Landing on the back of the
baylor’s skulls, the remotes morphed into legged stunners as they
gripped the skin.
The two baylor dropped limply to the deck.
Wolfen in battle suits, who had been waiting on the lower
deck, entered the tunnel and moved toward the end. The nanomass plug
at the end of the tunnel dissolved and they quickly opened the hatch
and stormed the compartment.
Within minutes, they had ushered the slaves into Liberator
and bundled the two baylor into a secure cell.
“All secure Captain.” Hrraughn said. “We have two captives
and five liberated wolfen. There is also a Rhoal centaur.”
“Thank you pilot.” Draco answered. “You may proceed.”
Hrraughn tapped keys and gripped his control stick. Liberator
moved away from the debris field and began to look for more shattered
baylorian ships.
They ignored the debris from the unmanned cyberhuman
fighter drones.
Deeper in the planet’s gravity well, the three immense
planetoid ships began to move. Rising sluggishly, they gradually
increased their orbital height. The remnants of the blocking fleet of
makeshift warships moved to a position to intercept the mother ships
and the battle above Grrlar continued.
Draco watched calmly from the safety of the back of the
cyberhuman lines as Hrraughn flew Liberator with skills learned from
a lifetime of slavery as a pilot of baylorian, supply ships. They picked
their way through the debris as the distant planetoid ships led the battle
back in their direction.
“Should we move back captain?” Hrraughn asked as he
moved the ship away from their second successful rescue of a baylor,
two wolfen, and another rhoal centaur.
“No pilot.” Draco answered. “We’re faster than they are by a
long shot. We’ve got plenty of time before they’re in weapons range.
Let’s continue searching for survivors.”
“Aye captain.” Hrraughn replied.
The battle moved around the planet and slowly rose to a
higher orbit. The buzzing mass of fighters and gunboats swarmed in
the path of the three artificial moons.
Then the three massive planetoid ships disappeared.
And reappeared behind Liberator.
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Hrraughn tapped keys and twisted his joystick, but Draco had
already seized control.
Rotating the ship and engaging the gravity wave coils at their
highest power, Draco ran away from the nearest planetoid.
Missiles rose from the surface of the planetoid and chased
him. Several chunks of nanomass separated from Liberator and aimed
themselves at the nearest missiles. Morphing into lasers, the remotes
began cutting through the missiles.
One missiles exploded with nuclear fire, but the shields of the
nearest remote protected it from the near miss.
Draco concentrated on the sensor readings from the nearest
planetoid and began to aim his weapons at a particular designed
installation on the surface. The distinctive shape was repeated in a
regular pattern across the surface of all three planetoid ships.
As the battle below dissolved into a jumbled confusion,
baylorian fighters and converted yachts fled in all directions. Some
dove back to the safety of defensive fire from the surface of Grrlar,
while others fled for deep space. A few headed for the stepping stone
jump points that were still controlled by baylorian defensive stations. A
smaller few headed for deeper space between the nearer jump points.
Those ships obviously had hopes of finding the more distant
jump points that were commercially useless for general star travel.
The remote fighter pilots of the cyberhuman fleet turned their
craft back toward the planetoid ships that were now behind them and
raced after their main target. Some of the pilots reset their control pods
and initiated new fighter drones from the cradles of the ships that were
now within baylorian weapons range.
Missiles not targeted at Liberator flew by and were met by
defensive fire from the other cyberhuman ships. Fighters raced to
protect their mother ships and the biologic pilots who flew them from
the violated safety of VR pods within those mother ships.
Draco’s ship rained missiles and kinetic bullets down on the
planetoid that filled half his sky. Liberator doubled back and, instead
of fleeing the planetoid began to cross the massive ship’s surface,
firing with complete abandon. He targeted only the installations that he
had identified as vital to the planetoid’s new FTL drive.
Projecting his sensor data to all the other cyberhuman ships,
Draco led the attack to disable the ship’s new drive. Almost
immediately, the rest of the cyberhuman ships began targeting the same
installations as missile fire lit up their shields.
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Draco’s sensor readings flickered and the planetoid ships
disappeared. Cyberhuman fire fell into a void where three massive
targets had been only moments before.
The human ships milled uncertainly for only a few moments
before sensors picked up one of the planetoid ships only a few million
miles away.
Like a vengeful swarm of killer bees, most of the human ships
lifted away from the planet in pursuit. Left behind, a few long-range
fighter drones remained to chase down the scattered baylorian ships
abandoned by the planetoid ships.
*

*

*

Taagghhaarr paced across the command center of
Kiilliimmeedd. “Where is Erriimmaannohh?”
“I do not know.” Replied the sensor tech. “Maakkaavvll is
where he is supposed to be, but the other son has not appeared. Maybe
the damage he took to his drive field towers prevented him from
forming a complete field?”
“We must return for them.” Taagghhaarr said.
“My Lord.” His new advisor said. “All Kiilliimmeedd family
are with us here, Erriimmaannohh contains only lesser houses and
families. A Hunter who can not keep up is a danger to those around
him. They are not important enough to risk the rest.”
“I disagree, advisor.” He replied calmly. “They helped make
Kiilliimmeedd Prime the envy of hunting worlds all over the Empire.
They shared our hardships and supported us at their own detriment.
They endured generations of ridicule from the same arrogant hunters
who treated us like grasseaters!”
“Those others we left behind were no more than the arrogant
sons of families that would destroy us in a moment if they did not
enjoy our humiliation so much. Those in Erriimmaannohh have stood
by us for generations.” He smiled a hunter’s smile. “Besides, we need
their breeding stock. Pass the orders, we return for our missing
brothers!”
“At once, My Lord!” The captain, who had patiently waited
nearby, said.
They reset the distance parameters of their new drive and
began to jump back the way they’d come. They had made three smaller
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jumps back along their trail when the sensors revealed the missing
planetoid ship, Erriimmaannohh.
The Evvlliigg ships were far outside weapons range, but were
closing the distance quickly.
Seconds later, Maakkaavvll appeared between the crippled
planetoid and the oncoming fighters and gunboats. Lasers and missile
fire from Maakkaavvll engulfed the front of the enemy lines. Fighters
and gunboats dissolved in nuclear fire or were sliced in half.
The following carriers slowed their race toward the crippled
ship and concentrated on the nearer target.
Sensors showed Taagghhaarr the furious activity going on, on
Erriimmaannohh’s surface as construction crews repaired damaged
FTL arrays.
Taagghhaarr gave orders and repair teams from Kiilliimmeedd
swarmed from massive docking bays with more construction
equipment and replacement towers. They joined the teams from the
damaged ship and quickly began repairing the battle damage.
Taagghhaarr returned his attention to his data screens. The
leading edges of the Evvlliigg ships bashed themselves against the
defenses of the Maakkaavvll, to no avail. But the main force was
quickly approaching weapons range.
Taagghhaarr cursed the Emperor quietly. If his family had
been able to at least possess a decent defensive space force and proper
jump point stations, he would not be in this position. First off, he
would have been able to take the human planet years ago and would
have a three planet base of power.
He would also have not lost all the jump points of the home
system if they had been properly armed.
But that was a cold trail, he must deal with now.
He had lost the worlds his ancestors had sacrificed so much to
gain.
And he had lied to all those who followed him to get them to
the point where they would have no choice but to flee the battle and
their home world.
True, the method of their leaving had the potential to make
them the greatest Hunters the galaxy had ever known.
But now they were Hunters without a Home.
He turned his attention back to the battle that raged around
Maakkaavvll. He though it ironic that the planetoid ship named for the
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one son he was least proud of, was saving the ship named for the son
he was most proud of.
He wondered if they still fought on the human homeworld or
if they had died with Honor.
Or if they lived on as the toys of the Evvlliigg.
*

*

*

Draco swerved to avoid a jumble of debris as he ran from the
missile group. His EAF shields glowed brightly, but continued to hold.
Another missile exploded in nuclear fire and his shields
glowed even brighter.
He dropped a volume of nanomass and as it fell away it
morphed to form a pair of flying lasers. Their beams could not be seen
as they crossed space, till they lit on a missile’s surface. Those missiles
exploded conventionally and the lasers sought their next target.
Baylorian missiles examined the data and determined a
programmed response. Two of the missiles exploded in nuclear fire and
the laser remotes disappeared.
Draco dodged around a particularly large piece of debris and
one of the remaining missiles swerved too far and bumped another.
Both began to tumble, with one exploding on impact with debris and
the other veering off on a tangent. By the time the missile’s internal
systems had regained control, the target and the chasing pack had
dodged around the debris field.
The missile responded to the loss of targeting by shutting
down and going into ambush mode. It would remain active and attack
anything not broadcasting a specific ‘friendly’ code. If not found or
triggered by a passing ship, it could lay idle for years on standby
power.
Draco dropped another pair of nanomass laser remotes and
took out three more of the missiles before enough energy had been bled
from his shields to stop fleeing. Swooping around a dense debris patch,
Draco dove straight at the oncoming missiles. With lasers and gattlings
blazing, he shot down all but one of the missiles.
Its nuclear fire was easily absorbed by Liberator’s shields.
Turning to smile at the comm station on the right rear seat of
Liberator’s bridge, Draco said. “Piece of cake.”
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The wolfen smiled gamely and held on as the ship twisted him
about in his safety harness. On lower decks, rescued baylor, wolfen,
and rhoal tossed about inside life pods of nanomass.
Draco shot around another jumble of debris and raced back
toward the planetoid. Missiles rained away from the massive shape,
making a sheet of nuclear fire that kept the human ships at bay.
Behind the blocking planetoid, the other small planetoid’s
surface swarmed with construction crews. As the battle damage that
had been done was being repaired, cyberhuman sensors recorded the
view from dozens of different directions.
Some of the cyberhuman ships were able to get around the
blocking planetoid and raced toward the unshielded surface of the
damaged one. Defensive fire came at the fighter and gunboat drones
from both front and rear.
The larger planetoid came forward from beside the damaged
ship and moved toward the cyberhuman mother ships.
“Move.” Draco mumbled as the cyberhuman mother ships
scattered.
Some of those looped back around and dove at the massive
moon-sized behemoth. Data transfers told Draco who they were and
what they were doing.
Several of the cyberhumans and Dragon Warriors had
experienced biologic death over the past couple of years. Some of
those were in the infiltration teams that had followed the Imperial fleets
while others had targeted the two Centauri planets.
None of those had reported from the planetoid ships, so a last
attempt was being made.
Some of the kinetic bullets being shot at the planetoid by the
diving ships were made of nanomass containing disembodied
volunteers.
They would attempt to remain hidden till they could examine
the new FTL tech. They would also be able to follow the baylor to
wherever they intended to go.
The diving ships drew intensive fire and began to pull out of
their attack. One of them passed out of the range of the converging
energy weapons without pause while the other was engulfed in nuclear
fire as missiles from baylorian ships came from above.
A split second later, a single glowing sphere, a fraction of the
size of the original ship, shot out of the tiny sun.
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“Yes!” Draco cried, pumping his fist in the air as his comm
link informed him that the cyberhuman captain had delivered his
volunteers and escaped without losses. A pair of quick signals from the
planetoid to the fleeing ship had indicated a successful infiltration.
Draco hoped that the two volunteers could remain hidden.
Cyberhuman ships continued to dive on all three planetoid
ships, but couldn’t get through. The repairs on the damaged ship
continued unabated while sensors recorded the process for later study.
Draco fired a burst of kinetic bullets at a pair of seeker
missiles that locked on his ship. As he swooped around the rear half of
a converted baylorian yacht, his life-sign sensors beeped.
Pulling into a circular loop, he dropped a nanomass remote as
he continued his orbit of the debris. He dropped a ring of mines around
the area and moved closer as the remote touched the hull of the yacht’s
remains. Boring through the hull and probing the interior, the remote
relayed the information directly to Draco.
He moved Liberator closer as he examined the data and
watched his perimeter through a comm link with the mines.
He separated another volume of nanomass away from his ship
and began to inspect the remains of the yacht. His probes showed that
the ship remained mostly intact. Kinetic hits had broken the bridge and
forward passenger compartments off cleanly. Designed more for
atmospheric comfort than a true warship, the rear half of the airplane
shape remained mostly intact.
Draco’s interior probe sniffed out five rhoal, nine wolfen, and
the bound and gagged forms of two very angry baylor. Beside them lay
the bloodied form of a finely dressed baylor.
Moving Liberator closer, Draco morphed most of his
available nanomass over the broken end of the yacht. With smaller
remotes fetching pieces of debris floating nearby, he molded a
makeshift control bridge on the blunt end of the crippled ship.
He was interrupted once by a group of seeker missiles, but the
presence of the beacon that the derelict contained slowed them just
long enough for him to laser them into uselessness. He was almost
finished when the construction teams on the surface of the damaged
planetoid began racing for the nearest open airlock.
The baylorian fighters that had poured from the planetoid
ships began to flee the fight, returning to open docking bays in droves.
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Missiles in numbers that staggered the mind rained up from
the massive vessels and obliterated the leading edge of the cyberhuman
fighter and gunboat drones.
Then all three moons disappeared again.
The cyberhumans began to clean up the few baylorian ships
that had been left behind while scanning the space around them for
their foe.
The scans showed a possible reading nearly eleven million
kilometers away from the planet Grrlar, but when they focused on the
area, there was nothing there.
Draco disconnected from his deep control of Liberator and
took a deep breath. They’d done it! They’d driven the baylor out of the
Centauri system and repelled the Emperor’s assault from the outside.
His mental link with the rest of the cyberhumans and their AI
allies showed that only two of their original number was missing.
The two who had volunteered to infiltrate the larger planetoid
ship.
They had fought and won an entire space war without a single
casualty!
He glanced at his screens and saw the massive debris fields
containing the parts of thousands of ships.
The cyberhuman fleet had lost nearly three quarters of those
ships. Unmanned fighter and gunboat drones that had been operated
remotely.
The other one quarter of the debris was baylorian.
Their ships were manned.
His link with his ship showed him the contact being made by
his crew and the yacht they were attached to.
At least some of the baylorian crews could be saved.
Space was harsh, though, and if they wanted to increase the
number of survivors they would have to hurry. He passed mental
commands across his link with the rest of the fleet and they bent to
their task.
Ships went out in all directions and the reports eventually
showed that the baylorian planetoids were no where to be found. They
placed sensor buoys in concentric layers all through the Centauri
system over the next few days and sent groups of ships to each
blockade station.
Within a couple of weeks they began to relax their high alert
status and grew confident in their blockade’s security. Not till then did
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they begin to dismantle the baylorian defenses at the ignored and
bypassed Proxima-Centauri jump point.
They then turned their attention to Grrlar and Argnng.
It was time to liberate the wolfen.
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* EPILOGUE *
Sy’Byt watched through cyberneural eyes as his ship,
Turquoise, approached the jump point. He remained in his birth form
and gripped the deck ring with motive tentacles while his manipulative
tentacles tapped at the 3D screen that was mounted on the cylindrical
console he stood inside.
He thought it incongruous that he had used a human word to
name his ship considering his mission. Turquoise was the human word
for the blue rock that his clan was named for, so, despite the purpose of
his mission, he felt it was an appropriate name.
He had been shown the error of his ways by ancient
information. True, he didn’t have that knowledge when he presented
Draco Moon with a cyberneural symbiote, but the damage had been
done.
Now it was up to him to correct his mistake.
As Turquoise approached the jump point, his sensors recorded
several emergence pulses coming from inside its mouth.
He watched without interfering as his crew quickly dealt with
the problem.
They hid in deep stealth mode as they drifted powerless
toward the jump point.
They were still in baylorian space, so didn’t expect ships of
another race. They weren’t surprised. The baylorian warships that
poured through the jump point did so as if they were being chased.
Those with him on the control deck of Turquoise commented
on the fact as they speculated what had happened.
The battle damaged fleet made its way into the system and left
mines as they fled toward the next jump point on their way back
toward the heart of baylorian space. When the baylor had gone,
Sy’Byt’s ship moved out in search of another jump point.
Sy’Byt pondered the situation as they traveled. Had the
humans grown powerful enough to hurt the baylor? Would they resist
his attempts to reclaim his gift?
It didn’t matter. He had his duty to perform.
END
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mind tell me a story. What about the author?
Read the A.T.A. for one book and you know
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ago. Being mostly self-taught, I’ve made the inevitable mistakes but
they’ve remained out of sight of critical eyes. That stopped as soon as I
published my first novel. Now my mistakes are sculpted in ink.
For example, in another of my novels published by 1st Books,
I stated in the A.T.A. section that books have grown large over the
years as authors included ‘sociological messages of great importance’.
Then I wrote two half-novels that were full of my own versions of
major sociological issues. Now, coming full circle, I have the second of
a three part story that I have trouble keeping as short as it is.
In addition to what I said in the A.T.A. of my second novel
(Universal Magic), when a story reveals itself to an author, the story
determines its smallest size. Going from there, things just get
complicated when seen from several different perspectives, and a story
can grow so big that the author has to divide it into three parts. I’m
only on book two of the cyberhuman trilogy and I’ve cross-referenced
till my head hurts, but I bet I’ve still made major goofs. If you (the
reader) find any, let me know through 1st Books.
I would like to thank NASA and STScI for most of the images
that my nephew, Craig Mullins assembled into the cover. What they
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